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Abstract 

 

In this dissertation, I examine the combinatorial properties of valence-increasing 

suffixes (i.e., the causative and applicatives), and the semantic and syntactic 

effects of combining these suffixes with a verb stem in the Yoni dialect of Temne, 

a Southern Atlantic language of the Niger-Congo language family spoken in 

Sierra Leone. The data used in the analysis were drawn from direct elicitations 

and Temne spoken corpus representing contemporary use of the Yoni dialect. 

Concerning the combinatorial properties of valence-increasing suffixes, I 

investigate the classes of verb stems that combine with each suffix, the extent to 

which the suffixes can co-occur, and the relative order of the suffixes in the verb 

stem. I demonstrate that the combinations of valence-increasing suffixes with verb 

stems or with other suffixes are limited. Also, the relative order of verb suffixes is 

fixed and is described by morphological templates. 

In connection with semantics, I illustrate that the applicatives are 

polysemous and the meanings of each applicative are closely related. I describe 

these meanings in terms of a schematic network in the sense of Langacker (1987). 

I also describe the compositional pathway involved in the derivation of each 

schema of co-occurring suffixes. I demonstrate that some of the meanings of the 

combination of suffixes with particular verb stems are predictable, while others 

are unpredictable. 

In terms of syntax, I investigate whether any semantic role uniquely maps 

onto a specific grammatical relation. Also, I examine the principles that govern 

the mapping and realization of post-verbal arguments, and demonstrate that the 



 

 

order of post-verbal arguments is determined by two interacting hierarchies: the 

participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy. The participant hierarchy 

provides a ranked ordering of event-participants based on their semantic roles. 

The precedence hierarchy ranks objects expressed by object-markers over those 

expressed by nouns, requiring that the former precede the latter. I also identify the 

prominence hierarchy: 1/2 » 3animate » 3inanimate, which ranks objects 

according to grammatical person and animacy; semantically plausible clauses in 

which an object-marker lower on the prominence hierarchy would precede an 

object-marker higher on the hierarchy are blocked and considered ungrammatical. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this dissertation, I examine the combinatorial properties of valence-increasing 

suffixes, and the semantic and syntactic effects of combining these suffixes with a 

verb stem in the Yoni dialect of Temne, a Southern Atlantic language of the 

Niger-Congo language family spoken in Sierra Leone. As the name suggests, 

“valence-increasing suffixes” are suffixes that add a syntactic argument to the 

valence of the verb. In Temne, these suffixes are the causative -s, the locative -r, 

instrumental -n and benefactive applicative - . 

In general, research on valence-increasing morphology (causatives and 

applicatives) in a particular language or across languages has focussed on four 

main issues: (i) the source and evolution of the affixes, (ii) the combinatorial 

properties of the affixes, (iii) the semantics and (iv) the syntactic effects of 

combining these affixes with a verb stem. However, this study is not about the 

origin and evolution of verb suffixes; rather it addresses questions about the 

combinatorial properties of valence-increasing suffixes, and the semantics and the 

syntactic effects of these suffixes on a verb stem. 

 1.1 The problems 

The properties of valence-increasing suffixes in Temne pose several research 

questions. These questions may be divided into three groups: combinatorics, 

semantics and syntax. In this section, I highlight the research questions that are 

addressed in this dissertation. 
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Concerning the combinatorial properties of valence-increasing suffixes, 

there is the question about what classes of verb stems that are compatible or 

incompatible with each suffix or set of valence-increasing suffixes. For example, 

whereas the verb stems bok ‘X cries’, chp ‘X plants sth’ and gbl ‘X sweeps sth’ 

combine with the causative suffix, the verb stems bmpa ‘X makes sth’, bnkli  

‘X rolls sth’ and brfi ‘X pops off sth’ are incompatible with the causative suffix. 

In addition, the causative suffix combines with the transitive verb di  ‘X 

eats sth’, as demonstrated by the following example. 

(1) a. -langba     di  k--yek 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat NC2-INDEF-monkey 

  ‘The man ate a monkey.’ 

 

 b. -bk      di-s    

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-CAUS 

 

   -langba  k--yek 

   NC1:DEF-man  NC2-INDEF-monkey 

  ‘The woman made the man eat a monkey.’ 

 

The verb di s ‘A made X eat sth’ in (1b) is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X eats 

sth’ in (1a). In this example (1a), the participant langba  ‘man’ is the subject, 

while the participant kyek ‘monkey’ is the primary object, defined here as any 

argument that appears immediately after the verb. When the causative suffix is 

combined with the verb di  ‘X eats sth’ in (1b), the subject langba ‘man’ of the 

basic verb appears immediately after the verb, while the basic object kyek 

‘monkey’ of the verb occurs after it. The term “basic object” is defined in this 

study as the object of any underived verb. Combining the causative suffix with the 

basic verb also has the syntactic effect of adding to the clause the causer argument 
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bk ‘woman’ that is the subject of the causativized verb. Thus, (1b) 

demonstrates that the causative suffix combines with the transitive verb di  ‘X eats 

sth’. 

 While the causative suffix combines with the transitive verb di  ‘X eats 

sth’, examples (2b) and (2c) reveal that it does not combine with the ditransitive 

verb nut ‘X feeds sth to someone’. 

(2) a. -bk      nu t  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat 

 

   -langba  k--yek 

   NC1:DEF-man  NC2-INDEF-monkey 

  ‘The woman fed the man a monkey.’ 

 

 b. *-ya      nu t-s   

  NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-CAUS 

 

  -bk   -langba  k--yek 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1:DEF-man  NC2-INDEF-monkey 

Intended meaning: ‘The old woman made the woman feed the man 

a monkey.’ 

 

 c. *-ya      nu t-s   

  NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-CAUS 

 

   k  -langba  k--yek 

   NC1.OBJ NC1:DEF-man  NC2-INDEF-monkey 

Intended meaning: ‘The old woman made her (the woman) feed 

the man a monkey.’ 

 

The verb nuts ‘A made X feed sth to someone’ in (2b) and (2c) is formed by 

combining the basic verb nut ‘X feeds sth to someone’ with the causative 

suffix -s. Example (2b) is ungrammatical because the causative suffix and the 

ditransitive verb nut ‘X feeds sth to someone’ are incompatible. Note that in (2b) 
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all the post-verbal arguments are expressed by nominals. The sentence is still 

ungrammatical even when one of the objects is expressed by an object marker and 

the others are expressed by nominal arguments, as demonstrated by the 

ungrammaticality of (2c). Thus, examples (1) and (2) raise the question: What 

verb stems combine with each valence-increasing suffix? 

Questions about the combinatorial properties of verb affixes across 

languages have also featured in the study by Dixon & Aikhenvald (2000), among 

others. In this study, Dixon & Aikhenvald (2000) examined the semantic and 

syntactic verb types that combine with the causative and applicative, stating that 

ditransitive verbs are less likely to combine with causatives across languages than 

transitive and intransitive verbs. Similarly, investigations about the combinatorial 

properties of valence-increasing suffixes have also been carried out in individual 

language families. One such study is by Kiyosawa and Gerdts (2010), who 

investigate the combination of applicatives with other verb suffixes in Salish 

languages. This study also includes an inquiry into the discourse functions of 

appplicatives in Salish languages. 

 In addition, data on valence-increasing suffixes reveal that certain verbs 

that combine with two suffixes when they occur separately do not combine with 

these two suffixes when they co-occur. For example, the verb bs ‘X digs sth out’ 

combines with the causative suffix -s and the instrumental suffix -n when the 

two suffixes occur in a verb stem separately. Example (3) illustrates the 

causativized verb bss ‘A causes X to dig sth out’. 
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(3) a. -langba     bs -cher 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:INDEF dig NC3:DEF-rats 

  ‘The man dug out the rats.’ 

 

 b. -bk      bs-s   

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-CAUS 

 

   -langba  -cher 

   NC1:DEF-man  NC3:DEF-rat 

  ‘The woman made the man dig out the rats.’ 

 

The verb bss ‘A causes X to dig sth out’ in (3b) is derived from the verb stem 

bs ‘X digs sth out’. When bs is combined with the causative suffix, the subject 

langba ‘man’ of the basic verb becomes the object, while the added argument 

bk ‘woman’ becomes the subject of the causativized verb. Thus, example (3) 

indicates that the causative suffix -s is compatible with the verb bs ‘X digs sth 

out’. 

 The verb bs ‘X digs sth out’ also combines with the instrumental suffix 

-n when it appears alone on a verb, as demonstrated in (4). 

(4) a. -langba     bs -cher 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:INDEF dig NC3:DEF-rats 

  ‘The man dug the rats out.’ 

 

 b. -bk      bs-n  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-INST 

 

   -cher   k--tala 
   NC3:DEF-rat  NC3-INDEF-hoe 

  ‘The man dug the rats out with a hoe.’ 

The verb bsn ‘X digs sth out using a tool’ is derived from the verb stem bs ‘X 

digs sth out’. When the instrumental applicative is combined with the basic verb 

bs, a new argument ktala ‘hoe’ is added to the valence of the verb. Thus, 
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examples (3b) and (4b) demonstrate that the verb bs ‘X digs sth out’ combines 

with both the instrumental applicative and the causative suffix. 

 However, the verb stem bs ‘X digs sth out’ does not combine with the 

causative suffix and the instrumental suffix when the two suffixes co-occur, as 

indicated by the ungrammaticality of (5b) and (5c). 

(5) a. -langba     bs -cher 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:INDEF dig NC3:DEF-rats 

  ‘The man dug the rats out.’ 

 

 b. *-bk     bs-s-n  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-CAUS-INST 

 

   -langba -cher   k--tala 
   NC1:DEF-man NC1:DEF-rat  NC3-INDEF-hoe 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman made the man dig the rats out 

using a hoe.’ 

 

 c. *-bk     bs-s-n  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:INDEF eat-CAUS-INST 

 

   k  -cher  k--tala 
   NC3.OBJ NC1:DEF-rat NC3-INDEF-hoe 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman made him/her dig the rats out 

using a hoe.’ 

In example (5b), all the post-verbal arguments are expressed by nominal 

arguments, while in (5c) they are expressed by a combination of the object marker 

k and the nominals cher ‘rats’ and ktala ‘hoe’. However, both (5b) and (5c) are 

ungrammatical because the verb bs ‘X digs sth out’ does not combine with the 

causative suffix and instrumental applicative when the two suffixes co-occur. 

Thus, the examples in (5) invite an inquiry into which verb stems can combine 

with each set of co-occurring suffixes - a question also addressed in this study. 
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 In addition, data on valence-increasing suffixes in Temne indicate that 

some of these suffixes can co-occur. One set of valence-increasing suffixes that 

co-occur is the causative suffix -s and the instrumental applicative -n, as 

illustrated in example (6). 

(6) -bk     mun-s-n 

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-CAUS-INST 

 

  -wath   -tl   k--bep 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-medicine NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The woman made the child drink the medicine with a spoon.’ 

‘The woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child drink the 

medicine.’ 

The verb mu nsn ‘X drinks sth using a tool’ is derived from the verb stem mun 

‘X drinks sth’. This example (6) indicates that the causative and instrumental 

suffixes co-occur. However, they co-occur only in the order CAUS » INST, but not 

*INST » CAUS, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (7). 

(7) *-bk    mun-n-s 

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-INST-CAUS 

 

-wa th   -tl   k--bep 

 NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-medicine NC2-INDEF-spoon 

Intended meanings: 

‘The woman made the child drink the medicine with a spoon.’ 

‘The woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child drink the 

medicine.’ 

The failure of the causative suffix and the instrumental applicative to co-occur in 

the order INST » CAUS raises the question: In which order do verb suffixes co-occur 

and how is the relative ordering of suffixes in the verb stem described? These 

questions have also been raised in the Atlantic languages Fula by Arnott (1970) 

and Paster (2005, 2006) and in Wolof by Buell and Sy (2006). 
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Furthermore, several hypotheses have been proposed in the literature 

about the relative ordering of verb suffixes. For example, while Bybee (1985) and 

Rice (2000) argue that the order of affixes may be described in terms of semantic 

scope, others like Baker (1985) claim that an interaction between syntax and 

morphology may be used to describe the order in which suffixes occur in the verb 

stem. There is also the proposal that phonology determines the relative order of 

co-occurring affixes in some languages. On the other hand, studies by Arnott 

(1970), Paster (2005, 2006), among others, have shown that the relative ordering 

of verb suffixes in Pulaar, an Atlantic language spoken in West Africa, for 

example, is phonologically driven. On the other hand, Hyman (2003) argues for 

the possibility of explaining the order of verb affixes in terms of morphology. In 

Kanu (2009a), I claim that the order of suffixes in Temne and the way in which 

they combine is determined by the morphotactics. In this study, I re-examine this 

claim using more elaborate data. 

While the causative suffix and instrumental applicative co-occur, the 

causative suffix and the benefactive applicative do not co-occur, as indicated by 

the following example. 

(8) a. -tn     mu n -mnt 

  NC3:DEF-dog  NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink NC3:DEF-water  

  ‘The dog drank the water.’ 

 

b. *-bk    mu n-s- 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-CAUS-BEN 

 

   -tn  -wath   -mnt 

   NC3:DEF-dog NC3:DEF-medicine NC3:DEF-water 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman made the dog drink the water for 

the man. 
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c. *-bk    mu n--s 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-BEN-CAUS 

 

   -tn  -wath   -mnt 

   NC3:DEF-dog NC3:DEF-medicine NC3:DEF-water 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman made the dog drink the water for 

the man. 

In (8b) the causative suffix and benefactive applicative are combined with the 

basic verb mun ‘X drinks sth’. In this example, the order of the suffixes is CAUS » 

BEN, but the sentence is ungrammatical. In (8c) the order of the suffixes is 

reversed BEN » CAUS, but the sentence is still ungrammatical, thus indicating that 

in either directions, the causative suffix and the benefactive suffix do not co-

occur. Thus, example (8) raises the question: What are the co-occurrence 

restrictions among valence-increasing suffixes and how are these restrcitions 

explained? 

Thus, in terms of the combinatorial properties of valence-increasing 

suffixes, this study addresses the following questions: (i) What classes of verb 

stems combine with each valence-increasing suffix or set of valence-increasing 

suffixes? (ii) What combinatorial restrictions hold between verbs and valence-

incresing suffixes? (iii) Which valence-increasing suffixes co-occur and in what 

order? (iv) How do we describe the relative ordering of valence-increasing 

suffixes in the verb stem, and (v) What co-occurrence restrictions hold between 

two suffixes? 

In connection with semantics, data from valence-increasing suffixes 

indicate that the locative, instrumental and benefactive applicatives are associated 

with several meanings and these meanings are closely related. Some of these 
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suffixes take a certain meaning only when they are combined with a certain set of 

verbs. The following example may be used to illustrate this phenomenon. 

(9) a. -wath     lm -sar 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-stone 

  ‘The child threw the stone.’ 

 

b. -wath     lm-r  -bok   

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC3:DEF-snake  

 

-sar 

NC3:DEF-stone 

‘The child threw the stone at the snake.’ 

In (9b), the derived verb lmr ‘X throws sth at a location’ is derived from the 

verb stem lm ‘X throws sth’. In this example, the locative suffix -r adds an 

allative meaning (i.e., direction towards a goal) to the basic meaning of the verb. 

However, when the same suffix is combined with the verb stem bani  ‘X reclaims 

sth’, the derived verb ba nr ‘X reclaims sth from L’ assumes an ablative meaning 

(i.e., direction away from a location), as demonstrated by (10b). 

(10) a. -langba    bani   -pon 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF reclaim NC3:DEF-swamp 

  ‘The man reclaimed the swamp.’ 

 

b. -langba   bani -r  -by  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF reclaim-LOC NC1:DEF-chief  

 

-pon 

NC3:DEF-swamp 

  ‘The man reclaimed the swamp from the chief.’ 

The verb bani r ‘X reclaims sth from someone’ in (10b) is derived from the verb 

stem bani  ‘X reclaims sth’. This example (10b) indicates that the locative suffix 
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takes an ablative meaning when it is combined with the verb stem ba ni  ‘X 

reclaims sth’. 

 The locative suffix -r takes a purely static locative meaning when it is 

combined with the verb yr ‘X sits down’, as illustrated in example (11b). 

(11) a. -yari    yi r 
  NC3:DEF-cat NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

  ‘The cat sat down.’ 

 

b. -yari    yi r-r  -bnt 

  NC1:DEF-cat NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC  NC3:DEF-stool 

  ‘The cat sat on the stool.’ 

In (11b), the locative suffix is only associated with a locative meaning because the 

meaning of the basic verb denotes a static event. In this case, the spatial locations 

of the participant yar ‘cat’ and the participant bnt ‘stool’ are the same. 

Examples (9b), (10b) and (11b) demonstrate that the locative suffix has 

various interpretations depending on the verb stem. When it is combined with the 

verb lm ‘X throws sth’, it takes on an allative meaning. When it is combined with 

the verb ba ni  ‘X reclaims sth’, it assumes the ablative meaning. However, when 

the locative suffix is combined with the verb yi r ‘X sits down’, it takes on a 

purely locative meaning, indicating that the locative suffix is polysemous or 

vague and posing the problem of how to describe this polysemy. In this study, I 

investigate the various meanings of each valence-increasing suffix and describe 

these meanings in terms of a schematic network in the sense of Langacker (1987). 

Examples (9-11) also invite an investigation into the participant roles that 

are associated with each valence-increasing suffix and whether these participant 

roles change when a valence-increasing suffix is combined with a new verb stem. 
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In this study, the term “participant role” is defined as the role (such as AGENT, 

PATIENT, EXPERIENCER, SOURCE, BENEFICIARY, GOAL, etc.) that an event 

participant plays in a construction. 

Moreover, some of the data on valence-increasing suffixes invite an 

investigation into whether the meaning of a derived verb is predictable from the 

meaning of its component parts. For example, a verb stem that is combined with a 

causative suffix and an instrumental applicative is subject to two possible 

interpretations, as indicated by (12). 

(12) -bk     mun-s-n 

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-CAUS-INST 

 

  -wath   -tl   k--bep 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-medicine NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The woman made the child drink the medicine with a spoon.’ 

‘The woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child drink the 

medicine.’ 

The verb mu ns ‘X drinks sth using a tool’ is derived from the verb stem mun ‘X 

drinks sth’ and it has two closely related meanings. Although both meanings are 

plausibly derived from combining the suffixes CAUS + INST with the verb mun ‘X 

drinks sth’, it is impossible to predict which one of these two meanings is the 

speakers’s intended meaning. Also, examples like (12) raise the question of 

whether the meanings of morphologically derived verbs are always predictable 

from the meaning of their component parts. In addition, this example (12) invites 

an inquiry into the compositional pathway involved in the derivation of each 

schema of a derived verb. 

Some inquiries have been made in the literature on the meaning of verb 

affixes and how these meanings may be described; one proposal being the 
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“construction-based approach” (Goldberg, 1992, 1995, 2006; Croft, 2001) and the 

other the “lexical rule approach” (Bresnan & Kanerva, 1989; Bresnan & Zaenen, 

1990; Alsina & Mchombo, 1990; Ackerman, 1990; Mohanan, 2006). The 

construction-based approach treats each construction as autonomous, which is 

consistent with the view that “different constructions are typically, possibly 

always, accompanied by slightly different interpretations” (Goldberg, 1995:8), 

hence the need to analyze each construction separately. The “lexical rule 

approach”, on the other hand, assumes that the meaning of a derived verb is 

predictably derived by applying certain rules in a language. These rules often alter 

the argument structure of a verb and it combinatorial possibilities. 

In addition, applicatives in many Niger-Congo languages, including Bantu 

languages are polysemous. In Chichewa, for example, the applicative -ir is used to 

express an allative, locative, instrument, recipient, circumstance, manner and a 

benefactive meaning (Hyman 2007). Also, as in Chichewa, in Fula the applicative 

-ir is used to express the allative, locative, manner and instrument, while the affix 

-an- is used to express the benefactive, recicipient and circumstance (Hyman 

2007). The polysemous nature of applicatives has raised several questions. The 

first of these is: How is the polysemy of verb suffixes described? One proposal for 

describing polysemous verb suffixes is Langacker (1987)’s schematic network. 

Concerninng Niger-Congo languages, Hyman (2007) has addressed two questions 

about the polysemy of the applicative morpheme; they are: (i) What was the 

semantics of the original grammaticalization(s)? Second, how did the (or each) 

grammaticalization extend to cover other functions, ultimately deriving 
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polysemous applicatives which mark the benefactive, recipient, allative, manner 

and the instrument in Bantu and elsewhere? 

In terms of syntax, Temne has four valence-increasing suffixes (CAUS -s, 

LOC -r, INST n, and BEN - ) and the syntatic properties of two of these suffixes 

(i.e., the instrumental suffix and the benefactive suffix) are typologically rare; 

they can add up to two applied objects to the valence of the verb. Examples (13b) 

and (13c) illustrate an instrumental construction with one applied object. 

(13) a. -wath     bor -yoka 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel NC3:DEF-cassava 

  ‘The child peeled the cassava.’ 

 

b. -wath        bor-n -yoka 

  NC1:DEF-child   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   peel-INST NC3:DEF-cassava  

 

-boka 
NC3.INDEF-cutlass 

  ‘The child peeled the cassava with a cutlass.’ 

 

c. -wath      bo r-n      i 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF  peel-INST     NC3.OBJ 

 

-yoka 
NC3:DEF-cassava 

  ‘The child peeled the cassava with it (the cutlass).’ 

Example (13a) has the simple verb bor ‘X peels sth’, to which the instrumental 

applicative -n is added in (13b). Adding the instrumental applicative to the verb 

increases the valence of the verb by one argument boka ‘cutlass’, which comes 

after the basic object, yoka ‘cassava’, of the verb. The new argument, boka 

‘cutlass’, is assigned the participant role of INSTRUMENT. In (13c) the argument, 
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boka ‘cutlass’, is replaced by the object marker i , which is closer to the verb 

than the basic object yoka ‘cassava’ of the verb. 

 The instrumental applicative can also add two objects to the valence of the 

verb, as illustrated in examples (14b) and (14c). 

(14) a. -langba    gbep -komp 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb NC3:DEF-palm tree 

  ‘The man climbed the palm tree.’ 

 

b. -langba    gbep-n -wath   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

-komp  k--par 

NC3:DEF-palm tree NC2-INDEF-climbing rope 

‘The man together with the child climbed the palm tree using a 

climbing rope.’ 

 

c. -langba    gbep-n ki  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC2.OBJ 

 

-wath   -ko mp 

NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-palm tree 

‘The man together with the child climbed the palm tree using it 

(climbing rope).’ 

Example (14a) has the basic verb gbep ‘X climbs sth’ to which the instrumental 

applicative is added in (14b). Attaching the instrumental applicative to the verb 

increases the valence of the verb by two objects, wath ‘child’ and kpar 

‘climbing rope’. The applied object, wath ‘child’, is assigned the participant role 

of COMITATIVE, while the object kpar ‘climbing rope’ is interpreted as the 

INSTRUMENT. In this example, the comitative object is closer to the verb and it 

immediately precedes the basic object of the verb, while the INSTRUMENT appears 

in the most peripheral position. However, in (14c) the INSTRUMENT which is 
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expressed by the object marker k, is closer to the verb with the comitative 

immediately following it, while the applied object komp ‘palm tree’ of the basic 

verb occupies the most peripheral position in the clause. 

 Like the instrumental applicative, the benefactive applicative can also add 

one or two applied objects to the valence of the verb. It can add a beneficiary 

object, as in (15b) or an instrument, as in (15c). 

(15) a. -langba    thy -kr 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF burn NC3:DEF-farm 

  ‘The man burnt down the farm.’ 

 

b. -langba    thy-  -bk  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF burn-BEN NC1:DEF-woman  

 

-kr 

NC3:DEF-farm 

  ‘The man burnt down the farm for the woman.’ 

 

c. -langba    thy-  -kr   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF burn-BEN NC3:DEF-farm 

 

k--lpt 
   NC2-INDEF-torch 

  ‘The man burnt down the farm with a torch.’ 

The verb thy ‘X burns sth for someone/using a tool’ is derived from the verb 

stem thy ‘X burnt sth’. In (15b), the applied object is the benefactive bk 

‘woman’, while in (15c) it is the instrument klpt ‘torch’. 

 The benefactive suffix can also add two applied objects to the clause, as 

indicated by the examples in (16). 
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(16) a. -langba    thy-  mi        k 
  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF burn-BEN 1SG.OBJ      NC1.OBJ 

 

-kr 

NC3:DEF-farm 

  ‘The man burnt down the farm for him/her on my behalf.’ 

 

b. -langba    thy-  k  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF burn-BEN NC1.OBJ 

 

-kr  k--lpt 
NC3:DEF-farm NC2-INDEF-torch 

  ‘The man burnt down the farm for him/her with a torch.’ 

The derived verb thy ‘X burns sth for someone/using a tool’ in (16a) and (16b) 

is derived from the verb stem thy ‘X burns Y’. In (16a), the benefactive 

applicative adds the applied objects expressed by the object markers mi  and k. In 

(16b), the applied objects are expressed by the object marker k and the nominal 

klpt ‘torch’. Thus, the examples in (16) demonstrate that the benefactive 

applicative can add up to two applied objects to the valence of the verb. 

In general, the benefactive suffix can add a beneficiary, substitutive and an 

instrument, but only two of these applied objects (beneficiary, substitutive or 

beneficiary, instrument) can be added to a clause at a time. These constructions 

raise questions about the number of arguments a single or multiple valence-

increasing suffixes can add to the valence of the verb and what grammatical 

relation these applied objects bear to the verb. In addition, there is the question 

about what the order of argument structure changing morphology such as the 

causatives and applicatives tell us about the syntactic structure of the verb phrase. 

Another issue also addressed in this dissertation concerns the mapping of 

participant roles to grammatical relations. There is the claim in the litertature over 
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the years that the grammatical relation of an argument in a construction is 

connected with that of participant roles. Several hypotheses have been proposed 

in favour of this position. One such hypothesis was made by Perlmutter and Postal 

(1984) who proposed the Universal Alignment Hypothesis (UAH) which states: 

Universal Alignment Hypothesis (UAH): 

There exist principles of universal grammar which predicts the initial 

relation borne by each nominal in a given clause from the meaning of the 

clause. 

Perlmutter and Postal (1984:97) 

In the same vein, Rosen (1984) has proposed the Little Alignment Hypothesis, 

which states: 

Little Alignment Hypothesis: 

For any one predicate in any one language, there is a fixed mapping which 

aligns each semantic role with initial grammatical relations. The alignment 

remains invariant for all clauses with that predicate. 

Rosen (1984:53) 

The two proposals cited above maintain that there is a fixed correspondence 

between participant roles and grammatical relations. This view has also been 

expressed by Baker (1988a) in what he refers to as the Uniformity of Theta 

Assignment Hypothesis, which states: 

Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) 

Identical thematic relationships between items are represented structurally  

by identical structural relationships between those items at the level of D-

structure. 

Baker (1988a:46) 

The UTAH maintains that the mapping between participant roles and grammatical 

relations is regular at both D-structure (i.e., the level representing the basic 

argument relations in a sentence) and S-structure, which represents the superficial 

syntactic properties of a sentence. 
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Another principle claiming correspondence between participant roles and 

grammatical relations is the Functional Argument-Biuniqueness condition, and it 

states: 

Function-argument biuniqueness: 

Each a-structure role must be associated with a unique grammatical 

function, conversely. 

Bresnan & Zaenen (1990: 51) 

The Function-argument biuniqueness condition maintains a strict one-to-one 

correspondence between participant roles and grammatical relations. Thus, the 

four proposals mentioned above collectively stipulate that the position of 

arguments is connected with that of participant roles. 

However, other researchers including Jackendoff (1990), Grimshaw 

(1990) and Dowty (1991) have proposed that participant roles map onto 

grammatical relations by means of a universal thematic hierarchy. Bresnan and 

Zaenen (1990) have proposed this thematic hierarchy to be: agent » beneficiary » 

experiencer/goal » instrument » patient/theme » locative. By this view, the 

highest ranked participant role occupies the highest or left-most ranked 

grammatical relation and the lowest or right-most ranked thematic role maps onto 

the lowest grammatical relation in the hierarchy. As observed by Gerdts (1998), 

one setback of this approach is that it relies on a cross-linguistically valid theta 

hierarchy whose exact form is still being debated. 

However, other linking theories like Lexical Function Grammar (LFG) 

have argued against a one-to-one mapping between participant roles and 

grammatical relations. According to Butt (2006:131), “cross-linguistic recurrence 

of argument alternation” is one reason why linking theories have resisted any one-
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to-one mapping between participant roles and grammatical relations. Butt (2006) 

illustrates this argument alternation using the following data from the causative 

construction in Chichewa. 

(17) a. Nungu  i-na-phik-i tsa        kadzi dzi       maungu 

 porcupine SUBJ-PAST-cook-CAUS       owl   pumpkins 

 ‘The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkin.’ 

 

b. Nungu  i-na-phik-i tsa    maungu    kwa   kadzi dzi 

 porcupine SUBJ-PAST-cook-CAUS   pumpkins  by     owl 

 ‘The porcupine made the owl cook the pumpkin.’ 

    Butt (2006: 132) 

According to Butt (2006), the causee kadzi dzi ‘owl’ alternates between a direct 

argument of the clause or an oblique object. In (17a), the causee is closer to the 

verb and is the direct object, while in (17b) the causee is an oblique object.
1
 This 

argument alternation coincides with an alternation in the mapping of the 

participant roles of the arguments to grammatical relations. 

In this dissertation, I investigate whether there is any one-to-one mapping 

from participant roles to grammatical relations in constructions with a valence-

increasing suffix on the verb by examining the mapping and realization of 

arguments in both “homogeneous object constructions” and “heterogeneous 

object constructions”. As used in this dissertation, a “homogeneous object 

construction” is a construction where post-verbal arguments are either all 

expressed by nominal arguments or are all expressed by object markers. Example 

(18) illustrates a homogeneous object construction. 

                                                
1 Butt (2006) observes that Chichewa does not have case marking, and the direct object appears 

immediately after the verb. 
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(18) a. -kapra     lm-r  -tk  

  NC1:DEF-hunter NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC1:DEF-deer 

 

-sorpn 

NC3:INDEF-spear 

  ‘The hunter threw a spear at the deer.’ 

b. -kapra     lm-r  k  

  NC1:DEF-hunter NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC1.OBJ 

 

i  
NC3.OBJ 

  ‘The hunter threw it (the spear) at him/her (the deer).’ 

The verb lmr ‘X throws sth at L’ is derived from the verb stem lm ‘X throws 

sth’. The participant ka pra ‘hunter’ in (18a) and (18b) is the AGENT and maps 

onto the subject (i.e., the participant that occupies the pre-verbal argument 

position in a construction). In (18a), the applied object tk ‘deer’ is assigned the 

participant role of GOAL and is the primary object. The basic object of the verb is 

in (18a) the nominal so rpn ‘spear’ and is the THEME. 

In terms of grammatical relation, the basic object, so rpn ‘spear’, is the 

secondary object, defined here as any argument that immediately appears after the 

primary object. In (18b) the object of the basic verb, which is expressed by the 

object marker i , is the secondary object and is assigned the participant role of 

THEME. The applied object, which is expressed by the object marker k, is the 

primary object and is the GOAL. Thus, examples (18a) and (18b) indicate that 

there is no one-to-one mapping between participant roles and grammatical 

relations. 
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 Examples (19a) and (19b) illustrate a “heterogeneous object construction”, 

defined here as a construction where the post-verbal arguments are a combination 

of a nominal argument and an object marker. 

(19) a. -kapra     lm-r  i   

  NC1:DEF-hunter NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC3.OBJ 

 

-tk 

NC1:DEF-deer 

  ‘The hunter threw it (the spear) at the deer. 

 

b. -kapra     lm-r  k  

  NC1:DEF-hunter NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC1.OBJ 

 

   -sorpn 

   NC3.INDEF-spear 

  ‘The hunter threw the spear at it (the deer) 

The verb lmr ‘X throws sth at a location’ is derived from the verb stem lm ‘X 

throws sth’. In (19a), the argument expressed by the object marker i  is the THEME 

and is the primary object, while the applied object tk ‘deer’, assigned the 

participant role of LOCATION, is the secondary object. In (19b), the basic object of 

the verb, which is also the THEME, is expressed by a nominal sorpn ‘spear’ 

and is the secondary object, while the applied object that is expressed by an object 

marker k is the primary object. Like the participant role of THEME, the participant 

role of LOCATION does not consistently map onto any specific grammatical 

relation. Thus, evidence from the data analysed so far indicates that there is no 

consistent one-to-one mapping between participant roles and grammatical 

relations in Temne. However, this claim is further investigated in this study using 

more elaborate data. 
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Also, data on valence-increasing suffixes invite an inquiry into the 

principles underlying the mapping and realization of post-verbal arguments. The 

data analysed so far indicate that the mapping and realization of post-verbal 

arguments in Temne is determined by two interacting hierarchies, the participant 

hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy (see Section 2.1.7 for a detailed discussion 

of these principles). A third hierarchy, the prominence hierarchy, ranks objects 

according to grammatical person and animacy; semantically plausible clauses in 

which an object-marker lower on the prominence hierarchy would precede an 

object-marker higher on the hierarchy are blocked and considered ungrammatical. 

These three principles are investigated in detail in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Thus, in terms of syntax the study addresses the question of whether any 

semantic role (i.e., participant role) uniquely maps onto any specific grammatical 

relation. It also investigates the principles that govern this mapping and the 

realization of post-verbal arguments in a construction with a valence-increasing 

suffix on the verb. 

1.2 Thesis outline 

The dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 comprises four main 

sections. Section 2.1 provides background information about the language, 

including its linguistic classification, dialects, sound system, tonal system, noun 

class system, basic sentence structure, verb classes, grammatical relations and 

object hierarchies. Section 2.2 presents an overview of Temne verb extensions. A 

review of the literature on valence-increasing suffixes in Temne is given in 
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Section 2.3. Section 2.4 is a discussion of the methods used in the collection and 

analysis of the data. 

Chapter 3 answers questions about the combinatorial properties of each 

valence-increasing suffix and the semantic and syntactic effects of combining a 

verb with each of these suffixes. In terms of semantics, I identify the verbs that 

can combine with each suffix and describe the meanings of these derived verbs 

based on schemas. I also assess the meaning of these derived verbs in terms of 

whether they are predictably derived from the meaning of their component parts 

or not. In addition, the chapter sheds some light on the number of arguments that 

each suffix can add to the valence of the verb and the principles underlying the 

mapping and realization of arguments in a construction with a valence-increasing 

suffix on the verb. These issues are examined vis-à-vis the causative suffix in 

Section 3.1, the locative suffix in Section 3.2, the instrumental suffix in Section 

3.3 and the benefactive suffix in Section 3.4. A summary of the main findings in 

this chapter is given in Section 3.5. 

Chapter 4 is concerned with the co-occurrence of valence-increasing 

suffixes and is sub-divided into six sections. In Section 4.1, I examine the 

constraints on co-occurring verb suffixes. In particular, I identify which valence-

increasing suffixes co-occur and in what order. I also identify the suffixes that do 

not co-occur and possible reasons why they do not co-occur. Section 4.2 deals 

with the co-occurrence of CAUS + INST, and is followed by Section 4.3, which is 

concerned with the co-occurrence of LOC + INST. A discussion of the co-

occurrence of LOC + BEN is carried out in Section 4.4, followed by Section 4.5, 
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which examines the co-occurrence of BEN + INST. In Sections 4.2-4.5, I investigate 

the verb stems that can combine with each set of suffixes, the meanings that are 

associated with each set of suffixes and the compositional pathway in the 

derivation of each schema. Each of these sections also involves a discussion of the 

syntactic effects of combining multiple valence-increasing suffixes with a verb 

and the principles underlying the mapping and realization of post-verbal 

arguments in the construction. A summary of the main findings in this chapter is 

given in Section 4.6. 

Finally, in chapter 5 I present a discussion of the main findings and 

conclusions about valence-increasing morphology in Temne. 
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Chapter 2 

Background to the study 

In this chapter, I present an overview of the language Temne, including its 

linguistic classification, dialects, sound system, tonal system, noun class system, 

basic sentence structure, verb classes, grammatical relations, object hierarchies 

and the verb extensions. The chapter also comprises a review of some of the 

previous studies on valence-increasing suffixes in Temne. The literature review is 

followed by a discussion of the sources of the data and methods used in the 

elicitation and analysis of the data. 

2.1 The Temne language 

Temne (ISO 639-3:tem) belongs to the Southern Atlantic Group of the Niger-

Congo language family, formerly the Southern Branch of the Atlantic group of 

Niger-Congo (Blench, 2006; Childs, 2010). It is one of the four most widely 

spoken languages in Sierra Leone, West Africa. According to the 2004 population 

census, which is the most recent national census, 1,568,977 individuals (i.e., about 

30% of the population of Sierra Leone) speak Temne as a native language. 

 Temne is spoken predominantly in the Northern Province of Sierra Leone, 

where it is a lingua franca. It shares boundaries with Mende in the South, Kono in 

the East, and Limba, Kuranko, and Susu on the Guinea border. Dalby (1966) 

classifies Temne into five main dialects: Eastern Konke, Western Konke, 

Bombali, Western dialect (North-Western and Sanda) and the Yoni dialect, which 

is the focus of this study. The dialects show minor phonological differences, but 

the morphology and syntax is largely similar. The map in Figure 1 illustrates the 
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distribution of the Temne dialects and the languages sharing borders with Temne-

speaking populations.
2
 This map indicates only the most dominant language or 

languages in each region. 

Key: 

I Western dialect II Bombali dialect III Eastern Konke 

IV Western Konke V Yoni dialect 

Figure 1. Language map of Sierra Leone showing distribution of Temne dialects 

                                                
2 This map makes use of an outline downloaded from: 

http://worldmapsonline.com/images/OutlineMaps/Sierra Leone.jpg. I have inserted the language 

boundaries and dialects of Temne, based on Dalby (1966). 
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2.1.1 Sound system 

Temne has nineteen consonants, nine vowels and six diphthongs. Table 1 

illustrates the consonant inventory of Temne in IPA symbols; where these differ, 

the orthographic symbols used in this dissertation are given, following the IPA 

symbols, in parentheses.
3
 

Table 1.Temne consonant system 

 
 Bilabial Labio- 

Dental 

Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Labio-

velar 

Glottal 

Plosive p        b  t    (th) t          d  k   (gb)  

Nasal          m              n     

Affricative     tʃ  (ch)    

Fricative  f  s ʃ   (sh)   h 

Trill                r     

Approximant                j    (y)          w  

Lateral 

approximant 

               l     

In the examples in this dissertation, the phoneme  t   is written as “th”, [tʃ] is 

written as “ch”, [ʃ] is “sh”, [  is “gb”, and  j  is “y”. 

 Concerning the vocalic system, Temne has nine vowels. An acoustic 

analysis of recordings from native speakers by Kanu & Tucker (2010) provides 

evidence that of the nine vowels in Temne, /i, e, / are front, /, , a/ are central, 

and /u, o, / are back vowels, as represented in Figure 2:
 4
 

 

 

                                                
3Wilson (2007) gives only 18 consonants for Temne, treating /d/ and /r/ as allophones and 

describing them as phonemes in some contexts and free variants in some other contexts. He states, 

“ d  is stem initial and postnasal;  r  occurs elsewhere, including in the class prefixes rä-, rә-, and 

ro-. In the other group members the contexts are almost the same” (p. 154). However, minimal 

pairs like: dada ‘uncombed hair’ and dara  ‘palm nut stalk’ indicate that the phonemes /d/ and /r/ 
are separate phonemes. 

 
4
 Kamarah (1994) describes the vowel /a/ as front, // as back and // as central. 
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  i                      u 

    e              ә         o 

                                   

                 a 

    

 

Figure 2. Temne vowel chart 

The symbol // is used as a transcription convention representing the central half-

open vowel. Based on preliminary acoustic analysis in Kanu & Tucker (2010), it 

may be more accurately described as /ɜ/ or // on the standard IPA chart. The 

vowels [e] and [] differ from each other in the sense that [e] is a front half-close 

vowel, while [] is a front half-open vowel. In terms of distribution, the front half-

open [] occurs in stem-initial position, as in words like sheth ‘houses’, bana  

‘the bananas’. On the other hand, the front half-close vowel [e] does not occur in 

stem-initial position. The minimal pair chep ‘to stop breast feeding a child’ and 

chp ‘to plant sth’ indicates that the phonemes [e] and [] are contrastive in non-

initial position. 

In addition to the nine vowels, Temne has six diphthongs. Figure 3 

illustrates these diphthongs. 
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                    u     

   

     e                             o 

                                    

             a 

   

Figure 3. Chart of Temne diphthongs 

In this dissertation, the orthographic symbols /uy, oy, y, y, ay, ey/ are used to 

represent the diphthongs. The IPA approximations are /u, o, , , a, e/ 

respectively. 

2.1.2 Tonal system 

Temne is a tonal language, having a high tone written with [ ] and a low tone 

written with [ ]. The following examples illustrate words that are contrastive due 

to a difference in tone. 

(20)  bi  ‘a hole’ bi  ‘black’ 

  ba ‘to have’ ba ‘to lay eggs’ 

  chen ‘ants’  chen ‘to slaughter’ 

  cher ‘rats’  cher ‘to release/let loose’ 

  fl ‘long rope’ fl ‘to incubate’ 

  fk ‘parcel’ fk to wrap/parcel something’ 

Tone plays both lexical and grammatical functions in Temne. The examples in 

(20) illustrate the lexical function of tones. 
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In terms of grammatical function, tone may be used to distinguish definite 

and indefinite forms of nouns taking the class 7 prefix (see Section 2.1.3). The 

following examples illustrate this contrast. 

(21)  ms ‘ggs’  ms ‘the eggs’ 

  sheth ‘houses’ sheth ‘the houses’ 

  yoka ‘cassavas’ yoka ‘the cassavas’ 

  bpr ‘leaves’ bpr ‘the leaves’ 

Not much work has been done on tone in Temne. Reference to tonal 

constrast has been made by Dalby (1966), Kanu (2002) and Kamarah (1994) who 

claim that there are also rising and falling tones in Temne. However, an 

investigation of the tonal system of the Yoni dialect of Temne by Kanu & Tucker 

(2010) indicates that rising and falling tones are only created by morphophonemic 

processes that combine the tones of affixes undergoing vowel coalescence. One 

example of these morphomorphemic processes is the co-occurrence of the 

benefactive -  and the instrumental -n. In this case, the vowel of the 

benefactive -  is deleted, but the low tone on the vowel shifts to -n, creating a 

portmanteau benefactive-instrumental suffix -n with a rising tone on the initial 

vowel. Because of this, I consider Temne to have only basic high and low tones. 

2.1.3 Noun class system 

A noun in Temne is inflected for noun class and definiteness. The categories of 

number and noun class are expressed cumulatively by a single prefix. For some 

noun classes, definiteness is also expressed cumulatively, while for others, it is 

expressed with a separate prefix. Out of the ten noun classes in Temne, only three 

express noun class and definiteness cumulatively. Definiteness is more often 
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expressed by separate prefixes, namely -- (i.e., the definite) or -- (i.e., the 

indefinite), which appear between the class prefix and the bare noun, as illustrated 

in some of the examples in Table 2. Also, as pointed out in Section 2.1.2, tone 

may be used to distinguish the definite and indefinite forms of nouns taking the 

class 7 prefix. Table 2 lists these noun classes with example nouns. 

 Table 2. Noun class prefixes in Temne 

 
class def. 

 form 

example gloss indef. 

 form 

example gloss 

nc1 - -wa th the child u- u-wath a child 

nc2 k-- k--yek the monkey k-- k--yek a monkey 

nc3 - -sheth the house - -she th a house 

nc4 r/d-- r--bem the rabbit r/d-- r--bem a rabbit 

nc5 a - a-tar the slaves a- a-tar slaves 

nc6 t- t--bep the spoons t-- t--bep spoons 

nc7 - -lop the fish - -lop fish 

nc8 n- n--bea the ropes n-- n--bea  ropes 

nc9 p- p--rnk the type of rice p-- p--rnk type of rice 

nc10 m- m--ynth the sesame m-- m--ynth sesame 

 

Table 2 indicates that a few of the class prefixes inflect for the definite or 

indefinite form on nouns; they are the class 1 prefix - which is used to express 

the definite form on nouns like langba  ‘the man’ and chi k ‘the male stranger’, 

while the form u- is used to express the indefinite form on the same nouns, 

ulangba ‘a man’ and u chi k ‘a male stranger’. The class 3 prefix - assigns the 

definite form on nouns like sheth ‘the house’ and yi ba  ‘the vulture’, while 

the form  - is used to express the indefinite form on the same noun stems. Also, 

the class 5 prefix a- assigns the definite form on nouns like afm ‘the people’ 

and achi ra ‘the female strangers’, while the form a- assigns the indefinite form 

on the noun stems that take the class 5 prefix. 
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Previous studies by Wilson (1961, 2007); Hutchinson (1969); Kamarah 

(1994, 2007) and Bai-sheka (2007) have classified nouns in Temne into noun 

classes based on animacy or semantic concepts. However, an investigation of 

1000 nouns in Temne by Kanu (2009b) reveals that Temne noun classes are not 

motivated semantically or by animacy. However, there are loose correlates for 

some classes with semantic groupings of objects. For example, the class 4 prefix 

r/d- and the class 8 prefix n- correlate with nouns that are rope-like. Some of these 

examples are listed in (22a) and (22b). 

(22) a. Class 4 prefix d/r- 

r--bea  ‘a rope’ 

  r--nth ‘a type of rope’ 

  r--yy  ‘a type of rope’ 

  r--tul  ‘raffia’ 

  r--pnp ‘cotton wool’ 

b. Class 8 prefix n- 

n--bea  ‘ropes’ 

  n--nth ‘type of ropes’ 

  n--yy  ‘type of ropes’ 

  n--tul  ‘rafias’ 

  n--pmp ‘reels of cotton wool 

In addition, the class 10 prefix m- correlates with nouns that are liquids, including 

the examples in (23). 

(23)  Class 10 prefix m- 

  m--ber ‘the alcohol’ 

  m--chir ‘the blood’ 

  m--nn ‘the cow milk’ 

  m--lank ‘the palm kernel oil’ 

  m--roks ‘the lime juice’ 
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Despite the association of some nouns with certain noun classes, a 

semantic criterion does not provide a regular system for assigning nouns into class 

prefixes. The first piece of evidence against using a semantic strategy for 

classifying nouns into noun classes comes from the class 4 prefix r/d-. According 

to Bai-Sheka (2007) and Wilson (2007), the class 4 prefix combines with rope-

like objects. However, as indicated by the examples in (24), the class 4 prefix r/d- 

also combines with nouns that are not ropes. 

(24)  Class 4: r/d- prefix (Non-ropes) 

  r--bem ‘a rabbit’ 

  r--by  ‘chieftaincy’ 

  r--fr  ‘an eye’ 

  r--bthka ‘a knee’ 

  r--shek ‘a tooth’ 

  r--wu  ‘a knee cap’ 

 

Moreover, the class 10 prefix m- which Wilson (2007), Bai-Sheka (2007) and 

Kamarah (2007) associate with nouns that are liquids also combines with nouns 

that are not liquids, as indicated by the examples in (25). 

(25)  Class 10: M-: (Non-liquids) 

  m--lni  ‘the wasps’ 

  m--yari  ‘the cats’ 

  m--knd ‘the peanuts’ 

  m--lp ‘the (type of fruit)’ 

  m--shi bo ‘the accidents’ 

In addition to semantic concepts, animacy has alternatively been used by 

Bai-Sheka (2007) and Wilson (2007) to classify nouns into noun classes. 

According to Bai-Sheka (2007), the class prefixes k-, t-, r-, n- /-, m-, /y-, p- 

and -, corresponding to class 2, 6, 4, 8, 3, 10, 7, 9 and 1 in this analysis, 

constitute the inanimate noun classes, while the class 1 /u-, class 5 a/a-, class 3 
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/-, class 7 /y-, class 6 t-, class 2 k-, class 4 r-, and class 10 m- are the animate 

noun classes. 

However, classifying nouns in Temne based on animacy is feasible only to 

a limited extent. It is feasible in the sense that the class 1 prefix u/- and class 5 

prefix a/-, for example, correlate with nouns that are animate, while the class 8 

prefix n- is compatible with only inanimate nouns. The problem with classifying 

nouns in Temne based on animacy is that some of the class prefixes cut across 

animate and inanimate nouns. For example, the class 3 prefix /-, classs 7 prefix 

/y-, class 6 prefix t-, class 2 prefix k-, class 4 prefix r-, and class 10 prefix m- cut 

across animate and inanimate groups, as illustrated in Table 3. 

Table 3. Class prefixes cutting across animate and inanimate nouns 

class no. class  
prefix 

animate inanimate 

class 3 - -ya ri    ‘the cat’ -sheth    ‘the house’ 

class 7 - -yek      ‘the monkeys’ -mu na      ‘the potatoes’ 
class 6 t- t--lm  ‘the sheep’ (pl) t--bep      ‘the spoons’ 

class 2 k- k--lm ‘the sheep’ k--bap      ‘the axe’ 

class 4 r- r--bem   ‘a rabbit’ r--sek      ‘a tooth’ 

class 10 m- m--lni   ‘the wasps’ m--lemre  ‘the oranges’ 

 

The examples in Table 3 indicate that certain class prefixes cut across the animate 

and inanimate groups; thus suggesting that animacy is not a regular strategy for 

classifying nouns into class prefixes in Temne. 

In terms of number, four of the noun classes correspond to the singular, 

while the remaining six correspond to the plural. Table 4 illustrates the noun 

classes that express the singular form of a noun. 
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Table 4. Class prefixes corresponding to the singular 

noun class example gloss 

class 1 -ya the old woman 

u-ya 
-key 

u-key 

an old woman 

the thief 
a thief 

class 2 k--lm the sheep (sg) 

k--lm 
k--tala 
k--tala 

a sheep (sg) 

the hoe 

a hoe 

class 3 -yari  the cat 

-yari 

-sap 
-sap 

a cat 

the key 

a key 

class 4 r--bem 

r--bem 

the rabbit 

a rabbit 

r--she k the tooth 

r--she k a tooth 

 

Some noun classes express only the plural. These noun classes are listed in 

Table 5. 

Table 5.Class prefixes corresponding to the plural 

noun class example gloss 

class 5 a-langba 
a-langba 
a-fm 

a-fm 

the men 

men 

the people 

people 

class 6 t--lm 
t--lm 

the sheep (pl) 

sheep (sheep) 

t--na the cows 

t--na cows 

class 7 -sheth 

-sheth 

the houses 

houses 

-lop the fish (pl) 

-lop fishes 

class 8 n--bea 
n--bea 

the ropes 

ropes 

class 9 p--rnk 

p--rnk 

p--yaka 
p--yaka 

the (type of) rice 

a (type of) rice 

the (type of) rice 

a (type of) rice 

class 10 m--ber 

m--ber 

the alcohol 

alcohol 

m--ynth the sesame 

m--ynth sesame 
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Class 1 nouns form the plural by taking either the class 5, 10 or class 6 

noun class. In addition, classes 2 and 3 nouns form the plural by either taking 

the class 6, 7 or class 10 noun class, which undermines any claim that two 

noun classes in Temne differ from each other in their singular-plural pairing. 

Nouns belonging to class 4 form the plural by either taking the class 6, 7 or 

class 8 noun class. Table 6 illustrates this singular-plural pairing of these noun 

classes. 

Table 6. Class prefixes marking the singular, and their plural counterparts 

class prefixes marking the singular plural counterparts 

noun class example gloss noun class example gloss 

class 1 -langba the man class 5 a-langba the men 

-ya 
u-tk 

the old woman 
a deer 

class 10 
class 6 

m--ya 
t--tk 

the old women 
deers 

class 2 k--lm a sheep class 6 t--lm sheep (pl) 

k--na the cow class 7 -na the cows 

k--luth the lock classs 10 m--luth the locks 

class 3 -yari  the cat class 10 m--yari  the cats 

-sheth the house class 7 -sheth the houses 

-chiya the chair class 6 t--chiya  the chairs 

class 4 r--bem the rabbit class 6 t--bem the rabbits 

r--she k the tooth class 7 -shek the teeth 

r--pl a rope class 8 n--pl ropes 

Class 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 are the plural class prefixes. Nouns belonging to 

class 5 form the singular by taking noun class 1. Also, nouns that belong to class 6 

or 7 form the plural by taking the class 1, 2, 3 or class 4 noun class, while nouns 

belonging to class 8 form the singular by taking the class 4 noun class. On the 

other hand, nouns which belong to class 9 are mass nouns and have no singular 

counterpart. Also, some of the nouns that belong to class 10 are mass nouns, while 

others are not. Class 10 nouns that are not mass nouns form the singular by taking 
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the class 1, 2, or class 3 noun class. Table 7 lists the plural noun classes and their 

singular counterparts. 

Table 7. Class prefixes marking the plural, and their singular counterparts 

 
class prefixes marking the plural singular counterparts 

noun class example gloss noun class example gloss 

class 5 a -langba the men class 1 -langba  the man 

class 6 t--lm sheep (pl) class 2 k--lm sheep (sg) 

t--chiya the chairs class 3 -chiya the chair 

t--bem the rabbits classs 4 r--bem the rabbit 

t--na cows class 1 u-na a cow 

class 7 -sheth the houses class 3 -sheth the house 

-lop the fish (pl) class 2 k--lop the fish 

-na the cows class 1 -na the cow 

-shek teeth class 4 r--she k a tooth 

class 8 n--bea the ropes class 4 d--bea a rope 

class 9 p--rnk type of rice (mass) - - 

class 10 m--ber the alcohol (mass) - - 

m--ya the old women class 1 -ya the old woman 

m--yari  the cats class 3 -yari  the cats 

m--luth locks class 2 k--luth lock 

Table 7 indicates that nouns belonging to noun class 6 and class 7 form the 

singular by taking noun class 2, 3, 1 or 4, which also belies any claim that two 

noun classes in Temne differ from each other in their singular-plural pairing. 

In addition to expressing number, class prefixes in Temne exibit properties 

that are also found in other Atlantic languages. For example, adjectives take 

prefixes that agree with the nouns they modify in noun class, definiteness, and 

number. Examples (26a-b) illustrate this agreement between the adjective and the 

controlling noun. 

(26) a. k--tala  k--bana 
  NC2-INDEF-hoe NC2-INDEF-big  
  ‘a big hoe’ 
  

b. r--shek  r--bana 
NC4-INDEF-tooth NC4-INDEF-big 
‘a big tooth’ 
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The bare noun tala  ‘hoe’ in (26a) takes the class 2 noun class k-, and the adjective 

kbana ‘big’ that modifies it also takes the class 2 noun class k-. Similarly, in 

(26b) the bare noun shek ‘tooth’ takes the class 4 noun class r- and the adjective 

rbana ‘big’ that modifies it also takes the class 4 noun class r-. Thus, in both 

(26a) and (26b), the prefix of the adjective and the class prefix of the controlling 

noun agree in number (sg/pl) and noun class. 

Moreover, demonstrative adjectives also agree in noun class and number 

with the controlling noun, as demonstrated by the examples in (27). 

(27) a. k--tala  -k-e     b. t--tala -t-e 
  NC2-DEF-hoe DEF-NC2-DEM  NC6-DEF-hoe DEF-NC6-DEM 
  ‘this hoe’    ‘these hoes’ 

In (27a), the noun tala  ‘hoe’ appears with the noun class k- (i.e., nc2), which 

expresses the singular form of the noun. The corresponding demonstrative 

adjective ke ‘this’ that modifies the noun ktala ‘the hoe’ is also in the singular 

form. In (27b), the demonstrative adjective is the plural form te  ‘these’, 

corresponding with the noun ttala ‘hoes’, which takes the plural class prefix t-. 

Thus, in both (27a) and (27b), the class prefix and the demonstrative adjective 

agree in noun class and number. Note that the order of the noun class is different 

on the noun and on the demonstrative. 

The presence of a noun class system with some degree of concord is not 

unique to Temne. Wilson (2007) has also reported the existence of a class system 

with some degree of concord in the Atlantic languages Bijago, Biafada, Pajade, 

Cassanga, Cobiana, Banhum and the Tenda-Konyagi languages. In addition, 
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studies by Katamba (2003), Bokamba (1993) and Van der Wal (2009), among 

others, have shown that noun classes with a concord system are widespread in 

Bantu languages. 

2.1.4 Basic sentence structure 

Temne has a fixed word order, and as the example in (28) illustrates, the basic 

word order in a simple declarative sentence is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO). 

(28) A deni ke   way -kftha        -fu 
 Adenike NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC7:INDEF-shoe    NC7:INDEF-new 

 ‘Adenike buys/is buying/bought new shoes.’ 

In (28) the subject of the sentence is the proper name Adenike, and it precedes 

the subject marker  which in turn precedes the verb wa y ‘buy’. The verb 

immediately precedes the object kftha  ‘shoes’. The subject marker is 

obligatory in a construction where a nominal subject is overtly expressed, and it  

agrees with the controlling noun in number, noun class and definiteness. 

The subject of the sentence may be expressed by an emphatic pronoun, as 

indicated by (29) below. 

(29) kn   way -kftha         -fu 
 s/he  NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC7:INDEF-shoe    NC7-INDEF-new 

 Literal meaning: ‘S/he bought a new pair of shoes.’ 

 ‘It was she that bought a new pair of shoes.’ 

Note that unlike nouns, pronouns do not take a noun class prefix. However, 

information about which noun class a pronoun belongs to is deduced from the 

subject marker that appears after a pronoun in a sentence. In the case of the 

pronoun kn ‘s/he’ in (29), the subject marker  corresponds to nouns which 

belong to noun class 1, which implies that the pronoun kn ‘s/he’ belongs to the 
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noun class 1 definite. Also, there are no inanimate subject pronouns in Temne; 

rather, these forms are expressed by subject markers (see Table 9). 

 There are two types of subject pronouns in Temne, and I classify them into 

Group 1 and Group 2, all of which are listed in Table 8.  

Table 8. Subject pronouns in Temne 

person number group-1 subj group-2 subj gloss 

1 sg mi n mi n I 

pl - sa we 

2 sg mun mun you (sg) 

pl - na you (pl) 

3 sg kn kn s/he 

pl - a they 

In terms of syntax, the Group-2 subject pronouns mi n ‘I’, mun ‘you. 

sg’, kn, ‘s/he’, sa ‘we’, na ‘you (pl)’ and a ‘they’ differ from the Group-1 

subject pronouns mi n ‘I’, mun ‘you. sg’ and kn, ‘s/he’. First, as shown in 

Table 8, the Group 2 subject pronouns have singular and plural forms, while the 

Group 1 subject pronouns have no plural forms. Secondly, whereas the Group-2 

pronouns co-occur with a subject marker, the Group-1 pronouns do not. Example 

(29) above illustrates a Group-2 subject pronoun co-occurring with a subject 

marker, while example (30) below indicates that a Group 1 subject pronoun does 

not co-occur with any subject marker. 

(30) mi n way -kftha  -fu 
 I buy NC7:INDEF-shoe NC7:INDEF-new 

 ‘I bought a new pair of shoes.’ 

The sentence is ungrammatical when a Group 1 subject pronoun is followed by a 

subject marker, as indicated by example (31). 
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(31) *mi n   way -kftha   -fu 
  I 1SG.SUBJ buy NC7:INDEF-shoe NC7:INDEF-new 

 Intended meaning: ‘I bought a new pair of shoes.’ 

The contrast in grammaticality between (31) and (30) indicates that the Group 1 

subject pronoun mi n ‘I’ does not take a subject marker. However, the semantic 

difference between Group-1 and Group-2 pronouns remains unclear. 

Some sentences in Temne do not have any overtly expressed subject. 

However, such sentences do have a subject-marker, which agrees with the elided 

subject in number and person. The following example illustrates this sentence 

type. 

(32)    way -kftha   -fu 
 NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC7:INDEF-shoe NC7:INDEF-new 

 ‘S/he bought new shoes.’ 

In (32), the subject of the sentence is expressed by the subject marker  (i.e., 

NC1.SUBJ:DEF). Any nominal subject that is added to (32) must agree with the 

subject marker  in noun class, definiteness and in person. Table 9 illustrates the 

subject markers in Temne. 
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Table 9. Subject markers in Temne 

 

person/noun class definite form indefinite form 

1sg  - 

1pl s - 

2sg  - 

2pl n - 

nc1  u- 

nc2 k k 
nc3   
nc4 r/d r/d 
nc5 a a 
nc6 t t 
nc7   
nc8 n n 
nc9 p p 
nc10 m m 

 

As indicated in Table 9, subject markers in Temne correspond to the noun classes 

in number (i.e., singular/plural), definiteness and noun class. However, the first 

and second person subject markers have no indefinite forms. Also, the indefinite 

form of the class 9 subject marker n and the second person plural subject marker 

n are homophonous. 

In the previous studies by Hutchinson (1969), Wilson (1961, 2007) and 

Kamarah (2007), these subject markers were described as “subject pronouns”. 

However, unlike the true pronouns listed in Table 8, the subject markers do not 

have the distribution of pronouns. First, as the impossibility of (33a) indicates, 

these subject markers cannot be coordinated, but subject pronouns can, as 

illustrated in (33b). 
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(33) a. * yi    sa  ba  k--pet 
    I and you  1PL.SUBJ have NC2-DEF-town 

  Intended meaning: ‘You and I own the town.’ 

b. mi n yi  mun  sa  ba  k--pet 
  I and you  1PL.SUBJ have NC2-DEF-town 

  ‘You and I own the town.’ 

Secondly, unlike subject pronouns, the subject markers in Temne cannot occur in 

a one-word utterance. Thus, they cannot be used to answer questions like ‘Who 

did this?’ or ‘Who did you give it to?’, as indicated by the contrast in 

grammaticality between (34b) and (34c). 

(34) a. Speaker A: kn der-a? 

    who arrive-QM 

    ‘Who arrived? 

 

 b. Speaker B: mi n ‘I’ 

 

c.   * 
1SG.SUBJ 

The ungrammaticality of (34c) indicates that the first person singular subject 

marker  cannot occur in a one-word utterance. 

The subject-marker in a Temne sentence may be followed by tense/aspect 

markers. The past tense and future tense can be overtly marked in the sentence by 

means of the auxiliary markers b ‘past’ and tә  ‘future’ respectively. Example 

(35) illustrates the past tense. 

(35) -by    b der d 
 NC1:DEF-chief NC1.SUBJ:DEF PAST arrive here 

 ‘The chief arrived here before.’ 

In example (36) below, the future tense marker t  ‘shall/will’ precedes the 

verb and the sentence has the interpretation of the future tense. 
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(36) -by    t der d 
 NC1:DEF-chief NC1.SUBJ:DEF FUT arrive here 

 ‘The chief will arrive here.’ 

However, when tense is unmarked, the sentence is open to two interpretations: the 

present tense and the past tense. 

The morpheme yi dәk is used to indicate imperfective aspect, while the 

auxiliary verbs po, la, or sa mark perfective aspect. These aspect markers always 

occur between the subject or subject marker and the main verb, as demonstrated 

by example (37). 

(37) A deni ke           po       way    -kftha         -fu 
 Adenike   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   PERF   buy    NC7:INDEF-shoe   NC7-INDEF-new 

 ‘Adenike has bought a new pair of shoes.’ 

The three perfective aspect markers po, la and sa  share the same meaning and are 

free dialectal variants. The variant sa is common among speakers of the Eastern 

and Western Konke dialects, while speakers of other dialects, including the Yoni 

dialect, more often use the forms po and la. 

 The perfective aspect markers can combine with the tense markers. In this 

case the tense marker precedes the perfective aspect marker, as illustrated by 

example (38). 

(38) A deni ke               b       po          way   -kftha            -fu 
 Adenike    NC1.SUBJ:DEF   PAST  PERF       buy  NC7-INDEF-shoe NC7-new 

 ‘Adenike has bought a new pair of shoes.’ 

Following the verb is the object of the verb, which may be expressed as a 

nominal, as shown in (38) above where the object of the verb is the nominal 

kftha  ‘shoes’. 
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In addition, the object of the verb may be expressed by an object marker, 

as indicated in (39). 

(39) -bk     way yi  
 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC7.OBJ 

 ‘The woman bought them.’ 

In (39), the object of the verb is expressed by the object marker di . The object 

markers in Temne are listed in Table 10 and are inflected for person or noun class. 

Table 10. Object markers in Temne 

 
person/noun class object markers 

1sg mi  
1pl su 
2sg mu 
2pl nu 
nc1 k 
nc5 a 
nc2 ki 
nc3 i 
nc4 ri /di 
nc6 chi 
nc7 yi 
nc8 ni 
nc9 pi 
nc10 ma 

There are no object pronouns in Temne. 

2.1.5 Verb classes 

The verb may be intransitive, transitive or ditransitive. Some of the intransitive 

verbs in the sample of verbs examined in this study are listed in Table 11. The 

variable X in the glosses in Table 11 stands for the single event-participant of the 

monovalent intransitive clause, realized as the syntactic subject, and is defined as 

“X such that X is expressed as subject of the basic clause”. 
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Table 11. Sample of intransitive verbs in Temne 

 
verbs gloss 

bek X arrives 

bo k X cries 

dir X sleeps 

ff X speaks 

fi X dies 

foy X floats 

fl X flies 

gbba  X faints 

gbenkra X screams 

gbth X yells 

gbuk X runs 

kth X walks 

kul X cries 

mta X dives 

nkl X snores 

esm X breathes 

nd X swims 

tm X stands 

thm X dances 

Example (40) illustrates an intransitive construction in Temne based on 

the verb fi  ‘X dies’. 

(40)  -by      po  fi 
  NC1:DEF-chief  NC1.SUBJ:INDEF PERF die 

  ‘The chief has died.’ 

In (40), the participant by ‘chief’ is the subject and is X; it precedes the subject 

marker  which in turn precedes the perfective aspect marker po . 

 A transitive verb supports two core objects, identified here as X and Y. 

The variable Y in the gloss in Table 12 stands for the object of a transitive verb, 

and is defined as “Y such that Y is expressed as the basic object of a transitive 

verb”. Table 12 lists some of the transitive verbs analyzed in this study. 
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Table 12. Sample of transitive verbs in Temne 

 
verbs gloss 

bmpa X makes Y 

bp X meets Y 

bo t X puts down Y 

di X eats Y 

fk X drops Y 

gb X hates Y 

koth X ties Y 

key X steals Y 

kuth X fetches Y (water) 

lp X burns Y 

lm X throws Y 

mm X tests Y 

mu n X drinks Y 

mnk X hides/buries Y 

a X bites Y 

pt X cooks Y 

way X buys Y 

yf X mills Y 

yak X washes Y 

yagba  X hurries Y 

The following example illustrates a transitive construction. 

(41) -wa th      thi la -krshi n 

 NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:INDEF sell NC3:DEF-kerosene 

 ‘The child sold the kerosene.’ 

In (41), the argument kroshi n ‘kerosene’ is the basic object of the verb and is 

identified by the variable Y. In this example, Y corresponds to the primary object, 

while X wath ‘child’ is the subject (see Section 2.1.6 for a discussion of 

grammatical relations). 

 In addition to transitive verbs are ditransitive verbs which support three 

core arguments identified here as X, Y and R. The variable R is defined here as 

“R such that R is expressed as the primary object of a transitive verb”. However, 

R is loosely semantic in that it is the non-subject argument that is higher in 

animacy, and it typically has a recipient-like role. Table 13 lists the ditransitive 
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verbs in the sample of verbs used in the analysis in this dissertation (see Table I in 

the appendix for a list of these verbs). 

Table 13. Sample of ditransitive verbs in Temne 

 
root gloss 

ba  X gives a handful of Y to R 

b X borrows Y from R 

bnt X deprives R of Y 

bo ya X donates Y to R 

de X puts Y on R’s head 

s X gives Y to R 

tri X shows Y to R 

nu t X feeds Y to R 

rm X pays Y to R 

yer X donates Y to R 

yep X lends Y to R 

yif X asks R about Y 

The following example illustrates a ditransitive construction. 

(42) -ya      nut -wath    -na k 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-child   NC3:DEF-rice 

 ‘The old woman fed the child some rice.’ 

In (42), the objects of the ditransitive verb are R wath ‘child’ that is realized as 

the primary object and Y nak ‘rice’ that is the secondary object. The 

grammatical relation that is assigned to the participants R and Y remain the same 

even when R and Y are expressed as object markers. Example (43) illustrates this 

construction type. 

(43) -ya      nut k  i  
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:OBJ NC3:OBJ 

 ‘The old woman fed it to him/her.’ 

In (43), the participant R is expressed by the object marker k, and is the primary 

object, while the participant Y, which is expreesed by the object marker Y, is the 

secondary object. Thus, as in constructions where all the objects are expressed by 

nounimals, the participant R is the primary object and Y is the secondary object 
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when all the objects are expreesed by object markers. I refer to constructions 

where post-verbal arguments are all expreesed as nominals or object markers as 

“homogeneous object constructions” (see Section 2.1.7 for a discussion of 

homogeneous object constructions). In constructions where post-verbal arguments 

are a combination of a nominal and an object marker, referred to here as 

“heterogeneous object constructions” the grammatical relations of Y and R 

change change (see Section 2.17). 

 Note that with the exception of the participant R, which has a recipient-like 

role, the participants X and Y do not have any specific participant role. Depending 

on the verb, the participant X may be assigned the participant role of AGENT, as 

example (44) above indicates. Also, the participant X may be assigned the 

participant role of PATIENT, as indicated in (44). 

(44) -ya      tu 
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF sick 

 ‘The old woman fell sick.’ 

In addition, the participant X may be assigned the role of EXPERIENCER, as 

illustrated in (45). 

(45) -ya      bthr -wos   k 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF love NC1:DEF-husband POSS 

 ‘The old woman loves her husband.’ 

Thus, examples (43-45) indicate that the participant X may be assigned the role of 

AGENT, PATIENT or EXPERIENCER, depending on the verb. Similarly, the 

participant Y may be assigned the role of THEME or PATIENT, while the participant 

R is closely associated with the participant role of RECIPIENT. This variability in 
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participant roles is the reason for using the variables X and Y in this dissertation 

and is further discussed in Mel’cuk (1988). 

2.1.6 Grammatical relations 

In Temne, syntactic properties like relativization, focalization or topicalization do 

not distinguish the arguments in a construction, and there is no case marking or 

verb agreement. Grammatical relations other than the subject are marked only by 

word order. The subject differs from the object in that it precedes the verb. Also, 

the subject controls the agreement on the subject marker, as illustrated in (46). 

(46) -ya      futha  -bana 
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUB:DEF boil NC7:INDEF-banana 

 ‘The old woman boiled bananas.’ 

The predicate of the sentence in (46) is the transitive verb fu tha  ‘X boils Y’. The 

participant X ya ‘old woman’ is the subject; it precedes the predicate and agrees 

with the subject marker  in number (i.e., singular/plural), noun class and 

definiteness. The participant Y ba na ‘banana’ comes after the verb, and is the 

primary object. 

The examples in (47) illustrate a ditransitive sentence in Temne. In this 

sentence type, three participants are expressed: the subject X, and the objects R 

and Y. 

(47) a. -bk            nut -wath    -na k 

NC1:DEF-woman  NC1.SUBJ:DEF  feed  NC1:DEF-child   NC3:DEF-rice 

 ‘The woman fed the child some rice.’ 
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b. -bk                 nut     k  i  
NC1:DEF-woman   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   feed    NC1:OB   NC3:OBJ 

  ‘The woman fed it (rice) to him/her.’ 

The predicate of the sentences in (47) is the ditransitive verb nu t ‘X feeds Y to R’. 

The participants wa th ‘child’ and nak ‘rice’ come after the verb and are the 

objects, while the participant X ya ‘old woman’ that precedes the verb is the 

subject. The participant wath ‘child’ that is R appears immediately after the verb, 

and is analyzed here as the primary object. The participant Y nak ‘rice’ appears 

immediately after the primary object, and is considered to be the secondary 

object. In (47b) the secondary object is expressed by the object marker i , and is 

immediately preceded by the primary object, which is expressed by the object 

marker k. 

Dryer (1986) distinguishes between “primary object languages” and 

“direct object languages”. By his analysis, languages that treat R as less oblique 

than Y are primary object languages, while languages that treat Y as more oblique 

than R are direct object languages. Ditransitive constructions like (47) show that 

Temne places the participant R closer to the verb than Y. Therefore, Temne is a 

primary object language in the sense of Dryer (1986), hence the use of the PO/SO 

rather than DO/IO in this dissertation. Another reason for using PO/SO rather than 

the DO/IO distinction is that, as shown in Chapters 3 and 4, Temne has a tertiary 

object (TO) and a quaternary object (QO) for which there are no terms in the 

DO/IO system. 

An oblique object may be introduced by a preposition, as demonstraed by 

example (48). 
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(48)  -ya      nut -wath    -na k 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-child   NC3:DEF-rice 

 

 yi  k--bep 

 with NC2-INDEF-spoon 

 ‘The old woman fed the child some rice with a spoon.’ 

In (48), the participant X ya ‘old woman’ is the subject. It precedes the subject 

marker  and the ditransitive verb nu t ‘X feeds Y to R’. The participant R wath 

‘child’ that is closer to the verb is the primary object. The participant Y nak 

‘rice’ immediately follows the primary object and is the secondary object, while 

the participant kbep ‘spoon’, which is introduced by the preposition yi  ‘with’, is 

the oblique object. 

So far, I have claimed that the argument that appears immediately after the 

verb is the primary object. This claim is based on word order. Further evidence 

for this claim comes from reflexive constructions. In this construction type, the 

primary object is the target of reflexivization. The following reflexive 

constructions illustrate this phenomenon using the ditransitive verb nut ‘X feeds Y 

to R’. 

(49) a. -bk     nut -them 

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-old man 

 

k--yek 

  NC2-INDEF-monkey  

 ‘The woman fed the old man a monkey.’ 

 

 b. -bk     nut-n     k--yek 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-REF  NC2-INDEF-monkey 

  The woman fed herself a monkey.’ 
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The verb nu tn ‘X feeds himself Y’ is derived from the verb stem nut ‘X feeds Y 

to R’. When the reflexive suffix -n is combined with the verb nut ‘X feeds Y to 

R’, it is the primary object them ‘old man’, rather than the secondary object, 

kyek ‘monkey’ that is eliminated from the clause. 

 The primary object is also the target of reflexivization even when all the 

post-verbal arguments are expressed by object makers, as demonstrated by 

example (50). 

(50) a. -bk     nut k     i 
 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1.OBJ   NC3.OBJ 

 ‘The woman fed it to him/her.’ 

 

 b. -bk     nut-n  i  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-REF NC3.OBJ 

  The woman fed it to herself.’ 

In (50a), the primary object and the secondary object are expressed by the object 

markers k and i  respectively. Example (50b) indicates that when the reflexive 

suffix is combined with the verb nu t ‘X feeds Y to R’, it is the primary object k 

that is the target of reflexivization. 

Bresnan and Moshi (1990) distinguish between “symmetrical language 

type” and “asymmetrical language type”. They define asymmetrical language type 

as languages where “only one of the post-verbal arguments exhibits “primary 

object” syntactic properties of passivization, object agreement and adjacency to 

the verb” (p.147). On the other hand, a symmetrical language type refers to a 

language where “more than one NP can display “primary object” syntactic 

properties” (p.141). Examples like (49-50) where the object that is closer to the 
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verb is the only target of reflexivization indicate that Temne is an asymmetrical 

object type language. 

2.1.7 Object hierarchies 

The mapping and realization of post-verbal arguments in Temne is determined by 

two interacting hierarchies, the participant hierarchy and the precedence 

hierarchy. In constructions where the requirements of the two hierarchies conflict 

the precedence hierarchy outranks the participant hierarchy. A third hierarchy, the 

prominence hierarchy ranks objects according to grammatical person and 

animacy; semantically plausible clauses in which an object-marker lower on the 

prominence hierarchy would precede an object-marker higher on the hierarchy are 

blocked and considered ungrammatical. In this section, I examine these three 

principles in detail. 

 The participant hierarchy provides a ranked ordering of event-

participants based on their participant roles. Arguments expressing participant 

roles higher in the ranking precede arguments expressing participant roles that are 

lower in the ranking. In a basic ditransitive construction, arguments occur in the 

order of precedence X » R » Y, which means that the participant role assigned to 

X, usually the AGENT, PATIENT or EXPERIENCER, is the highest ranked role and 

precedes R, which is often the RECIPIENT. The RECIPIENT in turn precedes Y, 

which may be assigned the participant role of THEME, PATIENT or EXPERIENCER 

depending on the verb. This participant hierarchy X » R » Y follows from the 

view that Temne is a primary object language and treats the participant R as less 
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oblique than the participant Y. The following examples illustrate the participant 

hierarchy in a ditransitive construction. 

(51) a. -ya     nut -wath  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-child  

 

-nak 

NC3:DEF-rice 

  ‘The old woman fed the child the rice.’ 

b. -ya     nut k      i 
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1.OBJ    NC3.OBJ 

  ‘The old woman fed it (rice) to him/her.’ 

Examples (51a) and (51b) indicate that in a homogeneous object construction, the 

ranking of participant roles is X » R » Y. This means that the participant R and its 

participant role map onto the primary object, while the participant Y and its 

participant role map onto the secondary object. The participant hierarchy is more 

complex in constructions with a derived verb. A full discussion of this participant 

hierarchy is given in Chapters 3 and 4. 

 The second hierarchy that governs the mapping and realization of post-

verbal arguments in Temne is the precedence hierarchy, and it states: 

 The precedence hierarchy (OM » NOM): 

When an argument expressed by an object marker (OM) co-occurs  

with another object expressed by a nominal (NOM), the object that is 

expressed by the object marker is assigned a higher grammatical relation 

than the nominal object. 

 

Thus, in a heterogeneous object construction, the participant that is expressed by 

an object marker outranks the participant that is expressed by a nominal. 

(52) a. -ya     nut   i              -wath 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed  NC3.OBJ    NC1:DEF-child 

  ‘The old woman fed it (rice) to the child.’ 
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b. *-ya     nut -wath  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-child 

 

i  
NC3.OBJ 

  Intended meaning: ‘The old woman fed it (rice) to the child.’ 

Example (52a) obeys the precedence hierarchy; hence the participant expressed by 

the object marker i  precedes the participant that is expressed by the nominal 

wath ‘child’. Example (52b) is ungrammatical because it violates the precedence 

hierarchy. In this example, the participant expressed by the nominal wath ‘child’ 

precedes the participant i that is expressed by the object marker. 

 In heterogenous object constructions where both the participant hierarchy 

and the precedence hierarchy come into conflict, the precedence hierarchy 

outranks the participant hierarchy, as indicated by the examples in (53). 

(53)  -ya      nut-  mi  
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

 

-wath   -nak 

NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-rice 

  ‘The old woman fed the rice to the child for me.’ 

Example (53) is a heterogeneous object construction. In this construction, the 

post-verbal arguments are expressed by the object marker mi  and the nominals 

wath ‘child’ and na k ‘rice’. The ranking between the nominal objects and the 

object that is expressed by the object marker is governed by the precedence 

hierarchy. Thus, the object that is expressed by the object marker is closer to the 

verb, while the two nominal objects come after it; the sentence is ungrammatical 

otherwise. On the other hand, the ranking between the two nominal objects is 

governed by the participant hierarchy, which requires the participant role of 
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RECIPIENT that is assigned to the participant R wath ‘child’ to outrank the 

participant role of THEME that is assigned to the participant Y nak ‘rice’. Thus, 

in this example the precedence hierarchy is applied before the participant 

hierarchy; the sentence is ungrammatical otherwise. 

 In addition, there is a third hierarchy that blocks certain semantically 

plausible constructions if the order of participants determined by the participant 

hierarchy or precedence hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy. The term 

“prominence hierarchy” is used here in the sense of Aissen (1999) to refer to the 

ranking of person and semantic features like animacy in a construction. The 

prominence hierarchy in Temne states: 

 The prominence hierarchy: 

Post-verbal arguments that are expressed by object markers must occur in  

the order of precedence: 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. 

The following sentences may be used to describe the prominence hierarchy in 

Temne. 

(54) a. -ya     s-  mu 
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF give-BEN 2SG.OBJ 

 

k  i  
NC1.OBJ NC3.OBJ 

  ‘The old woman gave it to him/her for you.’ 

 

b. *-ya     s-  k 
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF give-BEN NC1.OBJ 

 

mu   i  
2SG.OBJ NC3.OBJ 

 Intended meaning: ‘The old woman gave it to you for him/her.’ 
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c. -ya     s mu     i 
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF give 2SG.OBJ  NC3.OBJ 

 

ta  t 

for his/hers 

  ‘The woman gave it to you for him/her.’ 

Example (54a) is grammatical because it obeys the prominence hierarchy. In this 

example, the second person singular object marker mu precedes the third person 

animate object marker k, which in turn precedes the third person inanimate object 

marker i . While the sentence ‘the old woman gave it to him/her for you’ is 

possible with object markers in Temne, the sentence ‘the old woman gave it to 

you for him/her’ is impossible with object markers, as indicated by (54b). In this 

example (54b), the third person animate object marker k outranks the second 

person object marker mu , resulting in the order of object markers k » mu (i.e., 

3ANIM » 2SG.OBJ), which violates the prominence hierarchy. To express (54b), we 

need the periphrastic construction in (54c). 

 The prominence hierarchy also allows the third person animate object 

marker k to precede the third person inanimate object marker i . However, it 

disallows a construction where a third person inanimate object marker outranks 

the third person animate object marker k, as the contrast in grammaticality 

between (55a) and (55b) indicates. 

(55) a. -langba    lm-r  k     i 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF threw-LOC NC1.OBJ    NC3.OBJ 

‘The man threw it at him/her.’ 

 

 b. *-langba        lm-r i       k 
  NC1:DEF-man   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   threw-LOC NC3.OBJ     NC1.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man threw him/her at it.’ 
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 c. -langba    lm-r  k  ka 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF threw-LOC NC1.OBJ at 

 

  i  
  NC3.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man threw him/her at it.’ 

The sentence ‘the man threw it at him/her’ is possible with object markers in 

Temne, as indicated by the grammaticality of (55a). In this example (55a), the 

third person animate object marker k precedes the third person inanimate object 

marker i , hence it obeys the prominence hierarchy. While the sentence ‘the man 

threw it at him/her’ is possible, the sentence ‘the man threw him/her at it’ is 

impossible with object markers, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of 

(55b). In this example, the third person inanimate object marker outranks the third 

person animate object marker, which violates the prominence hierarchy. Note that 

(55b) obeys the participant hierarchy. In this example, the participant L that is 

expressed by the object marker i  outranks the participant Y that is expressed by 

the object marker k. To express (55b), which is blocked by the prominence 

hierarchy, we need the periphrastic construction in (55c). 

 In addition, the prominence hierarchy blocks semantically plausible 

constructions where the first person object marker mi  outranks the second person 

object marker mu, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (56a). 

(56) a. *-langba        lm-r mi      mu 
    NC1:DEF-man   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   throw-LOC 1SG.OBJ   2SG.OBJ 

  Intended meaning: ‘The man threw me at you.’ 
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b. -langba   lm mi   ro    

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw 1SG.OBJ to/in/at 

 

   mu   ro 
   2SG.OBJ there 

  ‘The man threw me at you.’ 

Example (56) indicates that the sentence ‘the man threw me at you’ is impossible 

with the object markers. This is because this construction requires the first person 

singular object marker mi  to precede the second person object marker mu, which 

is prohibited by the prominence hierarchy. The intended meaning of (56a) is 

expressed in the periphrastic construction in (56b). 

 In addition, the prominence hierarchy blocks constructions where the 

second person object marker outranks the first person object marker. 

(57) a. *-langba        lm-r mu      mi 
    NC1:DEF-man   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   throw-LOC 2SG.OBJ    1SG.OBJ 

  Intended meaning: ‘The man threw you at me.’ 

 b. -langba    lm mu  ro  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw 2SG.OBJ to/in/at  

 

   mi   ro 
   1SG.OBJ there 

  ‘The man threw me at you.’ 

Example (57) indicates that the sentence ‘the man threw you at me’ is impossible 

with the object markers. This is because this construction requires the second 

person object marker mu  to precede the first person object marker mi , which is 

forbidden by the prominence hierarchy. The intended meaning of (57a) is 

expressed in the periphrastic construction in (57b). Thus, examples (57a) and 

(57a) indicate that in both directions the first person object marker and second 

person object marker do not co-occur. To sum up this section, the prominence 
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hierarchy, the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy are part of the 

general structure of Temne grammar. In Chapters 3 and 4, I will present a detailed 

discussion of these three hierarchies. 

2.2 Verb extensions: An overview 

Childs (2003) defines verb extensions as “derivational suffixes that alter the 

meaning and often the argument structure of a verb” (p. 110). In this dissertation, 

the term “verb extensions” is used to refer to both derivational and inflectional 

suffixes, including the causative, locative, instrumental, benefactive, iterative, 

reversive, reflexive, reciprocal and negative suffix that appear in a verb stem. 

These extensions are distinguished based on the effect that they have on the 

valence of their base. In Temne, there are three sets of these extensions: valence-

neutral suffixes, valence-decreasing suffixes and valence-increasing suffixes. 

Table 14 summarizes these verb extensions. 

Table 14. Verb extensions in Temne 

 
 verb extensions markers 

Neutral 

suffixes 

Reversive -i 

Iterative -s, -th 

Negative - 
Valence-

decreasing 

suffixes 

Reflexive -n 
Reciprocal -n 

Valence-
increasing 

suffixes 

Causative -s, - 
Locative -r 

Instrumental -n 
Benefactive - 

 

In the following section, I will give a brief discussion of the basic meaning and 

syntax of each of these suffixes. 
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2.2.1 Neutral suffixes 

The reversive -i , iterative -s and negative suffix - are the neutral suffixes in 

Temne. These suffixes neither add to nor reduce the valence of the verb. The 

reversive suffix is -, and expresses the reversal of the action that is expressed by 

the verb, as indicated in (58). 

(58) a. -wath     sunt -bithr 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF cork NC3:DEF-bottle 

  ‘The child corked the bottle.’ 

 

 b. -wath     sunt-i  -bithr 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF cork-REV NC3:DEF-bottle 

  ‘The child uncorked the bottle.’ 

The verb su nt i  ‘X removes a cork from Y’ in (58b) is derived from the verb stem 

su nt ‘X puts a cork on Y’. 

The reversive suffix is less productive than other suffixes in Temne, 

occurring only with the following verbs of those chosen for this study. 

(59) koth ‘X ties Y  koth-i  ‘X unties Y’ 

de ‘X puts Y on top of’ de-i  ‘X takes away Y from the top of…’ 

 rf ‘X stabs Y’  rf-i ‘X removes Y’ 

 shek ‘X ties Y’  shek-i  ‘X unties Y’ 

 st ‘X puts Y on top of’ st-i ‘X takes away Y from the top of…’ 

 sunt ‘X corks Y’  sunt-i  ‘X uncorks Y’ 
kantha   ‘X closes Y ’ kanth-i   ‘X opens Y’ 

The iterative suffix in Temne is -s, and signals the repetition of an event. 

The repeated event may be the same event as the previous event or just a similar 

event. Example (60) illustrates a typical iterative construction. 

(60) a.   tri a-chik  -ro 

  NC1.SUBJ:DEF show NC5:DEF-stranger NC3:DEF-road 

  ‘S/he showed the strangers the road.’ 
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 b.   tri-s  a-chi k  -ro 

  NC1.SUBJ:DEF show-ITER NC5:DEF-stranger NC3:DEF-road 

  ‘S/he repeatedly showed the strangers the road.’ 

The verb tri s ‘X shows Y to R repeatedly’ in (60) is derived from the verb stem 

tri  ‘X shows Y to R’. 

 There is an allomorph -th of the iterative suffix -s. Example (61) illustrates 

this iterative allomorph using the verb rfth ‘X stabs Y repeatedly’ that is 

derived from the verb stem rf ‘X stabs Y’. 

(61) a. -key    rf -bk 
  NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF stab NC1:DEF-woman 

  ‘The thief stabbed the woman.’ 

 

 b. -key    rf-th  -bk 

  NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF stab-ITER NC1:DEF-woman 

  ‘The thief repeatedly stabbed the woman.’ 

Example (61b) differs from (61a) in the sense that it has a repetitive meaning. The 

distribution of the two iterative allomorphs is lexically-determined by the radical, 

though iterative -s is more widely distributed than iterative -th. 

 In terms of combination, the iterative suffix combines with more verbs in 

the sample than the reversive suffix. The verbs listed in (62) are some of these 

verbs. 
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(62) b ‘X lends Y to R’ b-s  ‘X lends Y to R again’ 

 bey ‘X belches’  bey-s  ‘X belches again’ 

bo k ‘X cries’  bok-s  ‘X cries again’ 

 bo r ‘X peels Y’  bor-s  ‘X peels Y again’ 

 bu m ‘X guards Y’  bum-s  ‘X guards Y again’ 

 di  ‘X eats Y’  di -s  ‘X eats Y again’ 

 du  ‘X plaits Y’s hair’ du-s  ‘X plaits Y’s hair again’ 

 gba l ‘X writes Y’  gbal-s  ‘X writes Y again’ 

 gbl ‘X sweeps Y’  gbl-s  ‘X sweeps Y again’ 

The negative suffix - is another of the neutral verb suffixes in Temne. 

This suffix negates a proposition and combines with all the verbs in Temne. 

Example (63) demonstrates the semantic effect of the negative suffix on the verb 

stem bot ‘X puts R on Y’. 

(63) a. -kas     kmi    bot mi      ro    skul 
  NC1:DEF-father  mine NC1.SUBJ:DEF put 1SG.OBJ    to school 

‘My father sent me to school.’ 

 

 b. -kas     kmi        bot-      mi          ro  skul 

  NC1:DEF-father  mine   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   put-NEG  1SG.OBJ  to  school 

  ‘My father did not send me to school.’ 

In terms of distribution, the negative suffix combines with all the verbs analyzed 

in this study, and it occupies the rightmost slot in the verb stem, which qualifies it 

as an inflectional morpheme. 

2.2.2 Valence-decreasing suffixes 

Unlike the neutral suffixes, the reciprocal and reflexive suffixes decrease the 

valence of the verb by one object. In both the reciprocal and reflexive 

constructions, the subject of the derived verb performs an event and is affected by 

that event. 
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The reflexive suffix is -n and gives the sentence the interpretation of the 

subject X acting on itself. Example (64) illustrates a transitive-based reflexive 

construction in Temne. 

(64) a. Mar    shel -langba 
 Marie  NC1.SUBJ:DEF laugh NC1:DEF-man 

 ‘Marie laughed at the man.’ 
 

 b. Mar    shel-n 

 Marie  NC1.SUBJ:DEF laugh-REF 

 ‘Marie laughed at herself.’ 

The verb sheln ‘X laughs at X (herself)’ in (64b) is from the verb stem shel ‘X 

laughs at Y’. In this example, the participant Y langba ‘man’ that is the object of 

the basic verb in (64a) is replaced by the reflexive suffix -n, which is co-

referential with the subject X Mar ‘Marie’. Thus, when the reflexive suffix is 

combined with a verb, the valence of the verb is reduced by one argument. 

Some of the verbs that combine with the reflexive suffix are listed in (65) 

below. 

(65) bnt ‘X deprives R of Y’ bnt-n  ‘X deprives himself of Y’ 

 bo nt ‘X names Y’  bont-n ‘X names himself’ 

 bo r ‘X peels off Y’ bor-n  ‘X peels himself’ 

 bu m ‘X guards Y’  bum-n  ‘X guards himself’ 

 gbk ‘X cuts Y’  gbk-n ‘X cuts himself’ 

 ma r ‘X helps Y’  mar-n  ‘X helps himself 

 mnk ‘X hides Y’  mnk-n ‘X hides himself’ 

shel ‘X laughs at Y’ shel-n  ‘X laughs at himself’ 

Note that all transitive verbs in the sample combine with the reflexive suffix. 

As with the reflexive, the reciprocal suffix -n also reduces the valence 

of the verb by one argument. The meaning of the reciprocal suffix may be 

schematized as ‘X acts on Y, and Y acts on X’, while the meaning of the reflexive 
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suffix is schematized as ‘X acts on itself’. Thus, the subject of the reciprocal is 

both the actor and undergoer, while the subject of the reflexive acts on itself. 

Therefore, it is both the actor and undergoer. Example (66) illustrates a typical 

reciprocal sentence. 

(66) a. -tn    kli  k--yek 

  NC3:DEF-dog NC1.SUBJ:DEF look NC2-DEF-monkey 

  ‘The dog looked at the monkey.’ 

 

 b. -tn  yi  k--yek  a   

  NC3:DEF-dog and NC2-DEF-monkey NC5.SUBJ:INDEF  

 

kli -n 

look-RECIP 

  ‘The dog and the monkey looked at each other.’ 

The meaning of the reciprocal sentence (66b) may be represented as ‘X looks at Y 

and Y looks at X’. Some of the verbs that combine with the reciprocal suffix are 

listed in (67). 

(67) bnt ‘X deprives R of Y’ bnt-n   ‘X and R deprive each other of Y’ 

 bo nt ‘X names Y’  bont-n   ‘X and Y name each other’ 
bu m ‘X guards Y’  bum-n    ‘X and Y guard each other’ 

 na l ‘X insults Y’  nal-n      ‘X and Y insult each other’ 
 nu t ‘X feeds Y to R’ nut-n      ‘X and R feed each other Y’ 

 ma r ‘X helps Y’  mar-n     ‘X and Y help each other’ 
 po l ‘X claps’  pol-n      ‘X (pl) clap for each other 

 rm ‘X pays Y’  rm-n    ‘X and Y pay each other’ 

As with the reflexive suffix, the reciprocal suffix also combines with all 

transtive verbs in the sample. 

2.2.3 Valence-increasing suffixes 

The class of valence-increasing suffixes in Temne can be divided between the 

causative and the applicatives (locative, instrumental and benefactive). Whereas 
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the causative adds a new event-participant that is the subject, demoting the subject 

of the basic verb to the object, the applicatives increase the verb’s valence by 

adding an object. Temne has three applicatives, which will be discussed in the 

sections below, following a look at the causative suffix. 

2.2.3.1 Causative suffixes 

The causative suffix -s is added to a basic verb to indicate that the event expressed 

by the basic verb is caused by an unspecified action of the new event-participant. 

The participant A is frequently referred to in the literature as the “causer” 

argument (e.g., Kemmer, 1994; Dixon & Aikhenvald 2000). Combining the 

causative suffix with a verb also has the syntactic effect of demoting the subject X 

of the basic verb to the primary object, as demonstrated by (68). 

(68) a. k--yek    di  -bana 
  NC2-DEF-monkey NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC3:DEF-banana 

  ‘The monkey ate the banana.’ 

 

 b. -wath     di -s       k--yek  

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS    NC2-DEF-monkey 

 

-bana 
NC3:DEF-banana 

  ‘The child made the monkey eat the banana.’ 

The verb di s ‘A causes X to eat Y’ is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X eats Y’. 

The participants X and Y are expressed by the nominals wath ‘child’ and bana  

‘banana’ respectively. In (68b), which bears the causativized verb di s ‘A causes X 

to eat Y’, the participant A wath ‘child’ is the subject, X kyek ‘monkey’ is the 

primary object, and Y bana ‘banana’ is the secondary object. 
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Causative -s has a suppletive allomorph -. Example (69) illustrates a 

causative construction with this causative allomorph - . 

(69) a. -tn    skth do 
  NC3:DEF-dog NC1.SUBJ:DEF move over there 

  ‘The dog moved over there.’ 

 

 b. -wath     skth-       -tn         do 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF move-CAUS  NC3:DEF-dog  over there 

  ’The child made the dog move over there.’ 

In (69a), the participant X tn ‘dog’ is the subject of the sentence. In (69b), the 

causative allomorph - is combined with the verb stem yielding the causativised 

verb skth ‘A causes X to move over there’. In this example (69), the 

participant A wath ‘child’ is the subject of the causativized verb, and the subject 

tn ‘dog’ of the basic verb is the primary object. 

The causative allomorph-  is less productive than -s. As discussed in 

Section 3.1, out of the 300 verbs in the sample of verbs analyzed in this study, -  

combines with only four verbs bek ‘X arrives’, sәkәth ‘X pushes Y’, kth ‘X 

walks’ and thәkәs ‘X learns Y’. 

Previous researchers, including Kamarah (1994, 2007) and Kanu (2004) 

have claimed that the two causative allomorphs differ in their distribution in the 

sense that -  combines with verbs ending in -th, while causative -s does not. 

However, corpus-based data used in this analysis reveal that the verbs in Table 15 

are incompatible with causative -  even though they end in -th. Instead, these 

verbs combine with causative -s. 
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Table 15. Verb roots ending in -th in combination with causative -s 

 
root gloss root + caus gloss 

bth X bursts into tears bth-s A made X bursts into tears 

gbth X yells at Y gbth-s A made X yell at Y 

gbantha  X hits Y gbantha -s A made X hit Y 

koth X ties Y koth-s A made X tie Y 

kuth X fetches Y kuth-s A made X fetch Y 

sth X sews Y sth-s A made X sew Y 

she th X builds Y she th-s A made X build Y 

thnth X harvests Y thnth-s A made X harvest Y 

The examples in Table 15 indicate that the distribution of the two causative 

allomorphs is not conditioned phonologically; rather their distribution is lexically 

conditioned. 

 In addition to the morphological causative, Temne also has a periphrastic 

causative that is formed by means of the verb y ‘make’. Example (70) below 

illustrates the periphrastic causative construction. 

(70) a-murth  a  y a-fәm    

NC5:DEF-rebel  NC5.SUBJ:DEF make NC5:DEF-people  

   

a  sk  le gbs 

  NC5.SUBJ:DEF all.night sing IDPH 

 ‘The rebels made the people sing all night.’ 

In the periphrastic causative construction in (70), the participant A amurth 

‘rebels’ is the causer argument and is the subject of the verb y ‘make’, while the 

participant X afәm ‘people’ is the subject of the verb le ‘sing’. The verb y  

‘make’ performs the same function as the causative suffix. This example also 

demonstrates that both the causer argument A and the causee X require subject 

markers, thus indicating that the periphrastic causative construction is bi-clausal. 

 A morphologically-causativized verb can be causativized periphrastically, 

as demonstrated in (71). 
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(71) -la ngba   y -bk     

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF make NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF 

   

  di -s  -wath   -nak 

  eat-CAUS NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-rice 

 ‘The man made the woman feed the child the rice.’ 

Example (71) has the meaning that the participant langba ‘man’ is involved in 

the caused event only indirectly, whereas bk ‘woman’ is either directly or 

indirectly involved in feeding the child. The woman bk is directly involved in 

the event of feeding the child if she feeds the child herself. On the other hand, the 

woman is indirectly involved when, for example, she merely prepares and puts the 

food on the dining table for the child to eat. 

 In terms of frequency, the periphrastic causative construction is more 

frequent in the corpus than the morphological causative construction. In addition, 

on being asked to construct a causative construction in Temne, the majority of my 

consultants always give examples of a periphrastic causative before giving an 

example of a morphological causative. The low frequency of the morphological 

causative construction compared to the periphrastic causative construction 

suggests that causative -s is falling out of use and is gradually being replaced by 

the periphrastic causative verb y ‘make’. However, the focus of this study is on 

the morphological causative, though passing reference will be made to the 

periphrastic causative. 

The morphological causative and iterative suffixes are both expressed by a 

suffix of the form -s. However, the two contrast in syntax and semantics. 

Semantically, iterative -s adds the notion of performing an action repeatedly, 
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while causative -s does not have this function. In terms of syntax, causative -s is a 

valence-increaser, while iterative -s neither increases nor decreases the valence of 

the verb. Example (72b) illustrates the structure of the iterative construction while 

(72c) illustrates the causative. 

(72) a. -langba   way -pәla 
  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC3:DEF-rice 

  ‘The man bought the rice.’ 

 

 b. -langba   way-әs  -pәla 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-ITER NC3:DEF-rice 

  ‘The man bought some rice (grains) again.’ 

 

 c. -bk    way-әs  -langba  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-CAUS NC1:DEF-man  

 

-pәla 
NC3:DEF-rice 

  ‘The woman made the man buy the rice (grains).’ 

Example (72b) does not have the structure of a causative construction; the 

argument pәla ‘rice’ that is adjacent to the verb is not the subject of the basic 

verb in (72a). There is also no new argument added to the clause. Unlike iterative 

-s, causative -s always comes along with a causer argument that is absent in an 

iterative construction. In the case of (72c), this causer argument A is the nominal 

bk ‘woman’ that is the subject of the causative construction. The demoted 

subject of the basic verb is langba ‘man’ and is closer to the verb, while the 

object of the basic verb pәla ‘rice’ is demoted to the secondary object. 

2.2.3.2 Applicative suffixes 

Among the valence-increasing suffixes is the locative applicative -r which is 

combined with a verb to specify the location or directionality of an event. The 
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locative applicative has the syntactic effect of adding a new applied object to the 

clause, specifying some kind of location/spatial landmark as illustrated by 

example (73). 

(73) a. -wath     lm -bana 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-banana 

  ‘The child threw the banana.’ 

 

 b. -wath    lm-r  k--yek  

  NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC2-DEF-monkey 

 

-bana 
NC3:DEF-banana 

  ‘The child threw the banana at the monkey.’ 

 c. -wath     lm -bana  

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-banana 

 

   ka    k--yek 

   on/in/at/from  NC2-DEF-monkey 

  ‘The child threw the banana at the monkey.’ 

In (73b), the locative applicative is combined with the verb stem lm ‘X throws 

Y’, deriving the verb lmr ‘X throws Y at L’ and adding the applied object L 

kyek ‘monkey’ to the clause. In this construction, the applied object kyek 

‘monkey’ is the primary object, and the argument Y bana  ‘banana’ (i.e., the 

object of the basic verb), is the secondary object. As indicated by (73c), the 

meaning of (73b) may be expressed periphrastically by the preposition ka 

‘on/in/at/from’. In this case, the preposition ka ‘on/in/at/from’ is translatable as 

the English preposition ‘to’. 
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In addition, the locative suffix -r also denotes a static location just as the 

the preposition ka ‘on/in/at/from’ does. The following examples illustrate this 

meaning of the suffix -r and the preposition ka ‘on/in/at/from’. 

(74) a. -yari    yi r 
  NC3:DEF-cat NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

  ‘The cat sat down.’ 

 

b. -yari    yi r ka  -kuma  
  NC3:DEF-cat NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit on/in/at/from NC3:DEF-box 

  ‘The cat sat on the box.’ 

c. -yari    yi r-r  -kuma 

  NC3:DEF-cat NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC  NC3:DEF-box 

  ‘The cat sat on the box.’ 

In (74b), the oblique object kuma ‘box’ is introduced by the preposition ka  

‘on/in/at/from’ and it designates the location of the event expressed by the 

predicate just as the suffix -r does in (74c). 

The locative suffix -r and the locative preposition ka  ‘on/in/at/from’ also 

denotes direction away from a location. Example (75) illustrates this meaning of 

the locative suffix. 

(75) a. -wath     way k--pn 

  NC3:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC2-INDEF-pen 

  ‘The child bought a pen.’ 

 

b. -wath    way   k--pn  ka 

  NC3:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy   NC2-INDEF-pen  on/in/at/from’ 

  

    -langba  
NC:DEF-man 

  ‘The child bought a pen from the man.’ 
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c. -wath    way-r  -langba 

  NC3:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC3:DEF-man 

 

   k--pn 

   NC2-INDEF-pen 

  ‘The child bought a pen from the man.’ 

In (75b), the oblique object langba  ‘man’ is introduced by the preposition ka  

‘on/in/at/from’, and it denotes direction away from a location, just as the suffix -r 

does in (75c). 

To sum up, examples (73), (74) and (75) indicate that the locative suffix -r 

and locative preposition ka  ‘on/in/at/from’ are variant forms and are semantically 

vague. The specific meaning they take is determined by the verb stem. In (73), the 

verb lm ‘X throws Y’ denotes direction towards a location. Therefore, the 

locative suffix -r and the preposition ka  ‘on/in/at/from’ are translatable as the 

English preposition ‘to’. In (74), the verb yi r ‘X sits’ denotes a static location. 

Therefore, both the suffix -r and the preposition ka  ‘on/in/at/from’ are translatable 

as the English preposition ‘on’. In (74), the verb way ‘X buys Y’ denotes direction 

from a location. Therefore, the suffix -r and the preposition ka  ‘on/in/at/from’ are 

translatable as the English preposition ‘from’, Examples (73-75) also indicate that 

Temne has both the morphological locative and the periphrastic locative 

constructions. The periphrastic locative constructions are expressed by means of 

the locative preposition ka ‘on/in/at/from’, while the morphological locative is 

expressed by the suffix -r. 
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The instrumental suffix -n adds an instrument to the basic meaning of 

the verb and can add up to two applied objects to the clause. Example (76b) 

illustrates an instrumental construction with one applied object. 

(76) a. -them     thm 
  NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The old man danced.’ 

 

 b. -them     thm-n   t-ә-gbәrәka  

  NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-INST  NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The old man danced with stilts.’ 

 

In (76b), the instrumental suffix n is attached to the basic verb thm ‘X dances’ 

and the derived verb is thmn ‘X dances using I’. Combining the instrumental 

suffix with the verb thm ‘X dances’ adds an argument slot that is filled in by the 

instrument tәgbәrәka ‘stilts’ in (76b). 

In addition, the instrumental applicative in Temne can have other effects 

on the valence of the basic verb and can add up to two applied objects to the 

construction, the second being the comitative. Example (77b) illustrates this 

construction type. 

(77) a. -them     thm 
  NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The old man danced.’ 

 

 b. -them     thm-n -wath  

  NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-INST NC1-child 

 

t-ә-gbәrәka 
NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The old man together with the child danced with stilts.’ 
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In (77b), the derived verb is thmn ‘X dances with C using I’ and the applied 

objects are wath ‘child’ and tgbrka ‘stilts’. A detailed discussion of this 

syntactic effect is found in Section 3.3 in Chapter 3. 

Like other valence-increasing suffixes, an instrument can be added 

periphrastically using a preposition. In this case, the preposition yi  ‘with’ is used, 

as demonstrated in (78). 

(78) a. -yama ma    thm 
  NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The acrobat danced.’ 

 

 b. -yama ma                thm  yi      t--gbrka 

  NC3:DEF-acrobat   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   dance  with   NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat danced with stilts.’ 

 c. -yama ma  yi  -bk   a  

  NC3:DEF-acrobat with NC1:DEF-woman NC5.SUBJ:DEF  

 

thm yi  t--gbrka  

dance with NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat together with the woman danced with stilts.’ 

In both (78b) and (78c), the oblique object tgbrka ‘stilts’ is added to the clause 

by the preposition yi  ‘with’. 

 Note that the comitative can also be added by the instrumental preposition 

yi  ‘with’, as demonstrated by (79b). 

(79) a. -yama ma    thm 
  NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The acrobat danced.’ 

 

b. -yama ma               thm  yi     -bk 

  NC3:DEF-acrobat   NC1.SUBJ:DEF  dance  with    NC1:DEF-woman 

  ‘The acrobat danced with the woman.’ 
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Example (79b) has a bare verb thm ‘X dances’ just as (79a). The comitative 

bk ‘woman’ is introduced by the preposition yi  ‘with’ in (79b). 

 In addition, it is also possible to have an instrumental construction where 

the agent X and comitative C that are expressed by nominals are followed by a 

derived verb (verb + INST) that is in turn followed by an instrument which is 

expressed by an object marker. Example (80) illustrates this construction type. 

(80) -yamama  yi  -bk   a   

 NC3:DEF-acrobat with NC1:DEF-woman NC5.SUBJ:DEF  

 

thm-n chi  

dance-INST NC6.OBJ 

 ‘The acrobat together with the woman danced with it (a set of stilts).’ 

In (80), the derived verb thmn ‘X together with C dance using I’ introduces 

only the instrument which is expressed by the object marker chi . 

Example (81a) can be reformulated, as in example (81b). 

(81) a. -yama ma  yi  -bk   a  

  NC3:DEF-acrobat with NC1:DEF-woman NC5.SUBJ:DEF  

 

thm yi  t--gbrka  

dance with NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat together with the woman danced with stilts.’ 

b. -yama ma    thm-n k  

  NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-INST NC2.OBJ 

 

yi  t-ә-gbәrәka 
with NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat together with him/her danced with stilts.’ 

In (81b), the derived verb thmn ‘X dances together with C’ is derived from 

the basic verb thm ‘X dances’. In this example, the comitative, which is 

expressed by the object marker k, is introduced by the instrumental 
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applicative -n, while the instrument tәgbәrәka ‘stilts’ is introduced by the 

preposition yi  ‘with’. 

The benefactive applicative -  can add multiple applied objects to the 

valence of the verb. Among these applied objects is W (i.e., the new participant 

whose interests are affected by the event which the predicate expresses). Example 

(82) illustrates a benefactive construction with the applied object W. 

(82) a. -wath     gbl -konko 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF sweep NC3:DEF-room 

  ‘The child swept the room.’ 

 

 b. -wath    gbl-  -them   

  NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF  sweep-BEN NC1:DEF-old man 

 

-konko 
NC3:DEF-room 

  ‘The child swept the room for the old man.’ 

Example (82b) illustrates the verb gbl ‘X sweeps Y for W’ that is derived from 

the stem gbl ‘X sweeps Y’. Combining the benefactive suffix with the verb gbl 

‘X sweeps Y’ has the syntactic effect of adding an argument expressed by the 

object them ‘old man’ in (82b). This applied object is construed as the 

beneficiary in the sense that it is affected favorably by the event expressed by the 

predicate. In this example, the new object W them ‘old man’ is the primary 

object and Y konko ‘room’ is the secondary object. 

The Temne benefactive can have other effects on the valence of the basic 

verb; it can add up to two additional objects, a substitutive and an instrument, 

over and above the beneficiary, as indicated by example (83b). 
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(83) a. -wath     yak -pp 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash NC3:DEF-calabash 

  ‘The child washed the calabash.’ 

 

 b. -wath     yak-  mi  

  NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

    

-pp  m--soda 

   NC3:DEF-calabash NC10-INDEF-soda.soap 

  ‘The child washed the calabash for me using soda soap.’ 

In (83b), the new arguments are expressed by the object marker mi  (i.e., the 

beneficiary) and the instrument mso da ‘soda soap’. A discussion of this syntactic 

effect of the benefactive suffix is given in Section 3.4 in Chapter 3. 

In addition to the morphological benefactive construction, Temne also has 

an alternate periphrastic benefactive construction that is as frequent in the corpus 

as the morphological benefactive construction. This construction is formed by 

means of the benefactive preposition ta ‘for’. Example (84b) illustrates this 

periphrastic benefactive construction. 

(84) a. -bk     way -buk 
  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC7:DEF-book 
  ‘The woman bought the books.’ 

 
 b. -bk     way -buk  ta  
  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF  buy NC7:DEF-book for  
 

a -fth 
NC3:DEF-kid 

  ‘The woman bought the books for the kids.’ 

In (84b), the argument afth ‘kids’ is the beneficiary and is introduced by the 

preposition ta ‘for’. 
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 The benefactive suffix - and the benefactive preposition ta  ‘for’ can 

occur in the same clause. In this construction type, the preposition ta ‘for’ selects 

the beneficiary, not the substitutive, as demonstrated in (85). 

(85) a. -bk     way-  -langba   
  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN NC1:DEF-man  
 

   -buk   ta a-fth 
NC7:DEF-book  for NC3:DEF-kid 

  ‘The woman bought the books for the kids on behalf of the man.’ 

  *‘The woman bought the books for the man on behalf of the kids. 

 

 b. -bk     way-  a-fth   

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN NC1:DEF-child  

    

   -buk   ta -langba 

   NC7:DEF-book  for NC1:DEF-man 

  ‘The woman bought books for the man on behalf of the kids. 
  *‘The woman bought books for the kids on behalf of the man.’ 

The verb way- ‘X buys Y for W in (85b) is derived from the verb stem way ‘X 

buys Y’. In (85a), the derived verb assigns the participant role of SUBSTITUTIVE to 

the participant langba  ‘man’ that is adjacent to the verb. The substitutive 

participant is identified in this dissertation as S, and it refers to the participant on 

whose behalf an action is performed. On the other hand, the preposition ta ‘for’ 

assigns the participant role of a BENEFICIARY to the participant afth ‘kids’, 

which it selects. In (85b), the participant afth ‘kids’ is the SUBSTITUTIVE, while 

the participant langba  ‘man’ that is adjacent to the benefactive preposition is the 

BENIFICIARY. Therefore, examples (85a) and (85b) indicate that the preposition ta 

‘for’ assigns only a BENIFICARY role to the participant that it adds to the clause. 
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 In addition, a verb that is combined with the benefactive applicative -  can 

also take an instrument that is expressed by a nominal. The instrument is 

intruduced by the preposition yi  ‘with’ while the beneficiary W is introduced by 

the benefactive applicative - . Example (86b) illustrates this construction type. 

(86) -la ngba   bf-  -bk  
 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN NC1:DEF-woman 
 

  -pon   yi  -wa ka 
NC3:DEF-swamp with NC3:INDEF-cutlass 

‘The man brushed the swamp for the woman using a (type of) cutlass.’ 

The verb bf ‘X brushes Y for W using I’ in (86) is derived from the verb stem 

bf ‘X brushes Y’. In this example, the applied object W bk ‘woman’ is 

introduced by the benefactive applicative, while the instrument waka  ‘type of 

cutlass’ is introduced by the preposition yi  ‘with’. 

 Also, a verb that is combined with the benefactive applicative and 

introducing the applied object I, which is expressed by an object marker, can take 

a beneficiary that is expressed by a nominal and introduced by the preposition yi  

‘with’. Example (87) illustrates this construction type. 

(87) a. -langba    bf -pn 
  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC3:DEF-swamp 

‘The man brushed the swamp.’ 

 b. -langba    bf-  i  
  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN NC3.OBJ 
 

   -pn  ta -bk 
NC3-swamp for NC1:DEF-woman 

‘The man brushed the swamp for the woman using it (a cutlass).’ 
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The verb bf ‘X brushes Y for W using I’ is derived from the verb stem bf ‘X 

brushes Y’. In this example, the instrument which is expressed by the object 

marker i , is introduced by the benefactive applicative - , while the beneficiary 

W is introduced by the preposition ta  ‘for’. 

Table 16 summarizes the valence-increasers in Temne and their 

periphrastic counterparts. 

Table 16. List of valence-increasers and their periphrastic alternates 

 
Verb extensions markers periphrastic 

alternate 

causative -s, - y 
locative -r ,,
instrumental -n yi ‘with’ 

benefactive -  ‘for’

However, this study focuses only on the valence-increasing suffixes (i.e., the 

causative, locative, instrumental and benefactive applicative), though passing 

references are made to their periphrastic counterparts. 

2.3 Previous studies on verb extensions in Temne 

In general, verb extensions in Atlantic languages, including Temne, have been 

seriously under-studied. According to Becher & Drolc (2007) and Hyman (2007), 

the analysis of verb extensions has lagged behind that of noun classes. Viewing 

the problem from a broader perspective, Hyman (2007) states that verb extensions 

are difficult to study, as elicitation requires more in-depth familiarity with the 

grammar of a language than a study of noun classes, which can be read off a word 

list. 
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 In spite of these difficulties, there are a few publications on some aspects 

of verb extensions in Atlantic languages, including Becher (2002), Buell and Sy 

(2006), Childs (1987, 1995, 2003), Endresen (1994), Faye & Mous (2006), 

Creissels, D. and Nouguier-Voisin, S (2004), Gottschligg (2006), Kamarah 

(2007), Kanu (2004, 2009a), Paster (2005, 2006), and Wilson (2007). Among 

these studies, Childs (1987, 1995, 2003), Kamarah (2007), Kanu (2004, 2009a), 

and Wilson (2007) describe verb extensions in the South Atlantic language 

family, the subgroup of Atlantic languages to which Temne belongs. Lack of data 

is an important factor affecting the study of verb extensions in this language 

family. 

 According to Childs (2003), among the problems demanding resolutions 

are: 

(i) Morphotactics: 

In what order can and do the extensions appear, and with what 

other extensions? Are the constraints semantic? 

(ii) Semantics: 

Is it possible to identify a unique meaning for each verb extension? 

What happens when they combine? 

(iii) Syntax: 

What are the effects of the affixation of extensions on the argument 

structure? What is the range of variation? Are there a maximum 

number of allowable arguments? 

Many of these problems have not been resolved in Temne. Part of the task in this 

study is to provide an answer to these questions, using data that is drawn from 

Temne spoken corpus. 
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 This study is not the first attempt to describe verb extensions in Temne. 

Discussions of Temne verb extensions are found in a few descriptive grammars, 

including Kamarah (2007), Schlenker (1864), Sumner (1922), Scott (1956) and 

Wilson (1961, 2007). In addition, aspects of verb extensions in Temne are found 

in theoretical studies by Hutchinson (1969), Kamarah (1994), Kanu (2004) and 

Yillah (1992), as well as in an article by Kanu (2009a). In this section, I examine 

some of the issues raised in these studies, starting with the descriptive grammars. 

In Table 17, I list the verb extensions identified in Schlenker (1864), 

Sumner (1922), Wilson (1961, 2007), Kamarah (1994) and Kanu (2004, 2009a). 

Table 17 shows that the various studies differ in the number and types of suffixes 

they identify. 

Table 17. Verb extensions from previous studies on Temne 

 
 Schlenker 

1864 
Sumner 
1922 

Wilson 
1961 

Wilson 
2007 

Yillah 1992 Kamarh 
1994 

Kanu 
2004 

Kanu 
2009a 

causative -as, -a -as, 
 -ath 

-s, -a,-r -s, -, -r - -s -s, - -s, - 

reversive -i, -e - -i - - - - -i 
iterative -as,  

-ath 
-as -s, -th -s, -t -s, -t -s -s, -s -s, 

-th 
locative - - -r -, -r -r -r -r, -r -r, -r 
benefactive - -a - -,  

-n 
-na -n -, 

-n 

- 

instrument - - - -, -n -n -n -n -n 
reciprocal -ane -ane -n -n - n -n -n 
reflexive -ne -ne -n -n - - -n -n 
negative - - - - - - -, -y -, -y 
relative -na, -a - - - - - - - 

spontaneous -ane -ane - - - - - - 
separative - - - -i - - - - 
intransitive - - - - - - - - 

together - - - -n, 

-n 
- - - - 

intensive - - - - -t - - - 
inchoative -a - - - - - - - 

A quick look at Table 17 reveals several discrepancies amongst the different 

authors. Wilson (2007), for example, analyzes the morpheme -  as a causative, 
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locative, benefactive and instrumental suffix. However, there is no evidence from 

the corpus or elicitation supporting the view that the morpheme - has a locative 

meaning. Also, contrary to Wilson’s claim, only a handful of verbs actually take a 

causative or instrumental meaning when they are combined with the suffix - . On 

the other hand, the vast majority of the verbs that combine with the suffix -  take 

the benefactive meaning. 

Schlenker (1864) identifies what he refers to as “the relative -na, -a”, 

“spontative -n” and “inchoative -a” that are absent in the other studies. What 

Schlenker refers to as the “relative na-” is possibly what I refer to as the 

benefactive  , the /n/ being an epenthetic consonant. Schlenker (1864) and 

Sumner (1922) identify the “spontaneous suffix -an” that is not among the 

suffixes in the other studies. Consultants in this study and other native speakers of 

Temne are unfamiliar with this suffix, and there are no examples to clarify 

Sumner’s claim. In addition, Wilson (2007) identifies the suffixes -n  and -n as 

marking “together” (i.e., the comitative) and the instrument. However, Wilson 

(2007) did not specify whether -n is an allomorph of -n or not. In the present 

study, the suffix -n is analyzed as a reflexive suffix. Instead, the instrumental 

suffix -n has the additional meaning of a comitative when it combines with 

some verbs. 

 In terms of valence-increasing suffixes, Wilson (1961, 2007), Yillah 

(1992), Kamarah (1994, 2007) and Kanu (2004, 2009a) collectively agree that the 

instrumental suffix is -n, and that the benefactive suffix - overlaps as an 
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instrumental applicative (see Chapter 3). It is shown here that the instrumental 

meaning of the benefactive applicative is limited to a small set of verbs. Yillah 

(1992) and Kamarah (1994, 2007) also identify the morpheme -na  as a 

benefactive suffix. However, no construction with the morpheme -na as a 

benefactive suffix is found in the corpus. In addition, all the previous studies 

agree that there is a locative suffix -r. 

 Finally, with the exception of Yillah (1992), the rest of the studies identify 

the causative morpheme -s. A causative -a also appears in Schlenker (1864)’s list 

of verb extensions, while Sumner (1922) identifies -at as a causative suffix. On 

the other hand, Wilson (1961, 2007) analyzes the suffix -r as a causative, but 

states that it is very rare. However, no examples of a causativized verb that is 

derived with -a, -at or -r are found in the corpus or through elicitation. In the 

following sub-sections, I examine some of the issues concerning verb extensions 

raised in the theoretical studies by Yillah (1992), Kamarah (2007), Wilson (2007) 

and Kanu (2004, 2009a). 

2.3.1 Yillah (1992) 

In his section on verb extensions in Temne, Yillah (1992) gives sample sentences 

to illustrate the meaning of the verb extensions that he identifies, and the order in 

which they occur in the verb stem. Below is a list of his verb extensions. 

(88) Intensive: t 

 Iterative: s, t 

 Directional r 

 Causative/benefactive: a (transcribed as -  in the present analysis) 

 Intransitive:  
 Benefactive: na  

Yillah (1992:174) 
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Elsewhere in his dissertation, Yillah identifies the reflexive suffix -n and the 

reciprocal -n. 

Yillah’s list of verb extensions comprises intensive -t and the two 

suppletive iterative morphemes -s and -t. Intensive -t and iterative -t are absent in 

the works of other researchers. By iterative -t, Yillah possibly refers to the suffix -

th, which, as shown in Table 15, is an allomorph of the iterative -s (see Section 

2.2.1). In addition, Yillah’s inventory of verb suffixes lacks the reversive, 

negative and instrumental suffixes that are present in the entries of other 

researchers listed in Table 17. Yillah’s directional suffix -r is the locative suffix in 

the present analysis. 

 Concerning the order in which the suffixes occur in the verb stem, Yillah 

(1992) gives the following template. 

     (REVERSIVE) 

EXT:→(ITENS)→ (ITER)→(DIR) .→ (CAUSATIVE/BENEFACTIVE) →  (BENEFACTIVE) 

   (INTRANSITIVE) 

 

Figure 4. Order of suffixes in the verb stem, from Yillah (1992: 173) 

 

As demonstrated in chapter 4, this study agrees with Yillah that the order of 

suffixes can be described by means of a morphological template in the sense that 

the suffixes occur in an immutable fixed order. In terms of the sequence of 

suffixes in the verb stem, the present study agrees that the iterative suffix precedes 

the directional or locative suffix. In addition, the present study agrees that the 

directional/locative applicative precedes the benefactive applicative. However, in 

contrast to Yillah’s template, no data in the corpus or data collected from 
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elicitation provide evidence for the co-occurrence of the causative and benefactive 

suffix. 

2.3.2 Kanu (2004, 2009a) 

In Kanu (2004), I present a descriptive analysis of the co-occurrence of verbal 

suffixes in Temne and the order in which they occur in the verb stem. I identify 

the causative allomorphs -s and - , iterative -s, reversive -i, directional -r, 

benefactive - , instrumental -n, reflexive -n, reciprocal -n and negative - , 

which is essentially the inventory presented in this study. 

 In terms of the co-occurrence of suffixes, I argue that the order of suffixes 

in Temne is fixed and can be described by the morphological template shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

 ITER          RECIP 

 Verb - CAUS - DIR/LOC -  BEN-REF - NEG 

    REV           INST 

 

  Figure 5. Suffix ordering in Temne, from Kanu (2004) 

The template claims that the iterative, causative, reversive; reciprocal, 

benefactive-reflexive and instrumental suffix are mutually exclusive. I argue 

against a phonological account for the complementarity of these suffixes. 

Alternatively, I claim that the complementarity of each set of suffixes is grounded 

in the morphosyntax which is made possible by the fact that the suffixes compete 

for a single structural position. 

 In Kanu (2009a), I build upon the analysis in Kanu (2004) by presenting a 

discussion of suffix ordering and combinations in Temne. In this later article, I 
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argue that neither phonology nor semantic scope can fully account for the order of 

verb suffixes in Temne. I also re-visit the morphological template that is proposed 

in Kanu (2004) for the order of suffixes in the Temne verb stem, observing that 

the benefactive suffix precedes the instrumental, reciprocal and reflexive suffixes, 

which are mutually exclusive. Figure 6 illustrates this template. 

ITER            RECIP 

 Verb - CAUS - LOC - BEN-   REF - NEG 

   REV             INST 

 

Figure 6. Suffix ordering in Temne, from Kanu (2009a) 

In both studies (Kanu, 2004; 2009a), I demonstrate that the order of suffixes is 

fixed, and can be described by a morphological template. 

 In relation to the order of suffixes, the present study maintains, contrary to 

Kanu (2004, 2009a), that out of the valence-increasing suffixes in the language, 

the causative suffix co-occurs only with the instrumental applicative. It does not 

co-occur with the locative or benefactive suffix. Also, unlike the previous studies 

by Kanu (2004, 2009a) where the analysis was based on data elicited from a few 

speakers of the language, the present study is corpus-based. 

2.3.3 Kamarah (2007) 

In his grammar of Temne, Kamarah (2007) lists the verbal suffixes, their semantic 

uses and combinatorial possibilities. His inventory of verb suffixes is given 

below. 
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(89)  benefactive -n, -  ‘for’ 

  directional -әr/-r  ‘to, at, from’ 

  repetitive -әs/-s  ‘do over and over again’ 

  causative -әs/-  ‘to cause to’ 

  reflexive -n  ‘to X oneself’ 

  reciprocal -n  ‘with, each other’ 

  intransitive -  

Kamarah (2007: 98) 

In this list, Kamarah gives alternate forms of the benefactive, directional, 

repetitive (iterative) and causative suffix. He analyzes the suffix -  as as having a 

benefactive meaning. He also analyzes the same suffix - as as having a causative 

meaning and an intransitive meaning, and gives the following examples to 

illustrate the intransitive use of this suffix. 

(90) a. kgby ‘to break’ kgby ‘to break by itself’ 

 b. kput  ‘to deflate’ kput  ‘to deflate by itself’ 

Kamarah (2007: 98) 

 

However, verbs like kgby, ‘breaking’ and kput ‘deflating’ are transitive in 

nature since they take an object even though they bear the supposedly intransitive 

suffix. The following are some examples. 

(91) k-gby-  mi   -pthi -o,  k  

 GER-break-BEN 1SG.OBJ NC3:DEF-cup-PAR (then)  

 

    gbuk 
  NC1.SUBJ:DEF run 

 ‘S/he ran away as soon as s/he broke the cup for me.’ 

 

(92) k-put-  k  -bo y k   

 GER-deflate-ben NC1.OBJ NC3:DEF-boil (then) 

 

    fi 
  NC1.SUBJ:DEF die 

‘S/he died as soon as his/her swelling was deflated (for him/her)’. 
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Examples (91) and (92) indicate that the suffix -  in Kamarah’s examples is not 

intransitive; it is in fact the benefactive applicative and it increases the valence of 

the verb by one applied object, W. In (91), the derived verb kgby adds the 

applied object that is expressed by the object marker mi , while in (92) the derived 

verb kpu t adds the object expressed by the object marker k. Thus, examples 

like (91) and (92) pose a problem for analyzing the morpheme -  as an 

intransitive suffix. Problems like this stem from not using contextualized data. 

The methodology applied in this study addreeses this problem by including 

contextualized examples in the analysis. 

 However, Kamarah’s (2007) work gives an insight into the combinatorial 

possibilities of the verb extensions. He divides the verbal suffixes into two 

groups: single and combined suffixes. The single suffixes are the benefactive -n, 

directional/relational -r, repetitive -s, causative -s, -, reflexive -n, reciprocal -

n and intransitive -. The morphemes he analyzes as combined are the 

benefactive-reflexive -+n, directional/relational-reflexive -r+n, repetitive-

reflexive -s+n, causative-reflexive -s+n, and repetitive-relational-reflexive -

s+r+n. By the “relational” suffix, Kamarah means the locative suffix. 

Concerning the combined suffixes, Kamarah (2007) observes that the 

“combined extensions all end in the reflexive  n ” (p. 98), which is consistent 

with the idea that the reflexive is inflectional and combines with all transitive 

stems. However, the data analyzed in this study indicate that the ending of some 
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combined suffixes do not create reflexive verbforms syntactically. Table 18 gives 

some of these examples. 

Table 18. Combinations of verb extensions 

 
suffix combinations examples gloss 

causative + instrument di-s-n A causes X to eat Y using I 

kth--n A causes X to walk using I 

locative + benefactive lәm-ә r- X throws Y towards L for W 

som-ә r- X sends Y towards L for W 

locative + instrument 
lm-r-n X throws Y towards L using I 

way-r-n X buys Y from L using I 

benefactive + instrument 
du --n X plaits Y’s hair using I affecting the 

interests of W 

 
to--n X cooks Y using I affecting the interests of 

W 

benefactive + negative tk-- X did not give Y for W 

she k-- X did not tie Y for W 

The examples in Table 18 demonstrate that not all combined verb extensions in 

Temne end in the reflexive suffix -n. Thus, Kamarah possibly analyzed too 

limited a dataset. 

2.3.4 Wilson (2007) 

Information about verb extensions in Temne is also found in Wilson (2007). In 

this work, Wilson identifies the ten different verbal suffixes in Temne listed 

below
5
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
5 Wilson (2007)’s annotation -ä is in this study represented as -. 
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(93)  intransitive: -ä, -n 

  causative: -ä, -r, -s 

  instrumental: -ä, -n 

  benefactive: -ä, -n 

  directional: -ä, -r 

  together: -n -än 

  reciprocal: än 

  reflexive: -n 

  iterative: -s/t 

  separative -i 

Wilson (2007:162) 

With the exception of intransitive -n, causative -r, instrumental -n, benefactive -

n, directional -ä (i.e. ) and together -n, the rest of the suffixes are also found in 

the inventories of verb suffixes in earlier studies. Note that what Wilson refers to 

as “together” is what I refer to as the comitative, and is analyzed here as one of 

the meanings of the instrumental suffix -n. In addition, what Wilson refers to as 

the “separative” suffix -i is the reversive suffix in the present analysis. 

The present analysis differs in some ways from the analysis by Wilson. 

For example, Wilson (2007) analyzes the verb suffix -r as a directional and 

causative suffix. To demonstrate that the morpheme -r is a causative, Wilson cites 

the examples lsr ‘spoil, make spoil’ and tәmәr ‘make stand’. Concerning the 

form lsr, there is no verb ls in Temne. Therefore, I analyze the verb lәsәr ‘X 

destroys Y’ as a root with an inherent causative meaning. The verb tmr is 

derived from the base tm ‘X stands up’ and there is no doubt that it has a 

causative meaning. However, the causativizing effect of -r is only an idiosyncratic 

effect of its combination with the verb root tm given that this is the only 
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example that my consultants and I are aware of, and that no further forms have 

been found in the corpus. 

 To sum up, although research has been done on verb extensions in Temne, 

there are still many details lacking in the descriptions. Part of the reason for this is 

that some of the previous studies had a wider scope and are not solely concerned 

with verb extensions. Also, the data used in the previous studies were collected 

from either a few speakers of the language or represent the author’s personal 

knowledge of the language. Therefore, the discussions and claims in the previous 

studies are made against the background of limited data. The present study is 

different from previous studies on verb extensions in Temne in the sense that the 

analysis in it is data-driven. The data is drawn from two main sources: recorded 

Temne spoken discourse and targeted constructions elicited from native speakers 

of the language. These sources are described in detail in Section 2.4. 

 The gaps found in the previous studies fall into three categories: 

combinatorics, semantics and syntax. In terms of the combination of suffixes, 

previous studies are silent about which set of verbs can occur with each suffix, 

and why certain verbs do not occur with certain suffixes. Also, previous studies 

lack detailed information about the co-occurrence, co-occurrence restrictions and 

the relative order of the suffixes in the verb stem. Concerning semantics, we still 

do not know the full range of meanings that are associated with each verb that is 

combined with a valence-increasing suffix and whether these meanings are a 

function of their component parts or not. In connection with syntax, previous 

studies lack a comprehensive analysis of the relative order and the principles 
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underlying the mapping and realization of post-verbal arguments in a 

construction. 

2.4 Methodology 

The data used in the analysis are drawn from two main sources: recorded Temne 

spoken discourse and targeted constructions elicited from native speakers of the 

language. These sources are described in the following sub-sections. 

2.4.1 Temne spoken corpus 

The primary data used in this analysis are drawn from transcribed spontaneous 

speech representing face-to-face conversations, telephone conversations, songs, 

religious sermons, narratives, interviews and radio broadcasts, and is a little over 

1.5 million words. By combining a variety of genres, I was able to find more 

examples of the target tokens or constructions in comparison to when only one or 

two genres are used. 

The data were recorded in Sierra Leone in June 2008. Therefore, the 

corpus represents contemporary use of the language. The recorded participants are 

native speakers of the Yoni dialect of Temne, between the ages of 10-70 years, 

both male and female. The vast majority of these participants are monolinguals, 

speaking only Temne, and they cut across various occupations, including 

homemakers, traders, farmers, pensioners, civil servants, administrators, teachers, 

and students. 

The procedure for exploring the corpus was as follows. I searched 

manually in the corpus for constructions with verb suffixes, particularly valence-
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increasing suffixes. The rationale behind this procedure was two-fold. Firstly, it 

enabled me to identify and compile the verbs that combine with each verb suffix. 

Secondly, it allowed me to map out the co-occurrence possibilities among verb 

suffixes and the shades of contextual meanings that each verb extension or set of 

verb suffixes may have. In addition, by searching for constructions with complex 

verbs, I was able to take note of unexpected or rare combination of suffixes. 

Moreover, I examined the semantic and syntactic structure of constructions with 

complex verbs with the aim of compiling the semantics that are associated with 

each derived verb and the syntactic effects of a suffix or set of suffixes on the 

argument structure of a verb. 

The corpus-based methodology has some advantages over mere elicitation 

tasks. First, it enabled me to take note of distinctions, nuances or patterns of co-

occurrences between suffixes that I would not have found through introspection, 

or known enough to elicit. These nuances may not even be consciously accessible 

to speakers. Thus, rare combinations of verb extensions that are not retrievable 

from direct elicitation surfaced in the corpus. 

Also, the corpus-based methodology allowed me to observe verb suffixes 

that are multi-functional or heterogeneously polysemous and to analyze 

contextualized meanings of the suffixes. If the analysis of the verb extensions was 

based solely on sentences elicited from participants or my knowledge of the 

language, the full range of their functions may not be so apparent. In addition, the 

way the suffixes fit structurally into the grammar may be difficult to understand, 

and the ways in which speakers make use of the suffixes may not be clear. 
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Moreover, the corpus allowed me to quantify the frequency of verb 

suffixes or constructions where the verb is combined with a verb suffix. Finally, 

since the recorded participants cut across age groups, gender and social status, 

using the corpus enabled me to access a wide range of linguistic variations that 

exist in the language insofar as it is represented in the corpus. 

In spite of the advantages of using the corpus, there are some obstacles 

that I contended with. First, the size of the corpus is relatively small, consisting of 

only a little over 1.5 million words. Therefore, the corpus yielded a low number of 

tokens of the desired structures. In particular, there were few tokens of verbs with 

more than two verb extensions. This problem would have resulted in incomplete 

descriptions if the data were drawn solely from the corpus. To complement the 

corpus, I also used data from direct elicitation. 

2.4.2 Direct elicitation 

I identified 300 common verbs in Temne for a more detailed investigation. These 

verbs, which are listed in Table I in the appendix, are the most frequent verbs in 

the corpus. I combined each valence-increasing suffix with each of these verbs. 

The aim was to investigate which verbs co-occur with each suffix or set of 

suffixes and which verbs are incompatible with certain suffixes. 

I also did a cross-combination of valence-increasing suffixes and checked 

all these combinations with other native speakers of the language. The results of 

this strategy gave me an insight into the full range of suffixes that co-occur or 

suffixes that are mutually exclusive and possible reasons for these 

complementarities. This strategy also allowed me to compile information about 
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the linear order in which the suffixes occur in the verb stem. I also targeted verb 

roots that do not combine with any particular verb suffix in the corpus to find out 

if such verbs form a coherent class. 

 Furthermore, I elicited contextualized samples of constructions with verb 

complexes or verbs that could be expected to have two or more arguments. I 

asked native speakers who are bilingual to translate utterances into Temne that are 

likely to convey meanings which are associated with any of the verb suffixes. The 

following are samples of these constructions. 

(94) a. The man made the child cry. (causative) 

 b. The child made the dog jump over there. (causative) 

 c. The teacher made the student recite the Quran. (causative) 

 d. The rebels came from the bush. (locative (ablative)) 

 e. The man threw the stone at the snake. (allative) 

 f. The dog sat on the floor. (locative) 

 g. He is brushing the grass with a cutlass. (instrumental) 

 h. The man and the woman danced with stilts (inst-com) 

 i. The woman fried eggs for her husband. (benefactive) 

Moreover, since the meaning of the suffixes can also be expressed using 

prepositions or by periphrastic means, I expressed the meaning of each suffix 

using the prepositional or periphrastic alternative, and then asked participants to 

express the same meaning using verbal suffixes. Below are some of the stimuli. 

(95) Prepositional locative constructions 

 a. I   yi r ka -bnt 

  1SG.SUBJ sit on NC3:DEF-stool 

  ‘I sat on the stool.’ 

 

 b. s     ba     k k ka -by     (di ) 
  3PL.SUBJ  have     to go to NC1:DEF-chief     there 

  ‘We have to go to the chief.’ 
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(96) Prepositional benefactive constructions 

   wa y -buk   ta ta  

 3SG.SUBJ buy NC7:DEF-book  for them 

 ‘S/he bought some books for them (to their advantage/disadvantage).’ 

 

(97) Benefactive construction with the periphrastic preposition ta ‘for’ 

   wa y-  mu  -buk   ta 
 3SG.SUBJ buy-BEN 2SG.OBJ NC7:DEF-book  for  

 

ta 

them 

 ‘S/he bought some books for them on your behalf.’ 

 

(98) Periphrastic instrumental construction 

 

 -la ngba   lm -sa r   yi  
 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-stone  with  

 

-lanth 

NC3:INDEF-sling 

 ‘The man threw the stone using a sling.’ 

Additionally, I created a set of sentences with complex verbs (i.e., verbs 

with two or more valence-increasing suffixes), then substituted the verb suffixes 

and asked the consultants for the meaning of the sentences as I added new 

suffixes to the verb stem. I also constructed both grammatical and ungrammatical 

constructions with verb suffixes and then asked native speakers to identify the 

grammatical or ungrammatical, acceptable or unacceptable constructions. 

 In addition, I ordered and re-ordered verb extensions in various ways and 

then asked native speakers for the order of suffixes that best reflects the way in 

which they use them. The aim was to elicit information about the order in which 

the suffixes occur in a verb stem. Similarly, I conducted grammaticality judgment 

tests among fifteen native speakers in cases where there was controversy or 
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disagreement over the grammaticality of the example constructions or uses of the 

extensions. In such cases, I took into account the judgment reflecting the intuition 

of at least 70% of the participants. In general, the level of disagreement over the 

grammaticality or acceptability of constructions was miniscule. 

 The following chapter involves an analysis of the combinatorial properties 

of each valence-increasing suffix, and an analysis of the meanings that are 

associated with each suffix. In addition, Chapter 3 includes a discussion of the 

syntactic effects of adding a single valence-increasing suffix to a verb and the 

principles underlying the mapping and realization of post-verbal arguments in 

these constructions. 
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Chapter 3 

Combination of a single valence-increasing suffix with a verb root 

The causative -s, locative -r, instrumental -n and benefactive -  suffixes are the 

valence-increasing suffixes in Temne. These suffixes differ in the number of 

arguments they can add to the clause and the participant roles these arguments are 

assigned. The benefactive applicative is associated with the widest range of 

applied objects and participant roles; it adds up to three applied objects to the 

clause. The instrumental applicative adds up to two applied objects to the clause, 

while the locative applicative increases the valence of the verb by only one object. 

Unlike the benefactive, instrumental and locative applicative, the causative suffix 

adds a causer argument that is the subject of the causative construction. It also has 

the syntactic effect of demoting the subject X of the basic verb to the primary 

object or secondary object. 

 In general, valence-increasing suffixes in Temne are relatively productive. 

Out of the four, the benefactive is the most productive; it combines with 281 

(94%) of the 300 verbs in the sample. As observed by Peterson (2007), the 

benefactive applicative construction is the most common type across languages. 

Therefore, it is not surprising that the benefactive applicative is compatible with 

more verbs than any other valence-increasing suffix in Temne. Next to the 

benefactive applicative is the instrumental applicative, which is compatible with 

193 (64.3%) verbs. The locative applicative occurs with 87 (29%) verbs while the 

causative suffix, which is the least productive suffix, combines with only 43 

(14.3%) of the 300 verbs in the database. Table 19 summarizes these statistics. 
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Table 19. Verbs that co-occur with valence-increasing suffixes 

 
Suffixes tokens % 

Causative 44 14.6% 

Locative 87 29% 

Instrumental 193 64.3% 

Benefactive 281 94% 

In this chapter, I examine verbs that combine with each valence-increasing suffix 

and describe the meanings of the derived verbs in terms of schemas. In this study, 

the “meaning” of a derived verb is limited to context-free and generalizable senses 

of the verb. Context-dependent senses of a derived verb are interpreted as 

“readings” and are not represented in the schemas. The term “schema” is used 

here in the sense of Langacker (1987) to refer to “an abstract characterization that 

is fully compatible with all the members of the category it defines” (p. 371). In 

addition, I examine the principles underlying the mapping and realization of 

arguments in a construction with a single valence-increasing morpheme on the 

verb. 

The chapter is divided into five main sections. Section 3.1 is about the 

causative suffix, followed by Section 3.2 which deals with the locative 

applicative. Section 3.3 is concerned with the instrumental applicative. A 

discussion of the benefactive applicative is carried out in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 

summaries the main findings in the chapter. 

3.1 The causative suffix 

The causative suffix -s adds a new argument A to the clause. The new argument is 

expressed as the syntactic subject. Combining the causative suffix with a verb also 

has the syntactic effect of demoting the subject X of the basic verb to an object in 
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the causative construction. The argument A is viewed as the protagonist of the 

causing event, while the demoted subject X of the basic verb is viewed as the 

protagonist of the caused event. The causer argument A is most often the AGENT, 

but in Temne it can also be an inanimate participant, including natural forces like 

wind and storm, or abstract notions like hunger that is the cause of an event. The 

following example illustrates an intransitive-based causative construction. 

(99) a. -wath    tu 
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sick 

‘The child fell sick.’ 

b. -kaka         k   tu -s  -wath 

 NC3:DEF-measles   NC2.SUBJ:DEF  sick-CAUS NC1:DEF-child 

‘The measles caused the child to be sick.’ 

The derived verb tus ‘A causes X to be sick’ in (99b) is derived from the verb 

stem tu ‘X gets sick’. In this example, the subject wath ‘child’ of the intransitive 

verb in (99a) is demoted to the primary object, while the added argument kaka  

‘measles’ surfaces as the subject of the causative construction. The participant A 

kaka ‘measles’ functions as the causer argument, while the participant X wath 

‘child’ is the causee. 

 Example (100b) illustrates a transitive-based causative construction. 

(100) a. k--yek    di  -bana 
NC2-DEF-monkey NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC7:DEF-banana 

‘The monkey ate the bananas.’ 

 

b. -wath       di-s  k--yek 

NC1:DEF-child   NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS NC2-DEF-monkey 

 

-bana 
NC7:DEF-banana 

‘The child fed bananas to the monkey.’ 
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The verb di s ‘A causes X to eat Y’ is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X eats Y’. In 

(100a) the object Y ba na ‘bananas’ of the basic verb is the primary object. In 

(100b), the object bana  ‘bananas’ is demoted to the secondary object, while the 

subject X of the non-causative construction kyek ‘monkey’ becomes the primary 

object. 

The basic subject or causee X may be expressed as the secondary object in 

a heterogeneous object construction, as demonstrated in (101b). 

(101) a. k--yek    di  i  
NC2-DEF-monkey NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC3.OBJ  

‘The monkey ate it.’ 

 

b. -wath     di -s  i  
NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS NC3.OBJ 

 

k--yek 

NC2-DEF-monkey 

‘The child fed it to the monkey.’ 

The verb di s ‘A made X eat Y’ in (101b) is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X eats 

Y’. In this example, (101a), the object of the transitive verb, marked by the object 

marker i , is the primary object. Combining the causative suffix with the verb 

results in the demotion of the participant X kyek ‘monkey’ to the secondary 

object in (101b), while the object of the basic verb that is marked by the object 

marker i  maps onto the primary object. 

3.1.1 Schema of the causative suffix 

The causative suffix -s conveys the notion of an actor performing some 

unspecified event E1, causing some other entity to perform a second event, E2 
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(Dixon & Aikhenvald 2000; Shibatani & Pardeshi 2002; Kemmer 1993, 1994). 

This is illustrated by the schema in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. Schema of the CAUS construction 

 

The causative construction involves at least two participants identified as 

the causer argument A and the causee X, which is the subject of the basic verb 

that is combined with the causative suffix. The participant A is usually an AGENT, 

but can also be non-agentive entities like diseases or abstract notions like hunger. 

The caused event E2 is performed by X. The participant role that is assigned to 

X(causee) is context-dependent, hinging on many factors including the nature of 

E2 and the nature of the participant A. The participant Y, if present, is the entity 

that is acted upon by X. The following example is captured by the causative 

schema in Figure 7. 

(102) a. -yi mam            mun     m--ber 

NC1:DEF-Muslim cleric   NC1.SUBJ:DEF  drink    NC10-DEF-alcohol 

‘The Muslim cleric drank alcohol.’ 

 

b. a-murth  a   mu n-s  

NC5:DEF-rebel  NC5.DEF.SUBJ  drink-CAUS  

 

-yi mam   m--ber 

NC1:DEF-Muslim cleric NC10-DEF-alcohol 

‘The rebels caused the Muslim cleric to drink alcohol.’ 

The derived verb muns ‘A made X drink Y’ in (102b) is derived from the verb 

stem mun ‘X drinks Y’. In this example (102b), there are two events: E2 

corresponding to E ‘X drinks Y’ in (102a) and E1 a causing event, which as is 

typical of causatives, is unspecified. 

A performs E1, causing X to perform E2 (on Y) 
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In terms of participants, (102b) consists of A, which is expressed by the 

nominal a murth ‘rebels’, and is the protagonist of the causing event E1. The 

participant X is the target of E1; X is expressed by the nominal yi mam ‘Muslim 

cleric’ and is the primary object. The participant Y is the undergoer of E2, and is 

expressed by the nominal mber ‘alcohol’ that is the secondary object. Thus, 

(102b) has the semantic and syntactic structure of a causative construction. 

3.1.2 Combination of the causative suffix with a verb root 

Out of the 300 verbs analyzed in this study, the causative suffix is compatible 

with 44 verbs (i.e., 14.6%), including some transitive and intransitive verbs. No 

ditransitive verb in the sample combines with the causative suffix. Also, no 

morphologically derived ditransitive-based causative construction is found in the 

corpus or accepted during the elicitation tasks. Table 20 lists the verbs in the 

sample that combine with the causative suffix. 

 Table 20. Verbs in the sample that combine with the causative suffix 

 
root gloss root +CAUS

 gloss 

ba l X marries Y bal-s A causes X to marry Y 

bani X reclaims Y bani-s A causes X to reclaims Y 

ba ns X is angry bans-s A causes X to be angry  

bl X grows tall bl-s A causes X to grow tall 

bm X defecates bm-s A causes X to defecate 

bek X arrives bek- A causes X to arrive 

bs X digs out Y bss A causes X to dig out Y 

bth X bursts into tears bth-s A causes X to burst into tears 

bo r X peels off Y bor-s A causes X to peel off Y 

bo k X cries bok-s A causes X to cry 

bo  X makes Y (heaps) bo-s A causes X to make Y (heaps) 

chp X plants Y chp-s A causes X to plant Y 

chen X slaughters Y chen-s A causes X to slaughter Y 

chis X is inebriated chis-s A causes X to be inebriated 

di X eats Y di-s A causes X to eat Y 

dir X sleeps dir-s A sleeps with X 

fl X flies fl-s A causes X to fly 
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gbal X writes Y gbal-s A causes X to write Y 

gbk X scrubs Y gbk-s A causes X to scrub Y 

gbl X grinds Y gbl-s A causes X to grind Y 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl-s A causes X to sweep Y 

gbm X pounds Y gbm-s A causes X to pound Y 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-s A causes X to climb Y 

kth X walks kth- A causes X to walk in vain 

kl X pours Y kl-s A causes X to pour Y 

kom X gives birth to Y kom-s A bears a child with X 

kor X is pregnant kor-s A impregnates X 

kul X cries kul-s A causes X to cry 

lap X is ashamed lap-s A causes X to be ashamed 

lm X speaks lm-s A prosecutes X 

mu ta X dives mu ta-s A causes X to dive 

me r X swallows Y me r-s A causes X to swallow Y 

mu n X drinks Y mu n-s A causes X to drink Y 

nt X pukes Y nt-s A causes X to puke Y 

po  X ends Y po-s A causes X to end Y 

skth X moves over there skth- A causes X to move over there 

she th X builds Y she th-s A causes X to build Y 

tata X prostitutes tata-s A causes X to prostitute 

thm X dances thm-s A causes X to dance 

thks X learns Y ths- A made X learn Y 

to X cooks Y to-s A causes X to cook Y 

way X buys Y way-s A causes X to buy Y 

w X puts on Y w-s A causes X to put on Y  

yir X sits down yir-s A causes X to sit down 

Out of the verbs in Table 20, only the verb roots bek ‘X arrives’, kth ‘X walks’ 

and skth ‘X moves over there’ combine with the causative -  mentioned in 

Chapter 2. The remaining verb roots form the causative with the suffix -s. 

 A few derived verbs have assumed idiosyncratic meanings that are not a 

function of their component parts. One example of these derived verbs is kth  ‘A 

caused X to walk in vain’ that is derived from the root kth ‘X walks’. Also, the 

causative of the verb bm ‘X defecates’, has the idiosyncratic meaning ‘A beats 

the crap out of X’. In addition, the derived verb lms that is derived from the root 

lm ‘X talks’ has assumed the meaning ‘X prosecutes Y’. These meanings of the 

derived verbs are not predictably derived from the meaning of their component 
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parts. However, unlike the three verbs mentioned above, the meanings of the 

remaining derived verbs in Table 20 are predictable from the meaning of their 

component parts. 

 As noted above, aside from these 44 verbs, the remaining 256 verbs 

analyzed do not combine with the causative suffix. A sample of these verbs is 

given in Table 21.
6
  

Table 21. Sample of verbs that are incompatible with the causative suffix 

 
root Gloss root +CAUS

 

ba  X has Y *ba-s 

ba mba X carries a child on X’s back *bamba-s 

ba  X gives a handful of Y to R *ba-s 

bfthar X beats up Y *bftha r-s 

bo nt X names Y in a lawsuit *bont-s 

by X immerses Y *by-s 

bfth X pays indulgence to Y *bfth-s 

bka X carries Y *bka-s 

bmpa X makes Y *bmpa-s 

bnkli  X rolls Y *bnkli-s 

bp X meets Y *bp-s 

ber X arrives *ber-s 

brfi  X pops off Y *brfi-s 

Some of the verbs in Table 21 or Table III in the appendix that do not combine 

with the causative are semantically similar to the verbs in Table 20 that are 

compatible with the causative suffix. As far as I know, there is no plausible 

semantic, morphological or syntactic explanation for the failure of these verbs to 

combine with the causative suffix. Therefore, I attribute their incompatibility with 

the causative suffix to idiosyncratic lexical restrictions on the causative suffix. 

Note that verbs that are incompatible with the causative suffix do not resist 

causativization per se; they all causativize by means of the periphrastic verb y 

                                                
6 The full list of verbs that are incompatible with the causative suffix is found in Table III in the 

appendix. 
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‘make/cause’. The example below illustrates the verb fi  ‘kill’ in a periphrastic 

causative construction. 

(103) -mleri ya    y a-fәm        a 

NC3:DEF-malaria NC3.SUBJ:DEF make NC5:DEF-people    NC5:OBJ. 

    

  fi 
  die 

‘Malaria made the people die.’/‘Malaria killed the people.’ 

Example (103) provides further evidence against any semantic constraints on the 

distribution of the causative, since all of the verbs in Table III in the appendix that 

are incompatible with the morphological causative form the causative by means of 

the periphrastic verb y ‘make’. 

In addition, no ditransitive-based causative construction is found in the 

corpus or through elicitation. One possible explanation for this is that the 

causative of ditransitives would create a clause with too many arguments. Cross-

linguistically, languages that can form causative constructions from ditransitive 

verbs are fewer than languages that form causative constructions from transitive 

or intransitive verbs. Among the languages that do not allow ditransitive-based 

causative constructions are Basque (Dixon & Aikhenvald, 2000), Soninke 

(Comrie, 1974) and Tukang Besi (Donohue, 1999). 

The restriction on the number of core arguments that can appear in a 

causative construction has been used to explain the incompatibility of ditransitive 

verbs with the causative affix across languages. A case in point is the language 

Tukang Besi where ditransitive verbs are incompatible with the causative prefix 

because adding the causative argument to the three core arguments of the basic 

verb over-saturates the verb (Donohue, 1999). 
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In contrast to Tukang Besi, the incompatibility of ditransitive verbs with 

the causative suffix in Temne cannot be attributed to the number of arguments in 

the construction. As discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.4, the locative or benefactive 

construction is grammatical even though it has exactly the same number of 

arguments that a ditransitive-based causative construction would have. Similarly, 

verbs allowing the co-occurrence of the causative and instrumental applicative, 

illustrated in Chapter 4, licenses the same number of arguments (i.e., four) that 

would have been found in a ditransitive-based causative construction. Therefore, 

the incompatibility of ditransitive verbs with the causative suffix cannot be 

explained in terms of a restriction on the number of arguments in the causative 

construction, and I do not have any reason why ditransitive verbs do not co-occur 

with the causative suffix. 

However, the causative of ditransitive verbs may be expressed 

periphrastically, as illustrated in (104b). 

(104) a. -bk            yer   -wath   -na k 

NC1:DEF-woman  NC1.SUBJ:DEF  give  NC1:DEF-child   NC3:DEF-rice 

‘The woman gave the rice to the child.’ 

 

  b. -them             y -bk  

NC1:DEF-old man    NC1.SUBJ:DEF make NC1:DEF-woman  

 

  yer -wa th   -nak 

NC1.SUBJ:DEF  give NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-rice 

‘The old man made the woman give the rice to the child.’ 

Example (104b) demonstrates that ditransitive verbs causativize by means of the 

periphrastic verb y ‘make’. This periphrastic verb can be used to form causative 

constructions with all syntactic verb types in Temne. 
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3.1.3 Mapping and argument realization in a causative construction 

Two separate principles govern the mapping between participant roles and 

grammatical relations in a causative construction in Temne. They are the 

participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy, discussed in Section 2.1.7 in 

Chapter 2. Also, certain semantically plausible causative constructions that obey 

the participant hierarchy and prominence hierarchy are blocked if they violate the 

prominence hierarchy that is also discussed in Section 2.1.7. In this section, I 

examine these principles starting with the participant hierarchy. 

3.1.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a causative construction 

The participant hierarchy determines the relative ranking of arguments expressing 

different participant roles, and it designates which participant is assigned with a 

certain grammatical relation. The participant hierarchy applies to any construction 

bearing two or more objects of the same type (i.e., nominal or object markers). In 

a causative construction, the causer argument A is invariably the subject. The 

demoted subject X of the basic verb is adjacent to the verb, and is the primary 

object. In a transitive-based homogeneous object causative construction, the 

object Y of the basic verb follows X and is the secondary object. The following 

example illustrates the participant hierarchy in a transitive-based causative 

construction. 

(105) -bk     di -s  -them 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS NC1:DEF-old man 

 

-kli  
NC3:DEF-pumpkin 

‘The woman made the old man eat pumpkin.’ 
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In this example, the verb di s ‘A fed Y to X’ is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X 

eats Y’. The participant A bk ‘woman’ is the subject; X the m ‘old man’ is the 

primary object and Y kli  ‘pumpkin’ is the secondary object. Thus, the 

participant hierarchy is A » X » Y. This participant hierarchy is also maintained 

when all the objects in (105) are replaced by object markers, as demonstrated by 

example (106). 

(106) -bk            di-s  k     ki 
NC1:DEF-woman    NC1.SUBJ:DEF    eat-CAUS NC1.OBJ    NC2.OBJ 

‘The woman caused him/her to eat it.’ 

As in (105), in (106) the participant A bk ‘woman’ together with its participant 

role is the subject. The participant X that is marked by the object marker k is the 

primary object. The participant Y, which is expressed by the object marker ki , 

maps onto the secondary object. Thus, the participant hierarchy is A » X » Y, 

following the convention that the primary object is a higher grammatical relation 

than the secondary object, and that participants are assigned to the highest open 

grammatical relation in the order of precedence described by the participant 

hierarchy. Therefore, in a causative construction where all the post-verbal 

arguments are expressed by object markers or nouns, the participant hierarchy 

determines which participant role is assigned a certain grammatical relation. 

3.1.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a causative construction 

In addition to the participant hierarchy, the objects in a causative construction are 

also ranked based on the precedence hierarchy. In a heterogeneous object 

construction, participants that are expressed by object markers take precedence 
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over participants that are nominal objects. This ranking is schematized as OM » 

NOM, where OM refers to participants that are expressed by objects markers, and 

NOM refers to the participants that are realized as nouns. This hierarchy means 

that the participant role corresponding to an event-participant that is expressed by 

an object marker maps onto a higher grammatical relation than the participant role 

corresponding to a noun. The following example illustrates the precedence 

hierarchy in a transitive-based causative construction. 

(107) a. a-mu rth a  mun-s         -mre 

NC5-rebel NC5.SUBJ:DEF drink-CAUS   NC1:DEF-Muslim cleric 

 

m--ber 

NC10-DEF-alcohol 

‘The rebels caused the Muslim cleric to drink alcohol.’ 

 

b. a-mu rth  a     mu n-s k 

NC5:DEF-rebel NC5.SUBJ:INDEF  drink-CAUS NC1.OBJ 

 

m--ber 

NC10-DEF-alcohol 

‘The rebels caused him/her to drink alcohol.’ 

 

c. a-mu rth  a   mu n-s         ma 

NC5:DEF-rebel NC5.SUBJ:DEF  drink-CAUS   NC10.OBJ 

 

-mre 
NC1:DEF-Muslim cleric 

‘The rebels caused the Muslim cleric to drink it (alcohol).’ 

 

In (107a), where all the post-verbal arguments are nominals, the participants 

together with their participant roles are assigned grammatical relations based on 

the participant hierarchy A » X » Y. In (107b), the participant X, which is 

expressed by the object marker k, becomes the primary object, while the 

participant Y that is the noun mber ‘alcohol’ is the secondary object. This 
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ranking of the object marker and noun is maintained in (107c) where the 

participant Y that is the object marker ma (i.e., mber ‘alcohol’) is the primary 

object and the participant X that is the noun mre ‘Muslim cleric’ is demoted to 

the secondary object. 

Thus, examples (107b) and (107c) demonstrate that the participant that is 

realized as an object marker takes precedence over the participant that is a noun. 

This means that the participant role that corresponds to an object marker is 

assigned a higher grammatical relation than the participant role that corresponds 

to a nominal participant. In addition, examples (107b-c) demonstrate that the 

arguments X and Y can be in more than one grammatical relation depending on 

both the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy. 

3.1.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a causative construction 

As discussed in Chapter 2, the prominence hierarchy in Temne is a constraint that 

blocks constructions with a certain order of object markers. The hierarchy 

stipulates that post-verbal arguments that are expressed by object markers must 

occur in the order of precedence 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. In what follows, I apply 

the prominence hierarchy to the causative construction. 

(108) a. -bk     way-s  mi    

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-CAUS 1SG.OBJ 

 

k 
NC1.OBJ 

‘The woman caused me to buy him/her.’ 

*‘The woman caused him/her to buy me.’ 
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b. *-bk    way-s  k   

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-CAUS NC1.OBJ 

  

mi  
1SG.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman caused him/her to buy me.’ 

 

c. -bk                y       k             

NC1:DEF-woman   NC1.SUBJ:DEF  make    NC1.OBJ     NC1.SUBJ:DEF 

 

wa y mi  
buy 1SG.OBJ 

‘The woman made/caused him/her to buy me.’ 

Example (108a) conforms to the prominence hierarchy. In this example, the first 

person object marker mi  precedes the third person object marker k . Therefore, 

(108a) is grammatical, while (108b) which violates the prominence hierarchy by 

allowing the third person object markers k to precede the first person object 

marker mi , is disallowed. In other words, it is impossible to say in Temne ‘the 

woman caused him/her to buy me’ using a morphological causative. Note that 

(108a) does not have the intended meaning of (108b). To express this meaning, 

the periphrastic construction in (108c) is used instead. 

 Also, the first person object marker co-occurs with the third person 

inanimate object marker in the order 1 » 3INANIM, as shown in the following 

example. 

(109) a. -bk     di -s  mi  
  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS 1SG.OBJ 

 

ki  
NC2.OBJ 

‘The woman made me eat it.’ 
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b. *-bk    di -s  ki  
NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS NC2.OBJ 

 

mi  
1SG.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman caused it to eat me.’ 

 

c. -bk     y km   k 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF make so.that   NC2:INDEF 

 

di  mi  
eat 1SG.OBJ 

The woman made/caused it to eat me.’ 

Example (109a) shows that a causative construction with the ranking of object 

markers 1 » 3INANIM is permissible, but the reversed order is not, as shown by the 

ungrammaticality of (109b). Note that (109a) does not have the interpretation of 

(109b). To derive this meaning, the periphrasitic causative construction in (109c) 

is used instead. 

 As with the first person and third person object markers, it is also possible 

to have a causative construction with the second person singular and the third 

person plural animate object marker ranked in the order 2 » 3ANIM, as indicated 

by example (110a). However, the reversed order 3ANIM » 2 is not permissible, as 

indicated by the ungrammaticality of (110b). 

(110) a. -langba    di -s  mu      a 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS 2SG.OBJ    NC5.OBJ 

‘The man caused you to eat them.’ 

*‘The man caused them to eat you.’ 

 

b. *-langba    di -s  a       mu 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS NC5.OBJ    2SG.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man caused them to eat you.’ 

Example (110a) obeys the prominence hierarchy. In this example, the second 

person singular object marker mu outranks the third person plural object marker 
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a, and the sentence is grammatical. However (110b), which violates the 

prominence hierarchy by ranking the third person plural marker a over the 

second person singular marker mu, is disallowed. 

In addition, it is possible to have a causative construction with the ranking 

of the third person animate and third person inanimate object marker in the order 

3ANIM » 3INANIM, but not in the reversed order *3INANIM » 3ANIM, as the 

constrast in grammaticality between (111a) and (111b) indicates. 

(111) a. -langba    di -s      a  ki  
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS   NC5.OBJ  NC2.OBJ 

‘The man caused them to eat it.’ 

*‘The man caused it to eat them.’ 

 

b. *-langba    di -s  ki       a 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS NC2.OBJ     NC5.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man caused it to eat them.’ 

Example (111a) follows the prominence hierarchy; hence the third person plural 

animate marker a precedes the third person singular inanimate marker ki . 

Example (111b) that violates the prominence hierarchy is impossible. 

 Finally, constructions where the first person object marker precedes the 

second person object marker (112b) or the second person object marker precedes 

the first person object marker (112c) are not found in the corpus or accepted 

during the elicitation tasks. 

(112) a.   gbk mu 
1SG.SUBJ scrub 2SG.OBJ 

‘I scrubbed you.’ 

 

 b. *-langba    gbk-s  mi     mu 
  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF scrub-CAUS 1SG.OBJ   2SG.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man made me scrub you.’ 
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c. *-langba    gbk-s  mu     mi 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF scrub-CAUS 2SG.OBJ   1SG.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man made you scrub me.’ 

 

d. -langba     y mi    

  NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF make 1SG.OBJ  

 

  gbk mu 
1SG.OBJ scrub 2SG.OBJ 

‘The man made me scrub you.’ 

The verb gbks in (112b-c) is derived from the verb stem gbk ‘X scrubs Y’. In 

(112b), the participant X (i.e., the causee) is expressed by the first person object 

marker mi  and precedes the participant Y, which is expressed by the second 

person object marker mu. This construction is ungrammatical as it violates the 

prominence hierarchy. In (112c), the participant X (i.e., the causee) is expressed 

by the second person object marker mu and precedes the participant Y, which is 

expressed by the first person object marker mi . This construction (112c) is also 

ungrammatical because it violates the prominence hierarchy. The intended 

meanings of (112b) and (112c) are expressed in periphrastic constructions. 

Example (112d) expresses the intended meaning of (112b). 

To sum up, the examples in (108-112) provide evidence that a causative 

construction with the order of object markers: 1 » 3ANIM; 1 » 3INANIM; 2 » 

3ANIM; 2 » 3INANIM; and 3ANIM » 3INANIM are allowed, while the reversed orders 

are disallowed. To express the intended meaning of the causative constructions 

that violate the prominence hierarchy, the periphrastic causative construction is 

used instead. Also, the first person and second person object markers do not 
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precede each other. Thus, semantically plausible causative constructions that 

violate the prominence hierarchy are disallowed in Temne. 

3.1.4 Summary of the causative suffix 

So far, I have shown that the causative suffix has the syntactic effect of increasing 

the valence of the verb by adding a causer argument A that is expressed as the 

syntactic subject, and demoting the subject X of the basic verb to an object 

position. Semantically, the causative construction conveys the notion of an actor 

performing an event E1 that triggers the performance of another event E2. While 

some verbs that co-occur with the causative suffix take this meaning, others like 

the derived verb kth- ‘A caused X to walk in vain’, bms ‘A beats the crap out 

of Y and lms ‘X prosecutes Y’ do not. Instead, they have idiosyncratic 

meanings that are not predictably derived from the combination of their 

component parts by rules. In terms of participants, up to two core participants are 

involved in a causative construction: they are the causer argument A and the 

demoted subject X of the basic verb. 

Concerning the combination of the causative suffix with a verb, the results 

of the study indicate that the causative suffix combines with some transitive and 

intransitive verbs. Other transitive and intransitive verbs that are incompatible 

with the causative suffix are affected by idiosyncratic lexical restrictions. In 

addition, no ditransitive verb in the corpus or data from elicitation is compatible 

with the causative suffix. The failure of ditransitive verbs to form causatives with 

the morphological causative is found to be unconnected with the number of 

arguments that a derived verb can support. Evidence for this claim comes from 
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the fact that the derived verbs of other valence-increasing morphology also 

support the same number of arguments that would otherwise appear in a 

ditransitive-based causative construction. 

 In connection with the mapping from participant roles to grammatical 

relations, two principles are involved: they are the participant hierarchy and the 

precedence hierarchy. The participant hierarchy refers to the relative precedence 

ranking given to arguments expressing different participant roles, and is realized 

in a construction where two or more post-verbal objects are expressed by 

nominals or by object markers. In a homogeneous object construction, defined as 

a construction where all the post-verbal arguments are either nouns or object 

markers, the participant hierarchy is A » X » Y. This means that the participant 

role identified with the participant A invariably maps onto the subject, while the 

participant role assigned to the participant X maps onto the primary object. In a 

transitive-based causative construction, the participant role assigned to the 

participant Y maps onto the secondary object. 

 In a heterogeneous object causative construction, both the participant 

hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy determine the mapping between 

participant roles and grammatical relations. The precedence hierarchy refers to the 

relative ranking of post-verbal arguments in a construction where the objects are a 

combination of nouns and object markers. In this case, the participant that is 

expressed as an object marker (OM) is closer to the verb and is the primary 

object, while the participant that is a noun maps onto the secondary object. 
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 Finally, certain semantically plausible causative constructions that 

combine object markers are blocked if the order of precedence determined by the 

participant hierarchy and precedence hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy, 

1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. The prominence hierarchy is an inviolable blocking 

constraint in Temne. 

3.2 The locative applicative 

The locative applicative -r adds an object to the valence of the basic verb. This 

object is represented here as L, and it expresses a LOCATION, GOAL, or SOURCE. 

The suffix -r occurs with transitive, intransitive and ditransitive verbs. The 

following example illustrates an intransitive-based locative construction using the 

verb yi rr ‘X sits on L’ that is derived from the verb stem yi r ‘X sits down’. 

(113) a.   yi r 
 1SG.SUBJ sit down 

  ‘I sat down.’ 

 

 b.   yi r-r  -bnt 

 1SG.SUBJ sit-LOC  NC3:DEF-stool 

 ‘I sat on the stool.’ 

Example (113a), which has a basic verb yi r ‘X sits down’ does not include any 

expression of a spatial location. In (113b), where the verb yi r ‘X sits on L’ is 

combined with the locative applicative, a new argument bnt ‘bench/stool’ that 

is understood as the location of the event expressed by the predicate is added to 

the clause. 

Example (114) illustrates a transitive-based locative construction that is 

derived from the verb wa y ‘X buys Y’. 
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(114) a. -bk     way -lop   

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC7:INDEF-fish 

  ‘The woman bought some fish.’ 

 

b. -bk     way-r      -them   

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC    NC1:DEF-old man 

 

-lop 

   NC7:INDEF-fish 

  ‘The woman bought some fish from the old man.’ 

The verb wa yr ‘X buys Y from L’ in (114b) is derived from the verb stem way 

‘X buys Y’ in (114a). Example (114a) is a simple clause without any expression 

of a location. In (114b), the applied object L them ‘old man’ expresses the 

location of the event. Syntactically, the applied object is the primary object, and 

the basic object Y lop ‘fish’ of the transitive verb is the secondary object. 

The locative applicative also combines with ditransitive verbs. The 

following heterogeneous object construction based on the ditransitive verb stem 

put ‘X lances Y on R’, illustrates this type of a locative construction: 

(115) a. -ns     put k     i 
  NC1:DEF-nurse  NC1.SUBJ:DEF lance NC1.OBJ   NC3.OBJ 

  ‘The nurse lanced it (the swelling) on him/her (the child).’ 

 

b. -ns           put-r mi     k 

  NC1:DEF-nurse    NC1.SUBJ:DEF   lance-LOC 1SG.OBJ   3SG.OBJ 

 

i  
   NC3.OBJ 

‘The nurse lanced it (the swelling) on him/her (the child) in my 

presense.’ 

The verb pu tr ‘X lances Y on R before L’ in (115b) is derived from the verb stem 

put ‘X lances Y on R’. In (115a), the participant R and Y that are the objects of 

the basic verb are the primary and secondary objects respectively. Adding the 
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locative applicative to the verb putr ‘X lances Y on R before L’ increases the 

valence of the verb by one applied object. This applied object which is expressed 

by the object marker mi , is the primary object, and the basic objects of the 

ditransitive verb R and Y that are expressed by the object marker k and i  are the 

secondary object and tertiary object respectively. 

 However, there are restrictions on the locatives of ditransitive verbs. First, 

a ditransitive-based homogeneous object construction where all the post-verbal 

arguments are nominals is disallowed. Thus, whereas we can express (115b) 

where all the post-verbal arguments are object markers, (116) based on the same 

verb where all the post-verbal objects are nominals is impossible. 

(116) *-ns    put-r  -bk 

 NC1:DEF-nurse NC1.SUBJ:DEF lance-LOC NC1:DEF-woman  

 

  -wath   -boy 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-swelling 

Intended meaning: ‘The nurse lanced the swelling on the child in the 

woman’s presence.’ 

The constrast in grammaticality between (116) and (115b) indicates that Temne 

does not allow a locative construction with three post-verbal arguments that are 

expressed by nominals. 

3.2.1 Schemas of the locative applicative 

The locative applicative has several different but closely related meanings which I 

represent here as a polysemous schematic network (Langacker 1987), although I 

depart from Langacker’s conventions by representing each meaning as a lexical 

paraphrase (Mel’cuk 1988), rather than as pictorial diagrams; event-participants 
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are represented, as in the rest of this dissertation, as variables. In Langacker's 

(1987) “network model of polysemy”, each meaning of a unit occupies a node and 

is connected on the horizontal axis to the meanings that are most similar to it. 

Following Langacker (1987), I represent the relation of similarity with broken 

arrows. The vertical axis corresponds to abstractness or schematicity. The 

meanings that are higher in the network are more schematic or less specific and 

are compatible with all of the meanings linked to it from below in the network. 

Meanings lower in the network represent more specific meanings, or elaborations 

of higher schemas. 

The relation of schematicity is represented with solid arrows. Each of the 

schemata for the suffix also includes in brackets an abstract meaning for the 

verbal base, schematized as [X performs E]. This is provided to make the 

diagrams more readable, and in recognition of the fact that these suffixes always 

appear in context attached to some verbal base. The variable X represents the 

participant directing the action that is expressed by the predicate, while L, the 

participant associated with the locative applicative, represents the spatial location 

or deictic centre of the event. Figure 8 illustrates the schemas of the locative 

construction. 
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Figure 8: Schemas of the LOC construction 

A verb that is combined with the locative suffix is associated with closely 

related schemas labeled L1, L2, L3, L4 and L5 in Figure 8. Schema L1, referred 

to as the super schema, is the most abstract of these schemas and it does not 

appear with a verb. Schema L2 is also not instantiated in the meaning of a verb. 

These two schemas (i.e., L1 and L2) are created to highlight the shared semantic 

features of each subgroup of meanings. Unlike schemas L1 and L2, schemas L3, 

L4 and L5 are expressed in the meaning of the derived verbs, and are the focus of 

discussion in this section. 

Schema L3 is an elaboration (i.e., a sub-meaning) of schema L1, and it 

differs from all other schemas in that it is associated with the participant role of 

LOCATION, defined here as “L such that E is performed at L”. Example (117b) 

demonstrates schema L3 of the locative construction. 

(117) a. -t    fnth 

NC3:DEF-dog NC1.SUBJ:DEF lie.down 

‘The dog lay down.’ 

[X performs E] oriented 

spatially with respect to L 

L1 

[X performs E] directed 

with respect to L 

L2 

[X performs E] directed 

towards L 

L4 

[X performs E] directed away 

from L 

L5 

[X performs E] at L 

L3 
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b. -t    fnth-r -yari  

NC1:DEF-dog NC1.SUBJ:DEF lie down-LOC NC3:DEF-cat 

‘The dog lay on the cat.’ 

The verb fnthr ‘X lies down at L’ is derived from the basic verb fnth ‘X lies 

down’. In this example, the participant tn ‘dog’ is X, and directs the action 

described by the predicate. The participant ya ri  ‘cat’ is L and it designates the 

location where the event E that is described by the predicate took place. 

Schema L4, which I also refer to as the allative schema, states ‘ X 

performs E] directed towards L’. This schema is different from schemas L3 and 

L5 in the type of event it denotes and the participant that this event involves. The 

event that is expressed by the derived verb is anchored at a deictic center, which is 

in fact the location of the participant X that controls the event. This deictic center 

is construed as the starting point of the event, and the event is directed outwards 

towards L (i.e., the end-point). The participant L is assigned the participant role of 

GOAL, defined here as “a GOAL is L such that E is directed at L”. The following 

example illustrates schema L4 of the locative construction with the verb suth ‘X 

shoots Y’. 

(118) a. -langba    suth k--fanke 

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF shoot NC2-INDEF-witch.gun 

‘The man shot a witch gun.’ 

 

b. -langba    suth-r  -bk  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF shoot-LOC NC1:DEF-woman 

 
k--fanke 

NC2-INDEF-witch.gun 

‘The man shot a witch gun at the woman.’ 
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Example (118a), which has a basic verb suth ‘X shoots Y’, does not specify a 

target at which the gunshot is directed. This target bk ‘woman’ is specified in 

(118b) where the locative applicative is added to the basic verb, deriving the verb 

su thr ‘X shoots Y at L’. However, (118b) is not precise about whether the target 

bk ‘woman’ is hit or not. Rather, it basically specifies that the gunshot is 

directed at the target bk ‘woman’. In this example, the participant L bk 

‘woman’ is the GOAL. 

 Sometimes, schema L4 involves only figurative directionality. The 

following example illustrates this phenomenon. 

(119)  -langba    snk-r  -wath 

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF shout-LOC NC1:DEF-child 

 ‘The man shouted at the child.’ 

  

The verb snkr ‘X shouts at L’ is derived from the root snk ‘X shouts’. This 

example does not denote any physical motion of the particiant X langba  ‘man’ or 

the participant Y wath ‘child’. However, a sense of the directionality is embeded 

in the meaning of the derived verb. In this case, the directionality is towards the 

participant L wath ‘child’ that is the target of the shouting event. 

Schema L5, which I also refer to as the ablative schema, states ‘ X 

performs E  directed away from L’. This schema is different from schemas L3 

and L4 in the type of event that it denotes and the participant role that is assigned 

to L. In this case, the participant L is assigned the role of SOURCE (SRC), defined 

here as “the SOURCE is L, such that E is directed away from L”. The following 

example illustrates this schema with the verb gba shi  ‘X takes Y’. 
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(120) a. a-so ya  a  gbashi     -bana 

NC5:DEF-soldier NC3.SUBJ:DEF take    NC7:DEF-banana 

‘The soldiers took the bananas.’ 

 

 b. a-so ya  a  gbashi -r   a-fm  

NC5:DEF-soldier NC3.SUBJ:DEF take-LOC   NC5:DEF-people 

 

-bana 
NC7:DEF-banana 

‘The soldiers took the bananas from the (village) people.’ 

The derived verb gba shi -r ‘X takes Y from L’ denotes the deictic center or 

direction from which Y bana  ‘bananas’ are taken from. This direction is 

represented by the participant L afm ‘people’ in (120b). However, in its non-

derived form in (120a) the verb gba shi  ‘X takes Y’ does not specify the source of 

Y bana ‘banana’. Therefore, the participant L afm ‘people’ is assigned the 

participant role of SOURCE. No verb denoting a figurative ablative directionality is 

found in the corpus. 

In summary, there are three schemas of the locative -r that are instantiated 

in the meaning of the verbs. These schemas are L3, L4 and L5, and are related to 

each other in a polysemous network involving abstract higher-level schemas 

identified as L1 and L2. However, it is still unclear which verb stems are 

compatible with each schema. 

3.2.2 Combination of the locative applicative with a verb root 

In the previous sub-section, I described the schemas of the derived locative verb. 

In this section, I identify the verbs that are compatible with each schema. I begin 

by looking at the verbs that combine with schema L3. 
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3.2.2.1 Verbs instantiating schema L3 

Out of the 87 verbs that combine with the locative applicative, only 26 combine 

with schema L3. These verbs are listed in Table 22. 

Table 22. Verbs combining with schema L3 

 
verb gloss verb +LOC gloss 

bl X grows tall bl-r X grows tall in the presence of L 

bli X picks up Y bli-r X picks up Y in the presence of L 

bo  X makes Y (heaps) bo-r X makes Y (heaps) on L 

bo r X peels off Y bor-r X peels off Y in the presence of L 

bu li X makes a hole in Y buli-r X makes a hole in Y in the presence of L 

bu s X takes off Y bus-r X takes off Y in the presence of L 

chchi X spreads Y chchi-r X spreads Y all over L 

chen X slaughters Y chen-r X slaughters Y in L 

cher X lets Y go cher-r X lets Y go on L 

di X eats Y di-r X eats Y in the presence of L 

X exploits Y 

dir X sleeps in Y dir-r X sleeps in Y where L is located 

fnth X lies down fnth-r X lies down on L 

X is in the habit of performing E to Y 

fi X dies fi-r X dies in the presence of L 

gbl X grinds Y gbl-r X grinds Y on L 

gbba X faints gbba -r X faints in the presence of L 

gbetha X cuts down Y 

completely 
gbetha-r X cuts down Y completely in the 

presence of L 

gba X hangs Y gba-r X hangs Y on L 

koth X ties Y koth-r X ties Y at point  L 

pl X crowns Y pl-r X crowns Y in the presence of L 

sth X sews Y sth-r X sews Y at point L 

she k X ties Y she k-r X ties Y at point L 

she th X builds Y she th-r X builds Y on L 

sunt X corks Y sunt-r X corks Y at point L 

tu X is sick tu-r X gets sick in L 

tk X scolds Y tk-r X scolds Y in the presence of L 

yir X sits down yir X sits down on L 

With all the verbs in Table 22, the deictic center is identical to the location of the 

speaker, hence the “in the presence of” reading that may be associated with this 

schema. 
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3.2.2.2 Verbs instantiating schema L4 

Schema L4, the allative schema, is the most productive schema of the locative 

suffix. Out of the 87 verbs that combine with the locative applicative, 42 (i.e., 

48.2%) verbs instantiate the meaning of performing an action that is directed 

towards a location. These verbs are listed in Table 23. 

Table 23. Verbs combining with schema L4 

 
root gloss root +BEN

 gloss 

ba ns X is angry bans-r X is angry and the anger is directed at L 

bek X arrives bek-r X arrives towards L 

bnkki  X rolls Y bnkli -r X rolls Y towards L 

bs X digs out Y bs-r X digs out Y towards L 

by X mentions Y by-r X mentions Y to L 

bo k X cries bok-r X cries facing L 

bo ya X donates Y boya-r X donates Y to L 

bey X belches bey-r X belches facing L 

ff 
 

fl 

X says Y 

 

X flies 

ff-r 

 

fl-r 

X says Y to L 

X rebukes Y 

X flies to L 

fshi X crosses Y fshi-r X crosses Y towards L 

fitha X throws Y fitha-r X throws Y towards L 

gbali  X lines up Y gbali -r X lines up Y in the direction of L 

gbal X writes Y gbal-r X writes Y to L 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl-r X sweeps Y towards L 

gbth X yells gbth-r X yells at L 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-r X climbs Y towards L 

gbnthi X ends Y gbnthi-r X ends Y in the direction of L 

kantha X closes Y kantha-r X closes Y in the direction of L 

kshi X denies 
doing Y 

kshi-r X denies doing Y and the denial is 
directed at L 

k X goes to Y k-r X goes to Y where L is also located 

kth X walks kth-r X walks towards L 

kl X pours Y kl-r X pours Y into L 

lm X says Y lm-r X says Y to L 

X rebukes Y 

lm X throws Y lm-r X throws Y towards L 

le X sings le-r X sings to L 

lk X throws Y lk-r X throws Y towards L 

mi X makes an 
ugly face 

mi-r X makes an ugly face towards L 

t X climbs t-r X climbs towards L 

nt X pukes Y nt-r  X pukes Y on L 

t X minces Y t-r X minces Y in the direction of L 

snk X shouts snk-r X shouts at L 

sr X coughs sr-r X coughs towards L 
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she m X refuses Y she m-r X refuses Y and the refusal is directed 

at L 

ta X shuts down 

Y 
ta-r X shuts down Y in the direction of L 

tata X flirts tata-r X flirts with/at L 

thm X dances thm-r X dances towards L 

thila X sells Y thila-r X sells Y to L 

thy X bends Y thy X bends Y towards L 

thnthi X extends Y thnthi-r X extends Y in the direction of L 

thuf X spits onY thuf-r X spits Y on L 

w X enters Y w-r X enters Y in the direction of L 

Some of the verbs that combine with schema L4 have an inherent allative 

meaning. They include the verbs bek ‘X arrives’, by ‘X mentions Y’, bo ya ‘X 

donates Y’, fshi ‘X crosses Y’, fitha  ‘X throws Y’, kashi  ‘X retracts Y’, k ‘X 

goes to Y’, lm ‘X throws Y’. Also, some of the verbs in Table 23 that combine 

with schema L4 are not inherently directional. However, combining the locative 

applicative with these verbs gives them what I refer to as metaphorical 

directionality. These verbs are listed in Table 24 below. 

Table 24. Verbs involving metaphorical directionality 

root gloss root + LOC
 

gloss 

ba ns X is angry bans-r X is angry at L 

bth X begins to cry bth-r X begins to cry facing L 

by X mentions Y by-r X mentions Y to L 

bo k X cries bok-r X cries facing Y 

bey X belches bey-r X belches facing L 

chi s X is drunk chi s-r X is drunk and directs his foolishness at L 

ff X says Y ff-r X says Y to L, X rebukes Y 

gbth X yells gbth-r X yells at L 

kshi X refuses doing 
Y 

kshi-r X refuses doing Y and the refusal is 
directed at L 

lm X says Y lm-r X says Y to L, X rebukes Y 

le X sings le-r X sings to L 

mi X grimaces mi-r X grimaces at L 

snk X shouts snk-r X shouts at L 

sr X coughs sr-r X coughs towards L 

shem X refuses Y shem-r X refuses Y and the refusal is directed at L 

tata X flirts tata-r X flirts and the flirtation is directed at L 
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Although the verbs listed in Table 24 do not involve any change of 

location, the notion of directionality towards L, which is derived from the locative 

applicative, is implicit in the meaning of the derived verbs. For example, 

concerning the verb ba nsr ‘X is angry at L’, the emotional mood or anger of X is 

directed at L. Similarly, with the verb bthr ‘X burst out crying facing L’, the 

emotions conveyed by the facial expression of X are directed at the participant L, 

which is the target. Thus, none of the derived verbs in Table 24 involves any 

change of spatial location; instead the locative applicative adds directionality to 

the meaning of the verb. 

Also included in the list of verbs in Table 24 are verbs of communication, 

often referred to as “speech act verbs”. Verbs of communication do not involve 

any physical motion or change of location per se. However, they are directional in 

the sense that they involve the transmission of speech messages from speaker X to 

the hearer represented as L. Thus, here too the speech messages are directed at L 

that is the goal. 

3.2.2.3 Verbs instantiating schema L5 

Out of the 87 verbs in the sample that co-occur with the locative applicative, 15 

combine with schema L5 and are listed in Table 25. 

Table 25. Derived verbs combining with schema L5 

 
verb gloss verb + LOC gloss 

ba ni X reclaims Y ba ni-r X reclaims Y from L 

b X lends Y to R b-r X borrows Y from R (that is 

analogous to L) 

gbashi  X takes away Y gbashi -r X takes away Y from L 

gbip X swoops down on Y gbip-r X swoops down on Y from L 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi -r X retracts Y from L 

key X steals Y key-r X steals Y from L 
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lmpi  X swoops down on Y lmpi -r X swoops down on Y from L 

mnk X hides Y mnk-r X hides Y from L 

li X pulls Y li-r X pulls Y from L 

ny X withdraws Y ny-r X withdraws Y from L  

thol X begs for Y tholi-r X begs for Y from L 

way X buys Y wa y-r X buys Y from L 

yep X lends Y to R yep-r X borrows Y from L 

yema  X wants Y yema-r X wants Y from L 

yif X asks for Y yif-r X asks for Y from L  

Each of the derived verbs in Table 25 conveys the notion of performing an event 

E that is directed away from L. The variable L, in this context, represents a 

participant that is assigned the participant role of SOURCE. 

A couple of the locative derived verbs have assumed idiosyncratic 

meanings. There are two groups of these verbs. The first group comprises verbs 

that have both a compositional and non-compositional meaning. One example of 

these verbs is bsr ‘X digs out Y towards L’. Concerning the compositional 

meaning of this verb, Y stands in for the entity (e.g., diamonds) that is dug out, 

and Y is situated in a particular location in the river, for example. This location is 

represented in the schema of the derived verb by the variable L. The verb bsr 

also has an extended meaning ‘X undermines Y’; this meaning is non-

compositional. Other examples of derived verbs that have both a compositional 

and non-compositional meaning are the verbs di r ‘X eats Y in the presence of L, 

or X exploits Y’, and ffr ‘X says Y to L’ or ‘X rebukes Y’. Thus, whereas one 

of the meanings of these derived verbs is compositional, the other is not. The 

derived verbs in Table 26 have only idiosyncratic meanings. 
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Table 26. Derived verbs with a non-compositional meaning 

 
verb gloss verb + LOC gloss 

bmpa X makes Y bmpa-r X embellishes Y 

dif X kills Y dif-r X enslaves Y 

pa  X says Y pa -r X presides over Y 

py X jumps py-r X is ready for Y 

rf X stabs Y rf-r X enacts Y (a law) 

she k X ties Y she k-r X is determined 

thas X passes Y thas-r X exceeds the limit 

thy X burns Y thy-r X burns Y beyond limit 

me r X swallows Y me r-r X swallows Y absent mindedly 

mm X tests Y mm-r X tries performing an action 

rnkth X rinses Y rnkth-r X rinses Y over and over 

nkth X fries Y nkth-r X fries Y over and over 

thm X tastes Y thm-r X is in the habit of doing E 

(that is not tasting) 

tm X stands tm-r A causes X to stand up 

wo p X holds Y wo p-r X holds onto Y relentlessly 

yak X launders Y yak-r X performs E (and E is not 

laundering 

The derived verb bmpa r ‘X embellishes Y’ that is derived from bmpa ‘X makes 

Y’ has only the idiosyncratic meaning ‘X embellishes Y’. Also, the derived verb 

di fr that is derived from the root dif ‘X kills Y’ has only the idiosyncratic 

meaning ‘X enslaves Y’, while the derived verb par that is derived from the verb 

stem pa ‘X says Y’ assumes the idiosyncratic meaning ‘X presides over Y’. In 

addition, the locative applicative adds the meaning of intensity to the verbs tha sr 

‘X exceeds the limit’ and thyr ‘X burns Y beyond limit’ that are derived from 

the verb root thas ‘X passes Y’ and thy ‘X burns Y’ respectively. 

When the locative suffix is combined with the verb stem rnkth ‘X rinses 

Y’ or nkth ‘X fries Y’, the derived verbs assume an iterative meaning. The 

derived verb rnkthr takes the iterative meaning ‘X rinses Y again and again’, 

while the verb nkthr assumes the iterative meaning ‘X fries Y repeatedly’. 
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Note that the verb stems rnkth ‘X rinses Y’ and nkth ‘X fries Y’ also derive 

iterative meaning by reduplicating the verb root. In addition to the iterative 

meaning, the locative suffix assumes a causative meaning when it is combined 

with the verb stem tm ‘X stands up’. Thus, the derived verb tmr has the 

meaning ‘A causes X to stand up’. These idiosyncratic uses of the locative 

applicative -r have also been reported by Wilson (1961). 

Some verb stems do not combine with the locative applicative. A sample 

of these verbs is given in Table 27.
7
 

Table 27. Sample of verbs that do not combine with 

 the locative applicative 

 
verb root gloss verb + LOC 

ba l X marries Y *bal-r 

ba mba X carries Y on the back *bamba-r 

ba ŋʌ X gives a handful of Y to R *baŋʌ -r 

bɔfthar X beats up Y *bɔfthar-r 

bɔthәr X loves Y *bɔthәr-r 

bɛfәth X worships Y *bɛfәth-r 

bәka X carries Y *bәka-r 

bɛnt X denies R of Y *bɛnt-r 

bәp X meets Y *bәp-r 

bәpә r X is present *bәpә r-r 

ber X visits Y *ber-r 

bәrfi  X pops off Y *bәrfi -r 

bɛt X sucks Y *bɛt-r 

bәt X holds Y *bәt-r 

bo ndәs X enlarges Y *bondә s-r 

bo nt X names Y *bont-r 

bo t X puts down Y *bot-r 

bu kɔ X washes Y/ X bathes Y *bukɔ -r 

bʌlbʌl X chases Y *bʌlbʌl-r 

bʌlәr X approaches Y *bʌlәr-r 

bʌlʌ X hunts Y *bʌlʌ-r 

bʌŋ- X brings Y *bʌŋ-r 

bʌr X adds Y *bʌr-r 

bʌtho  X worships Y *bʌtho-r 

bʌyt X bets Y *bʌyt-r 

                                                
7 See Table V in the appendix for a full list of the verbs that do not combine with the locative 

applicative. 
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chp X plants Y *chp-r 

chim X fights Y *chim-r 

da mәr X cures Y *damә r-r 

de X puts Y on R’s head *de-r 

der X comes/arrives *der-r 

dim X misplaces Y *dim-r 

Verbs like b ‘X brings Y’, bp ‘X meets Y’ and bal ‘X marries Y’ that do not 

take the locative suffix are semantically similar to verbs like gbashi  ‘X takes Y’, 

lm ‘X throws Y’ that combine with the locative suffix. This suggests that the 

incompatibility of the verbs in Table 27 with the locative suffix is possibly 

unconnected with semantics. 

The verbs in Table 27 form a locative construction by means of the 

periphrastic locative preposition ro ‘to/in/on/from’, as demonstrated by example 

(121), using the basic verb bp ‘X meets Y’. 

(121) -wa th    bp  -yari   

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF meet-LOC NC3:DEF-cat 

 

  ro  dwe 
  to/in/on/from market centre 

 ‘The child met the cat in the market centre.’ 

In example (121), the argument dwe ‘market centre’ maps onto the GOAL. Thus, 

the verb bp ‘X meets Y’ can form a locative construction using the locative 

preposition ro ‘in/on/to/from’, thus suggesting that the failure of this verb and the 

others in Table 27 to take the locative suffix -r is not based on syntax. As far as I 

know, there is no semantic or syntactic reason why these verbs do not combine 

with the locative suffix. Therefore, I attribute their failure to combine with the 

locative suffix to idiosyncratic lexical restrictions. 
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3.2.3 Mapping and argument realization in a locative construction 

As with the causative construction, the participant hierarchy and the precedence 

hierarchy are the two principles that govern the mapping between participant roles 

and grammatical relations in a locative construction. In addition, the prominence 

hierarchy blocks certain semantically plausible locative constructions. These 

principles are discussed in the following sub-sections. 

3.2.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a locative construction 

In a transitive-based homogeneous object locative construction, the participant 

hierarchy is X » L » Y. This means that the argument X is the subject, L maps 

onto the primary object, and the participant Y is the secondary object. The 

following example illustrates a transitive-based homogeneous locative 

construction. 

(122) a. -bk    way k--lath 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC2-INDEF-tilapia.fish 

‘The woman bought some tilapia fish.’ 

 

 b. -bk    way-r  -treda  

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1:DEF-trader 

 

 k--la th 

 NC2-INDEF-tilapia.fish 

 ‘The woman bought some tilapia fish from the trader.’ 

The verb wa yr ‘X buys Y from L’ in (122) is derived from the verb stem way ‘X 

buys Y’. In (122a), the nominal klath ‘tilapia fish’ is the basic object of the 

transitive verb Y. The participant treda ‘trader’ is L and the participant bk is 

X. Thus, the participant hierarchy is X » L » Y, where X is the subject, L is the 

primary object and Y is the secondary object. 
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In a homogeneous object locative construction, where all the post-verbal 

arguments are expressed by object markers, the participant hierarchy is also X » L 

» Y. This hierarchy is illustrated in (123b) using the verb stem wayr ‘X buys Y 

from L’ that is derived from the verb stem way ‘X buys Y’. 

(123) a. -bk    way a  
NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC5.OBJ 

‘The woman bought them.’ 

 

b.  -bk    way-r  k 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1.OBJ 

 

 a 
 NC5.OBJ 

 ‘The woman bought them from him/her.’ 

In (123b) X, which is the participant bk ‘woman’, is the subject. The 

participant Y expressed by the object marker a is the secondary object, while the 

new participant k is the primary object. Thus, as in a locative construction where 

all the objects are nouns, the participant hierarchy in a transitive-based locative 

construction where all the objects are expressed by object markers is X » L » Y. 

Ditransitive-based homogeneous object locative constructions where all 

the objects are marked by object markers are also possible in Temne. For 

example, (124) may be given in response to a question such as ‘How did the nurse 

treat the child’s boil?’ 

(124) -ns     put-r  mi    

 NC1:DEF-nurse  NC1.SUBJ:DEF lance-LOC 1SG.OBJ  

 

   k  i  
NC1.OBJ NC3.OBJ 

‘The nurse lanced it on him/her in my presence.’ 
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In (124), the verb putr ‘X lances Y on R in the presence of L’ is derived from the 

verb stem put ‘X lances Y on R’. In this example, the participant ns ‘nurse’ is X 

and is the subject. The participant expressed by the object marker mi  is L and is 

the primary object. The participant R, expressed by the object marker k 

immediately follows the primary object is R, and is the secondary object, while 

the object marker i  that expresses Y is the tertiary object. Thus, the participant 

hierarchy in a ditransitive-based homogeneous locative construction is X » L » R 

» Y. Note that ditransitive-based constructions where all the post-verbal 

arguments are nouns are disallowed. 

 Examples (122b), (123b) and (124b) indicate that the participant X is 

invariably the subject, and L is the primary object. However, the grammatical 

relation of Y depends on the valence of the verb. In a transitive-based locative 

construction, Y is the primary object, while in a ditransitive-based homogeneous 

locative construction, Y maps onto the tertiary object, and R maps onto the 

secondary object which indicates that the mapping of the participant Y to 

grammatical relation is not fixed. 

3.2.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a locative construction 

As in a causative construction and in a basic ditransitive construction, the 

precedence hierarchy requires the argument that is expressed by an object marker 

to precede the nominal object. Thus, for each nominal object in a locative 

construction, replacing it with an object marker moves it closer to the verb, as 

illustrated in the examples in (125). 
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(125) a. -bk    way-r  -treda  

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1:DEF-trader 

 

k--lath 

NC2-INDEF-tilapia.fish 

 ‘The woman bought some tilapia fish from the trader.’ 

 

b. -bk    way-r  a  

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC5.OBJ 

 

-treda 
NC1:DEF-trader 

‘The woman bought them from the trader.’ 

 

c.  -bk     way-r  k 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1.OBJ 

 

k--lath 

NC2-INDEF-tilapia fish 

‘The woman bought some tilapia fish from him/her.’ 

In the homogeneous object construction in (125a), the applied object L treda  

‘trader’ is adjacent to the verb and is the primary object, while Y (i.e., klath 

‘tilapia fish’) is the secondary object. In the heterogeneous object construction in 

(125b), the nominal klath ‘tilapia fish’ is replaced by the object marker a; 

therefore, it is promoted to the primary object, while the nominal treda ‘trader’ 

that is the primary object in (125a) is demoted to the secondary object. In (125c), 

the nominal treda ‘trader’ is replaced by the object marker k and is the primary 

object, while the participant klath ‘tilapia fish’ that is the nominal is demoted to 

the secondary object. Thus, these examples indicate that the object that is 

expressed by an object marker always precedes the nominal object. 

 So far, I have demonstrated that a participant that is realized as an 

object marker is assigned higher grammatical relation than a participant that is 
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expressed by a nominal. This implies that a locative construction is grammatical 

whether or not the participant L is the primary object or not. However, some 

complexities are realized with ditransitive locative constructions. In a ditransitive-

based heterogeneous object locative construction, certain combinations of post-

verbal arguments are not permissible, even though they comply with the 

precedence hierarchy. These impermissible constructions are schematized in 

(126). 

(126)  a. *Y(OM) » L(NP) » R(NP) 

b. *R(OM) » L(NP) » Y(NP) 

On the other hand, ditransitive-based constructions listed in (127) are 

permissible. 

(127) a. L(OM) » Y(OM) » R(NP) 

b L(OM) » R(OM) » Y(NP) 

c. L(OM) » R(NP) » Y(NP) 

The basic difference between the constructions in (126) that are disallowed and 

the constructions in (127) that are allowed is that in the latter the participant L 

maps onto the primary object, while in the former either the participant Y or R is 

the primary object. To capture the grammaticality and ungrammaticality of the 

two sets of constructions (i.e., 126 and 127), I appeal to the constraint in (128). 

(128) Constraint on ditransitive locative construction: 

In a locative applicative construction based on a ditransitive verb, 

L must be expressed as an object marker (OM). The construction is 

ungrammatical otherwise. 

 

The constraint in (128) captures the fact that constructions with three nominals, 

mentioned earlier, are ruled out. The constraint also implies that the participant L 

is always the primary object because it is higher on the participant hierarchy. 
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3.2.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a locative construction 

As with the causative construction and a basic ditransitive construction, 

semantically plausible locative constructions that combine object markers are 

blocked if the order of precedence determined by the participant hierarchy or 

precedence hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. 

Example (129a) illustrates a semantically plausible construction that is blocked by 

the prominence hierarchy. 

(129) a. *  mnk-r a  mi  

2SG.SUBJ hide-LOC NC5.OBJ 1SG.OBJ 

 Intended meaning: ‘You hid me from them.’ 

 

b.   mnk mi   ro a   ro 

2SG.SUBJ hide 1SG.OBJ to them  there 

‘You hid me from them.’ 

In (129a), the participant expressed by the object marker a is L, and precedes the 

participant Y mi . Thus, (129a) obeys the participant hierarchy X » L » Y in a 

locative construction. However, the sentence is still ungrammatical because it 

violates the prominence hierarchy, which blocks any locative construction where 

the third person animate object marker a outranks the first person object marker 

mi . To express the intended meaning of (129a), we need the periphrastic locative 

construction in (129b). 

 In addition, the prominence hierarchy can be illustrated using a locative 

construction where the second person plural object marker nu  precedes the third 

person singular inanimate object marker ki . The following example illustrates this 

construction type. 
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(130) -la ngba   lm-r  nu  ki  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC 2PL.OBJ NC2.OBJ 

‘The man threw it at you (pl).’ 

In (130), the second person object marker nu precedes the third person inanimate 

object marker ki . In this example, the participant expressed by the object marker 

nu is L and precedes the participant ki  that is Y. Therefore, example (130) obeys 

the precedence hierarchy and indicates that the sentence: ‘the man threw it at you 

(pl)’ is possible with a locative applicative. 

However, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (131a), the sentence: 

‘The man threw you at it’ is impossible with the locative applicative. 

(131) a. *-langba     mnk-r a  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF hide-LOC NC5.OBJ 

 

 nu 
2PL.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man hid you (pl) from them.’ 

 

b. -langba    mnk a    ro nu     ro 

NC1:DEF-man NCL.SUB:DEF hide NC5.SG     to 2PL.OBJ    there 

‘The man hid you (pl) at them.’ 

Note that in (131a), the participant expressed by the object marker a is L and 

precedes the participant nu, which is Y. Thus, (131a) obeys the participant 

hierarchy X » L » Y in a locative construction. However, the sentence is still 

ungrammatical because it violates the prominence hierarchy, which blocks any 

locative construction where the third person animate object marker a precedes 

the second person object marker nu . To express the intended meaning of (131a), 

we need the periphrastic locative construction in (131b). 
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3.2.4 Summary of the locative applicative 

The locative applicative has the syntactic property of increasing the valence of the 

verb by adding an applied object expressing some type of location. It combines 

with transitive, intransitive and ditransitive verbs. However, certain ditransitive-

based locative constructions are disallowed. A ditransitive-based locative 

construction where the only object marker (OM) in the construction does not 

express L is not allowed. 

In terms of schemas, locative -r is associated with five schemas, three (L3, 

L4, L5) of which are instantiated in the meaning of the derived verbs. These three 

schemas differ in the type of event and participants that are involved in the event. 

Schema L3 involves a static event and the applied object L is assigned the 

participant role of LOCATION. Schema L4 (i.e., the allative schema) and L5 (i.e., 

the ablative schema) denote directionality; the former denotes direction towards 

L, and the participant L is assigned the participant role of GOAL. The latter (i.e., 

schema L5) denotes direction away from L, and L corresponds to the SOURCE. 

The data analyzed indicate that the meaning of some derived verbs is 

predictable from the meaning of their component parts. On the other hand, some 

derived verbs have assumed idiosyncratic meanings that are not a function of their 

composite parts. In this regard, the meaning of each derived verb would have to 

be analyzed or learned individually. 

Furthermore, evidence from the data indicates that the participant 

hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy govern the mapping and realization of 

post-verbal arguments in a locative construction. In a homogeneous object 
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construction, the participant hierachy X » L » R » Y determines the order in 

which post-verbal arguments and their participant roles are realized. The 

grammatical relation of Y depends on the valence of the verb. In a transitive-

based homogeneous locative construction, the participant Y maps onto the 

secondary object. However, in a homogeneous locative construction that is 

derived from a ditransitive verb, Y is the tertiary object and R is the secondary 

object, which indicates that the mapping of the participant role corresponding to Y 

(usually the THEME) varies. 

In a ditransitive-based heterogeneous object construction, the participant L 

is always the primary object. Therefore, L is always expressed as an object marker 

in this construction type. However, in a transitive-based heterogeneous object 

construction, the participant that is marked by an object marker is closer to the 

verb than the nominal object. Thus, L is the primary object if it is expressed by an 

object marker, and Y is expressed by a noun. The participant L is the secondary 

object if it is expressed by a noun and Y is expressed by an object marker. Thus, 

the mapping of participant roles to grammatical relations in transitive-based 

heterogeneous object locative constructions is not fixed. In addition, the 

prominence hierarchy blocks certain semantically plausible locative constructions 

that obey the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy. 

3.3. The instrumental applicative 

The Temne instrumental suffix is typologically unusual for an applicative in that 

it has variable but regular syntactic effects on the valence of its base. It can add 

one applied object, either an instrument (I) or a comitative (C), or it can add two 
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applied objects, I and C, to the valence of the verb. Example (132) illustrates an 

intransitive-based instrumental construction showing all three possibilities with 

the same verb stem thm ‘X dances’. 

(132) a. -yama ma    thm 
  NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The acrobat danced.’ 

 

 b. -yama ma               thm-n    t--gbrka 

  NC3:DEF-acrobat   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   dance-INST    NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat danced with stilts.’ 

 

 c. -yama ma    thm-n    -bk 

  NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-INST    NC1:DEF-woman 

  ‘The acrobat danced with the woman.’ 

 

 d. -yama ma                 thm-n      -bk  

     NC3:DEF-acrobat    NC1.SUBJ:DEF   dance-INST     NC1:DEF-woman  

 

t--gbrka 
NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat together with the woman danced with stilts.’ 

Example (132a) shows the base intransitive verb thm ‘X dances’. In (132b), 

which has the derived verb thmn ‘X dances with I’, the instrumental 

applicative introduces the applied object I tgbrka ‘stilts’ to the clause, and the 

new participant is the primary object. In (132c), which has the derived verb 

thmn ‘X dances together with C’, the instrumental applicative adds the 

applied object C that is the primary object. In (132d), the participants C, bk 

‘woman’ and I tgbrka ‘stilts’ are both added to the clause; C is the primary 

object and I is the secondary object. 
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As with intransitive verbs, the instrumental applicative also increases the 

valence of the transitive verb by one or two applied objects, as demonstrated by 

the following examples. 

(133) a. -langba    gbep -komp 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb NC3:DEF-palm tree 

  ‘The man climbed the palm tree.’ 

 

 b. -langba    gbep-n -komp  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC3:DEF-palm tree 

 

   k--par 

   NC2-INDEF-climbing rope 

  ‘The man climbed the palm tree using a climbing rope.’ 

 

c. -langba    gbep-n -wath  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -komp 

   NC3:DEF-palm tree 

  ‘The man climbed the palm tree with the child.’ 

 

 d. -langba    gbep-n -wath   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

-komp  k--par 

NC3:DEF-palm tree NC2-INDEF-climbing rope 

‘The man together with the child climbed the palm tree using a 

climbing rope.’ 

 

Example (133b) has the derived verb gbepn ‘X climbs Y with I’, derived from 

the verb stem gbep ‘X climbs Y’. In this example, the argument komp ‘palm 

tree’ that is the basic object of the verb is the primary object, while the applied 

object I kpar ‘climbing rope’ is the secondary object. In (133b), the applied 

object is the secondary object (lower than Y), while in (133c), which has the 

derived verb gbepn ‘X climbs Y together with C’, the applied object C wath 
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‘child’, which is the primary object, is lower than Y komp ‘palm tree’, which is 

the secondary object. In (133d) where both C and I are introduced to the clause, 

the participant I kpar ‘climbing rope’ surfaces as the tertiary object, occupying 

the most oblique position; the participant C wa th ‘child’ is the primary object, 

while Y komp is demoted to the secondary object. 

The participant C and I may be distinguished based on syntax. The two 

participants differ when they appear with the participant Y. When C and I co-

occur in a homogeneous object construction as in (133d), the participant C always 

maps onto a higher grammatical relation than the participant I. Thus, in the 

transitive-based instrumental construction in (133d), C is the primary object and I 

is the tertiary object. 

 The instrumental applicative also combines with ditransitive verbs, as 

indicated by (134b). 

(134) a. -bk             nut   -wath               -na k 

  NC1:DEF-woman  NC1.SUBJ:DEF   feed  NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-rice 

  ‘The woman fed the child some rice.’ 

 

 b. -bk     nut-n -wath  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -nak  k--bep 

   NC3:DEF-rice NC1-INDEF-spoon 

  ‘The woman fed the child some rice using a spoon.’ 

 

The verb nutn ‘X feeds Y to R using I’ is derived from the verb stem nut ‘X 

feeds Y to R’. In (134b), the applied object I is the nominal kbep ‘spoon’ and is 

the tertiary object, while the basic objects of the ditransitive verb are the 
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participants R wath ‘child’ and Y nak ‘rice’ that are the primary and 

secondary object respectively. 

Although the instrumental applicative combines with ditransitive verbs, 

there are some restrictions. It cannot add a comitative C or both a comitative C 

and an instrument I to the valence of the ditransitive verb, as indicated by the 

ungrammaticality of (135a) and (135b). 

(135) a. *-bk    nut-n      -them 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-INST    NC1:DEF-old man 

 

   -wath  -nak 

   NC1:DEF-child NC3:DEF-rice 

  Intended meaning: 

‘The woman together with the old man fed the child some rice.’ 

 

b. *-bk    nut-n      -them   

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-INST    NC1:DEF-old man 

 

-wath  -nak  k--bep 

   NC1:DEF-child NC3:DEF-rice NC1-INDEF-spoon 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman used a spoon to feed the child 

some rice for the old man.’ 

Example (135a) and (135b) are impossible because schema I3 [X performs E] 

accompanied by C’ that includes the comitative C, and schema I4 [X performs E] 

using I accompanied by C’ that combines both the comitative C and instrument I 

do not combine with ditransitive verbs. 

3.3.1 Schemas of the instrumental applicative 

Like the locative, the instrumental applicative is a polysemous morpheme that is 

associated with a range of meanings schematized in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Schemas of the INST construction 

Schema I1 is the most abstract schema and is the super-schema. Schemas I2 and 

I3 are instantiations of schema I1. Schema I2 adds a new participant I that is 

assigned the role of INSTRUMENT, defined here as ‘I such that X uses I as a means 

or tool to perform E’. The instrument in Temne is different from that in languages 

like the Southern Lake dialect of Chichewa, where according to Baker (1988a), 

only inanimate event-participants are assigned the role of INSTRUMENT. 

 Schema I2 allows abstract notions and animates to act as instruments, 

as shown in the following examples. 

(136) a. -langba    gbu s  -boli 
  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF plough  NC3:DEF-swamp 

  ‘The man ploughed the swamp.’ 

 

 b. -langba    gbu s-n -boli   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF plough-INST NC3:DEF-swamp 

 

    u-na 
NC1:INDEF-cow 

‘The man ploughed the swamp with a cow.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

[X performs E] facilitated by I 

I1 

[X performs E] using I 

I2 

[X performs E] accompanied by C 

I3 

[X performs E] using I accompanied by C 

I4 
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c. *-langba    gbu s-n u-na 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF plough-INST NC1:INDEF-cow 

-boli 
NC3:DEF-swamp 

In (136b), the participant una ‘cow’ is I and is used as a tool to perform E (i.e., 

plough the swamp). This example indicates that animates can also serve as an 

instrument and that semantics alone cannot distinguish the comitative and the 

instrument in Temne. 

In addition, abstract nouns can serve as instruments, as illustrated by the 

following example. 

(137) a. -key    rn  -kli   

  NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF piggyback NC3:INDEF-pumpkin 

  ‘The thief carried the pumpkin on his/her back.’ 

 

 b. -key    rn-n    -kli  

  NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF piggyback-INST   NC3:INDEF-pumpkin 

 

   -fs 
   NC3:INDEF-strength 

‘The thief carried the pumpkin on his/her back with strength.’ 

Example (137b) has the verb rnn ‘X carries Y on his/her back by means of I’ 

that is derived from the verb stem rn ‘X piggybacks Y.’ In this example, the 

participant fs ‘strength’ is the means used by the agent key ‘thief’ to carry the 

pumpkin on his/her back. 

Example (138b) illustrates schema I3 of the instrumental construction ‘ X 

performs E  together with C’ using the verb gbep ‘X climbs Y’. When the 

instrumental applicative is added to this verb, the new participant that is added to 
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the clause is a comitative C, defined as “C such that X performs E together with 

C”. 

(138) a. -langba     gbep -komp 

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb NC3:DEF-palm tree 

 ‘The man climbed the palm tree.’ 

 

b. -langba     gbep-n -wath  

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

    -ko mp 

    NC3:DEF-palm tree 

 ‘The man together with the child climbed the palm tree.’ 

The verb gbepn ‘X climbs Y using I’ is derived from the verb stem gbep ‘X 

climbs Y’. In (138b) where the verb stem gbep ‘X climbs Y’ is combined with the 

instrumental applicative, the participant langba ‘man’ is X, and performs the 

event E of climbing the palm tree together with the participant wath ‘child’ that 

is C. In this example, the participant C wath ‘child’ is the primary object. Thus, 

schema I3 maintains that the participants X and C co-participate in the event 

described by the basic verb. 

Schema I4 ‘ X performs E  together with C, using I’ adds both I and C to 

the construction, as demonstrated by example (139b), which illustrates schema I4 

using the verb fshi n ‘X crosses Y together with C using I’. This verb is derived 

from the verb stem fshi  ‘X crosses Y’. 

(139) a. -langba    fshi  k--bath 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross NC2-DEF-river 

  ‘The man crossed the river.’ 
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  b. -langba    fshi -n -ya  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-INST NC1:DEF-old woman 

 

   k--bath -bil   -thoi  
   NC2-DEF-river NC3:INDEF-boat NC3:INDEF-leaking 

‘The man together with the old woman crossed the river in a 

leaking boat.’ 

 

In (139b), the participant ya ‘old woman’ and bi l tho i  ‘leaking boat’ that are 

added by the instrumental applicative are the participants C and I respectively. 

Both participants take part in the event described by the predicate. Thus, unlike 

schema I2, which adds only the participant I to the clause, and schema I3, which 

adds only the participant C, schema I4 adds both I and C to the construction. 

3.3.2 Combination of the instrumental applicative with a verb root 

Out of the 300 verbs used in this analysis, 193 (64.3%) combine with schema I2 

of the instrumental applicative. Table 28 comprises a sample of these verbs.
8
 

Table 28. Sample of verbs that combine with schema I2 of the instrumental 

suffix 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

gbɔl X grinds Y gbɔl-n X grinds Y using I 

gbәk X cuts Y gbәk-n X cuts Y using I 

gbɛkәr X clips Y gbɛkәr-n X clips Y using I 

gbәl X sweeps Y gbәl-n X sweeps Y using I 

gbәm X pounds Y gbәm-n X pounds Y using I 

gbɛnth X yells gbɛnth-n X yells by means of I 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-n X climbs Y using I 

gbәpә r X covers Y gbәpә r-n X covers Y using I 

gbәt X hunts Y gbәt-n X hunts Y using I 

gbetha X cuts Y gbetha-n X cuts down Y using I 

gbip X catches Y gbip-n X catches Y using I 

gbon X touches Y gbon-n X touches Y with I 

gbukɛ X runs gbukɛ-n X runs using I 

gbʌl X quarrels gbʌl-n X quarrels with Y using I 

gbʌnth X crushes Y gbʌnth-n X crushes Y using I 

                                                
8 See Table IX in the Appendix for a full list of the verbs that combine with the instrumental 

applicative. 
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gbʌt X punches Y gbʌt-n X punches Y with I 

kal X roasts Y kal-n X roasts Y with I 

kantha X shuts down Y kantha-n X shuts down Y with I 

kara X reads Y kara-n X reads Y using I (e.g. lenses) 

kasara X endangers Y kasara-n X endangers Y using I 

kashi  X retracts Y (wood) kashi -n X retracts Y (wood) with I 

kɔpәra X asks for Y kɔpәra-n X withdraws Y by means of I 

kɔth X walks kɔth-n X walks with I (stilts) 

kәl X pours Y kәl-n X pours Y with I 

kәli X looks at Y kәli-n X looks at Y with I 

kerʌ  X carries Y kerʌ -n X carries Y by means of I 

kɛth X scraps Y kɛth-n X scrapes Y using I 

keyʌ X steals Y keyʌ-n X steals Y using I 

kochi X unties Y kochi-n X unties Y using I 

kom X gives birth to Y kom-n X gives birth to Y by means of I 

koth X ties Y koth-n X ties Y in a bundle using I 

kul X makes Y ripe kul-n X makes Y ripe by means of I 

kulɔ X cries kulɔ-n X cries by means of I 

kuluŋ X dilutes Y kuluŋ-n X dilutes Y using I 

kuth X fetches Y  kuth-n X fetches Y (water) using I 

kʌchi X pulls out Y kʌchi-n X pulls out Y by means of I 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y kʌrʌ -n X brings Y by means of I 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y kʌwɔ ndi -n X preaches Y using I 

lɔm X talks about Y lɔm-n X talks about Y by means of I 

lәm X throws away Y lәm-n X throws away Y using I 

lɛmpi  X snatches Y lɛmpi -n X snatches Y using I 

leŋ X sings Y leŋ-n X sings Y using I 

lәsә r X destroys Y lәsә r-n X destroys Y using I 

liŋ X pulls Y liŋ-n X pulls Y using I 

lomi  X identifies Y lomi -n X identifies Y using I 

lʌfthi X turns over Y lʌfthi-n X turns Y in another side using I 

ma r X helps Y ma r-n X helps Y with I 

mɔ ta X dives in Y mɔ ta-n X dives in Y using I 

me r X swallows Y me r-n X swallows Y using I 

mu n X drinks Y mu n-n X drinks Y using I 

mʌ nk X buries/hides Y mʌ nk-n X hides Y by means of I 

na l X insults Y nal-n X insults Y by means of I 

na shi X wipes off Y nashi-n X wipes off Y with I 

nɔy X takes away Y from R nɔy-n X takes away Y from R using I 

nu t X feeds Y nut-n X feeds R with Y using I 

nʌntʌ X marries Y nʌntʌ-n X marries Y with I 

For each of the derived verbs in Table 28, there is an added participant, I that is 

used as a tool or means to accomplish the event expressed by the predicate. As we 

saw in the previous section, this participant may be animate. 
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A subset of the verbs that take schema I2 can take both schemas I3 and I4. 

These verbs are listed in Table 29. 

 Table 29. Verbs in the sample that take schema I3 and I4 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

bu k X bathes buk-n X bathes together with C, using I  

byt X bets Y byt-n X and C bet, using I as a stake 

chim X fights Y chim-n X fights with C, using I 

di X eats Y di-n X together C eat Y using I 

dir X sleeps dir-n X and Y sleep together using I 

fnth X lies down fnth-n X sleeps with C using I 

fl X flies fl-n X flies with C by means I 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-n X and C climb Y using I 

gbukɛ X runs gbukɛ-n X runs with C using I 

gbʌl X quarrels gbʌl-n X quarrels with C by means of I 

kɔth X walks kɔth-n X walks with C using I 

kerʌ  X carries Y kerʌ -n X carries C along using I 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y kʌrʌ -n X brings C along using I 

leŋ X sings Y leŋ-n X sings Y with C using I 

thor X climbs down thor-n X climbs down with C using I 

mɔ ta X dives mɔ ta-n X dives with C using I 

py X gets ready/jumps py-n X jumps with C using to I 

Unlike the locative applicative where the choice of a schema is not free, 

the selection of one of the three schemas (I2, I3 or I4) of the instrumental 

applicative by a verb is free, and is based on the speaker’s desired meaning. If the 

speaker’s desired meaning is schema I3, the participant C is added to the 

construction and is the primary object, while Y (if expressed) is the secondary 

object. 

Some derived verbs have assumed idiosyncratic meanings that are not a 

function of the meaning of their composite parts. These derived verbs are listed in 

Table 30. 
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Table 30. Non-compositional V-n constructions 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

bl X grows tall bl-n X goes away 

bot X puts down Y bot-n X puts down Y using I/X seduces Y 

bp X meets Y bp-n X catches R red-handed with Y 

gbip X catches Y gbip-n X catches Y red-handed with Y 

cher X leaves Y alone cher-n X is left on his/her own 

kom X gives birth to Y kom-n X is born with Y (a spot) 

thol X begs for Y thol-n X curses/blesses Y 

tm X stands tm-n X stands up using I/X chastises Y 

dir X sleeps dir-n X sleeps using I/X seduces Y/X is drowsy 

fnth X lies down fnth-n X seduces Y/X slept with Y using I 

The derived verbs tmn, botn and di rn differ from the other verbs in Table 

30 in the sense that each of the three verbs has a meaning that is compositional 

and another that is non-compositional. For example, the derived verb botn has 

the compositional meaning ‘X puts down Y using I’, and the non-compositional 

meaning ‘X seduces Y’. Similarly, the derived verb tmn has the compositional 

meaning ‘X stands up using I’, and the idiosyncratic meaning ‘X chastises Y’. In 

the same vein, the derived verb di rn has the meaning ‘X sleeps using I’, which 

is compositional, and ‘X sleeps with Y’, or ‘X is drowsy’, which is not. 

Some of the derived verbs in Table 30 have only the non-compositional 

meaning. They include the verbs bln ‘X goes away’ that is derived from the 

verb stem bl ‘X grows tall’, bprn ‘X is caught red-handed with Y’ that is 

derived from the verb stem bp ‘X meets Y’ and chern ‘X leaves Y on his own’ 

that is derived from the verb root cher ‘X leaves Y’, tholn ‘X curses Y’ that is 

derived from thol ‘X begs for Y’. Since these idiosyncratic meanings are not 

predictably derived from the meaning of their component parts, it is difficult to 
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make generalizations about their meanings. Therefore, the meaning of each 

derived verb would have to be analyzed individually. 

3.3.3 Mapping and argument realization in an instrumental construction 

Like the causative and locative construction, the mapping between participant 

roles and grammatical relations in an instrumental construction is governed by the 

participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy. In addition, certain 

semantically plausible instrumental constructions that obey the participant 

hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy are blocked if they violate the prominence 

hierarchy. I will examine each of these principles in detail in the following sub-

sections. 

3.3.3.1 The participant hierarchy in an instrumental construction 

The participant hierarchy, X » C » Y » I, governs the mapping from participant 

roles to grammatical relations in a homogeneous object instrumental construction. 

In this case, the participant I is ranked lowest and the participant C is ranked 

highest of all objects. However, if the participant C is not expressed, as in an 

instrumental construction combining with schema I2, the participant Y is the 

primary object and I is the secondary object. The following example illustrates the 

participant hierarchy in a transitive-based instrumental construction combining 

with schema I2. 

(140) a. -langba    bor -yoka   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel NC3:DEF-cassava 

  ‘The man peeled the cassava.’ 
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  b. -langba    bor-n -yoka 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel-INST NC3:DEF-cassava 

 

   -this   -fi 
   NC3:INDEF-knife NC3:INDEF-dull 

‘The man peeled the cassava with a dull knife.’ 

The verb born ‘X peels Y using I’ is derived from the verb stem bor ‘X peels 

Y’. The position of the participant I in the hierarchy is shown in (140b) which, as 

in the examples seen previously, shows that Y, which is marked by the participant 

yoka ‘cassava’, outranks I. Therefore, the participant hierarchy is X » Y » I. 

Example (141) illustrates the participant hierarchy in a homogeneous 

object instrumental construction combining schema I3. 

(141) a. -langba    mta  -mnt    

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dive NC3:DEF-water 

  ‘The man dived in the water.’ 

 

  b. -langba    mta -n -wath   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dive-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

    -mnt 

NC3:INDEF-water 

‘The man together with the child dived in the water.’ 

The verb mtan ‘X dives together with C’ is derived from the verb stem mta  

‘X dives’. In (141b), the applied object C outranks the basic object of the verb Y. 

Thus, the participant C wath ‘child’ is the primary object and Y mnt ‘water’ is 

the secondary object, and the participant hierarchy is X » C » Y. 

In an intransitive-based homogeneous object construction combining with 

schema I4, the participant C outranks the participant I, as demonstrated in (142b). 

(142) a. -yama ma    thm 
  NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The acrobat danced.’ 
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  b. -yama ma                 thm-n      -bk  

   NC3:DEF-acrobat    NC1.SUBJ:DEF   dance-INST     NC1:DEF-woman  

 

t--gbrka 
NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The acrobat together with the woman danced with stilts.’ 

In (142b), the participants C, bk ‘woman’ and I tgbrka ‘stilts’are both added 

to the clause by the instrumental applicative. In this example, the participant C 

outranks the participant I, hence C is the primary object and I is the secondary 

object. Thus, the participant hierarchy is X » C » I. 

In a transitive-based homogeneous object construction combining with 

schema I4, the participant C outranks both Y and I and the participant Y outranks 

I, as demonstrated by example (143). 

(143) a. -langba    gbep -lemre   

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb NC3:DEF-orange.tree 

  ‘The man climbed the orange tree.’ 

 

 b. -langba    gbep-n -wath 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -lemre  k--par 

   NC3:DEF-orange.tree NC2-INDEF-climbing rope 

‘The man climbed the orange tree with the child, using a climbing 

rope.’ 

The verb gbepn ‘X climbs Y using I’ is derived from the verb gbep ‘X climbs 

Y’. In (143b), the participant C wa th ‘child’ is the primary object, the participant 

Y lemre ‘orange tree’ is the secondary object and the participant I maps onto 

the tertiary object. Thus, the participant hierarchy is X » C » Y » I. 

Summing up, the data analyzed so far indicate that the grammatical 

relation that is assigned to the participant Y varies across constructions. In a 
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transitive-based instrumental construction combining with schema I2, the 

participant Y maps onto the primary object. However, in a transitive-based 

instrumental construction combining with schema I4, Y is the secondary object. In 

an intransitive-based instrumental construction conveying schema I4, the 

participant I is the secondary object, while C is the primary object. Thus, in the 

case of the participant X and C, the mapping between participant roles and 

grammatical relations is fixed. However, the grammatical relation assigned to the 

participant Y or I varies across constructions. 

3.3.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in an instrumental construction 

In addition to the participant hierarchy, the precedence hierarchy also determines 

the mapping from participant roles to grammatical relations in an instrumental 

construction. To illustrate this, I will first consider transitive-based constructions 

combining with schema I2. Based on the precedence hierarchy, the argument that 

is expressed as an object marker must precede the nominal object. This 

phenomenon is illustrated in the examples in (144), which illustrates schema I2, 

using the transitive form of the verb buk ‘X bathes Y’. 

(144) a. -bk     buk-n -wath   

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF bathe-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

m--soy  m--bi  
  NC10-INDEF-soap NC10-INDEF-black 

  ‘The woman bathed the child using black (locally made) soap.’ 

 

b -bk     buk-n ma  

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF bathe-INST NC10.OBJ 

 

  -wath 

  NC1:DEF-child 

  ‘The woman bathed the child using it.’ 
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 c. -bk     buk-n k 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF bathe-INST 3SG.OBJ 

 

   m--soy  m--bi  
  NC10-INDEF-soap NC10-INDEF-black 

  ‘The woman bathed him/her using black soap.’ 

The derived verb bukn ‘X bathes Y using I’ in (144b) is derived from the verb 

stem buk ‘X bathes Y’. In (144a), where all the objects are nominal, the 

participant I msoy ‘soap’ is the secondary object, while Y wath ‘child’ is the 

primary object. However, in (144b) where the participant I is expressed by the 

object marker ma and Y by a nominal, the participant I is the primary object, and 

Y is the secondary object. In (144c), Y is expressed as an object marker k and is 

the primary object, while I, which is a nominal, is the secondary object. Thus, 

post-verbal arguments that are expressed by object markers map onto a higher 

grammatical relation than objects that are expressed by a nominal. 

The precedence hierarchy also applies to constructions that illustrate 

schema I3, as shown in the examples in (145). 

(145) a. -them     mta-n -wath 

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dive-INST NC1-child 

   

   -mnt 

   NC3:DEF-water 

‘The old man together with the child dived in the water.’ 

 

b.  -them     mta-n ma 

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dive-INST NC10.OBJ 

 

  -wath 

  NC1:DEF-child 

  ‘The old man together with the child dived in it (water).’ 
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c.  -them     mta-n k 

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dive-INST NC1.OBJ 

 

  -mnt 

  NC3-water 

  ‘The old man together with him/her dived in the water.’ 

Example (145a) illustrates the basic verb mta ‘X dives’. In this example (145a), 

the participant C wath ‘child’ is the primary object and mnt ‘water’ is the 

secondary object. The verb mtan ‘X dives in Y together with C’ is derived 

from the verb stem mta ‘X dives in Y’. In (145b), the basic object Y of the verb 

is expressed by the object marker ma  and outranks the applied object C, which is 

expressed by the nominal wath ‘child’. In (145c), the applied object C is 

expressed by the object marker k and is the primary object, while the basic object 

mnt ‘water’ of the verb is the secondary object. Thus, in both (145b) and 

(145c), the participant that is expressed by an object marker outranks the 

participant that is expressed by a nominal. 

The precedence hierarchy also applies to constructions that illustrate 

schema I4, as demonstrated by the examples in (146). 

(146) a. -them     fshi -n -wath 

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

  k--bath -bil   -kur 

  NC2-DEF-river NC3:INDEF-boat NC3:INDEF-old 

‘The old man together with the child crossed the river in an old boat.’ 

 

b. -them     fshi -n i  

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-INST NC3.3SG 

   

-wath  k--bath 

  NC1:DEF-child NC2-DEF-river 

  ‘The old man and the child used it (boat) to cross the river.’ 
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c.  -them     fshi -n k 

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-INST 3SG.OBJ 

 

  ki   -bil   -kur 

  NC2.OBJ NC3:INDEF-boat NC3:INDEF-old 

  ‘The old man crossed it (river) with him/her using an old boat.’ 

The derived verb fshin ‘X crosses Y together with C, using I’ in (146b) is 

derived from the verb stem fshi  ‘X crosses Y’. In (146a) where all the objects are 

nominals, the participant C wath ‘child’ is the primary object, Y kbath ‘river’ is 

the secondary object and the participant I bi l kur ‘old boat’ is the tertiary 

object. However, following the precedence hierarchy, in (146b), the participant I 

that is expressed by the object marker i  precedes the participants C wa th ‘child’ 

and Y kba th ‘river’ that are nominals. Thus, in this example, the participant I is 

the primary object, while C and Y that are expressed as nominal arguments are the 

secondary object and tertiary object respectively. 

 In (146c) the participant C and Y that are expressed by object markers 

precede the nominal argument bi l kur ‘old boat’ that is I. The participant C, 

which is marked by the object marker k, is the primary object, Y is the secondary 

object and I is the tertiary object. Thus, examples (146b) and (146c) indicate that 

the grammatical relation that is assigned to the participant I, Y and C varies across 

constructions, and is governed by the precedence hierarchy. In addition, examples 

(146b) and (146c) indicate that in constructions where the precedence hierarchy 

and the participant hierarchy apply, the former outranks the latter. 
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3.3.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in an instrumental construction 

As with the causative or locative construction, certain semantically plausible 

instrumental constructions are blocked if they violate the prominence hierarchy. A 

case in point is the third person animate object marker and the third person 

inanimate object marker which co-occur in the order of precedence k » ki  (i.e., 

3ANIM » 3INANIM), but not in the reversed order *ki  » k  (i.e., *3INANIM » 3ANIM), 

as illustrated by the contrast in grammaticality between (147a) and (147b). 

(147) a. -langba    gbu s-n -boli  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF plough-INST NC3:DEF-swamp 

 

   u -na 
   NC1:INDEF-cow 

‘The man ploughed the swamp with a cow.’ 

 

b. *-langba    gbu s-n i      k 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF plough-INST NC3.OBJ   NC1.OBJ 

The derived verb gbusn ‘X ploughs Y, using I’ in (147a) is derived from the 

verb stem gbus ‘X ploughs Y’. Example (147a) illustrates a homogeneous object 

construction where the participant Y boli  ‘swamp’ precedes the participant I, 

making it possible to say in Temne ‘the man ploughed the swamp with a cow’. 

However, this sentence is only possible when all the post-verbal arguments are 

nouns. When the two post-verbal arguments are replaced by object markers, the 

sentence is impossible. This is because it violates the prominence hierarchy which 

requires the animate object marker k to precede the inanimate object marker ki . 

Note that (147b) obeys the participant hierarchy X » Y » I. Thus, examples (147a) 

and (147b) indicate that certain semantically plausible instrumental constructions 
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that obey the participant hierarchy are blocked if they violate the prominence 

hierarchy. 

3.3.4. Summary of the instrumental applicative 

The instrumental applicative increases the valence of the verb by adding up to two 

applied objects to the clause. It combines with transitive, intransitive and 

ditransitive verbs. When it is combined with a transitive or intransitive verb, it 

adds either one or two applied objects to the valence of the verb. These applied 

objects are identified as C and I and correspond to the participant role of 

COMITATIVE and INSTRUMENT respectively. However, when it is combined with a 

ditransitive verb, it can only add one applied object, C or I to the valence of the 

verb. 

In terms of schemas, the instrumental construction is associated with four 

schemas. Schema I1 is the super-schema, schema I2, I3 and I4 are expressed in 

the meaning of the derived verbs. Every verb that occurs with the instrumental 

applicative combines with schema I2. In contrast, schemas I3 and I4 are expressed 

only when the instrumental applicative combines with a certain set of verbs. 

 In connection with the mapping and realization of arguments, the study 

shows that, like in a causative and locative construction, the participant hierarchy 

and the precedence hierarchy determine the mapping from participant roles to 

grammatical relations in an instrumental construction. The basic participant 

hierarchy is X » {C » R} » Y » I. In heterogeneous object instrumental 

constructions, the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy govern the 

mapping and realization of arguments in the construction. The data also indicate 
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that the mapping between participant roles and grammatical relations in 

instrumental construction varies from one construction to the other. In addition, 

certain semantically plausible instrumental constructions that combine object 

markers are blocked if the order of precedence determined by the participant 

hierarchy or precedence hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy. 

3.4 The benefactive applicative 

As with the instrumental applicative, the benefactive applicative in Temne is 

typologically unusual for an applicative in the sense that it has variable but regular 

syntactic effects on the valence of the verb. It can add one or two applied objects 

to the clause. Minimally, it can add either a beneficiary W or an instrument I; it 

can also add both W and I, or W and a substitutive S. However, S cannot be added 

on its own or in conjunction with I. The benefactive applicative can combine with 

transitive, intransitive and ditransitive verbs. Example (148b) illustrates an 

intransitive-based benefactive construction, where only one applied object, the 

beneficiary W, is added to the clause. 

(148) a. -yama ma    thm 
NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

‘The acrobat danced.’ 

 

b. -yama ma    thm-       -chi k 

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-BEN    NC1:DEF-stranger 

‘The acrobat danced for the stranger.’ 

The verb thmn ‘X dances for W’ is derived from the verb stem thm ‘X 

dances’. Combining the benefactive applicative with the verb thm ‘X dances’ in 
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(148b) has the syntactic effect of adding the applied object W chi k ‘stranger’ to 

the valence of the verb. This applied object is the primary object. 

In some constructions, the only applied object that the benefactive 

applicative adds to the clause is the instrument I. Example (149) illustrates this 

construction type. 

(149) a. -yama ma    thm 
NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

‘The acrobat danced.’ 

 

 b. -yama ma    thm-      t--gbrka  

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-BEN   NC2-INDEF-stilt 

‘The acrobat danced with stilts.’ 

The verb thm ‘X dances using I’ is derived from the verb stem thm ‘X 

dances’. In (149b), the applied object is I tgbrka ‘stilts’. It is absent in (149a) 

where the verb is bare. This function of the benefactive suffix is similar to that of 

the instrumental applicative that also adds an instrument I to the clause (see 

Section 3.4.2). Thus, the examples in (148) and (149) indicate that the benefactive 

applicative can add a beneficiary W or an instrument I to the valence of the verb. 

The benefactive applicative can also add both the beneficiary W and 

instrument I to the clause when it is combined with an intransitive verb, as 

demonstrated the example in (150b). 

(150) a. -yama ma    thm 
NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

‘The acrobat danced.’ 
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b. -yama ma    thm- -by  

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-BEN NC1:DEF-chief 

 

t--gbrka 
NC6-INDEF-stilt 

‘The acrobat danced for the chief using stilts.’ 

The derived verb thm ‘X dances for W using I’ in (150b) is derived from the 

basic verb thm ‘X dances’. In this example, two applied objects are introduced 

to the clause by the benefactive applicative; they are W by ‘chief’, which is the 

primary object, and I tgbrka ‘stilts’ the secondary object. 

The benefactive applicative can also add both the beneficiary W and 

substitutive S to the valence of an intransitive verb, as illustrated in (151). 

(151) a. -yama ma    thm 
NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

‘The acrobat danced.’ 

 

b. -yama ma    thm- -by  

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-BEN NC1:DEF-chief 

 

-chi k 

NC1:DEF-stranger 

‘The acrobat danced for the stranger on behalf of the chief.’ 

The derived verb thm ‘X dances using I’ in (151b) is derived from the basic 

verb thm ‘X dances’. In this example, two applied objects are added to the 

clause; they are the substitutive S by ‘chief’ and the benefactive W chi k 

‘stranger’. The substitutive S is the primary object and the benefactive W is the 

secondary object. Note that the substitutive S and the instrument I can never co-

occur. The substitutive only occurs in constructions where the benefactive W is 

also expressed. 
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 As with intransitive verbs, the benefactive applicative can increase the 

valence of a transitive verb by up to two applied objects. Example (152) illustrates 

a transitive-based benefactive construction with the benefactive object W. 

(152) a. -bk     bs m--won 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig NC10-INDEF-bush.yam 

‘The woman dug out bush yams.’ 

 

b. -bk     bs-     a-fth 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig-BEN    NC5:DEF-children  

 

m--won 

NC10-INDEF-bush.yam 

 ‘The woman dug out bush yams for the children.’ 

The derived verb bs ‘X digs out Y for W using I’ in (152b) is derived from the 

basic verb bs ‘X digs out Y’. When the benefactive applicative is combined with 

the transitive verb bs ‘X digs out Y’ in (152b), the applied object W afth 

‘children’ is added to the clause and is the primary object, while the object Y 

mwon ‘bush yams’ of the basic verb becomes the secondary object. 

As in an intransitive-based benefactive construction, sometimes only the 

instrument I is added to the valence of a transitive verb, as demonstrated by the 

following example. 

(153) a. -bk     bs m--won 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig NC10-DEF-bush.yam 

‘The woman dug out bush yams.’ 

 

b. -bk     bs-    m--won 

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig-BEN   NC10-DEF-bush.yam 

 

-pikas 

NC3:INDEF-pickaxe 

‘The woman dug out bush yams using a pickaxe.’ 
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The derived verb bs ‘X digs out Y using I’ in (153b) is derived from the basic 

verb bs ‘X digs out Y’. In (153b), only one applied object is added to the clause, 

and is I pi kas ‘pickaxe’ that is the secondary object. The basic object of the verb 

Y mwon ‘bush yam’ is the primary object. 

The benefactive applicative can introduce both a beneficiary W and an 

instrument I to the valence of a transitive verb, as demonstrated in (154b). 

(154) a. -bk     bs m--won 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig NC10-INDEF-bush.yam 

‘The woman dug out bush yams.’ 

 

b. -bk     bs-      a-fth 

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig-BEN     NC5:DEF-children 

 

m--won   -pikas 

NC10:DEF-bush.yam  NC3:INDEF-pickaxe 

‘The woman dug out bush yams for the children, using a pickaxe.’ 

The derived verb bs ‘X digs out Y for W using I’ in (154b) is derived from the 

basic verb bs ‘X digs out Y’. In (154b), two applied objects are added to the 

clause; they are the benefactive W a fth ‘children’ that is the primary object, and 

the instrument I pi ka s ‘pickaxe’ that is the tertiary object. The argument Y 

mwon ‘bush yams’, which is the basic object of the verb, is the secondary object. 

 Also, both the benefactive W and substitutive S can be added to the 

valence of a transitive verb. Example (155b) illustrates this construction type. 

(155) a. -bk     bs m--won 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig NC10-INDEF-bush yam 

‘The woman dug bush yams.’ 
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b. -bk     bs-  su 

NC3:DEF-acrobat NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig-BEN 1PL.OBJ 

 

a -fth   m--won 

NC3:DEF-children NC10-DEF-bush yam 

‘The woman dug bush yams for the children on our behalf.’ 

The derived verb bs ‘X digs out Y for W on behalf of S’ in (155b) is derived 

from the basic verb bs ‘X digs out Y’. In this example, the applied objects are the 

substitutive S that is expressed by the object marker su,  and the benefactive W 

afth ‘children’. The applied object S is the primary object and W is the 

secondary object, while Y mwon ‘bush yam’ that is the object of the transitive 

verb is the tertiary object. 

In addition to transitive and intransitive verbs, the benefactive applicative 

also combines with ditransitive verbs. However, unlike transitive and intransitive 

verbs, a ditransitive verb that is combined with the benefactive suffix can only 

add one applied object (W or I) to the clause. The following example illustrates a 

ditransitive-based benefactive construction, with the applied object W. 

(156) a. -bk     nut -wath   

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-child  

 

   -nak  

   NC3:INDEF-rice 

‘The woman fed the child some rice.’ 

 

b. -bk     nut-      -them 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-BEN   NC1:DEF-old man 

 

-wath   -na k 

NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-rice 

‘The woman fed the child some rice for the old man.’ 
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c. *-bk    nut-  mi   

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-BEN 1SG.OBJ    

 

 -them   -wath   -nak 

NC3:DEF-old man NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-rice 

Intended meaning: 

‘The woman fed some rice to the child for the old man on my 

behalf.’ 

The derived verb nut ‘X feeds Y to R, for W’ in (156b) is derived from the basic 

verb nut ‘X feeds Y to R’. In (156a), the basic objects R and Y of the ditransitive 

verb are the primary object and secondary object respectively. In (156b), the 

benefactive applicative is attached to the verb resulting in adding to the valence of 

the verb the applied object W them ‘old man’ that is the primary object. The 

basic objects R and Y of the ditransitive verb are demoted to the secondary object 

and tertiary object respectively. The ungrammaticality of (156c) indicates that the 

benefactive applicative cannot add both the beneficiary W and the substitutive S 

to the valence of a ditransitive verb. 

 Moreover, a ditransitive-based benefactive can introduce an instrument I 

to the clause, as shown in (157b). 

(157) a. -bk     nut -wath   

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed NC1:DEF-child  

 

   -nak  

   NC3:INDEF-rice 

‘The woman fed the child some rice.’ 

 

b. -bk     nut-  -wath 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-BEN NC1:DEF-child 

 

-nak  k--bep 

NC3:INDEF-rice NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The woman fed the child some rice with a spoon.’ 
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c. *-bk    nut-  mi  

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF feed-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

 

-wath  -nak   k--bep 

NC3-child NC3:INDEF-rice NC2-INDEF-spoon 

Intended meaning: ‘The woman fed the child some rice with a 

spoon for me.’ 

 

The derived verb nut ‘X feeds Y to R for W, using I’ in (157b) is derived from 

the basic verb nut ‘X feeds Y to R’. In this example, the only applied object is I 

kbep ‘spoon’ and is the tertiary object, while R and Y that are the basic objects of 

the ditransitive verb are the primary object and secondary object respectively. 

Example (157c) indicates that a ditransitive verb that is combined with a 

benefactive applicative cannot add both the benefactive W and instrument I to the 

clause. Also, it is impossible to have the substitutive S without the beneficiary W 

in a construction. This implies that a benefactive construction with a substitutive S 

and instrument I is impossible in Temne. 

Thus, syntactically the benefactive applicative can add one applied object 

(beneficiary W, or instrument I) or two applied objects (W, S, or W, I) to the 

valence of a transitive or intransitive verb. It cannot add both a substitutive S and 

an instrument I to the clause. Also, it cannot add two applied objects to the 

valence of a ditransitive verb. 

3.4.1 Schemas of the benefactive applicative 

The benefactive applicative is a polysemous suffix combining with various 

schemas that are closely related to each other by a system of semantic network. 

Figure 10 illustrates this schematic network. 
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Figure 10. Schemas of the BEN construction 

Schema B1 is the super-schema, and is adapted from Mel’c uk (1993) who 

formulated the generalized applicative schema ‘involving Z’. The variable Z does 

not represent any particular participant role, though it is associated with the 

participant role of SUBSTITUTIVE, INSTRUMENT or BENEFICIARY/MALEFICIARY. 

Schemas B2, B3, B4 and B5 are sub-schemas, and are expressed in the meaning 

of the derived verbs. Schemas B2 and B4 are elaborations of schema B1, as 

indicated by the boldface arrows. Schema B5 is in turn a subgroup of schemas B2 

and B4, while schema B3 is an extension of schema B2, as indicated by the 

broken arrow. 

The difference between the events that each schema denotes defines the 

participant that is involved in each schema. Schema B2 denotes the event 

schematized as ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’. In this case, the new 

participant W is either a beneficiary or maleficiary, defined here as ‘W such that 

X performs E affecting the interests of W’. Schema B4 denotes the event ‘[X 

performs E] using I’. In this case, the new participant is I, and I is an INSTRUMENT, 

[X performs E], involving Z 

B1 

[X performs E], 

affecting the interests 

of W 

B2 

[X performs E], 

using I 

B4 

[X performs E], using I, affecting the interests of W 

B5 

[X performs E] on 

behalf of S, affecting 

the interests of W 

B3 
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defined as ‘I such that X performs E using I.’ Schema B5 is schematized as ‘[X 

performs E] using I affecting the interests of W’. In this case, both I and W are 

involved in the event, hence the difference between this schema and schema B2 or 

B4. Schema B3 also includes two new participants, the beneficiary W and the 

substitutive S. 

Schema B2 is the most productive schema of the benefactive construction. 

This schema combines the meaning of any verb that co-occurs with the 

benefactive applicative. It states ‘[X performs E], affecting the interests of W’. 

Example (158) illustrates schema B2 of the benefactive construction. 

(158) a. -langba    way k--bo 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC2-DEF-bread 

‘The man bought a loaf of bread.’ 

 

b. -langba   way-  u-wath   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN NC1:INDEF-child 

 

u -dor   k--bo 

NC:INDEF-hungry NC2-INDEF-bread 

‘The man bought a loaf of bread for a hungry child.’ 

Example (158b) has the derived verb way ‘X buys Y for W’. In this example, the 

participant langba ‘man’ is X, and performs the event E of buying Y that is the 

loaf of bread. The performance of this event affects the interests of W uwath 

‘child’. The specific ways in which the interests of W are affected depends on the 

context. In (158b), it is implicit that W’s interests are affected favourably given 

that the participant W is hungry. Alternatively, W’s interests may be affected 

unfavourably, as illustrated by example (159). 
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(159) ka m--smpa   mmi ,  a-murth    a 

 at NC10-DEF-bitterness mine  NC5:DEF-rebel     NC5:SUB.DEF 

 

 di f-  mi   -wo s   mi  

 kill-BEN 1SG.OBJ NC1:DEF-husband 1SG.OBJ 

‘To my greatest dismay, the rebels killed my husband.’ 

The verb di f  ‘X kills Y for W’ is derived from the verb stem di f ‘X kills Y’. In 

(159), the participant a murth ‘rebels’ is X, and performs the event E of killing 

Y wos ‘husband’. This event affects the interests of W, expressed by the object 

marker mi . Given this context, it is likely that the interests of W are affected 

unfavourably. Thus, examples like (159b) and (158b) indicate that the beneficiary 

and maleficiary readings of the benefactive applicative are context-dependent. 

Therefore, these two readings are not represented in any separate schema. As 

observed by Peterson (2007), the overlap between the benefactive applicative is 

typologically common, though not universal. In this dissertation, I use the variable 

W to refer to the role of the beneficiary or maleficiary. 

Schema B3 involves the new participants S and W. The distinctive part of 

this schema is that it adds an ‘on behalf of’ meaning to the basic meaning of the 

verb, as indicated by example (160b). 

(160) a. ya    ros -nak 

mom  NC1.SUBJ:DEF serve NC3:DEF-rice 

‘Mom served the rice.’ 

 

b. ya    ros-  mi    

mom  NC1.SUBJ:DEF serve-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

 

-wa   kmi  -nak 

 NC1:DEF-child  mine NC3:DEF-rice 

‘Mom served my child the rice on my behalf.’ 
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In (160b), the two new participants are marked by the first person singular object 

marker mi , which is S and the nominal wa kmi  ‘my child’ that is W. In this 

example, the participant W wa kmi  ‘my child’ gets the food, while the event 

described by the predicate is performed on behalf of the participant that is 

expressed by the object marker mi . 

 The differences between the participants S and W deserve some attention. 

The two differ in semantics, syntax and in their distribution. Semantically, S is 

defined here as ‘S such that X performs E on S’s behalf, affecting the interests of 

W’. Thus, the participant role of S entails the role of W, defined here as ‘W such 

as X performs E affecting the interests of W’. Concerning syntax, in constructions 

where S and W co-occur, the participant S is always adjacent to the verb, and 

outranks W which is the secondary object in a homogeneous object construction. 

In terms of distribution, the participant W can co-occur with I, while the 

participant S cannot. Thus, the participants S and W are different. 

Schema B4 states ‘ X performs E] using I’, where I represents the 

participant that is assigned the participant role of INSTRUMENT. Example (161b) 

illustrates this schema. 

(161) a. -ya     gbl -mishi di  
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF sweep NC3:DEF-mosque 

‘The old woman swept the mosque.’ 

 

b. -ya     gbl-          -mi shi di   

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF sweep-BEN    NC3:DEF-mosque

  

-gbl   -ku r 

   NC3:INDEF-broom NC3:INDEF-old 

‘The old woman swept the mosque with an old broom.’ 
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In (161b), the verb gbl ‘X sweeps Y for W’ is derived from the verb stem gbl 

‘X sweeps Y’. In this example, the participant X ya ‘old woman’ performs the 

event E of sweeping Y mi shi di ‘mosque’, using I  gbl kur ‘old broom’. 

Note that in this case the participant whose interests are affected by this event is 

not specified; thus, the participant W is not expressed. 

Schema B5 is a combination of schema B2 and schema B4, and it states 

‘X performs E affecting the interests of W, using I’. Example (162b) illustrates 

this schema. 

(162) a. -karande    gbal -reka 
NC1:DEF-student NC1.SUBJ:DEF write NC3:DEF-letter 

‘The student wrote the letter.’ 

 

b. -karande    gbal-  mi   

NC1:DEF-student NC1.SUBJ:DEF write-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

 

-reka k--thnk  k--yi m 

   NC3:DEF-letter NC2-INDEF-pen NC2-INDEF-red 

‘The student wrote the letter for me with a red pen.’ 

The derived verb gbal ‘X writes Y for W using I’ is derived from the verb stem 

gbal ‘X writes Y’. In this example, the participant karande ‘student’ is X and 

performs the event E of writing the letter Y, using I kthnk kyi m ‘red pen’. The 

performance of this event affects the interests of W that is expressed by the object 

marker mi . 

3.4.2 Combination of the benefactive applicative with a verb root 

Out of the 300 verbs used in this analysis, 281 (i.e., 94 %) combine with schema 

B2 or B3 of the benefactive applicative. This means that any verb that takes 
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schema B2 also takes schema B3. These verbs cut across the syntactic type 

transitive, intransitive and ditransitive verbs. Table 31 illustrates a sample of these 

verbs.
9
 

Table 31. Sample of verbs combining with schema B2 

root gloss root +BEN
 gloss 

ba X possesses Y ba -n- X possesses Y affecting the interests of W10 

bek X arrives bek- X arrives affecting the interests of W 

b X agrees with Y b- X agrees with Y affecting the interests of W 

bpr X is present bpr- X is present affecting the interests of W 

bor X peels off Y bo r- X peels off Y affecting the interests of W 

bok X cries bo k- X cries affecting the interests of W 

bo X makes Y (heaps) bo - X makes Y affecting the interests of W 

b X borrows Y b-n- X borrows Y affecting the interests of W 

chp X plants Y chp- X plants Y affecting the interests of W 

chen X slaughters Y chen- X slaughters Y affecting the interests of W 

chis X is inebriated chis- X is inebriated affecting the interests of W 

di X eats Y di- X eats Y affecting the interests of W 

dir X sleeps dir- X sleeps affecting the interests of W 

fl X flies fl- X flies affecting the interests of W 

gbal X writes Y gbal- X writes Y affecting the interests of W 

gbk X scrubs Y gbk- X scrubs Y affecting the interests of W 

gbl X grinds Y gbl- X grinds Y affecting the interests of W 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl- X sweeps Y affecting the interests of W 

gbm X pounds Y gbm- X pounds Y affecting the interests of W 

gbep X climbs Y gbep- X climbs Y affecting the interests of W 

kth X walks kth- X walks affecting the interests of W 

kl X pours Y kl- X pours Y affecting the interests of W 

kor X is pregnant kor- X is pregnant and it affects the interests of W 

kul X cries kul- X cries affecting the interests of W 

lap X is ashamed lap- X is ashame affecting the interests of W 

lm X speaks lm- X speaks affecting the interests of W 

mu ta X dives mu ta- X dives affecting the interests of W 

me r X swallows Y me r- X swallows Y affecting the interests of W 

mu n X drinks Y mu n- X drinks Y affecting the interests of W 

pa X says Y pa -n- X says Y affecting the interests of W 

po X ends Y po - X ends Y affecting the interests of W 

she th X builds Y she th- X builds Y affecting the interests of W 

tata X is promiscuous tata- X is promiscuous affecting the interests of W 

thm X dances thm- X dances affecting the interests of W 

to X cooks Y to- X cooks Y affecting the interests of W 

way X buys Y way- X buys Y affecting the interests of W 

                                                
9 I schematize the verbs using schema B2. 
10 Some verbs take the epenthtic -n- between the root and the suffix -. These verbs include the 

verbs ba -n-, b-n-, and pa-n- in Table 31. 
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As with schema I2, I3 and I4 of the instrumental applicative, the selection of 

schema B2 or B3 is based on the speaker’s desired meaning. If the speaker’s 

desired meaning is basically schema B2, only the participant W is added to the 

valence of the verb. On the other hand, if the speaker’s desired meaning is schema 

B3, then both the beneficiary/maleficiary W and the substitutive S are added to 

the clause. 

 All the verbs that are incompatible with schemas B4 and B5 are also 

incompatible with schema I2 of the instrumental applicative. This is because the 

three schemas (B4, B5 and I2) necessarily take an instrument as complement. 

Therefore, out of the 281 (i.e., 94 %) verbs that combine with schema B2 and B3, 

only 256 (i.e., 85.3%) combine with schema B4 and B5. A sample of these verbs 

is given in Table 32 below. 

Table 32. Some verbs in the sample that combine with schemas B4 and B5 

 
verb root gloss verb + INST gloss 

bli X picksY bli-n X picks Y using I affecting the interests of W 

bɛ mpa X makes Y bɛ mpa-n X makes Y using I affecting the interests of W 

bәnkәli X rolls Y bәnkәli-n X rolls Y using I affecting the interests of W 

bp X meets Y bp-n X meets Y using I affecting the interests of W 

bәrfi X pops off Y bәrfi-n X pops off Y using I affecting the interests of W 

bɛ s X digs out Y bɛ s-n X digs out Y using I affecting the interests of W 

chen X slaughters Y chen-n X slaughters Y using I affecting the interests of W 

cher X lets Y go cher-n X lets Y go using I affecting the interests of W 

chim X fights Y chim-n X fights Y using I affecting the interests of W 

fi X dies fi-n X dies using I affecting the interests of W 

fitha X throws away Y fitha-n X throws away Y using I affecting the interests of W 

fon X shaves fon-n X shaves Y using I affecting the interests of W 

furup X blows off Y furup-n X blows off Y using I affecting the interests of W 

futha X boils Y futha-n X boils Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbaŋ X hangs Y gbaŋ-n X hangs Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbashi X takes/lifts up Y gbashi-n X lifts up Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbay X separates Y gbay-n X separates Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbɔk X scrubs Y gbɔk-n X scrubs Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbɔl X grinds Y gbɔl-n X grinds Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbәk X cuts Y gbәk-n X cuts Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbɛkә r X clips Y gbɛkә r-n X clips Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbәl X sweeps Y gbәl-n X sweeps Y using I affecting the interests of W 

gbәm X pounds Y gbәm-n X pounds Y using I affecting the interests of W 
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gbenkәra X yells gbenkәra-n X yells by means of I affecting the interests of W 

gbɛnth X yells gbɛnth-n X yells using I affecting the interests of W 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-n X climbs Y using I affecting the interests of W 

kantha X closes Y kantha-n X closes Y using I affecting the interests of W 

kara X reads Y kara-n X reads Y using I affecting the interests of W 

kasa ra X endangers Y kasa ra-n X endangers Y using I affecting the interests of W 

kashi X retracts Y kashi-n X retracts Y using I affecting the interests of W 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y kʌrʌ -n X brings Y using I affecting the interests of W 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y kʌwɔ ndi -n X preaches Y using I affecting the interests of W 

ŋʌ tʌ X lifts up Y ŋʌ tʌ-n X lifts up Y using I affecting the interests of W 

pɔlɔ X crowns Y pɔlɔ-n X crowns Y using I affecting the interests of W 

piktha X smashes Y piktha-n X smashes Y using I affecting the interests of W 

pim X picks Y pim-n X picks Y using I affecting the interests of W 

rәnʌ  X piggybacks Y rәnʌ -n X piggybacks Y using I affecting the interests of W 

deŋ 
X puts Y on R’s 
head deŋ-n 

X puts Y on R’s head using I affecting the interests of W 

ros X serves Y ros-n X serves Y using I affecting the interests of W 

runkәt X mixes Y runkәt- X mixes Y using I affecting the interests of W 

rusә m X nurtures Y rusә m-n X nurtures Y using I affecting the interests of W 

rʌf X stabs Y rʌf-n X stabs Y using I affecting the interests of W 

rʌm X pays Y to R rʌm-n X pays Y to R using I affecting the interests of W 

rʌnkәth X rinses Y rʌnkәth-n X rinses Y using I affecting the interests of W 

skth X shifts to Y skth-n X shifts to Y using I affecting the interests of W 

sheth X builds Y sheth-n X builds Y using I affecting the interests of W 

Verbs that take schemas B4 and B5 when they are combined with the benefactive 

applicative also co-occur with the instrumental applicative -n. The following 

example shows the verb gbal ‘X writes Y’ combining both with schema B2 of the 

benefactive applicative -  and schema I2 of the instrumental applicative -n. 

(163) a. -karande    gbal -reka 
NC1:DEF-student NC1.SUBJ:DEF write NC3:DEF-letter 

‘The student wrote the letter.’ 

 

b. -karande    gbal-  -reka  

NC1:DEF-student NC1.SUBJ:DEF write-BEN NC3:DEF-letter 

 

k--thnk  k--yi m 

   NC2-INDEF-pen NC2-INDEF-red 

‘The student wrote the letter with a red pen.’ 
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c. -karande    gbal-n -reka   

NC1:DEF-student NC1.SUBJ:DEF write-INST NC2:DEF-letter  

 

k--thnk  k--yi m 

   NC2-INDEF-pen NC2-INDEF-red 

‘The student wrote the letter with a red pen.’ 

Examples (163b) and (163c) are synonymous even though the verb in (163b) is 

combined with the benefactive applicative and the verb in (163c) is combined 

with the instrumental applicative. Note that the verbs (i.e., 281) that take the 

benefactive applicative, which also combine with schema B2 and B3, outnumber 

the verbs that combine with the instrumental applicative -n. This means that the 

benefactive applicative is more productive than the instrumental applicative -n 

193 (i.e., 64.33%). 

 However not every verb that combines with schemas B2 and B3 also 

combines with schemas B4 and B5. The verbs, which are listed in Table 33, do 

not combine with schema B4 or B5. This means that with the exception of the 

verbs in Table 33, the rest of the verbs that combine with schemas B2 and B3 also 

combine with schemas B4 and B5. 

 Table 33. Verbs in the sample that do not combine with schemas B4 and B5 

 
root gloss root + 

BEN
 

gloss 

ba X owns Y ba-n- X owns Y affecting the interests of W 

bans X is angry bans- X is angry affecting the interests of W 

bfth X worships Y bfth- X worships Y affecting the interests of W 

bey X belches bey- X belches affecting the interests of W 

bek X arrives bek- X arrives affecting the interests of W 

b X agrees with Y b- X agrees with Y affecting the interests of W 

bpr X is present bpr- X is present affecting the interests of W 

bor X peels off Y bor- X peels off Y affecting the interest of W 

bok X cries bok- X cries affecting the interests of W 

ffla X whispers to Y ffla X whispers to Y affecting the interests of W 

gb X hates Y gb- X hates Y affecting the interests of W 

gbl X reminds Y gbl- X reminds Y affecting the interests of W 
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gbind X warns Y gbind- X warns Y affecting the interests of W 

gbi X swears gbi- X swears affecting the interests of W 

mm X thanks Y mm- X thanks Y affecting the interests of W 

nal X insults Y nal- X insults Y affecting the interests of W 

mi X makes an ugly 

face 
mi- X makes an ugly face affecting the interests of W 

nkl X snores nkl- X snores affecting the interests of W 

ruba X blesses Y ruba- X blesses Y affecting the interests of W 

sr X coughs sr- X coughs affecting the interests of W 

tata X prostitutes tata- X prostitutes affecting the interests of W 

tsm X sneezes tsm- X sneezes affecting the interests of W 

yanfa  X undermines Y yanfa - X undermines Y affecting the interests of W 

tu X is sick tu- X is sick affecting the interests of W 

yema X wants Y yema- X wants Y affecting the interests of W 

Some of the verbs that are compatible with the benefactive applicative have 

assumed idiosyncratic meanings. These verbs are listed in Table 34. 

Table 34. Derived verbs with idiosyncratic meanings 

 
root gloss root +BEN

 gloss 

bek X arrives bek- X arrives affecting the interests of W/ 

A makes X arrive 

di X eats Y di- X eats Y affecting the interests of W/ 
X exploits W 

kth X walks kth- X walks affecting the interests of W/ 

A causes X to walk in vain 

w X puts on Y w- X puts on Y affecting the interests of W/ 

A causes X to enter Y  

skth X shifts to Y skth- X shifts to Y affecting the interests of W/ 

A causes X to shift to Y 

All the derived verbs in Table 34 have two meanings. The first meaning is based 

on schema B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’. With the exception of 

the verb di  ‘X exploits Y’, the second meaning of the verbs in Table 34 is based 

on the causative schema (see Section 3.1.1), and this observation is in consonance 

with the claim by Wilson (1961, 2007); Kamarah (1994, 2007) and Kanu (2004, 

2009a) that the suffix -  is an allomorph of causative -s. The following example 

illustrates these two meanings of the derived verb bek ‘X arrives in the interests 

of W’ or ‘A causes X to arrive’. 
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(164) a. -them     bek 

NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF arrive 

‘The old man arrived.’ 

 

b. -bk     bek-         -them 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF arrive-BEN    NC1:DEF-old man 

‘The woman caused the old man to arrive.’ 

‘The woman arrived for the old man.’ 

I analyze the causative and benefactive form of the derived verb bek as two 

different verbs. In other words, the derived verb bek is analyzed here as two 

homophonous verbs, one a benefactive form and another a causative form based 

on a suppletive allomorph of the causative suffix.Thus, for a verb like bek , only 

the context is able to tell the intended meaning of the speaker. 

The verb di y ‘X eats Y affecting the interests of W’ or ‘X exploits W’ 

that is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X eats Y’ has both schema B2 and an 

idiosyncratic meaning. The compositional meaning of the derived verb is 

expressed in example (165). 

(165) a. -langba    di  -bana 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC7:DEF-banana 

‘The man ate the bananas.’ 

 

b.  -langba    di -     su         -bana 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-BEN    1PL.OBJ     NC7:DEF-banana 

‘The man ate the bananas for us/against our wishes.’ 

The meaning of the derived verb di y ‘X eats Y affecting the interests of W’ in 

(165b) is predictably derived from its component parts. However, the 

idiosyncratic meaning ‘X exploits Y’ of this derived verb is non-compositional. 

Out of the 300 verbs in the example, only 19 verbs do not co-occur with 

the benefactive applicative. These verbs are listed in Table 35. 
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Table 35. Verbs in the sample that do not combine with the BEN 

applicative 

 
root gloss root +CAUS

 

bfl X laughs at X or Y *bfl- 
bn X hides Y *bn- 
boshin X longs for Y *boshi n- 
din X disappears *din- 
fump X falls down *fump 
gbar X trickles on Y *gbar 
gban X hangs Y on himself *gban- 
gbitha n X confesses Y *gbithan- 
gbuk X runs *gbuk- 
gbba X faints *gbgba - 
lan X believes in Y *lan- 
nan X remembers Y *nan- 
pn X forgets Y *pn- 
puthn X offends Y *puthn- 
sakn X scatters *sakn- 
skan X is in confusion *skan- 
tmtmn X thinks of Y *tmtmn- 
tnsn X imitates Y *tnsn- 
yokan X gets up *yokan- 

 

I have not seen any convincing semantic, morphological or syntactic reason why 

the verbs in Table 35 do not combine with the benefactive applicative. Therefore, 

I attribute their failure to combine with the benefactive applicative to idiosyncratic 

lexical restriction. 

3.4.3 Mapping and argument realization in a benefactive construction 

As with constructions with other valence-increasing morphemes, the mapping 

between participant roles and grammatical relations in a benefactive construction 

is governed by the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy. In addition, 

certain semantically plausible benefactive constructions that rank post-verbal 

arguments based on the participant hierarchy and precedence hierarchy are 

blocked if they violate the prominence hierarchy. In the following sub-sections, I 

examine each of these principles in the benefactive construction. 
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3.4.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a benefactive construction 

In a homogeneous object benefactive construction, participant roles map onto 

grammatical relations in the order of precedence of the participant hierarchy: X » 

S » W » R » Y » I. Note that the participants R and S never co-occur. The 

argument X maps onto the subject, and each of the remaining arguments (S, W, 

Y, I) occupies the highest available object slot in the order of precedence shown 

by the participant hierarchy. Example (166b) illustrates the participant hierarchy 

in a homogeneous object benefactive construction taking schema B5. 

(166) a. -wath ru ni     gby k--gbara 
NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF break NC2-DEF-palm nut 

‘The boy broke the palm nut.’ 

 

b. -wath ru ni     gby-   

NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF break-BEN  

 

    -ya   k--gbara -sar 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC2-palm nut NC3:INDEF-stone 

  ‘The boy broke the palm nut for the old woman using a stone. 

The verb gby ‘X breaks Y using I affecting the interests of W’ in (166b) is 

derived from the verb stem gby ‘X breaks Y’. In this example, the participant 

wath ru ni  ‘boy’ is X and is the subject, the participant ya ‘old woman’ is W and 

is the primary object; the participant kgbara ‘palm nut’ is Y and is the secondary 

object, while the participant sar ‘stone’ that is I is the tertiary object. This 

example indicates that the participant W outranks Y and I, and Y outranks I. Thus, 

the participant hierarchy is X » W » Y » I. Note that this ranking of participant 

roles is maintained even when all the post-verbal arguments are expressed by 

object markers. 
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 Evidence for the ranking of the participant roles W, R and Y comes from 

example (167b) which illustrates schema B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the 

interests of W’, using the ditransitive verb s ‘X gives Y to R’. 

(167) a. -wath.ru ni     s k 
NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF give NC1.OBJ 

 

ki  
NC2.OBJ 

‘The boy gave it to him/her.’ 

 

b. -wath.ru ni     s-  mi  

NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF give-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

 

k  ki  
   NC1.OBJ NC2.OBJ 

‘The boy gave it to him/her for me.’ 

The verb s ‘X gives Y to R affecting the interests of W’ in (167b) is derived 

from the verb stem s ‘X gives Y to R’. In this example, the participant X wath 

runi  ‘boy’ is the subject. The participant W is expressed by the object marker mi , 

and is the primary object; the participant R is expressed by the object marker k, 

and is the secondary object, while the participant Y that is expressed by the object 

marker ki  is the tertiary object. Thus, the participant hierarchy is X » W » R » Y. 

Evidence for the ranking of the participant roles Y and I comes from 

example (168b) which illustrates schema B4 ‘X performs E using I’ of the 

benefactive applicative. This schema is illustrated using the transitive verb gbl 

‘X sweeps Y’. 

(168) a. -ya     gbl -mishi di  
NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF sweep NC3:DEF-mosque 

‘The old woman swept the mosque.’ 
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b. -ya     gbl-          -mi shi di   

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF sweep-BEN    NC3:DEF-mosque

  

-gbl   -ku r 

   NC3:INDEF-broom NC3:INDEF-old 

‘The old woman swept the mosque with an old broom.’ 

In (168b), the verb gbl ‘X sweeps Y using I’ is derived from the verb stem gbl 

‘X sweeps Y’. In this example, the participant X ya ‘old woman’ is the subject, 

Y mi shi di ‘mosque’ is the primary object and the participant I gbl kur ‘old 

broom’ is the secondary object. Thus, the participant hierarchy is X » Y » I. This 

hierarchy is maintained even when all the post-verbal arguments are expressed by 

object marker.
11

 Examples (167b) and (168b) also indicate that the grammatical 

relation that is assigned to the participant Y is not fixed. In (167b), for example, Y 

is the tertiary object, while in (168b), Y maps onto the primary object. 

3.4.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a benefactive construction 

The precedence hierarchy requires arguments that are realized as object markers 

to be assigned higher grammatical relations than nominal objects. This in turn 

affects the mapping between participant roles and grammatical relations, since the 

participant corresponding to an object marker in a construction, by implication, 

maps onto a higher grammatical relation than the participant that is expressed by a 

nominal object. 

                                                
11 The participant I and S nerver co-occur. Therefore, I cannot precisely tell the ranking between 

these two participants. However, I can predict that the participant S outranks the participant I since 

the participant W, which is outranked by S, also outranks I. In addition, the participants S and R 

never co-occur. However, since in a homogeneous object construction W always outranks R, I can 

predict that the participant S, which also outranks W, also outranks R. 
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 The participant W, Y or I can map onto the primary object. Example 

(169b) illustrates the participant W as the primary object. 

(169) a. -langba    bor -yoka 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel NC7:DEF-cassava 

‘The man peeled the cassava.’ 

 

 b. -langba    bor-  k   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel-BEN NC1.OBJ  

 

-yoka   -this 

   NC7:DEF-cassava NC3:INDEF-knife 

‘The man peeled the cassava for him/her with a knife.’ 

In (169b), the participant W is expressed by the object marker k and maps onto 

the primary object, while Y yoka ‘cassava’ and I thi s ‘knife’ that are nouns map 

onto the secondary object and tertiary object respectively. The sentence is 

ungrammatical if the order of the post-verbal arguments in (169b) is reversed. 

Note that in (169b), the participant I maps onto the lowest grammatical 

relation even though both Y and I are expressed as nouns. However, in (170b) 

where I is expressed by the object marker i , and Y by a nominal yoka  ‘cassava’, 

the participant I outranks Y, and is the secondary object, while Y is the tertiary 

object. 

(170) a. -langba    bor -yoka 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel NC7:DEF-cassava 

‘The man peeled the cassava.’ 

 

 b. -langba    bor-  k     i 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel-BEN NC1.OBJ    NC3.OBJ 

 

-yoka 
   NC7:DEF-cassava 

‘The man peeled the cassava for him/her with it.’ 
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Thus, in (170b), the participant I and W that are expressed as object markers map 

onto higher grammatical relations than the participant Y yoka ‘cassava’ that is a 

noun. 

 The participant I can also map onto the primary object, while the 

participants W and Y map onto more peripheral object positions, as demonstrated 

by (171b). 

(171) a. -langba    bor -yoka 
NC1DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel NC7:DEF-cassava 

‘The man peeled the cassava.’ 

 

 b. -langba    bor-  i    

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF peel-BEN NC3.OBJ  

 

   -wath   -yo ka 
  NC1:DEF-child  NC7-cassava 

‘The man peeled the cassava for the child using it (knife).’ 

In (171b), the participant I that is expressed by an object marker i  is the primary 

object, while W and Y that are expressed by nouns are the secondary object and 

tertiary object respectively. 

 Example (172) shows that the precedence hierarchy applies to the 

participant S, W and Y. 

(172) a. -wath ru ni     way-    mi  

NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN  1SG.OBJ 

 

    -ya   -mnt 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC3-water 

  ‘The boy bought the water for the old woman on my behalf.’ 
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b. -wath ru ni     way-      mi  

NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF buY-BEN   1SG.OBJ  

 

    k  -mnt 

NC1.OBJ NC3:DEF-water 

  ‘The boy bought the water for him/her on my behalf.’ 

c. -wath ru ni     way-      mi  

NC1:DEF-child.male NC1.SUBJ:DEF buY-BEN   1SG.OBJ  

 

    ma   -ya 
NC10.OBJ NC1:DEF-old woman 

  ‘The boy bought it for the old woman on my behalf.’ 

The verb wa y ‘X buys Y on behalf of S, affecting the interests of W’ in (172) is 

derived from the verb stem wa y ‘X buys Y’. In example (172a), the participant S, 

which is expressed by the object marker mi , outranks the participants W ya ‘old 

woman’ and Y mnt that are nouns. In example (172b), the participant S 

expressed by the object marker mi  and the participant W, expressed by the object 

marker k, precede the participant Y mnt ‘water’ that is a noun. In (172c), the 

participant S is expressed by the object marker mi , and Y is expressed by the 

object markers ma. Both participants (i.e., S and Y) outrank the participant W ya  

‘old woman’ that is a noun. In all these examples, the participant that is expressed 

by an object marker outranks the participant that is a nominal. These examples 

also indicate that in a construction where the precedence hierarchy and the 

participant hierarchy apply, the precedence hierarchy outranks the participant 

hierarchy. 

 The participant S is always the primary object in benefactive 

constructions combining with schema B3 [X performs E] on behalf of S, affecting 
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the interests of W’ in which this participant appears. Thus, the participant S is like 

the participant L in that there are restrictions on the kinds of heterogeneous object 

constructions that are allowed. The following heterogeneous object benefactive 

constructions listed in (173) where the participant S is not the primary object are 

disallowed. 

(173) a. *Y(OM) » S(NOM) » W(NOM) 

b. *W(OM) » S(NOM) » Y(NOM) 

c. *W(OM) » Y(OM) » S(NOM) 

On the other hand, the benefactive constructions schematized in (174) in 

which the participant S is the primary object are permissible and are realized. 

(174) a. S(OM) » W(OM) » Y(NOM) 

b. S(OM) » Y(OM) » W(NOM) 

c. S(OM) » W(OM) » Y(NOM) 

The basic difference between the constructions in (173) that are impermissible 

and the constructions in (174) that are permissible is that in the latter the 

participant S maps onto the primary object, while in the former, either the 

participant Y or W is the primary object. The constraint in (175) captures the 

grammaticality and ungrammaticality of the two sets of constructions. 

(175) Constraint on heterogeneous object benefactive constructions: 

If there is an object marker in a benefactive construction where the 

participant S is expressed, that object marker is S. 

The constraint above describes grammatical benefactive constructions like (174). 

Constructions like (173) where the participant S does not map onto the primary 

object violate this constraint. 
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3.4.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a benefactive construction 

As with the causative, locative and instrumental construction, certain semantically 

plausible benefactive constructions that combine object markers are blocked if the 

order of precedence determined by the participant hierarchy or precedence 

hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy. This phenomenon is illustrated in the 

following benefactive construction. 

(176) a -langba    kl ma 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF pour NC10.OBJ 

‘The man poured it (water).’ 

 

 b *-langba    kl-  k      mi  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF pour-BEN NC1:OBJ     1SG.OBJ 

 

ma 
    NC10.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man poured it (water) for me on his/her 

behalf.’ 

 

 c. -langba    kl-  k       ma 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF pour-BEN NC1.OBJ      NC10.OBJ 

 

ta  tmi  
   for mine 

‘The man poured it (the water) for me on his/her behalf.’ 

In (176b), the participant S is expressed by the object marker k and precedes the 

participant W that is expressed by the object marker mi . Thus, though (176b) 

obeys the participant hierarchy by placing the participant S before W, and W 

before Y, it is still impossible because the order of the object markers (i.e., *k » 

mi ) violates the prominence hierarchy which bans any construction where the 

third person object marker k precedes the first person object object marker mi . To 
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express the intended meaning of (176b), a construction like (176c) that combines 

the morphological benefactive with the periphrastic expression is alternately used. 

3.4.4 Summary of the benefactive applicative 

The benefactive applicative adds up to two applied objects to the valence of the 

verb. The applied objects correspond to the beneficiary W, substitutive S or 

instrument I. If only one applied object is introduced to the clause, it is either the 

benefactive W, as in a schema B2 construction or instrument I, as in a schema B4 

construction. It can never be the substitutive S since the substitutive S is added 

only to a clause that already has the beneficiary W. In addition, when two applied 

objects are added to the clause, these applied objects are W and S, as in a schema 

B3 construction or S and W as in a schema B5 construction. It can never be S and 

I. Thus, the applied objects occur in certain patterns. 

 In terms of semantics, the benefactive applicative is heterogeneously 

polysemous, and is associated with five schemas, identified as B1 (i.e., the super-

schema), and the sub-schemas B2, B3, B4 and B5 that are expressed in the 

meaning of the derived verbs. These schemas differ from each other in the type of 

event and participants that are involved in each event. Schema B2 involves the 

new participant W; schema B3 includes the new participants S and W; schema B4 

involves the new participant I, while schema B5 includes the new participants I 

and W. 

In terms of combination, schemas B2 and B3 are the most productive. 

These schemas are compatible with all the 281 verbs in the sample that combine 

with the benefactive applicative, while schema B4 or B5 combines with only 256 
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of these verbs. The verbs that combine with the benefactive applicative cut across 

all the syntactic types: transitive, intransitive and ditransitive verbs. However, 

unlike the intransitive and transitive verbs, only one applied object W, or I, can be 

added to the valence of a ditransitive verb that combines with the benefactive 

applicative. 

Furthermore, the study indicates that the participant hierarchy and the 

precedence hierarchy (OM » NOM) govern the mapping and realization of 

arguments in the benefactive construction. The participant hierarchy applies to 

homogeneous object construction and constructions where two NOMs or OMs co-

occur. The participant roles map onto grammatical relations in the order of 

precedence specified by the participant hierarchy X » S » W » R » Y» I. 

In relation to the precedence hierarchy, post-verbal arguments appear in 

the order of precedence OMs » NOMs, which means that post-verbal arguments 

that are expressed by object markers map onto a higher grammatical relation than 

object nominals. However, there are restrictions in the pattern in which post-

verbal arguments can combine. If expressed, the participant S is always the 

primary object. In addition, certain semantically plausible benefactive 

constructions are blocked if they violate the prominence hierarchy. 

3.5 Summary of main findings in chapter 3 

Valence-increasing suffixes in Temne can be divided into causative and 

applicatives. Some of the applicatives (benefactive and instrumental) are 

typologically unusual in that they can add up to two applied objects to the clause. 

The benefactive applicative can add a benefactive W, substitutive S and 
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instrument I to the clause. However, only S and W or W and I can appear in the 

same construction. The applied objects added by the instrumental applicative are 

the comitative C and the instrument I. 

In connection with semantics, applicative morphemes in Temne are 

polysemous; each is associated with more than two schemas that are closely 

related to each other. The selection of each schema of an affix by a particular verb 

root is idiosyncratic and determined lexically. The different affixes differ in their 

productivity. Also, the various schemas of a single affix differ in their 

productivity. 

In terms of the mapping between participant roles and grammatical 

relations, the results of the study indicate that in constructions with a single 

valence-increasing suffix on the verb, the participant hierarchy and the precedence 

hierarchy govern the mapping and realization of arguments in a construction. In a 

homogeneous object construction, each valence-increasing morpheme exhibits a 

certain participant hierarchy. These participant hierarchies are listed in (177). 

(177) a. Causative construction: A » X » Y 

b. Locative construction:  X » L » R » Y 

c. Instrumental construction: X » C » R » Y » I 

d. Benefactive construction: X » S » W » R » Y » I 

For each construction with a certain valence-increasing suffix on the verb, 

grammatical relations are assigned to participant roles in the order of precedence 

specified by the participant hierarchy. The mapping proceeds from the left to the 

right of the hierarchy. Thus, if a particular event expressed by a verb taking an 

applicative has an S, L, or C, that participant will be expressed as the primary 
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object; if not, then the next highest participant in the hierarchy is expressed as the 

primary object. This participant will be W, if W is present, otherwise R, if there is 

an R. The same procedure is followed for the secondary object. Thus, if W is 

present and is expressed as the primary object, and if there is an R, the participant 

R is expressed as the secondary; otherwise Y is the secondary object. 

The participant hierarchies in (177) may be collapsed, as shown in Figure 

11: 

A  »  X  »  (Xcausee), L, C, S » W  » R »   Y  »  I 

 

Figure 11. The participant hierarchy 

The participant hierarchy illustrated in Figure 11 corresponds loosely to proposed 

semantic role hierarchies by Bresnan & Kanerva (1989) and Givon (1984) in that 

the INSTRUMENT is the lowest ranked grammatical relation and the AGENT, which 

may be A or X in Figure 11, is the highest ranked. The participants L, C, S and 

sometimes W occupy the primary object in the homogeneous object constructions 

in which they appear. Evidence for the ranking of the participant X above C, L, 

and S comes from non-causative constructions where X is the subject and C, L 

and W are objects. However, the relative ranking of the participants X(causee), L, 

C, S or W is still unclear, but will be investigated in Chapter 4, where verb 

suffixes that co-occur are examined. 

In heterogeneous object constructions, the precedence hierarchy 

determines the mapping and realization of arguments. The precedence hierarchy, 

as shown in Chapter 2, is a general principle of Temne and states that the 

participant that is expressed by an object marker maps onto a higher grammatical 
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relation than the participant that is expressed by a nominal. In constructions where 

two nominal objects co-occur with an argument that is expressed by an object 

marker, both the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy apply. 

However, the precedence hierarchy outranks the participant hierarchy. 

Although the precedence hierarchy generally holds in Temne, it is limited 

by two constraints. The first constraint concerns the locative applicative, and 

states that if there is an object marker in a ditransitive-based locative construction, 

then that object marker must express L and is the primary object. The second 

constraint relates to the benefactive applicative and it states that if there is an 

object marker in a construction where the participant S is expressed, then that 

object marker must express S and is the primary object. The basic difference 

between the two constraints is that the constraint on the locative construction is 

limited to ditransintive verbs, while the constraint on the substitutive extends to 

transitive and intransitive verbs as well. 

In addition, certain semantically plausible constructions are blocked if the 

order of precedence of objects as determined by the participant hierarchy and 

precedence hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy, which is shown in Figure 

12. 

1 

2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM 

Figure 12. The prominence hierarchy in Temne 

The prominence hierarchy, which is first discussed in Chapter 2, is an inviolable 

principle of Temne grammar, and applies to constructions where at least two post-

verbal arguments are expressed by object markers. It requires the object markers 
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in a construction to occur in the order of precedence: 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. This 

means that any construction where the first person or second person object marker 

follows a third person animate or third person inanimate object marker is 

ungrammatical. 

 Finally, the participants that are introduced by valence-increasing suffixes 

in Temne are characterized by certain properties that are peculiar to each 

participant. Table 36 summarizes these properties. 

Table 36. Properties of objects in a homogeneous object construction 

 
 properties L C I S W 

1 Basic grammatical relation (GR) is PO PO oblique PO PO/SO 

2 Incompatible with the participant - R S I, R - 

3 Must be OM if there is an OM12 yes no no yes no 

Some questions have emerged from the analysis in this chapter; they include: (i) 

What are the relative rankings of the participants C, L, S and W? (ii) Are the same 

participant hierarchies found in constructions with a single valence-increasing 

suffix followed in constructions with two valence-increasing suffixes in the verb 

stem? (iii) Do co-occurring suffixes have the same range of polysemous meanings 

as they do when they occur separately? (iv) Do the same constraints on the co-

occurrence of objects hold in constructions where two suffixes co-occur? These 

questions are among the questions addressed in Chapter 4. 

 

  

                                                
12 Note that in the case of the locative, this property is applicable only to ditransitive verbs. 
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Chapter 4 

Co-occurrence of valence-increasing suffixes 

In this chapter, I address the question of which valence-increasing suffixes can co-

occur and what classes of verb roots can combine with each set of suffixes. I 

investigate the meanings associated with suffixes that co-occur and the 

compositional pathway involved in the derivation of each meaning. Also, I answer 

the question of whether the meaning of a verb that is derived from combining 

with two suffixes can be predicted from the meaning of its component parts. In 

conncection with syntax, I examine the number of arguments each set of suffixes 

can add to the valence of the verb and the order of these arguments in the 

construction. In addition, I investigate whether the principles that govern the 

mapping and realization of arguments in constructions where only one suffix 

occurs on a verb can be extended to constructions where two or more suffixes are 

added to a verb stem. 

 The chapter is divided into six sections. Section 4.1 is concerned with the 

constraints on the co-occurrence of valence-increasing suffixes. Section 4.2 deals 

with the co-occurrence of the suffixes CAUS + INST. Section 4.3 is concerned with 

the co-occurrence of LOC + INST. It is followed by Section 4.4 which is focused on 

the co-occurrence of LOC + BEN. Section 4.5 is about the co-occurrence of BEN + 

INST, and is followed by a summary of the chapter in Section 4.6. 

4.1 Constraints on co-occurring valence-increasing suffixes 

Although there are four valence-increasing suffixes in Temne, only six 

combinatorial possibilities exist. Out of these six possible combinations, only four 
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are realized; they are CAUS + INST, LOC + BEN, LOC + INST and BEN + INST. The 

combinations *CAUS + LOC, and *CAUS + BEN are disallowed. Table 37 shows the 

permissible (+) and impermissible (-) combinations of valence-increasing 

suffixes. The verb suffixes listed in the columns are the first suffixes that appear 

after the verb; the second suffixes are listed in the rows. 

Table 37. Combination of valence-increasing suffixes 

 
 CAUS LOC BEN INST 

CAUS - * * + 

LOC  - + + 

BEN   - + 

INST    - 

Table 37 also indicates that no valence-increasing suffix can be repeated; this 

means that we cannot have two locative, causative, instrumental or benefactive 

morphemes in the same verb stem. 

Valence-increasing suffixes in Temne occur in a fixed order, which may 

be described by means of morphological templates. The templates consist of 

“slots” that specify the position that is occupied by each suffix. In (178), I 

illustrate these templates. 

(178) a. Verb + CAUS + INST 

b. Verb + LOC + INST 

c. Verb + LOC + BEN 

d. Verb + BEN + INST 

Example (179) illustrates the template shown in (178a) above. 

(179) a. -bk     mu n -tl 
  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink NC3:DEF-medicine 

‘The woman drank the medicine.’ 
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b. -bk     mu n-s-n 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-CAUS-INST 

 

  -wath   -tl   k--bep 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-medicine NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The woman made the child drink the medicine with a spoon.’ 

‘The woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child drink the 

medicine.’ 

 

c. *-bk    mu n-n-s 

  NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-INST-CAUS 

 

-wath   -tl   k--bep 

  NC1:DEF-child  NC3:DEF-medicine NC2-INDEF-spoon 

Intended meanings: 

‘The woman made the  child drink the medicine with a spoon.’ 

‘The woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child drink the 

medicine.’ 

The verb mu nsn ‘X drinks Y using I’ in (179b) is derived from the verb stem 

mun ‘X drinks Y’. In this example (179b), the causative and instrumental suffixes 

co-occur in the order CAUS + INST, and the sentence is grammatical. The new 

participants are the causer argument A bk ‘woman’ that is the subject and the 

applied object kbep ‘spoon’ that is the instrument. The participant X wath 

‘child’ is the causee and is the primary object. In example (179c), the order of the 

two suffixes is reversed; the instrumental precedes the causative (*INST + CAUS), 

yielding an ungrammatical sentence. Thus, examples (179b) and (179c) indicate 

that the causative suffix and the instrumental applicative occur only in the order 

CAUS + INST. 

 Example (180) illustrates the template in (178b) which is schematized as 

verb + LOC + INST. 
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(180) a. -key    key -pla 
NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF steal NC3:DEF-rice 

‘The thief stole (bags) of rice.’ 

 

b.  -key    key-r-n   

NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF steal-LOC-INST 

 

   -bk   -pla  -lri  
   NC1:DEF-woman  NC3:DEF-rice NC3:INDEF-lorry 

 ‘The thief used a lorry to steal (bags of) rice from the woman.’ 

c.  *-key    key-n-r   

NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF steal-INST-LOC 

 

   -bk   -pla  -lri  
   NC1:DEF-woman  NC3:DEF-rice NC3:INDEF-lorry 

 Intended meaning: 

 ‘The thief used a lorry to steal (bags of) rice from the woman.’ 

The verb keyrn ‘X steals Y from L using I’ in (180) is derived from the verb 

stem key ‘X steals Y’. In (180b), the locative and the instrumental applicatives 

co-occur in the order LOC + INST, and the sentence is grammatical. The applied 

objects are L bk ‘woman’, which is the SOURCE and I lri  ‘lorry’, which is the 

INSTRUMENT. In (180c), the locative and instrumental applicatives co-occur in the 

order INST + LOC, and the sentence is ungrammatical. The contrast in 

grammaticality between (180b) and (180c) demonstrates that the locative and 

instrumental applicatives co-occur only in the order LOC + INST. 

Example (181) illustrates the morphological template verb + LOC + BEN 

shown in (178c). 

(181) a. -wath    thi la -lop 

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell NC7:INDEF-fish 

 ‘The child sold some fish.’ 
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b.  -wath    thi la-r- mi    

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

   -them   -lo p 

   NC1:DEF-old man NC7:INDEF-fish 

‘The child sold some fish to the old man for me.’ 

 

c.  *-wa th    thi la--r mi  

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

   -them   -lo p 

   NC1:DEF-old man NC7:INDEF-fish 

Intended meaning: ‘The child sold some fish to the old man for 

me.’ 

The verb thi lar ‘X sells Y to L for W’ is derived from the verb stem thi la ‘X 

sells Y’. In (181b), the locative and the benefactive applicative co-occur in the 

order LOC + BEN and the sentence is grammatical. The applied object expressed by 

the object marker mi  is L and is the GOAL, while the applied object W them ‘old 

man’ is the BENEFICIARY. In (181c), the locative and benefactive applicatives co-

occur in the order BEN + LOC in the same verb stem thi la ‘X sells Y’, but the 

sentence is ungrammatical. The constrast in grammaticality between (181b) and 

(181c) provides evidence that the locative and benefactive applicatives co-occur 

only in the order LOC + BEN. 

 Like the locative and benefactive applicatives, the instrumental and 

benefactive also co-occur in a fixed order, expressed by the template verb + BEN + 

INST in (178d). Example (182b) illustrates this template. 

(182) a. -wath    yak -ft 
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash NC3:DEF-pot 

 ‘The child washed the pot.’ 
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b.  -wath    yak-n  

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN:INST  

 

  -bk  -ft  m--soda  
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-pot NC10-INDEF-caustic.soda 

‘The child washed the pot for the woman using caustic soda 

(soap).’ 

 

c.  *-wa th    yak-n-  

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-INST-BEN  

 

  -bk  -ft  m--soda  
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-pot NC10-INDEF-caustic.soda 

Intended meaning: ‘The child washed the pot for the woman 

using caustic soda (soap).’ 

The derived verb yakn ‘X washes Y for W using I’in (182b) is derived from the 

basic verb yak ‘X washes Y’. In this example, the instrumental and benefactive 

suffixes co-occur in the order INST + BEN and the sentence is grammatical. In 

(182b), the applied objects are W bk ‘woman’ that is the beneficiary and I 

msoda ‘causatic soda soap’ that is the instrument. In (182c), the order of the 

instrumental and benefactive applicatives is reversed and the sentence is 

ungrammatical, indicating that the benefactive and instrumental applicatives do 

not co-occur in the order *INST + BEN. To sum up, examples (179-182) 

demonstrate that valence-increasing suffixes in Temne occur in a fixed order that 

is best described by morphological templates. 

In the following sections, I examine each set of co-occurring suffixes, 

pointing out the meanings of the derived verbs and their compositional pathway. I 

also identify the verbs that are compatible and incompatible with each and the 

principles that determine the order in which grammatical relations are assigned to 

participant roles. 
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4.2 Co-occurrence of CAUS + INST 

When the causative and instrumental applicative co-occur, two arguments are 

introduced to the clause; they are the causer argument A and the instrument I. 

Like the causative on its own, the combination of the two suffixes with a verb has 

the syntactic effect of demoting the subject X of the basic verb to an object 

position. The set of suffixes CAUS + INST co-occurs with intransitive and transitive 

verbs, but not with ditransitive verbs. The following example illustrates an 

intransitive-based CAUS + INST construction. 

(183) a. -wath    di r 
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sleep 

‘The child slept.’ 

 

 b. -ya     dir-s-n   

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF sleep-CAUS-INST  

 

    -wath   m--sth 

NC1:DEF-child  NC10-INDEF-tricks 

‘The old woman used tricks (as a means) to make the child sleep.’ 

 

Example (183a) illustrates the basic verb di r ‘X sleeps’ and (183b) illustrates the 

derived verb di rsn ‘A causes X to sleep using I’, where the participant X 

wath ‘child’ that is the subject of the basic verb is demoted to the primary object. 

The added participant A ya ‘old woman’ that is the causer argument becomes the 

subject of the causative construction, while the applied object msth ‘tricks’ that 

is I maps onto the secondary object. 

 Example (184) illustrates a CAUS + INST construction that is derived from 

the transitive verb di  ‘X eats Y’. 
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(184) a. -wath     di  -fufu 
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC7:INDEF-fufu 

‘The child ate fufu.’ 

 

b. -ya     di -s-n -wath  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -fufu   k--bep 

   NC7:INDEF-fufu NC2-INDEF-spoon 

  ‘The woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child eat fufu.’ 

  ‘The woman made the child use a spoon to eat fufu.’ 

The derived verb di sn ‘A causes X to eat Y using I’ in (184b) is derived from 

the verb stem di  ‘X eats Y’. In this example, the new participant A ya ‘old 

woman’ that is the causer argument is the subject and the applied object kbep 

‘spoon’ is the tertiary object. The participant X wath ‘child’ that is the subject of 

the basic verb is demoted to the primary object, while the participant Y fufu 

‘fufu’ is the secondary object. As indicated in the gloss, this example has two 

interpretations. In one case, the instrument kbep ‘spoon’ is used by the causer 

argument A as a means to get the participant X wath ‘child’ eat Y fu fu. The 

second interpretation maintains that the instrument is used by the participant X as 

a tool to eat Y. These two readings will be examined in detail in the Section 4.2.1. 

4.2.1 Semantics of CAUS + INST 

In general, most verbs that are derived from combining with co-occurring 

valence-increasing suffixes are semantically compositional. The term 

“compositionality” is used here in the sense of Beck & Mel’c uk (2011): “A 

complex sign AB is compositional if and only if AB = A ⊕ B, which means that 

the meaning of AB is a regular sum of the meanings of A and B” (p 180). Thus, 
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the term “compositionality”, as used here, “is a binary distinction: AB either is or 

is not the linguistic union of A and B” (p. 181). 

In this chapter, I describe the derivation of the composite meaning of each 

derived verb in terms of a tree diagram in the sense of Langacker (1987). 

Following Langacker (1987), each tree diagram comprises three primary 

structures and three relationships. In this chapter, I use lower case letters [a, b, c, 

d, e] to represent these structures. In each structure, the variables [a] and [b] 

represent a component structure, and are combined to derive the composite 

meaning represented by [c]. The derivation moves upwards in the tree, from the 

most basic to the most complex. Similarly, in a three-layer structure, the variables 

[c] and [d] are each component structures that are combined to derive the 

composite meaning [e]. The component structures [a] and [b], and [c] and [d] 

establish a “horizontal correspondence” of “integration”, while  a -[c] and [b]-[d] 

(i.e., the vertical correspondences) establish the compositional relationship. Thus, 

following Langacker (1987), the structure  ab  is the “expected” outcome of the 

“integrative relationship”. This means that the content of the structure [ab] is the 

sum of [a] and [b]. With this in view, I now consider the derivation of the 

composite meaning of a verb that is combined with the suffix CAUS + INST. 

 When a verb stem is combined with the suffixes CAUS + INST, two 

meanings are realized, as seen in example (184b). I refer to these meanings as the 

I-in-E2 schema and the I-in-E1 schema. In the I-in-E2 schema, ‘A performs E1 

causing X to perform E2 (on Y), using I’, the instrument is used by the participant 

X(causee) to perform E2. This schema captures the meaning of CAUS + INST 
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constructions like ‘the woman made the child use a spoon to eat fufu’, illustrated 

in example (184b). In what I refer to as the I-in-E1 schema ‘A performs E1 using I, 

causing X to perform E2 (on Y)’, the instrument is used by the participant A (i.e., 

the causer argument) to perform E1. This schema captures the meaning of CAUS + 

INST constructions like ‘the woman used a tool/means to make the child eat fufu’. 

 There are two slightly different compositional pathways involved in the 

derivation of these two schemas. Figure 13 represents the ordered compositional 

pathway involved in the derivation of the I-in-E2 schema. 

     [e] 

Verb + CAUS + INST 

‘A performs E1 causing X to perform E2 (on Y) using I’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

      verb + CAUS  +          INST -n 
‘A performs E1 causing X to perform E2 (on Y)’ ‘using I’ (schema I2) 

 

[a]        [b] 

verb root  +  CAUS -s 

‘X performs E2 (on Y)’  ‘A performs E1, causing E2’ 

 

Figure 13. Compositional pathway of schema I-in-E2 

As indicated in Figure 13, to derive schema I-in-E2, structure [a] (i.e., the meaning 

of the verb root) is combined with the meaning of the causative suffix (i.e., 

structure [b]), resulting in the derived meaning ‘A performs E1 causing X to 

perform E2 (on Y)’, identified in Figure 13 as structure [c]. This meaning (i.e., 

structure [c] is then combined with schema I2 of the instrumental applicative, 

which is identified as structure [d]. Note that schema I2 [X performs E, using I] is 

the only schema of the instrumental applicative that combines with the meaning 
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of the causativized verb. The combination of the causative schema (i.e., structure 

[c]) and schema I2 of the instrumental applicative (i.e., structure [d]) yields the 

composite meaning ‘A performs E1 causing X to perform E2 (on Y), using I’, 

which is identified as structure [e] in Figure 13. This meaning is illustrated in 

example (185). 

(185) a. -wath     di  -fufu 
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC7:INDEF-fufu 

‘The child ate fufu.’ 

 

b. -ya     di -s -wath  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -fufu 
NC7:INDEF-fufu 

  ‘The woman made the child eat fufu.’ 

  ‘The woman fed the child fufu.’ 

 

c. -ya     di -s-n -wath  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -fufu   k--bep 

   NC7:INDEF-fufu NC2-INDEF-spoon 

(i) ‘The woman made the child use a spoon to eat fufu.’ 

(ii) ‘The woman used a spoon to make the child eat fufu.’ 

Example (185a) illustrates the bare verb. The derived verb di s ‘A causes X to eat 

Y in (185b) is derived from the verb stem di  ‘X eats Y’. In this example (185b), 

the causative suffix is combined with the verb resulting in the derivation of the 

meaning of a causativized verb schematized as ‘A performs E1 causing X to 

perform E2 (on Y)’. This schema is then combined with schema I2 ‘ X performs 

E  using I’ of the instrumental applicative in (185c), resulting in the derivation of 

schema I-in-E2, ‘A performs E1 causing X to perform E2 (on Y), using I’, which 

captures number (i) in example (185c). 
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In addition to schema I-in-E2, combining the suffixes CAUS + INST with a 

verb yields yet another meaning, which I schematize as ‘A performs E1 using I 

causing X to perform E2 (on Y)’. I refer to this meaning as schema I-in E1, and 

Figure 14 illustrates the compositional pathway involved in the derivation this 

schema. 

     [e] 

Verb + CAUS + INST 

‘A performs E1 using I, causing X to perform E2 (on Y)’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

      verb + INST  +          CAUS -s 

‘X performs E2 (on Y) using I’ A performs E1, causing E2 

 

[a]        [b] 

verb root  +  INST -n 
‘X performs E2 (on Y)’  ‘using I’ (schema I2) 

Figure 14. Compositional pathway of schema I-in-E1 

As shown in Figure 14, to derive schema I-in-E1, structure [a] (i.e., the meaning of 

the verb root) is combined with schema I2 of the instrumental applicative (i.e., 

structure [b]), resulting in the derived meaning ‘A performs E (on Y) using I’, 

identified in Figure 14 as structure [c]. This meaning (i.e., structure [c] is then 

combined with the meaning of a causativized verb, ‘A performs E1, causing E2’, 

which is identified as structure [d], yielding the composite meaning ‘A performs 

E1 using I, causing X to perform E2 (on Y)’, which is identified as structure  e  in 

Figure 14. This schema captures number (ii) in example (185c). 
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4.2.2. Combination of CAUS + INST with a verb root 

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated that out of the 300 verbs in the sample, 44 

(14.6%) co-occur with the causative suffix and all of these verbs also co-occur 

with the instrumental applicative when it appears alone on a verb. Out of the 44 

verbs listed in Table XV in the appendix that co-occur with the causative and 

instrumental applicative, only the 9 verbs listed in Table 38 co-occur with both 

suffixes when they are combined. 

Table 38. Verbs that co-occur with CAUS + INST 

 
root gloss root + CAUS + INST  gloss 

bal X marries Y ba l-s-n A uses I as a means to make X marry Y 

chis X is inebriated chis-s-n A causes X to be inebriated with I 

di X eats Y di-s-n Using I as a means A causes X to eat Y/ 

A causes X to eat Y using I 

dir X sleeps dir-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to sleep/ 

A causes X to sleep using I/ 

X seduces Y by means of I 

kul X cries kuli-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to cry  

kth X walks kth--n Using I as a means, A causes X to walk/ 

A causes X to walk using I as a tool 

lap X is ashamed lap-s-n A causes X to feel ashamed about I (I’s bad 

behaviour) 

mta X dives mta-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to dive/ 

A causes X to dive using I 

yir X sits down yir-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to sit down/ 

A causes X to sit down with I 

Out of the verbs listed in Table 38, only the verb la p ‘X is ashamed of Y’ is 

incompatible with the instrumental applicative on its own. In this case, the 

variable I is not an instrument, but a motive, which implies that the meaning of 

the derived verb laps ‘A causes X to feel ashamed about I’ is non-compositional. 

The remaining verbs in Table 38 combine with the causative or instrumental 

applicative when each suffix occurs separately. 
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In addition, with the exception of the derived verbs la psn ‘A causes X 

to feel ashamed about I’ and di rsn ‘A seduces X by means of I’ (based on the 

verb stem di r ‘X sleeps’), all other derived verbs in Table 38 are compositional. 

The derived verbs di rsn  ‘X seduces Y using I’ is idiosyncratic semantically; 

hence, it drops the causative schema, maintaining only schema I2 ‘[X performs E] 

using I’ of the instrumental applicative. Thus, strictly speaking, the extended 

meaning of the derived verb di rsn  ‘X seduces Y using I’ is not fully 

compositional, as it lacks the causative schema, which is consistent with the 

findings in this study that non-compositional meanings are inherited from one of 

the two base + suffix combination. 

Some of the verbs that combine with both the causative and the 

instrumental applicative when each suffix appears alone on a verb do not combine 

with the two suffixes when they co-occur. These verbs are listed in Table XVII in 

the appendix. As far as I know, there is no semantic, morphological or syntactic 

reason that blocks the co-occurrence of these verbs with the causative and 

instrumental applicative. Therefore, I attribute their failure to combine with CAUS 

+ INST to idiosyncratic lexical restrictions. 

4.2.3 Mapping and argument realization in a CAUS + INST construction 

As in constructions where only a single valence-increasing suffix is attached to 

the verb, the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy determine the 

order in which grammatical relations are assigned to participant roles in a CAUS + 

INST construction. In addition, the prominence hierarchy blocks certain 
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semantically plausible CAUS + INST constructions. I will examine each of these 

principles in the following sub-sections. 

4.2.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a CAUS + INST construction 

In a homogeneous object CAUS + INST construction, the participant hierarchy is A 

» X » Y » I. This means that the participant A that is the causer argument is the 

subject, and the demoted subject X of the basic verb is the primary object. In a 

transitive-based CAUS + INST construction, the participant Y is the secondary 

object, and I is the tertiary object. Thus, the element to the extreme left on the 

hierarchy is assigned the highest open grammatical relation (subject), while the 

participant to the extreme right maps onto the lowest grammatical relation. The 

following example illustrates the participant hierarchy in an intransitive-based 

homogeneous object CAUS + INST construction. 

(186) a. -wath     kul 
NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF cry 

‘The child cried.’ 

 

 b. -bk     kuli -s-n  -wath  

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF cry-CAUS-INST  NC1:DEF-child 

 

   k--shth 
   NC2-INDEF-cane 

‘The woman used a cane to make the child cry.’ 

The derived verb kuli sn ‘A causes X to cry using I’ is derived from the verb 

stem kul ‘X cries’. In example (186b), the participant bk ‘woman’ is the 

subject, the demoted subject wath ‘child’ of the basic verb is the primary object. 

The participant I kshth ‘cane’ is the secondary object. Thus, the participant 

hierarchy is A » X » I. 
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 In a transitive-based CAUS + INST construction, the participant Y is the 

secondary object and I is the tertiary object, as illustrated in (187b). 

(187) a. -wath     di  -fufu 
NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat NC7:INDEF-fufu 

‘The child ate fufu.’ 

 

 b. -ya     di -s-n -wath  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -fufu   k--bep 

   NC7:INDEF-fufu NC3-INDEF-spoon 

‘The old woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child eat 

fufu.’ 

‘The old woman made the child use a spoon (as a tool) to eat fufu.’ 

The derived verb di sn ‘A causes X to eat Y using I’ is derived from the verb 

stem di  ‘X eats Y’. In (187b), the participant X wath ‘child’ is the primary 

object, Y fufu ‘fufu’ is the secondary object, I kbep ‘spoon’ is the tertiary object, 

A ya is the subject, and the participant hierarchy is A » X » Y » I. Thus, the 

participant I can be in one of two grammatical relations and the difference in 

reading has no effect on the participant hierarchy or the order of the objects. 

4.2.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a CAUS + INST construction 

In heterogeneous object CAUS + INST constructions, the precedence hierarchy 

plays a part in determining the order in which grammatical relations are assigned 

to participants. In this case, the arguments that are expressed as object markers are 

closer to the verb than the nominal objects. This implies that the participant roles 

corresponding to the object markers are assigned higher grammatical relations 

than the participant roles corresponding to the nominal objects, as demonstrated 

by the examples in (188). 
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(188) a. -ya     di -s-n -wath 

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC1:DEF-child 

 

   -fufu   k--bep 

   NC7:INDEF-fufu NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The old woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child eat 

fufu.’ 

‘The old woman made the child use a spoon to eat fufu.’ 

 

 b. -ya     di -s-n yi  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC7.OBJ 

 

   -wath   k--bep 

   NC1:DEF-child  NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The old woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child eat 

it.’ 

  ‘The old woman made the child use a spoon to eat it (fufu).’ 

 c. -ya     di -s-n k  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST NC1.OBJ 

 

   ki   -fufu 
   NC2.OBJ NC7:INDEF-fufu 

‘The old woman used it (as a means) to make him/her eat fufu.’ 

  ‘The old woman made him/her use it to eat fufu.’ 

The derived verb di sn ‘A causes X to eat Y using I’ is derived from the verb 

stem di  ‘X eats Y’. In (188b), which illustrates a homogeneous object CAUS + INST 

construction, Y fufu ‘fufu’ maps onto the secondary object, X wath ‘child’ is the 

primary object and I kbep ‘spoon’ is the tertiary object. However, in the 

heterogeneous object CAUS + INST construction in (188b) Y, expressed as the 

object marker yi , is the primary object, while X wath ‘child’ and I kbep ‘spoon’ 

that are nominal arguments are the secondary object and tertiary object 

respectively. 
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Similarly, in (188c) both X and I that are expressed as object markers are 

assigned higher grammatical relations than Y that is a nominal object. Thus, the 

examples in (188) indicate that there is no one-to-one mapping between 

participant roles and grammatical relations, and the precedence hierarchy governs 

the order in which participant roles are assigned to grammatical relations. 

4.2.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a CAUS + INST construction 

It is impossible to illustrate the prominence hierarchy in a CAUS + INST 

construction. This is because constructions that could have been used to illustrate 

the prominence hierarchy also violate the participant hierarchy. Therefore, it is 

difficult to say that any particular CAUS + INST construction is blocked only by the 

prominence hierarchy. 

4.2.4 Summary of the co-occurrence of CAUS + INST 

The set of suffixes CAUS + INST is compatible with only 9 verbs even though 44 

verbs in the sample are compatible with both the causative and the instrumental 

applicative when each appears alone on a verb. In terms of syntax, I showed that 

combining CAUS + INST with a verb has the syntactic effect of adding two 

arguments A and I to the clause, and demoting the participant X that is the subject 

of the basic verb to an object position. The set of suffixes CAUS + INST is 

compatible with transitive and intransitive verbs. However, like the causative 

suffix ditransitive verbs are not compatible with CAUS + INST. 

 In connection with the semantics of CAUS + INST, the study indicates that a 

causativized verb predictably takes only schema I2 ‘[X performs E] using I’ of the 
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instrumental applicative, resulting in two closely related meanings. In what I refer 

to as the I-in-E1 meaning, the instrument is used by the participant A to perform 

E1, while in the I-in-E2 meaning, the instrument is used by the participant X to 

perform E2. Two of the derived verbs di rsn ‘X seduces Y using I’ and 

lapsn ‘A causes X to feel ashamed about I’ have assumed idiosyncratic 

meanings and are non-compositional. 

In terms of the relative ranking of arguments, evidence from homogeneous 

object CAUS + INST constructions indicates that the causer argument A ranks 

higher than X, which in turn ranks higher than Y, and Y also ranks higher than I. 

Thus, the participant hierarchy in a homogeneous object CAUS + INST construction 

is A » X » Y » I, which is consistent with the hierarchy I proposed in Chapter 3 

based on the relative ranking of X(causee) and Y, and Y and I. Finally, in 

heterogeneous object CAUS + INST constructions, there is evidence that the 

precedence hierarchy determines the mapping and realization of post-verbal 

arguments. 

4.3 Co-occurrence of LOC + INST 

When the applicative morphemes LOC + INST are combined with a verb, the 

valence of the verb is increased by two applied objects L and I. The applied object 

L corresponds to the participant role of LOC, GOAL or SOURCE, while the 

participant I corresponds to the role of INSTRUMENT. The set of applicatives LOC + 

INST is compatible with transitive and intransitive verbs, but not ditransitive verbs. 

Example (189) illustrates an intransitive-based LOC + INST construction. 
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(189) a. -langba     yi r 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

‘The man sat down.’ 

 

 b. -langba     yi r-r-n k--soy 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC-INST NC2-DEF-horse 

 

    -fs 
    NC3:INDEF-strength 

 ‘The man sat on the horse with strength.’ 

 

The derived verb yi rrn ‘X sits down on Y with I’ in (189) is derived from the 

verb stem yi r ‘X sits down’. In this example where the locative and instrumental 

applicatives co-occur, two applied objects are added to the clause, L ksoy ‘horse’ 

and I fs ‘strength’. The participant L is the primary object and I is the 

secondary object. 

Example (190b) illustrates a transitive-based LOC + INST construction. 

(190) a.  -wath    lm -sar 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-stone 

‘The child threw the stone.’ 

 

 b. -wath    lm-r-n  -bmp 

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC-INST NC7:DEF-bird 

 

   -sar   -fak 

NC3:DEF-stone  NC3:INDEF-sling 

  ‘The child threw the stone at the birds using a sling.’ 

The derived verb lmrn ‘X throws Y with I’ in (190) is derived from the verb 

stem lm ‘X throws Y’. In (190b) where LOC + INST are attached to the transitive 

verb stem lm ‘X throws Y’, the applied object L bmp ‘birds’ and I fak ‘sling’ 

are introduced to the clause and are assigned the participant role of GOAL and INST 

respectively. Thus, in the intransitive and transitive-based LOC + INST 
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constructions, the applicatives LOC + INST add the applied objects L and I to the 

valence of the verb. Also, like the suffixes CAUS + INST, the pair of suffixes LOC + 

INST does not combine with ditransitive verbs. 

4.3.1. Semantics of LOC + INST 

In chapter 3, I showed that when the locative applicative alone is combined with a 

verb any one of the three schemas associated with the locative applicative is 

instantiated in the meaning of the derived verb. These schemas are L3 ‘[X 

performs E] at L’, schema L4 ‘[X performs E] directed towards L’ and schema L5 

‘[X perfoms E] directed away from L’. Which one of the locative schemas is used 

with a particular verb in the LOC + INST construction is determined by which of the 

locative schemas appears with the verb when it combines with the locative alone. 

When the locative applicative co-occurs with the instrumental applicative, one of 

these three locative schemas combines with schema I2 ‘[X performs E] using I’ of 

the instrumental applicative. I refer to the different LOC + INST schemas as L3-I2, 

L4-I2 and L5-I2. 

 Schema L3-I2 of the LOC + INST construction may be formulated as ‘X 

performs E at L, using I’. Figure 15 illustrates the compositional pathway 

involved in the derivation of this schema. 

 

 

 

 

[e] 
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Verb root + schema L3 + schema I2 

    ‘X performs E located at L, using I’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema L3 + INST -n 
   ‘X performs E located at L’  ‘using I’ 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  LOC -r  

‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘located at L’ (schema L3) 

Figure 15. Compositional pathway of schema L3-I2 

The first layer of the compositional pathway involves the combination of the 

meaning of the basic verb (i.e., structure [a]) with schema L3 ‘located at L’ of the 

locative applicative, which is identified as structure [b] in Figure 15. In the second 

layer, the meaning of the derived locative verb, identified as structure [c], is 

combined with schema I2 ‘[X performs E] using I’ (i.e., structure [d]) of the 

instrumental applicative, yielding the composite meaning ‘[X performs E] at L, 

using I’ that is identified as structure  e . Example (191) illustrates this schema of 

the LOC + INST construction. 

(191) a. -langba     yi r 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

‘The man sat down.’ 

 

 b. -langba     yi r-r  -kuma  
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC  NC3:DEF-box 

 ‘The man sat on the box.’ 
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 c. -langba     yi r-r-n -kuma  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC-INST NC3:DEF-box 

 

    t--gbrka 
    NC6-INDEF-crutches 

 ‘The man sat on the box using crutches. 

The verb yi rrn ‘X sits down on L using I’ in (191b) is derived from the verb 

stem yi r ‘X sits down’. This example (191b) illustrates schema L3, which is 

derived from combining the verb yi r ‘X sits down’ with the locative applicative. 

Example (191c) where the locative and instrumental applicative co-occur on the 

verb is a sum of the meaning of both schema L3 of the locative applicative and 

schema I2 of the instrumental applicative. The applied object L, which is 

expressed by the nominal kuma ‘box’, is assigned the participant role of 

LOCATION. 

 Another schema of the locative suffix is identified as L4-I2 which states 

‘[X performs E] directed at L, using I’. Figure 16 illustrates the compositional 

pathway of this schema. 
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[e] 

Verb root + schema L4 + schema I2 

    ‘X performs E directed at L, using I’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema L4 + INST -n 
   ‘X performs E directed at L’  ‘using I’ 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  LOC -r 

‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘directed at L’ (schema L4) 

Figure 16. Compositional pathway of schema L4-I2 

The first layer of the derivation involves the combination of the verb root with 

schema L4 ‘directed at L’ of the locative applicative. This derivation yields 

schema L4 ‘[X performs E] directed at L’ of the locative applicative. Schema L4 

is then combined with schema I2 ‘[X performs E] using I’ of the instrumental 

applicative, resulting in the derivation of schema L4-I2 ‘[X performs E] directed 

towards L, using I’. Like schema L3-I2, this schema is predictably derived from 

the component meaning of the derived verbs. Example (192b) illustrates this 

schema. 

(192) a. -langba    lm -sar 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-stone 

‘The man threw the stone’ 

 

b. -langba    lm-r  -bmp 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC NC7:INDEF-bird 

 

   -sar 

   NC3:DEF-stone 

  ‘The man threw a stone at the birds.’ 
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c. -langba    lm-r-n     -bmp 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC-INST    NC7:INDEF-bird 

 

   -sar   -lanth 

   NC3:DEF-stone  NC3:INDEF-sling 

  ‘The man threw a stone at the birds with a sling.’ 

The derived verb lmrn ‘X throws Y using I’ in (192) is derived from the verb 

stem lm ‘X throws Y’. In (192b), the locative suffix is combined with the basic 

verb lm ‘X throws Y’ and the applied object is bmp ‘bird’. In (192c), both the 

locative and the instrumental applicative are combined with the verb lm ‘X 

throws Y’, resulting in the derivation of schema L4-I2. The direction towards 

which the event is directed is expressed by the participant bmp ‘birds’, which is 

assigned the participant role of GOAL. 

The third schema of the derived LOC + INST verb states ‘[X performs E] 

directed away from L, using I’. Figure 17 illustrates the compositional pathway of 

this schema. 

[e] 

Verb root + schema L5 + schema I2 

    ‘X performs E directed away from L, using I’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema L5 +         INST -n 
   ‘X performs E directed away from L’       ‘using I’ 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  LOC -r 

‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘directed away from L’ (schema L5) 

 

Figure 17. Compositional pathway of schema L5-I2 
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As with the other schemas of the derived LOC + INST verb, the derivation of 

schema L5-I2 begins with the combination of the verb root (i.e., structure [a]) in 

Figure 17 with the locative applicative (structure [b]), yielding schema L5 ‘[X 

performs E] directed away from L’, identified as structure [c]. Schema I2 ‘[X 

performs E], using I’ of the instrumental applicative is then added to schema L5 

of the locative applicative, resulting in schema L5-I2 which states ‘[X performs E] 

directed away from L, using I’, identified as structure [e]. Example (193b) 

illustrates this schema of the LOC + INST construction. 

(193) a. -key    key -pla 
NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF steal NC3:DEF-rice 

‘The thief stole (bags) of rice.’ 

 

b.  -key    key-r        -bk  

NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF steal-LOC    NC1:DEF-woman 

 

   -pla 
   NC3:DEF-rice 

 ‘The thief stole (bags of) rice from the woman.’ 

c.  -key    key-r-n   

NC1:DEF-thief NC1.SUBJ:DEF steal-LOC-INST 

 

   -bk   -pla  -lri  
   NC1:DEF-woman  NC3:DEF-rice NC3:INDEF-lorry 

 ‘The thief used a lorry to steal (bags of) rice from the woman.’ 

The verb keyr ‘X steals Y from L’ is derived from the verb stem key ‘X steals Y’. 

Example (193b) combines the basic verb with schema L5 of the locative 

applicative, and the applied object is bk ‘woman’. Example (193c) combines 

schema L5 of the locative applicative and schema I2 of the instrumental 

applicative, resulting in the derivation of schema L5-I2. The applied objects L and 
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I are marked by the participant bk ‘woman’ that is assigned the participant role 

of SOURCE and I lri  ‘lorry’ that is the instrument. 

 To sum up, a verb that is combined with LOC + INST takes either schema L3-

I2, L4-I2 or L5-I2, depending on the verb. The choice of the L-schemas is 

determined by the schema that the verb stem takes with only L. The basic 

difference between these three schemas is based on the type of event and 

participant that is involved in the event. In what I refer to as schema L3-I2, the 

derived verb denotes a static event, and the participant L is a LOCATION. With 

schema L4-I2, the derived verb denotes direction towards L and the participant L 

is assigned the role of GOAL. Finally, with the derived verbs taking schema L5-I2, 

the directionality of the event is away from L, and the participant L is assigned the 

participant role of SOURCE. 

4.3.2 Combination of LOC + INST with a verb root 

Out of the 67 verbs in the sample that combine with both the locative and 

instrumental applicatives, only the 7 verbs in Table 39 combine with both 

applicatives. 

Table 39. Verbs taking LOC + INST 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

gbashi  X takes/lifts up Y gbashi -r-n X takes Y from L using I 

gbip X catches Y gbip-r-n X catches Y from L using I 

ba ni X reclaims Y bani-r-n X reclaims Y from L by means of I 

lm X throws Y lmrn X throws Y at L using I 

yir X sits down yir-r-n X sits down on L with I 

bo k X cries bok-r-n X cries facing L by means of I 

bo ya X donates Y boya-r-n X donates Y to L by means of I 
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The verbs gbashi rn ‘X takes/lifts up Y from L, using I’, gbi pirn ‘X catches Y 

from L, using I’ and ba ni rn ‘X reclaims Y from L by means of I’ take schema 

L5-12. On the other hand, the verbs lmrn ‘X throws Y at L, using I’, bsrn 

‘X digs out Y towards L, using I’ and bokrn ‘X cries facing L by means of I’ 

and boyarn ‘X donates Y to L by means of I’ take schema L4-I2, while the verb 

yi rrn ‘X sits on L, using I’ takes schema L3-I2. The specific schema of L in 

the combination verb + LOC + INST is the schema that surfaces when only the 

locative applicative is combined with the verb. 

In addition to the verbs in Table 39 are the verbs ffrn ‘X rebukes L’ 

derived from the verb stem ff ‘X says Y’ and the verb bsrn ‘X undermines 

L’, which also combine with LOC + INST. Syntactically, the derived verb ffrn 

replaces the participant Y of the basic verb with L. It also drops schema I2 of the 

instrumental applicative, maintaining only schema L3 of the locative applicative. 

In other words, the derived verb ffrn ‘X rebukes Y’ has assumed an idiomatic 

meaning that is not a function of all its component parts. Also, the derived verb 

bsrn ‘X undermines L’ drops the object Y of the basic verb and takes the 

locative participant L. This verb also drops schema I2 of the instrumental 

applicative, maintaining only schema L3 of the locative applicative. This means 

that the derived verb bsrn ‘X undermines L’ is not a complete function of its 

component parts. 

 Some verbs take what looks as LOC + INST, but the derived verb expresses 

schema B2 of the benefactive applicative, as illustrated by the following example. 
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(194) a. -karmk    gbal -reka 
NC1:DEF-teacher NC1.SUBJ:DEF write NC3:INDEF-letter 

‘The teacher wrote a letter.’ 

 

 b.  -karmk    gbal-r-n    mi  

NC1:DEF-teacher NC1.SUBJ:DEF write-LOC-INST   1SG.OBJ 

 

-reka 
NC3:INDEF-letter 

‘The teacher wrote a letter for me.’ 

 c.  -karmk    gbal-  mi  

NC1:DEF-teacher NC1.SUBJ:DEF write-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

 

-reka  
 NC3:INDEF-letter 

‘The teacher wrote a letter for me.’ 

In both (194b) and (194c), LOC + INST adds one, but not two applied objects, and 

this applied object is expressed by the object marker mi . The applied object mi  is a 

benefactive object W, rather than a locative L or instrument I. Verb stems in the 

sample that take what looks like LOC + INST, but express schema B2 are listed in 

Table 40 below. 

Table 40. Stems with LOC + INST expressing schema B2 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

bɛmpa X makes Y bɛmpa-r-n X makes Y affecting the interests of W 

bәnkәli X rolls Y bәnkәli-r-n X rolls Y affecting the interests of W 

buli X chisels Y bu li-r-n X chisels Y affecting the interests of W 

gbәk X cuts Y gbәk-r-n X cuts Y affecting the interests of W 

gbal X writes Y gbal--r-n X writes Y affecting the interests of W 

lɔm X talks about Y lɔm-r-n X talks about Y affecting the interests of W 

The verbs in Table 40 have identifiable LOC + INST morphemes even though they 

do not express schema L3-I2 which similar derived verbs often express. 

Synchronically, these verbs are merely idiomatic, yielding only schema B2 of the 

benefactive applicative, which states ‘ X performs E  affecting the interests of 
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W’. Therefore, the verbs listed in Table 40 add to the evidence that the meaning 

of morphologically derived verbs can be non-compositional. 

4.3.3 Mapping and argument realization in a LOC + INST construction 

Like constructions where only the locative or instrumental applicative is attached 

to the verb, the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy determine the 

mapping between participant roles and grammatical relations in a LOC + INST 

construction. In addition, certain semantically plausible LOC + INST constructions 

are blocked if the order of precedence of the participant hierarchy and precedence 

hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy. I will examine each of these 

principles in the following sub-sections. 

4.3.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a LOC + INST construction 

 The participant hierarchy in a LOC + INST construction where all the post-verbal 

arguments are either nominals or object markers is X » L » Y » I, which means 

that the participant X is the subject and L is the primary object. In a transitive-

based LOC + INST construction, Y is the secondary object and it precedes I, the 

tertiary object. Example (195b) illustrates the participant hierarchy in a transitive-

based LOC + INST construction. 

(195) a. -langba    lm -sar 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DFEF-stone 

‘The man threw the stone.’ 

 

b. -langba    lm-r-n     k--yek 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC-INST   NC2-DEF-monkey 

 

   -sar   -lanth 

   NC3:DEF-stone  NC3:INDEF-sling 

  ‘The man threw a stone at the monkey using a sling.’ 
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The derived verb lmrn ‘X throws Y with I’ in (195) is derived from the verb 

stem lm ‘X throws Y’. In example (195b), the participant X langba ‘man’ is the 

subject, L kyek ‘monkey’ is the primary object, Y sar ‘stone’ is the secondary 

object and I lanth ‘sling’ is the tertiary object. Thus, this example indicates that 

in a LOC + INST construction where all the objects are nominals, L maps onto a 

higher grammatical relation than Y. In addition, the participant I maps onto the 

lowest grammatical relation in the construction just as in a homogeneous object 

construction where only the instrumental applicative is attached to the verb. Note 

that ditransitive-based LOC + INST constructions are impossible in Temne. 

4.3.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a LOC + INST construction 

In a heterogeneous object LOC + INST construction, the precedence hierarchy and 

participant hierarchy determine the order in which post-verbal arguments map 

onto grammatical relations. In this case, the objects that are realized as object 

markers and their corresponding participant roles are assigned higher grammatical 

relations than the participant role that is assigned to the nominal objects. Example 

(196b) illustrates a heterogeneous object LOC + INST construction. 

(196) a. -langba     lm -sar 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw NC3:DEF-stone 

‘The man threw the stone.’ 

 

b.  -langba     lm-r-n     k 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC-INST   NC1.OBJ 

 

    -sa r   -lanth 

    NC3:DEF-stone  NC3:INDEF-sling 

 ‘The man threw a stone at him/her with a sling.’ 
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c.  -langba     lm-r-n     i 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC-INST    NC3.OBJ 

 

   k--yek  -lanth 

   NC2-DEF-monkey NC3:INDEF-sling`  

 ‘The man threw it at the monkey using a sling.’ 

 d. -langba     lm-r-n     i 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF throw-LOC-INST    NC3.OBJ 

 

   k--yek  -sa r 

   NC2-DEF-monkey NC3:DEF-stone 

 ‘The man threw a stone at the monkey using it (a sling).’ 

In (196b), the object marker that expresses L is the primary object, while Y sar 

‘stone’ and I lanth ‘sling’ that are expressed by nouns are the secondary object 

and tertiary object respectively. In (196c), Y is expressed by the object marker i  

and is the primary object, while L and I that are expressed as nouns are the 

secondary object and tertiary object respectively. In addition, the participant I can 

be promoted to the primary object if it is expressed by an object marker and L and 

Y are expressed by nominals, as demonstrated (196d). In this example, (196d), the 

object marker i  that expresses I is the primary object, while the nouns that 

express L kyek ‘monkey’ and Y sar ‘stone’ are the secondary object and 

tertiary object respectively. These examples indicate that the grammatical relation 

that is assigned to an object in a LOC + INST construction is not fixed. 

4.3.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a LOC + INST construction 

The prominence hierarchy requires the participants expressed by object markers 

to appear in the order 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. Thus, the sentence ‘the man 
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redeemed him/her from me using it (three shillings)’ is possible in a construction 

with object markers, as in (197b). 

(197) a. -langba    bani   k 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF reclaim NC1.OBJ 

‘The man redeemed him/her.’ 

 

 b. -langba    bani -r-n  mi  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF redeem-LOC-INST 1SG.OBJ 

 

   k  i  
   NC1.OBJ NC3.OBJ 

‘The man redeemed him/her from me using it (three shillings).’ 

In (197b), the participant L is expressed by the object marker mi  and precedes the 

participant Y that is expressed by the object marker k, which in turn precedes the 

participant i  that is the instrument I. Thus, (197b) obeys the prominence 

hierarchy and indicates that the sentence ‘the man redeemed him/her from me 

using it (three shillings)’ is possible in Temne. However, the sentence ‘the man 

redeemed me from him/her using it (three shillings)’ is impossible in a 

construction where post-verbal arguments are expressed by object markers, as the 

ungrammaticality of (198b) indicates. 

(198) a. -langba    bani   mi  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF redeem  1SG.OBJ 

‘The man redeemed me.’ 

 

 b. *-langba    bani -r-n  k 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF redeem-LOC-INST NC2.OBJ 

 

   mi   i  
   1SG.OBJ NC3.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man redeemed me from him/her using it 

(three shillings).’ 
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The object Y of the basic verb in (198a) is expressed by the first person object 

marker mi . In (198b), two applied objects are added to the valence of the verb by 

the locative and instrumental applicatives. The new arguments are L and I and are 

expressed by the third person object marker k and the third person inanimate 

object marker i . Thus, (198b) obeys the participant hierarchy. However, it is still 

ungrammatical because it violates the prominence hierarchy, which bans any LOC 

+ INST construction where the third person animate object marker k outranks the 

first person object marker mi  (i.e., *3ANIM » 1SG). 

4.3.4 Summary of the co-occurrence of LOC + INST 

Out of the 67 verbs that occur with the locative and instrumental applicative when 

each appears alone on a verb, the set of applicatives LOC + INST co-occurs with 7 

verbs in a compositional order. They also occur with six other verbs and these 

verbs take only schema B2 of the benefactive applicative. 

 In connection with semantics, a verb that is combined with LOC + INST 

takes either schema L3-I2, L4-I2 or L5-I2. Also, it is the root + L combination 

that deteremines which schema of L is used in a LOC + INST contruction. In 

addition, the only available schema of I is I2 ‘ X perfoms E  using I’. However, 

some of the derived verbs have assumed idiomatic meanings. 

In terms of syntax, combining the applicatives LOC + INST with a verb has 

the effect of increasing the valence of the verb by two applied objects, L and I. In 

a homogeneous object construction, the applied object L is assigned a higher 

grammatical relation than I. The relative order of L and I in the construction 
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mirrors the compositional pathway involved in the derivation of the composite 

meaning of the derived LOC + INST verb. 

Concerning the mapping and realization of arguments in a LOC + INST 

construction, the study indicates that in a homogeneous object LOC + INST 

construction, the participant hierarchy X » L » Y » I determines the order in 

which participant roles map onto grammatical relations. In the case of 

heterogeneous object LOC + INST constructions, the precedence hierarchy, which 

requires a participant expressed by an object marker to precede a participant that 

is expressed by a nominal, governs the order of the post-verbal arguments in the 

construction. In both homogeneous and heterogeneous object LOC + INST 

constructions, a certain participant can be in one of two grammatical relations. In 

addition, semantically plausible LOC + INST constructions are blocked if the order 

of object markers determined by the participant hierarchy and or precedence 

hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy. 

In addition, the restriction that the participant L must be an object marker 

(OM) in a ditransitive-based locative construction, discussed in Chapter 3, does 

not apply in a LOC + INST construction. This constraint is expected to apply to a 

LOC + INST construction if the constraint is based on the number of objects in the 

construction, since the number of objects in a transitive-based LOC + INST 

construction is the same as in a ditransitive-based locative construction. 

4.4 Co-occurrence of LOC + BEN 

The co-occurrence of the applicatives LOC + BEN on a verb has the syntactic effect 

of adding the applied objects identified as L and W to the valence of the verb. The 
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applied object L may be assigned the participant role of LOCATION, GOAL or 

SOURCE depending on which of these three participant roles it is assigned when it 

combines with the verb stem on its own. Concerning the benefactive applicative, I 

showed that when it occurs alone on a verb, it increases the valence of the verb by 

adding the applied object W, S or I. Sometimes it adds both W and S or W and I 

to the clause. However, when the benefactive and locative applicatives co-occur, 

only the applied object W is added to the clause. 

The set of applicatives LOC + BEN combines only with transitive and 

intransitive verbs. Ditransitive verbs are incompatible with LOC + BEN. Also, it is 

impossible to combine transitive-based LOC + BEN constructions with three 

nominal objects. The following example illustrates a LOC + BEN construction that 

is derived from the intransitive verb yi r ‘X sits down’. 

(199) a. -langba     yi r 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

 ‘The man sat down.’ 

 

b.  -langba     yi r -r-   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC-BEN  

 

   -bk   -bnt 

NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-stool 

 ‘The man sat on the stool for the woman.’ 

The verb yi rr ‘X sits on L affecting the interests of W’ is derived from the basic 

verb yi r ‘X sits down’. In (199b) where LOC + BEN are attached to the verb, the 

valence of the verb is increased by two applied objects L, bnt ‘stool’ that is the 

secondary object and W bk ‘woman’ that is the primary object. The participant 
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L specifies the location of the event described by the predicate, while the 

participant bk ‘woman’ is the entity whose interests are affected by this event. 

 The set of applicatives LOC + BEN also combines with transitive verbs. 

When LOC + BEN combines with a transitive verb, the applied objects L and W are 

also added to the clause, as demonstrated in example (200). 

(200) a. -langba    way -tl   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC3:DEF-medicine 

 ‘The man bought the medicine.’ 

 

 b. -langba    way-r- mi    

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

 

    -chi k   -tl 
  NC1:DEF-stranger NC3:DEF-medicine 

  ‘The man bought the medicine from the stranger for me.’ 

 

 c. -langba    way-r- mi       k 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ      NC1.OBJ 

 

i   

NC3.OBJ 

‘The man bought it (the medicine) from him/her (the stranger) for 

me.’ 

The verb wayr ‘X buys Y from L affecting the interests of W’ is derived from 

the basic verb wa y ‘X buys Y’. In (206), the applied object W, expressed by the 

object marker mi , is the primary object, while L chi k ‘stranger’ is the secondary 

object. The participant Y tl ‘medicine’ is the tertiary object. In (200c) where 

all the post-verbal arguments are expressed by object markers, the participant W 

expressed by the object marker mi  is also the primary object, L expressed by the 

object marker k, is the secondary object, while Y i  is the tertiary object. Thus, in 

both (200b) and (200c), the participant W is the primary object. Ditransitive verbs 
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in the sample of verbs analyzed do not combine with LOC + BEN. Also, no LOC + 

BEN construction derived from a ditransitive verb is found in the corpus or 

accepted during the elicitation tasks. 

4.4.1 Schemas of LOC + BEN 

In Chapter 3, I showed that the locative and the benefactive applicative are 

polysemous suffixes that are associated with closely related schemas. Three of the 

schemas of the locative applicative L3, L4 and L5, are instantiated in the meaning 

of derived verbs. When the locative and benefactive applicatives co-occur in a 

verb, one of these three locative schemas combines with schema B2 of the 

benefactive applicative ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’. Therefore, a 

verb that is combined with LOC + BEN assumes one of the three schemas L3-B2, 

L4-B2 or L5-B2. Figure 18 illustrates the compositional pathway involved in the 

derivation of schema L3-B2. 

[e] 

Verb root + schema L3 + schema B2 

    ‘X performs E at L affecting the interests of W’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema L3 +         BEN - 
  ‘X performs E at L’ ‘affecting the interests of W’ (schema B2) 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  LOC -r 

‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘at L’ (schema L3) 

Figure 18. Compositional pathway of schema L3-B2 

The derivation of schema L3-B2 begins with the combination of the basic verb, 

identified as structure [a] and schema L3 ‘at L’ (i.e., structure [b]), resulting in the 
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derivation of schema L3 of the locative applicative ‘[X performs E] at L’, which 

is identified as structure [c] in Figure 18. The second layer of the derivation 

involves the combination of schema B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of 

W’ of the benefactive applicative (i.e., structure [d]) with schema L3 of the 

locative applicative (i.e., structure c), yielding schema L3-B2 ‘[X performs E] at 

L affecting the interests of W’, identified as structure [e] in Figure 18. The 

meaning of each derived verb that takes schema L3-B2 is a composite function of 

its component parts. Also, in this derivation, the order of the applied objects does 

not mirror the order of the affixes with respect to the verb stem. Example (201) 

illustrates schema L3-B2 of the LOC + BEN. 

(201) a. -wath bra    yi r 
NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

  ‘The girl sat down.’ 

 

 b. -wath bra    yi r-r  -bnt 

NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC  NC3:DEF-stool 

  ‘The girl sat on the stool.’ 

 

 c. -wath bra    yi r-r- -bk  

 NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC-BEN NC1:DEF-stool 

 

    -bnt 

NC3:DEF-stool 

  ‘The girl sat on the stool for the woman.’ 

The verb yi rr ‘X sits down on L for W’ is derived from the verb stem yi r ‘X 

sits down’. In (201b), only the locative applicative -r is combined with the verb 

yi r ‘X sits down’. The added participant is L bnt ‘stool’ and is assigned the 

role of a LOCATION. In example (201c), both the locative and benefactive 

applicatives are combined with the bare verb yi r ‘X sits down’. The participant 
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X wath bra ‘girl’ is the subject. The applied objects are the participant W bk 

‘woman’, which is the BENEFICIARY and L bnt ‘stool’ that is the LOCATION. 

 In addition to schema L3-B2, verbs that combine with the locative and 

benefactive applicative can also take schema L4-B2 which states ‘[X performs E] 

towards L affecting the interests of W’. This schema differs from schema L3-B2 

in the sense that it denotes direction towards L. Figure 19 illustrates the 

compositional pathway involved in the derivation of schema L4-B2. 

[e] 

Verb root + schema L4 + schema B2 

   ‘X performs E towards L affecting the interests of W’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema L4 +         BEN - 
 ‘X performs E towards L’ ‘affecting the interests of W’ (schema B2) 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  LOC -r 

‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘towards L’ (schema L4) 

Figure 19. Compositional pathway of schema L4-B2 

As with the derivation of schema L3-B2, the first layer of the compositional 

pathway of schema L4-B2 involves the combination of the verb root with schema 

L4 ‘towards L’ of the locative applicative, resulting in the derivation of the 

meaning schematized as ‘[X performs E] towards L’, which is identified as 

structure [c] in Figure 19. The second layer of the derivation combines schema B2 

‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’ of the benefactive applicative (i.e., 

structure [d]) with schema L4 of the derived locative verb, identified as structure 

[c]. This combination yields schema L4-B2 ‘[X performs E] towards L affecting 
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the interests of W’. Here too the order of the applied objects does not mirror the 

order in which the affixes are added to the verb stem. Example (202) illustrates 

schema L4-B2 of LOC + BEN. 

(202) a. -wath bra    thm 
NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The child danced.’ 

 

 b. -wath bra    thm-r -langba  
NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-LOC NC1:DEF-man 

  ‘The girl danced towards the man.’ 

 

 c. -wath bra    thm-r-   

 NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-LOC-BEN  

 

    -bk   -la ngba 
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-man 

  ‘The girl danced towards the man for the woman.’ 

The verb thmr ‘X dances towards L for W’ is derived from the basic verb 

thm ‘X dances’. In (202b), only the locative applicative -r is combined with the 

verb thm ‘X dances’. The added participant is L langba ‘man’ and is assigned 

the role of a GOAL. In (202c) both the locative and benefactive applicatives are 

combined with the basic verb thm ‘X dances’. In this example, the participant X 

wathbra  ‘girl’ is the subject, the participant W bk ‘woman’ is the 

BENEFICIARY and the participant L langba ‘man’ is the GOAL. 

The co-occurrence of the locative and the benefactive applicative on a 

verb can also yield schema L5-B2, which states ‘[X performs E] away from L, 

affecting the interests of W’. The basic difference between schema L5-B2 and 

schema L4-B2 or schema L3-B2 is that it denotes direction away from L. Figure 
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20 illustrates the compositional layers involved in the derivation of schema L5-

B2. 

[e] 

Verb root + schema L5 + schema B2 

   ‘X performs E away from L affecting the interests of W’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema L5 +         BEN - 
‘X performs E away from L’  ‘affecting the interests of W’ (schema B2) 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  LOC -r 

‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘away from L’ (schema L5) 

Figure 20. Compositional pathway of schema L5-B2 

The derivation of schema L5-B2 begins with the combination of the basic 

meaning of the verb with schema L5 of the locative applicative, which states 

‘away from L’. The combination of a verb stem with this locative schema results 

in the derivation of schema L5, ‘[X performs E] away from L’ of the derived 

locative verb. This schema is then combined with schema B2 of the benefactive 

applicative ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’, resulting in the 

derivation of schema L5-B2 ‘[X performs E] away from L affecting the interests 

of W’. As with schema L3-B2 and schema L4-B2, the order of the applied objects 

does not reflect the order in which the suffixes are added to the verb stem in the 

derivation of schema L5-B2. Example (203) illustrates schema L5-B2 of LOC + 

BEN. 

(203) a. -them     way k--thnk 
NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC2-DEF-pen 

  ‘The old man bought the pen.’ 
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 b. -them     way-r  -treda 

 NC1:DEF-old man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1:DEF-trader 

 

    k--thnk 
NC1:DEF-pen 

  ‘The old man bought the pen from the trader.’ 

 c. -them    way-r-  k 

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC-BEN  NC1.OBJ 

 

    -treda   k--thnk 
NC1:DEF-trader NC2:DEF-pen 

  ‘The old man bought the pen from the trader for him/her.’ 

The verb wa yr ‘X buys Y from L for W’ is derived from the basic verb way ‘X 

buys Y’. In (203b), only the locative applicative -r is combined with the basic 

verb wa y ‘X buys Y’. In this example, the applied object is L treda ‘trader’ and 

is the SOURCE. In (203c), both the locative and benefactive applicatives are 

combined with the basic verb way ‘X buys Y’, resulting in the addition of the new 

participants W that is expressed by the object marker k and the participant L 

treda ‘trader’ that is the SOURCE. 

In all the derivations of schema L3-B2, L4-B2 and L5-B2 discussed 

above, which one of these three combined schemas a verb stem selects depends 

on which schema the verb stem takes when it combines with the locative 

applicative on its own. Thus, a verb stem selects schema L5-B2 because schema 

L5 is also what the verb stem selects when it combines with the locative 

applicative. Also, the verb selects schema L4-B2 if schema L4 is what the verb 

stem selects when it combines with the locative applicative alone. In addition, the 

verb selects schema L3-B2 if schema L3 is also the schema that the verb stem 

selects when it takes only the locative applicative -r. Each of the three schemas 
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associated with a verb that is combined with LOC + BEN is a composite function of 

the parts of the derived verb. 

 To sum up, when the two applicatives LOC + BEN are combined with a 

verb, the derived verb assumes one of the three schemas L3-B2, L4-B2 or L5-B2. 

The difference in the three schemas is based on the type of event and participant 

that is involved in the event. Schema L3-B2 involves a static event; schema L4-

B2 involves direction towards L, while schema L5-B2 involves direction away 

from L. Thus, the difference in the three schemas of a verb that is combined with 

LOC + BEN corresponds to the variation in the schemas of the locative applicative 

L3, L4 and L5. 

4.4.2 Combination of LOC + BEN with a verb root 

Out of the 101 verbs listed in Table XXI in the appendix that co-occur with the 

locative and benefactive applicatives when each appears alone on a verb, 70 verbs 

combine with the LOC + BEN together, and are listed in Table XXII in the 

appendix. Out of these 70 verbs, 35 are instantiations of the allative schema L4-

B2, and are listed in Table 41. 
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Table 41. Verbs combining with schema L4-B2 

 
root gloss root-LOC 

+BEN 

gloss 

bs X digs out Y bs-r- X digs out Y towards L 

affecting the interests of W 

bth X bursts into tears bth-r- X bursts into tears facing L 

affecting the interests W 

ba ns X is angry bans-r- X is angry at L affecting the 

interests of W 

by X mentions Y by-r- X mentions Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 

bey X belches bey-r- X belches towards L affecting 

the interests of W 

bo k X cries bok-r- X cries facing L affecting the 

interests of W 

bo ya X donates Y boya-r- X donates Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 

bu s X takes off Y bus-r- X takes off Y before L affecting 

the interests of W 

chchi X spreads Y chchi-r- X spreads Y to L affecting the 
interests of W 

cher X lets Y go cher-r-   X X lets Y go in the direction of L 

affecting the interests of W 

chis X is inebriated chis-r- X is inebriated and directs his 

foolish speech at L affecting the 

interests of W 

fitha X throws Y fitha-r- X throws away Y to L affecting 

the interests of W 

gbk X cuts Y gbk-r- X cuts Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

gbnthi X ends Y gbnthi-r- X ends Y in L affecting the 

interests of W 

gbth X yells gbth-r- X yells at L affecting the 

interests of W 

gbal X writes Y gbal-r- X writes Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-r- X climbs Y towards L affecting 

the interests of W 

mi X makes an ugly 

face 
mi-r- X makes an ugly face to L 

affecting the interests of W 

nt X pukes Y nt-r-  X pukes Y towards L affecting 

the interests of W 

t X ascends t-r- X ascends towards L affecting 
the interests of W 

t X minces Y t-r- X minces Y towards L affecting 

the interests of W 

kth X walks kth-r- X walks towards L affecting the 

interests of W 

lk X throws Y lk-r- X throws Y at L affecting the 

interests of W 

lm X says Y lm-r- X says Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 

lm X throws Y lm-r- X throws Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 
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le X sings le-r- X sings Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 

snk X shouts snk-r- X shouts at L affecting the 

interests of W 

sr X coughs sr-r- X coughs towards Y affecting 

the interests of W 

she m X rejects Y she m-r- X rejects Y and the rejection 
targets L affecting the interests 

of W 

ta X closes Y ta-r- X closes Y (e.g., door) in 

direction of L affecting the 

interests of W 

tata X flirts tata-r- X flirts with L affecting the 

interests of W 

thm X dances thm-r- X dances towards L affecting 

the interests of W 

thila X sells Y thila-r- X sells Y to L affecting the 

interests of W 

thuf X spits Y out thuf-r- X spits Y out towards L 
affecting the interests of W 

w X enters Y w-r- X enters Y in the direction L 

affecting the interests of W 

For each derived verb in Table 41, the applied object L corresponds only to the 

participant role GOAL. In addition, all the verbs in Table 41 take only schema L4 

of the locative applicative. 

Out of the 70 verbs that co-occur with LOC + BEN, only the 10 verbs listed 

in Table 42 take the ablative schema L5-B2. For each of these verbs, the applied 

objects can only be W and L, where L is assigned the participant role of SOURCE. 
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Table 42. Verbs combining with schema L5-B2 

 
root gloss root + LOC + BEN gloss 

ba ni X reclaims Y bani-r- X reclaims Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

gbashi  X takes away Y gbashi -r- X takes Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi -r- X retracts Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

key X steals Y key-r- X steals Y from L affecting the 
interests of W 

lmpi  X swoops down on Y lmpi -r- X swoops down on Y from L 

affecting the interests of W 

li X pulls Y li-r- X pulls Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

mnk X hides Y mnk-r X hides Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

thol X begs Y tholi-r- X begs Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

way 

 

yep 

X buys Y 

 
X lends Y from R 

way-r- 
 

yep-r- 

X buys Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 
X lends Y from R affecting the 

interests of W 

yif X asks for Y yif-r- X asks for Y from L affecting the 

interests of W 

The verb root yep in Table 42 is ambiguous and has the English translations ‘lend’ 

and ‘borrow’, and is glossed as ‘X lends Y’ or ‘X borrows Y’. Also, it is both 

mono-transitive and ditransitive just as the verb root yif ‘X asks Y’ or ‘X asks R 

about Y’. The following example illustrates the transitive use of the verb yep ‘X 

borrows’ or ‘X lends Y’. 

(204) -langba    yep  -ruma   

NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF borrow/lend NC3:INDEF-shirt 

 ‘The man borrowed a shirt.’ 

 ‘The man lent a shirt.’ 

In (204), only one post-verbal argument is expressed. Example (205) illustrates 

the ditransitive use of the verb yep ‘X borrows or lends Y to/from R’. 
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(205) -langba    yep  -wath    

NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF borrow/lend NC1:DEF-child  

 

   -ruma 
 NC3:INDEF-shirt 

 ‘The man borrowed a shirt from the child.’ 

 ‘The man lent a shirt to the child.’ 

Examples (205) and (204) indicate that the verb root yep ‘X borrows or lends Y 

(to/from R)’ has two valencies. However, since the set of suffixes LOC + BEN does 

not combine with ditransitive verbs, only the mono-transitive valence form 

combines with the two applicatives. Therefore, the derivation does not involve the 

participant R. 

Example (206) illustrates the derived verb yepr ‘X lends Y to L 

affecting the interests of W’. 

(206) a. -langba    yep  -ruma   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF borrow/lend NC3:INDEF-shirt 

  ‘The man borrowed a shirt.’ 

  ‘The man lent a shirt.’ 

 

 b. -langba    yep-r-  mi    

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF borrow-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

 

 -wath   -ru ma 
NC1:DEF-child  NC3:INDEF-shirt 

‘The man borrowed a shirt for me that was passed onto the child.’ 

When both the locative and benefactive applicative are combined with this verb, 

as in (206b), the derived verb yepr ‘X borrows Y from L affecting the interests 

of W’ assumes schema L5-B2 of the LOC + BEN construction and the participant L 

is assigned the role of SOURCE, as illustrated in (206b). 

 The verbs in Table 43 take only the static schema L3-B2 when they are 

combined with LOC + BEN. In this case, the applied object L can only be assigned 
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the participant role of LOC. Note that these verbs also combine with schema L3 

when the locative applicative -r alone is combined with the verb. 

Table 43. Verbs taking schema L3-B2 

 
root gloss root + LOC + BEN gloss 

dif X kills Y dif-r- X kills Y at L affecting the interests of 

W 

fl X flies fl-r- X hovers in the area L affecting the 

interests of W 

fnth X lies down fnth-r-  X X lies down in or on L affecting the 

interests of W 

gbetha X cuts down Y gbetha-r- X cuts down Y in L affecting the 
interests of W 

kl X pours Y kl-r- X pours Y in L affecting the interests of 

W 

kshi X denies doing 

Y 
kshi-r- X denies doing Y in L affecting the 

interests of W 

rf X stabs Y rf-r- X stabs Y in the presence of L affecting 

the interests of W/ 

X enacts Y affecting the interests of W 

sunt X corks Y sunt-r- X corks Y in the presence of L affecting 

the interests of W 

tk X scolds Y tk-r- X scolds Y in L affecting the interests of 
W 

yir X sits down yir-r- X sits down on Y affecting the interests 

of W 

Some of the verbs that combine with schema L3-B2 have also assumed extended 

meanings that are not fully compositional. These verbs include di fr  ‘X exploits 

Y for W’ derived from the verb stem di f ‘X kills Y’, rfr  ‘X enacts Y affecting 

the interests of W’ derived from the verb stem rf ‘X stabs Y’, flr  ‘X hovers 

over L’ derived from the bare verb fl ‘X flies’, and rfr  ‘X enacts Y affecting 

the interests of W’ derived from the verb stem rf ‘X stabs or plants Y’. In the 

case of the derived verbs flr  ‘X hovers over L’, schema L3 of the locative 

applicative is dropped maintaining only schema B2 of the benefactive applicative. 

On the other hand, the derived verb flr ‘X hovers over Y’ drops schema B2 

‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’, maintaining only schema L2. These 
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idiosyncratic meanings, which are not predictably derived from the combination 

of the verb with the LOC + BEN, are not captured by any of the schemas of the LOC 

+ BEN construction. 

Although LOC + BEN is productive relative to CAUS + INST or LOC + INST, 

not all the verbs that combine with each applicative separately co-occur with the 

two applicative morphemes used together. Table 44 lists those verbs that take 

each applicative separately but do not co-occur with LOC + BEN. 

Table 44. Verbs combining with LOC and BEN, but incompatible with LOC + 

BEN 

 
root gloss root + LOC + BEN 

b X lends Y to R *b-r- 
bl X grows tall *bl-r- 
bli X picks Y *bli-r- 
bnkli  X rolls Y *bnkli-r- 
bek X arrives *bek-r- 
bo  X makes Y (heaps) *bo-r- 
bo r X peels off Y *bor-r- 
bu li X chisels Y *buli -r- 
chen X slaughters Y *chen-r- 
di X eats Y *di-r- 
dir X sleeps in Y *dir-r- 
fshi X crosses Y *fshi-r- 
foy X floats *foy-r- 
gbba X faints *gbba-r- 
gbl X grinds Y *gbl-r- 
gba X hangs Y *gba-r- 
gbali  X lines up Y *gbali -r- 
gbam X creeps *gbam-r- 
gbip X catches Y *gbip-r- 
kantha X closes Y *kantha-r- 
mm X tests Y *mm-r- 
me r X swallows Y *mer-r- 
np X hits Y *np-r- 
ny X withdraws Y *ny-r- 
pl X crowns Y *pl-r- 
py X jumps *py-r- 
she th X builds Y *sheth-r- 
thnthi X extends Y *thnthi-r- 
tu X is sick *tu-r- 
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As far as I know, the verbs in Table 44 do not form a consistent semantic, 

syntactic or morphological set that can prevent the suffixes LOC + BEN from 

combining with these verbs. Therefore, I attribute their failure to combine with 

LOC + BEN to idiosyncratic lexical restrictions. 

4.4.3 Mapping and argument realization in a LOC + BEN construction 

Constructions emerging from the co-occurrence of LOC + BEN in a verb indicate 

that the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy govern the order of 

participants and the mapping from participant roles to grammatical relations in a 

LOC + BEN construction. In addition, certain semantically plausible LOC + BEN 

constructions that rank participants based on the participant hierarchy or 

precedence hierarchy are blocked if the order of object markers violates the 

prominence hierarchy. In this section, I examine each of these principles vis-à-vis 

the LOC + BEN construction. 

4.4.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a LOC + BEN construction 

In a LOC + BEN construction, the participant hierarchy is X » W » L » Y, which 

means that for the intransitive base W is the primary object, L is the secondary 

object, and X is the subject. Example (207b) illustrates an intransitive-based LOC 

+ BEN construction that is compatible with schema L3-B2. 

(207) a. -wath bra    thm 
NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

  ‘The child danced.’ 
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 b. -wath bra    thm-r-   

 NC1:DEF-child.girl NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-LOC-BEN  

 

    -bk   -la ngba 
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-man 

  ‘The girl danced towards the man for the woman.’ 

The verb thmr ‘X dances towards L for W’ in (207b) is derived from the basic 

verb thm ‘X dances’. In this example, the participant X wa th bra ‘girl’ is the 

subject, W bk ‘woman’ is the primary object and L la ngba ‘man’ is the 

secondary object. This example indicates that when the participants W and L co-

occur, W is assigned a higher grammatical relation than L. 

The example below illustrates a transitive-based LOC + BEN construction 

where all the post-verbal arguments are expressed by object markers. In this 

example, the participant hierarchy is X » W » L » Y. 

(208) a. -wath     thi la a    

NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell NC5.OBJ 

  ‘The child sold them (some fish).’ 

 

b. -wath     thi la-r- mi    

NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

     

k  a 
   NC1.OBJ NC5.OBJ 

‘The child sold them to him/her for me.’ 

In (208b), the participant W expressed by the object marker mi  maps unto the 

primary object, L expressed by the object marker k is the secondary object and 

a is the tertiary object. Thus, the participant hierarchy is X » W » L » Y. 

Examples (208b) and (207b) indicate that when W and L co-occur in a 

construction, W is assigned a higher grammatical relation than L. 
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4.4.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a LOC + BEN construction 

In a heterogeneous object LOC + BEN construction, the precedence hierarchy 

governs the mapping of participant roles to grammatical relations. In this case, 

any participant that is expressed as an object marker is assigned a higher 

grammatical relation than the participant that is a nominal. Example (209b) and 

(209c) illustrates a heterogeneous object LOC + BEN construction. 

(209) a. -wath    thi la -lop 

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell NC7:INDEF-fish 

 ‘The child sold some fish.’ 

 

b.  -wath    thi la-r- mi    

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

   -them   -lo p 

   NC1:DEF-old man NC7:INDEF-fish 

‘The child sold some fish to the old man for me.’ 

 

c.  -wath    thi la-r- mi  

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ 

   a  -them 

   NC5.OBJ NC1:DEF-old man 

‘The child sold them (some fish) to the old man for me.’ 

The verb thi lar ‘X sells Y to L for W’ is derived from the verb stem thi la ‘X 

sells Y’. Example (209b) has the configuration W(OM) » L(NOM) » Y(NOM). In 

this example (209b), the applied object W expressed by the object marker mi  is 

the primary object, while L and Y expressed by nominals are the secondary object 

and tertiary object respectively. Example (209c) has the configuration W(OM) » 

Y(OM) » L(NOM). In this example, the participants W and Y are expressed by 

object markers and are the primary object and secondary object respectively. The 

participant L, which is the nominal them ‘old man’, is the tertiary object. 
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Thus, examples (209b) and (209c) indicate that the participant that is 

expressed by an object marker maps onto a higher grammatical relations than the 

participant that is a nominal. These examples also demonstrate that the 

grammatical relation that is assigned to the participants L and Y in a LOC + BEN 

construction varies. 

Also, in a heterogenous object LOC + BEN construction, the primary object, 

which must be expressed by an object marker, can only be W, not L or Y. This 

means that potential LOC + BEN constructions listed in (210) are impossible. 

(210) a *L(OM) » W(NOM) » Y(NOM) 

b. *Y(OM) » W(NOM) » L(NOM) 

Any participant that is the primary object in a LOC + BEN construction is always 

construed as W (i.e., the beneficiary) by Temne native speakers. On the other 

hand, the constructions schematized in (211) are grammatical, since the 

participant W is the primary object and is expressed by an object marker. 

(211) a. W(OM) » Y(OM) » L(NOM) 

 b. W(OM) » Y(NOM) » L(NOM) 

To capture the grammaticality and ungrammaticality of the two sets of 

constructions (i.e., 210 and 211), I appeal to the constraint in (212). 

(212) Constraint on a LOC + BEN construction: 
If there is an object marker in a LOC + BEN construction, that object marker is 

W. The construction is ungrammatical otherwise. 

The constraint in (212) captures the fact that the participant W is always the 

primary object in a LOC + BEN construction because it is higher on the participant 

hierarchy. This constraint resembles the constraint on locatives in ditransitives 

and the constraint on S in benefactive constructions in that it stipulates which 
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participant must be expressed by an object marker in heterogeneous object 

constructions where only one object marker is expressed. 

4.4.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a LOC + BEN construction 

The prominence hierarchy stipulates that in a homogeneous object construction 

where all the participants are expressed by object markers, the object markers 

must occur in the order of precedence: 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM, as in (213b) and 

(213c). 

(213) a. -wath    thi la ki  
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell NC2.OBJ 

 ‘The child sold it.’ 

 

 b. -wath    thi la-r  k   

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC NC1.OBJ  

 

   ki   

   NC2.OBJ 

 The child sold it to him/her’ 

 

 c. -wath    thi la-r- mi    

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

 

    k  ki  
NC1.OBJ NC2.OBJ 

 ‘The child sold it to him/her for me.’ 

 

In (213a), the object Y of the basic verb is expressed by the third person 

inanimate object marker ki . In (213b), the locative applicative is combined with 

the verb, resulting in adding to the clause the applied object L that is expressed by 

the third person animate object marker k, which precedes the participant Y, ki . In 

(213c), both the benefactive and locative applicatives are combined with the verb. 

The combination of LOC + BEN with the verb results in the addition of the 
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participants L k and the participant W that is expressed by the first person object 

marker mi . Like (213b)), example (213c) obeys the prominence hierarchy since 

the object markers appear in the order 1 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. 

 Example (213c) indicates that the sentence ‘the child sold it to him/her 

for me’ is possible in Temne. However, the sentence ‘the child sold it to me for 

him/her’ is impossible, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (214). 

(214) a. -wath    thi la ki  
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell NC2.OBJ 

 ‘The child sold it.’ 

 

 b. *-wa th    thi la-r- k   

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC-BEN NC1.OBJ  

 

   mi   ki  
1SG.OBJ NC2.OBJ 

 Intended meaning: ‘The child sold it to me for him/her.’ 

 

 c. -wath    thi la-r  mi   

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF sell-LOC 1SG.OBJ  

 

   ki   ta t 

   NC2.OBJ for his/hers 

 ‘The child sold it to me for him/her.’ 

Note that (214b) obeys the participant hierarchy. In this construction, the 

participant W is expressed by the third person animate object marker k and 

precedes the participant L that is expressed by the first person object marker mi , 

which inturn precedes the third person inanimate object marker ki . However, the 

ranking of the object markers (i.e., 3ANIM » 1 » 3INANIM) in (214b) violates the 

prominence hierarchy, which bans any construction where the third person 

animate object marker k outranks the first person object marker mi , hence 
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making the sentence ‘the child sold it to me for him/her’ impossible with LOC + 

BEN applicatives in Temne. To express this meaning, the periphrastic construction 

in (214c) is used instead. 

4.4.4 Summary of the co-occurrence of LOC + BEN 

Out of the 101 verbs in the sample that occur with the locative and benefactive 

applicatives, 70 verbs combine with LOC + BEN. In terms of syntax, adding LOC + 

BEN to a verb increases the valence of the verb by two applied objects, L and W. 

In both homogeneous and heterogeneous object constructions, W maps onto a 

higher grammatical relation than L. 

Concerning semantics, a verb that combines with LOC + BEN takes either 

schema L3-B2, L4-B2 or L5-B2. The choice of the L-schemas is determined by 

which of these schemas the verb stem takes when it is combined with only the 

locative suffix. Thus, the meaning of a verb + LOC determines the meaning of a 

verb + LOC + BEN. In terms of compositionality, the meaning of most of the verbs 

that take each schema of a LOC + BEN construction is compositional. On the other 

hand, since combining a verb with LOC + BEN yields one of the three schemas L3-

B2, L4-B2, or L5-B2, it is impossible to predict the meaning of LOC + BEN without 

referring to the verbs the two suffixes are combined with. Also, a small set of the 

derived verbs have assumed idiosyncratic meanings that are unpredictable. 

 In connection with the mapping and realization of arguments in a LOC + 

BEN construction, the participant hierarchy and prominence hierarchy govern the 

pattern in which participant roles map onto grammatical relations. The 

participants map onto grammatical relations based on the participant hierarchy X 
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» W » L » Y. In a heterogeneous object LOC + BEN construction, the participant W, 

which has to be expressed by an object marker, is always assigned a higher 

grammatical relation than the participant L and Y. A construction where the 

participant that is adjacent to the verb is not W is ruled out. Thus, in a LOC + BEN 

construction, the precedence hierarchy holds among the participants L and Y, but 

not W. In this case, the participant Y or L that is expressed by an object marker is 

assigned a higher grammatical relation than the participant that is a nominal. This 

means that there is no fixed grammatical relation for the participants L and Y. 

Also, semantically plausible LOC + BEN constructions that violate the prominence 

hierarchy are blocked. 

4.5 Co-occurrence of BEN + INST 

When the benefactive -  and the instrumental -n are combined, the underlying 

representation is -n, but the surface representation is always -n due to the 

fusion of the benefactive morpheme -  and the -  of the instrumental applicative. 

Depending on the verb, the set of applied objects W, I or W, C and I are added to 

the clause when the benefactive and instrumental applicatives co-occur. 

The applicatives BEN + INST combine with transitive and intransitive verbs. 

The following example illustrates an intransitive-based BEN + INST construction 

derived from the verb stem thm ‘X dances’. 

(215) a. -langba     thm 
NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance 

 ‘The man danced.’ 
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b. -langba     thm-n mi  

NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN:INST 1SG.OBJ 

  

-bk   t--gbrka 
NC1:DEF-woman NC2-INDEF-stilts 

‘The man together with the woman danced for me using stilts.’ 

The derived verb thmn ‘X dances for W together with C using I’ in (215b) is 

derived from the basic verb thm ‘X dances’. In this example (i.e., 215b) where 

the verb is combined with BEN + INST, there are three applied objects: the 

benefactive W expressed by the object marker mi , the comitative C bk 

‘woman’ and the instrument I tgbrka ‘stilts’. The participant W is the primary 

object, C is the secondary object and I is the tertiary object. 

Example (216) illustrates a BEN + INST construction derived from the 

transitive verb yak ‘X washes Y’. 

(216) a. -wath    yak -ft 
NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash NC3:DEF-pot 

 ‘The child washed the pot.’ 

 

b.  -wath    yak-n  

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN:INST  

 

  -bk  -ft  m--soda  
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-pot NC10-INDEF-caustic.soda 

‘The child washed the pot for the woman using caustic soda 

(soap).’ 

The derived verb yakn ‘X washes Y for W using I’ in (216b) is derived from 

the basic verb ya k ‘X washes Y’. In this example where the verb is combined with 

BEN + INST, the applied object W bk ‘woman’ is the primary object, I msoda  

‘caustic soda soap’ is the tertiary object and Y ft ‘pot’ is the secondary object. 

The sentence also has the interpretation of the participant X performing an action 
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E, using an instrument I and affecting the interests of the participant W. Note that 

this example does not include a comitative C participant, since the verb yak ‘X 

washes Y’ is not compatible with that schema of the instrumental applicative. 

Also, no ditransitive verb combined with BEN + INST is found in the corpus or 

elicitation tasks. 

4.5.1 Semantics of the BEN + INST construction 

A verb that occurs with BEN + INST has two possible combinations. First, it 

combines schema B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’ of the 

benefactive applicative and schema I2 ‘[X performs E] using I’ of the 

instrumental applicative. This combination results in the derivation of schema B2-

I2 which states ‘[X performs E] using I, affecting the interests of W’. 

Secondly, a verb that is combined with BEN + INST can combine schema 

B2 of the benefactive applicative and schema I4 ‘[X performs E] together with C, 

using I’ of the instrumental applicative. This combination results in the derivation 

of schema B2-I4 which states ‘[X performs E] together with C using I affecting 

the interests of W’. In this section, I discuss the compositional pathway involved 

in the derivation of each of these two schemas. 

 The derivation of schema B2-I2 begins with the combination of a basic 

verb with the benefactive applicative. This combination results in the realization 

of schema B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’ of the derived 

benefactive verb. Schema B2 is then combined with schema I2 ‘[X performs E] 

using I’ of the instrumental applicative, resulting in the derivation of schema B2-
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I2 ‘[X performs E] using I, affecting the interests of W’. Figure 21 illustrates the 

derivation of schema B2-I2. 

[e] 

Verb root + schema B2 + schema I2 

    ‘X performs E using I, affecting the interests of W’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema B2 +         INST -n 
‘X performs E affecting the interests of W’ ‘using I’ (schema I2) 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  BEN - 
‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘affecting the interests of W’ (schema B2) 

Figure 21. Compositional pathway of schema B2-I2 

 

Example (216), which is repeated in (217), illustrates the compositional 

pathway of the derivation of schema B2-I2, using the verb stem yak ‘X washes 

Y’. 

(217) a. -wath    yak -ft   

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash NC3:DEF-pot 

 ‘The child washed the pot.’ 

 

b.  -wath    yak-   

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash-BEN  

 

   -bk   -ft 
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-pot 

‘The child washed the pot for the woman.’ 

 

c.  -wath    yak-n  

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-BEN:INST 

 

  -bk  -ft  m--soda  
NC1:DEF-woman NC3:DEF-pot NC10-INDEF-caustic.soda 

‘The child washed the pot for the woman using caustic soda 

soap.’ 
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In (217b), the meaning of the verb stem is combined with the benefactive 

applicative yielding schema B2. In (217c), schema I2 of the instrumental 

applicative is combined with schema B2 of the benefactive applicative, resulting 

in schema B2-I2 which captures the meaning of (217c). 

 In addition to schema B2-I2, a verb that is combined with BEN + INST also 

takes schema B2-I4 ‘[X performs E] together with C using I affecting the interests 

of W’. The derivation of schema B2-I4 begins with the combination of a verb 

stem with the benefactive applicative, resulting in the derivation of schema B2 

‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’. Schema I4 ‘[X perform E] together 

with C, using I’ of the instrumental applicative is then combined with schema B2, 

resulting in the derivation of schema B2-I4. Figure 22 illustrates the 

compositional pathway of schema B2-I4. 

[e] 

Verb root + schema B2 + schema I4 

‘X performs E together with C using I, affecting the interests of W’ 

 

      [c]              [d] 

Verb root + schema B2 +         INST -n 
  ‘X performs E affecting the interests of W’    ‘together with C, using I’ (schema 

I4 

 

 

[a]        [b] 

Verb root  +  BEN - 
‘X performs E (on Y)’ ‘affecting the interest of W’ (schema B2) 

Figure 22. Compositional pathway of schema B2-I4 

 

The examples below illustrate the compositional pathway involved in the 

derivation of schema B2-I4, using the verb fshi  ‘X crosses Y’. 
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(218) a. -langba     fshi  k--bath   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross NC2-DEF-river 

 ‘The man crossed the river.’ 

 

b. -langba     fshi -  mi    

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-BEN 1SG.OBJ  

 

  k--bath 

  NC2-DEF-river 

‘The man crossed the river for me.’ 

 

c. -langba     fshi -n      mi  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-BEN-INST     1ST.OBJ 

 

 -bk  k--bath  -bil 
NC1:DEF-woman NC2-DEF-river  NC3:INDEF-boat 

 

   -kur 

   NC3:INDEF-old 

‘The man together with the woman crossed the river for me in 

(using) an old boat.’ 

In (218b), the meaning of the basic verb is combined with the benefactive 

applicative resulting in the derivation of schema B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the 

interests of W’. Schema B2 is then combined with schema I4 ‘[X performs E] 

together with C, using I’ in (218c). This combination yields schema B2-I4 of the 

BEN + INST construction. Schema B2-I4 differs from schema B2-I2 in the sense 

that it includes the participant C that co-participates with X in performing the 

event expressed by the predicate. 

 So far, I have shown that a verb that is combined with BEN + INST 

combines with schema B2-I2 or schema B2-I4. The selection of one of these two 

schemas is determined by the instrument. Thus, if a verb stem takes schema I4 of 

the instrumental applicative, the derived BEN + INST verb inevitably assumes 
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schema B2-I4. On the other hand, if the verb stem does not take schema I4, the 

derived BEN + INST verb predictably assumes schema B2-I2. 

4.5.2 Combination of BEN + INST with a verb root 

In the previous section, I showed that the applicatives BEN + INST are associated 

with two schemas, B2-I2 and B2-I4. In terms of combination, any verb that 

combines with BEN + INST takes schema B2-I2, and therefore any verb that takes 

schema B2-I4 also takes schema B2-I2. However, not every verb that takes 

schema B2-I2 also takes schema B2-I4. This is because schema B2-I4 is limited 

to verbs that take a comitative as complement when combined with the 

instrumental applicative alone. 

All the 193 verbs in the sample that combine with the instrumental 

applicative when it occurs alone on a verb also combine with BEN + INST. Every 

verb that combines with BEN + INST takes schema B2-I2, and Table 45 comprises 

a sample of these verbs. 

Table 45. Sample of verbs combining schema B2-I2
13

 

verb root gloss verb + INST gloss 

bal X marries Y bal-n X marries Y for W by means of I 

bamba  X piggybacks Y bamba-n X piggybacks Y for W, using I 

bani  X reclaims Y bani -n X reclaims Y for W, using I 

bɔl X gets tall bɔl-n X gets tall for W, by means of I 

du X plaits Y’s hair du-n X plaits Y’s hair for W, using I 

fɔf X speaks fɔf-n X speaks for W using I (microphone)  

fɔk X wraps Y fɔk-n X wraps Y for W, using I 

fәnthʌ X lies down fәnth-n X lies down for W, using I 

fәshi X crosses Y fәshi-n X crosses Y for W by means of I 

koth X ties Y (a bundle) koth-n X ties Y for W, using I 

kul X ripens Y kul-n X ripens Y for W, by means of I  

kulɔ X cries kulɔ-n X cries for W, by means of I 

kuluŋ X mixes Y kuluŋ-n X mixes Y with I for W 

kuth X fetches Y (water) kuth-n X fetches Y for W, using I 

kʌchi X excludes Y kʌchi-n X excludes Y for W, by means of I 

                                                
13 The preposition “for” is a short form of the expression “affecting the interests of”. 
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kʌrʌ  X brings Y kʌrʌ -n X brings Y for W, using I 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y kʌwɔ ndi -n X preaches Y for W, using I 

lɔm X talks about Y lɔm-n X talks about Y for W, using I 

lәm X throws away Y lәm-n X throws away Y for W, using I 

lɛmpi X snatches Y lɛmpi-n X snatches Y for W, using I 

leŋ X sings Y leŋ-n X sings Y for W, using I 

lәsәr X destroys Y lәsәr-n X destroys Y for W, using I 

liŋ X pulls Y liŋ-n X pulls Y for W, using I 

lomi  X identifies Y lomi-n  X identifies Y for W, using I 

lʌfthi X turns over Y lʌfthi-n X turns over Y for W, using I 

lʌk X throws away Y lʌk-n X throws away Y for W, using I 

ma r X helps Y ma r-n X helps Y for W, by means of I 

mɔ ta X dives mɔ ta-n X dives for W, using I 

mer X swallows Y mer-n X swallows Y for W, using I 

mu n X drinks Y mu n-n X drinks Y for W, using I 

mʌ nk X buries/hides Y mʌ nk-n X buries Y for W, by means of I 

nkth X fries Y nkth-n X fries Y for W, using I 

nal X insults Y nal-n X insults Y for W by means of I 

nashi X wipes Y nashi-n X wipes off Y for W, using I 

wop X holds Y wo p-n X holds Y for W, using I 

Table 46 below lists all the verbs combined with BEN + INST which, in addition to 

expressing schema B2-I2, also express schema B2-I4. 

Table 46. Verbs combining with schema B2-I4 

verb root gloss verb + n gloss 

thm X dances thm-n X and C dance together using I affecting the 

interests of W 

bek X arrives bek-n X and C arrive together using I affecting the 

interests of W 

bka X travels bka-n X and C travel together using I affecting the 

interests of W 

buk X bathes buk-n X and C bathe together using I affecting the 

interests of W 

byt X bets byt-n X and C bet using I as a stake affecting the 

interests of W 

chim X fights Y chim-n X and C fight Y together using I, affecting 
the interests of W 

dir X sleeps dir-n X and C sleep together with I affecting the 

interests of W 

fnth X lies down fnth-n X and C lie down together using I affecting 

the interests of W 

fshi X crosses Y fshi-n X and C cross Y together using I affecting 

the interests of W 

fl X flies fl-n X and C fly together using I affecting the 

interests of W 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-n X and C climb Y with I affecting the 

interests of W 

gbuk X runs gbuk-n X and C run together using I affecting the 

interests of W 

lk X throws Y’ lk-n X and C throw Y with I affecting the 

interests of W 

nashi X wipes Y’ nashi-n X and C wipe Y using I for W 
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A few verbs taking BEN + INST have assumed idiomatic meanings. These verbs 

include the derived verb tmn, derived from tm  ‘stand’ that has assumed the 

idiosyncratic meaning ‘X rebukes Y’. Also, the meaning of the derived verb 

wopn ‘X is caught red-handed’ that is derived from the verb stem wop ‘X holds 

Y’ is not a function of its component parts. In other words, the meaning of each of 

these verbs is not predictable from the meaning of their component parts. Learners 

of the language would have to learn their meanings individually. 

4.5.3. Mapping and argument realization in a BEN + INST construction 

As with all the constructions I have analysed so far, the mapping between 

participant roles and grammatical relations in a BEN + INST construction is 

governed by the participant hierarchy and the precedence hierarchy. Note that it is 

impossible to have a BEN + INST construction where the participants W, C, Y and I 

are all expressed by nominals. Also, certain semantically plausible BEN + INST 

constructions are blocked if the order of object markers violates the prominence 

hierarchy. In the following sub-sections, I examine each of these principles vis-à-

vis the BEN + INST construction. 

4.5.3.1 The participant hierarchy in a BEN + INST construction 

In a homogeneous object BEN + INST construction, the participant hierarchy is X » 

W » C » Y » I. This means that the participant X is the subject, W is the primary 

object, C is the secondary object, Y is the tertiary object and I is the quaternary 

object. Example (219) illustrates this participant hierarchy in a transitive-based 

BEN + INST construction taking schema B2-I2. 
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(219) a. -wath     yak -ft 
NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash NC3:DEF-pot 

  ‘The child washed the pot.’ 

 

b. -wath    yak-n    -bk 

NC1:DEF-child NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash-BEN:INST    NC1:DEF-woman 

 

 -ft  m--soda 
NC3:DEF-pot NC10-INDEF-caustic soda 

  ‘The child washed the pot for the woman using caustic soda soap.’ 

 c. -wath     yak-n     k 

NC1:DEF-child  NC1.SUBJ:DEF wash-BEN:INST     NC1.OBJ 

 

i   ma 
NC3.OBJ NC10.OBJ 

  ‘The child washed it (the pot) for him/her using it (caustic soda).’ 

The verb ya kn ‘X washes Y for W using I’ is derived from the verb stem yak ‘X 

washes Y’. In (219b), the participant X wath ‘child’ is the subject, W bk 

‘woman’ is the primary object, Y ft ‘pot’ is the secondary object and I msoda  

‘caustic soda’ is the tertiary object. This example (219b) illustrates a construction 

where the participants W and I co-occur, and the participant W outranks I. The 

participant hierarchy X » W » C » Y » I is maintained even when all the objects in 

the construction are expressed by object markers, as illustrated in (219c). 

Example (220a) illustrates a homogeneous object BEN + INST construction 

where the participants W and C co-occur. 

(220) -langba    thm-n  mi    

NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-BEN:INST 1SG.OBJ  

 

  k  chi  
NC1.OBJ NC6.OBJ 

‘The man together with him/her danced with them (stilts).’ 
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In (220), the verb thmn ‘X dances together with C for W, using I’ is derived 

from the verb stem thm ‘X dances’. In this example, X is the subject, W 

expressed by the object marker mi , is the primary object, C expressed by the 

object marker k  is the secondary object and I, which is expressed as chi , is the 

tertiary object. This example indicates that when the participants W, C and I co-

occur the participant W outranks C, which in turn outranks I. Thus, the participant 

hierarchy is X » W » C » I. 

4.5.3.2 The precedence hierarchy in a BEN + INST construction 

In heterogeneous object constructions where the arguments are a combination of a 

nominal and an object marker, the precedence hierarchy governs the relative order 

of post-verbal arguments. In general, the post-verbal arguments that are expressed 

by object markers are assigned to the highest available grammatical relation, 

followed by the nominal objects. However, if the participants C and W are 

expressed in a construction, W has to be an object marker and must outrank C, as 

indicated in (221a). 

(221) a. -langba    thm-n  mi   

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF dance-BEN:INST 1SG.OBJ 

   

   -bk   t--gbrka 
NC1:DEF-woman NC6-INDEF-stilt 

  ‘The man together with the woman danced with stilts for me.’ 

 b. -langba     thm-n        mi  

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF  dance-BEN:INST      1SG.OBJ  

 

chi   -bk 
NC6:OBJ. NC1:DEF-woman 

‘The man together with the woman danced with them (stilts) for 

me.’ 
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The verb thmn ‘X and C dance together for W, using I’ is derived from the 

verb stem thm ‘X dances’. In (221a), the participant W is expressed by the 

object marker mi  and it outranks the participant C bk ‘woman’ and I tgbrka 

‘stilts’ that are expressed by nouns. Note that the ranking of the participants C 

bk ‘woman’ and I tgbrka ‘stilts’ that are both nominals is based on the 

participant hierarchy. In (221b), the participant I is expressed by the object marker 

chi  and it precedes the participant C bk ‘woman’ that is expressed by a 

nominal. In this example, the participants I and W, expressed by object markers, 

precede the participant C that is a nominal. 

To sum up, the participant I can map unto the secondary object as in 

(221b), and tertiary object as in (221a), but it can never map onto the primary 

object in a BEN + INST construction. Also, the participant C can map onto the 

secondary object as in (221a) or the tertiary object as in (221b), but can never map 

onto the primary object. This is because in a heterogeneous object BEN + INST 

construction, the primary object can only be W and W must be expressed by an 

object marker. Thus, the constructions schematized in (222) are disallowed. 

(222) a. *I(OM) » C(NOM) » Y(NOM) 

b. *Y(OM) » I(OM) » C(NOM) 

c. *C(OM) » W(OM) » I(NOM) 

On the other hand, the BEN + INST constructions listed in (223) are 

permissible and realized. 
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(223) a. W(OM) » I(OM) » C(NOM) 

b. W(OM) » C(OM) » I(OM) 

c. W(OM) » C(NOM) » I(NOM) 

d. W(OM) » Y(NOM) » I(NOM) 

e. W(OM) » Y(OM) » I(OM) 

The contrast in grammaticality between the constructions listed in (222) 

and those listed (223) is due to a violation of the constraint on BEN + INST 

constructions in (224). 

(224) Constraint on the BEN + INST construction: 

If there is an object marker in a BEN + INST construction, that object marker is 

W. The construction is ungrammatical otherwise. 

The constraint above describes grammatical BEN + INST constructions like (223), 

where the only object marker in the construction expresses W, and W is the primary 

object. Constructions like (222) where the participant W does not map onto the 

primary object violates this constraint. 

4.5.3.3 The prominence hierarchy in a BEN + INST construction 

Certain semantically plausible BEN + INST constructions are blocked if the order of 

object markers violates the prominence hierarchy. The prominence hierarchy 

requires the participants expressed as object markers to appear in the order of 

precedence 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM, as illustrated in (225). 

(225) -la ngba   thm-n  mi    

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF climb-BEN:INST 1SG.OBJ  

 

  k  chi  
NC1.OBJ NC6.OBJ 

‘The man together with him/her danced for me using them (stilts).’ 
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The verb thmn ‘X dances together with C using I’ is derived from the verb 

stem thm ‘X dances’. In example (225), the first person object marker mi  

precedes the third person animate object marker k, which in turn precedes the 

third person inanimate object marker chi . Thus, (225) indicates that the sentence 

‘the man together with him/her danced for me with them’ is possible in Temne. 

However, the sentence ‘the man together with me danced for him/her with them’ 

is impossible with the BEN + INST, as indicated by the ungrammaticality of (226). 

(226) *-langba       thm-n   k     mi 

NC1:OBJ-man   NC1.SUBJ:DEF   climb-BEN:INST NC2.OBJ    1SG.OBJ 

 

chi  
NC6.OBJ 

Intended meaning: ‘The man together with me danced for him/her with 

them (stilts).’ 

Example (226) is impossible because the third person object marker k precedes 

the first person object marker mi , hence it violates the prominence hierarchy 

which bans any construction where the object markers appear in the order 3ANIM 

» 1. Note that (226) obeys the participant hierarchy since the participant W, 

expressed by the object marker k precedes the participant C mi , which in turn 

precedes the participant I chi. 

4.5.4 Summary of the co-occurrence of BEN + INST 

In this section, I have shown that when BEN + INST are attached to a verb, they 

introduce W and I and potentially C; these participants correspond to the 

participant role of BENEFICIARY, INSTRUMENT and COMITATIVE respectively. In 

both the homogeneous and heterogeneous object BEN + INST constructions, the 
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participant W is always the primary object and outranks the participants C, I and 

Y. Transitive and intransitive verbs combine with BEN + INST. Ditransitive-based 

BEN + INST constructions are not found in the corpus or accepted by consultants 

during the elicitation tasks. 

Concerning semantics, a verb that is combined with BEN + INST takes 

schemas B2-I2, which states: ‘[X performs E] using I affecting the interests of 

W’. Each verb that is combined with BEN + INST takes schema B2-I2, but not 

every verb that takes schema B2-I2 also takes schema B2-I4. Schema B2-I4 is 

limited to verbs that take a comitative C as complement. 

In connection with the mapping and realization of arguments, evidence 

from the data on BEN + INST constructions indicate that the participant hierarchy 

and precedence hierarchy determine the mapping and relative ranking of post-

verbal arguments in the construction. If the participants W and C are both 

expressed, the participant W must be expressed by an object marker and is higher 

ranked than C. The participant hierarchy in a BEN + INST construction is X » W » 

C » Y » I. In addition, the data indicate that semantically plausible BEN + INST 

constructions that violate the prominence hierarchy are blocked. 

4.6 Summary of the co-occurrence of valence-increasing suffixes 

In this chapter, I have examined valence-increasing suffixes vis-à-vis their co-

occurrence possibilities, the classes of verb stems that combine with each set of 

suffixes, the order in which the suffixes occur in the verb stem, and the syntactic 

effect of adding a set of suffixes to a verb stem. I have also examined the 
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principles underlying the mapping and realization of arguments in a construction 

with valence-increasing suffixes on the verb. 

 Concerning the combination of valence-increasing suffixes, the data 

analyzed indicate that four combinatorial possibilities of these suffixes are 

realized. They are CAUS + INST, LOC + INST, LOC + BEN and BEN + INST. The 

suffixes occur in a fixed order and any repetition of the same suffix in a verb stem 

is disallowed. Also, the combinations *CAUS + LOC and *CAUS + BEN are not 

found in the corpus or accepted by consultants during the elicitation tasks. 

 In terms of their combination with verb stems, all the co-occurring 

suffixes combine with transitive and intransitive verbs. None of these suffixes 

combine with ditransitive verbs. Out of these four sets of suffixes, the set BEN + 

INST combines with 193 verbs in the sample, more than any other set of co-

occurring suffixes. In addition, the suffixes CAUS + INST has the lowest number of 

tokens (i.e., 7 verbs), which follows from the low frequency of verbs that combine 

with the causative suffix. 

Concerning semantics, valence-increasing suffixes are heterogeneously 

polysemous. Each set of suffixes that co-occur has more than one schema. The 

suffixes combine with the basic schema of each constituent suffix. In the case of 

the suffixes LOC + BEN, schema L3, L4 or L5 of the locative suffix selects schema 

B2 ‘[X performs E] affecting the interests of W’ of the benefactive suffix. One of 

these three schemas of the locative suffix also selects schema I2 ‘[X performs E] 

using I’ of the instrumental applicative when LOC + INST co-occur. Regarding the 

suffixes BEN + INST, schema B2 of the benefactive applicative selects schema I2 
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‘[X performs E] using I’ or schema I4 ‘[X performs E] together with C, using I’ of 

the instrumental applicative. 

In addition, when the causative suffix and the instrumental applicative co-

occur, the derived verb has two possible meanings. In what I refer to as the I-in E1 

meaning, the instrument is used by the causer argument A to perform E1, while in 

the I-in-E2 schema, the instrument is used by Xcausee to perform E2. For the 

remaining set of suffixes, the meaning of one of the applicatives depends on the 

selectional restrictions of the verb, and the meaning of the other is fixed. 

In relation to the mapping and realization of post-verbal arguments, the 

participant hierarchy and precedence hierarchy play a decisive role, just as in 

constructions where only a single suffix is combined with a verb. In (227), I 

summarize the participant hierarchy in homogeneous object constructions where 

the suffixes co-occur on a verb. 

(227) a. CAUS + INST construction: A » X » Y » I 

 b. LOC + INST construction: X » L » Y » I 

 c. LOC + BEN construction: X » W » L » Y 

 d. BEN + INST construction: X » W » C » Y » I 

The participant hierarchies outlined in (227) indicate that the applied object W 

outranks L and C. The relative order of the applied objects W and L does not 

mirror the order in which these suffixes are added to the verb stem. Thus, the 

applied object W is closer to the verb than L even though the benefactive 

applicative that introduces W is added to the verb stem after the locative suffix 

that introduces L. The participant hierarchies in (227) may be collapsed, as in 

(228). 
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(228)  A » X » S » W » {L, C} » R » Y » I 

The participant hierarchy in (228) means that the participant A is the highest 

ranked in a construction. If A is not expressed, the participant X is the highest 

ranked, while the participant I is the lowest ranked. 

In addition, although not all the combinations of participants in (228) are 

realized, certain predictions can be made. For instance, since the participant S 

always outranks W, and W outranks L and C, it can be predicted that S also 

outranks L and C. Also, evidence for the ranking of the participant X above C, L, 

and S comes from non-causative constructions where X is the subject. However, 

since X(causee) never occurs with C, L or S, it is impossible to assume that a 

demoted X(causee) is any different from a non-demoted X, hence the absence of 

Xcausee in the participant hierarchy in (228). 

In heterogeneous object constructions, the precedence hierarchy and 

sometimes the participant hierarchy determine the mapping and realization of 

arguments in the construction. Note that in heterogeneous object constructions, 

the participant hierarchy applies only to constructions where more than one 

argument is expressed by a nominal or object marker. In relation to the 

precedence hierarchy, the participant that is expressed by an object marker 

outranks the participant that is a noun. Also, in constructions where the 

precedence hierarchy and participant hierarchy apply, the precedence hierarchy 

outranks the participant hierarchy. 

In Chapter 3, I observed that there are constraints about which arguments 

must be expressed by an object marker. I showed that in a ditransitive-based 

locative construction with three post-verbal arguments, the participant L must be 
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expressed by an object marker. However, since ditransitive verbs do not co-occur 

with LOC + BEN or LOC + INST, it is impossible to assess if this constraint holds in 

these constructions. Also, since combining BEN + INST or LOC + BEN with a verb 

does not result in adding the participant S to the clause, it is impossible to know if 

the constraint that requires the participant S to be the primary object and therefore 

to be expressed by an object marker still holds in constructions with co-occurring 

suffixes on the verb. 

However, two new constraints surfaced in this Chapter. The first 

constraint applies to a LOC + BEN construction, and it stipulates that if there is an 

object marker in a LOC + BEN construction, that object marker is W. The second 

constraint applies to a BEN + INST construction, and it states that if there is an 

object marker in a BEN + INST construction, that object marker is W. The two 

constraints indicate that W outranks L and I. 

Evidence from constructions with co-occurring suffixes on the verb 

indicates that certain semantically plausible constructions that combine object 

markers are blocked if the order of precedence determined by the participant 

hierarchy or prominence hierarchy violates the precedence hierarchy. 

Table 47 summarizes the properties of post-verbal arguments in 

homogeneous object construction. 

Table 47. Properties of objects in a homogeneous object construction 

 
Properties X L C I S W 

Basic GR PO PO/SO PO OBL PO PO/SO 

Incompatible with: W, S, 

C, L, R 

S, C, X L, S, X S L, C, I, X C, X 

Must be OM if 

there is an OM 

no no no no yes no 
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The basic grammatical relations that are assigned to the participants X, C, I and W 

are the same in heterogeneous object constructions where one or two valence-

increasing suffixes are combined with a verb. However, when the locative and 

benefactive suffixes are combined, L is the secondary object, but not the primary 

object. In addition, if only one object marker appears in a LOC + BEN construction, 

the object marker must express W, not L. 

 In addition, Table 47 indicates that some participants are incompatible. 

One reason why some participants do not co-occur is that the suffixes that 

introduce these participants never co-occur. Another reason why two participants 

do not co-occur is that the suffix which adds one of the participants to the clause 

does not add this participant when this suffix co-occurs with another suffix. A 

case in point is the participant L, which does not co-occur with the participant S 

or C because the benefactive applicative that adds S to the clause does not do so 

when it is combined with the locative suffix that introduces L. Also, the 

instrumental applicative that introduces the participant C does not do so when it is 

combined with the locative applicative. 

Finally, a single token of the co-occurrence of three applicatives, LOC + 

BEN + INST was found in the corpus. The construction which bears this 

combination is given in (229). 
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(229) mi n yam -wath   km   de 
I hire NC1:DEF-child  so.that NC1:DEF.SUBJ come 

 

gba l-r-n  mi   k  -reka 

 write-LOC-BEN:INST 1SG.OBJ NC1.OBJ NC3:DEF-letter 

 

 k--thnk  k--yi m 

NC2-INDEF-pen NC2-INDEF-red 

‘It was I that hired the child to write for me a letter to him/her with a red 

pen.’ 

In (229) where the verb gbal ‘X writes Y’ is combined with the three applicatives 

LOC + BEN + INST, the participants that are expressed by object markers mi  (i.e., 

W) and k (i.e., L) are the primary object and secondary object respectively. These 

participants outrank the post-verbal nominal participants Y reka ‘letter’ and I 

kthnk kyi m ‘red pen’. The participant Y reka ‘letter’ is the tertiary object 

and I kthnk kyi m is the quaternary object; thus, the precedence hierarchy is 

maintained. The relative ranking of the object markers mi  » k (i.e., 1 » 3ANIM) 

indicates that the prominence hierarchy is also obeyed by this construction. 

However, (229) was rejected by 80% of the consultants. Therefore, this 

construction was not included in the analysis following the methodology pursued 

in this study, which is to analyze constructions that are approved by at least 70% 

of the consultants. 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion 

This dissertation aimed at investigating the combinatorial properties of valence-

increasing suffixes, and the semantic and syntactic effects of combining these 

suffixes with a verb stem in the Yoni dialect of Temne. To address the research 

questions in the study, I examined constructions with one or two valence-

increasing suffixes on the verb. These constructions were drawn from two 

sources: recorded Temne spoken corpus and direct elicitations. The analysis was 

also based on a sample of 300 common verbs that were identified in the corpus. 

These verbs were combined with each valence-increasing suffix. The various 

meanings of the derived verbs were noted and judgement tests were conducted 

with fifteen native speakers of the language to verify the data. Only data points 

that were confirmed by 70% of the consultants were included in the analysis. 

The spoken corpus comprised of transcribed speech representing face-to-

face conversations, telephone conversations, songs, Christian and Muslim 

sermons, narratives and radio broadcasts that were recorded in Sierra Leone in 

June 2008. Thus, the data represent contemporary use of the language. The 

majority of the participants were monolingual Temne speakers between the ages 

of 10-70 years, representing the Yoni dialect. 

By using corpus data, I was able to figure out the relative frequency of 

constructions with valence-increasing suffixes on a verb. The corpus data revealed 

that the benefactive construction is the most frequent, followed by the 

instrumental construction, which is in turn followed by the locative construction. 
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The causative construction is the least frequent in the corpus. The relative 

frequency of these construction types corresponds to the number of verb stems 

that combines with each of the four suffixes. The study showed that out of the 300 

verb stems analyzed, the benefactive suffix combines with 281 (i.e., 94%) verbs; 

the instrumental suffix combines with 193 (i.e., 64%) verbs, the locative combines 

with 87 (i.e., 29%) verbs; and the causative suffix combines with 44 (i.e., 14.6%) 

verbs. Also, the corpus data revealed that the periphrastic constructions are more 

frequent than their corresponding morphological constructions. 

In addition, certain combinations of a verb and a valence-increasing suffix 

that were not known of in previous studies surfaced in the corpus. One example of 

these combinations relates to the distribution of the causative allomorphs - , -s. 

Previous researchers including Kamarah (1994, 2007) and Kanu (2004), who did 

not use corpus-based data in their studies, have claimed that the two causative 

allomorphs differ in the sense that causative -  combines with verbs ending in -th, 

while causative -s does not combine with these verbs. However, corpus-based 

data used in this study revealed that not all verbs ending with -th combine with 

causative -  (see Table 15 for a list of these verbs). In addition, tokens of verbs 

ending in -th that combine with causative -s were found in the corpus. Thus, 

nuances, rare combination of verbs with suffixes, patterns of co-occurrence 

between suffixes and context-dependent readings of constructions that would not 

have been found through introspection all surfaced in the corpus. 

 The data for the study were also drawn from direct elicitations. Using this 

method, I was able to do cross-combination of the suffixes and checked these 
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combinations with native speakers of the language. This strategy also gave me an 

insight into the full range of suffixes that co-occur, and the verbs that combine 

with each suffix. It also revealed the full list of suffixes that are mutually 

exclusive, and gave hints on possible reasons why these suffixes do not co-occur. 

In this chapter, I summarize the main findings in the study. 

5.1 Summary of the main findings 

In this section, I summarize the main findings in the study. I classify these 

findings into three main groups: combinatorial properties of valence-increasing 

suffixes summarized in Section 5.1.1, the semantic effects of the suffixes on a 

verb stem summarized in Section 5.1.2, and a summary of the syntactic effects of 

the suffixes is given in Section 5.1.3. 

5.1.1 Combinatorial properties of valence-increasing suffixes 

Only four (i.e., CAUS + INST, LOC + INST, LOC + BEN, and BEN + INST) of the six 

combinatorial possibilities of valence-increasing suffixes were confirmed by all 

the consultants. Certain combinations of suffixes were neither found in the corpus 

nor accepted by the consultants during the elicitation tasks. These suffix 

combinations are *CAUS + LOC and *CAUS + BEN, and no convincing explanation 

was found as to why they do not co-occur. 

In addition, a single token of the co-occurrence of LOC + BEN + INST was 

found in the corpus (see example 229). However, this construction was rejected 

by more than 70% of the consultants. Therefore, it was not included in the 
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analysis following the methodology pursued in this study, which is to analyze 

only the constructions that are approved by at least 70% of the consultants. 

The results of the study also revealed that neither the mirror principle 

(Baker, 1985) nor semantic scope (Bybee, 1985) can account in full for the 

relative ordering of valence-increasing suffixes on the verb stem. Evidence 

against semantic scope comes from constructions like (230) where the causative 

suffix is combined with the instrumental applicative. 

(230) -bk     mun-s-n  -wath 

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF drink-CAUS-INST NC1:DEF-child 

   

-tl   k--bep 

   NC3:DEF-medicine NC2-INDEF-spoon 

(a) ‘The woman used a spoon (as a tool) to make the child drink the 

medicine.’ 

(b) ‘The woman made the child drink the medicine with a spoon.’ 

In this construction type, the derived verb has both an applicativized-causative 

meaning (230a) and a causativized-applicative meaning (230b). Thus, in (230a) 

the surface order of the suffixes mirrors semantic scope since the applicative 

instrument acts on the higher verb E1. In contrast, in (230b) the surface order of 

suffixes does not correlate with semantic scope, since the applicative instrument 

acts on the lower verb E2, di ‘eat’. Therefore, (230b) indicates that the order of the 

suffixes CAUS + INST does not always mirror semantic scope. 

 Evidence against the mirror principle comes from LOC + BEN constructions 

like (231). 

(231) a. -langba     yi r 
NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit 

 ‘The man sat down.’ 
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b. -langba     yi r -r  -bnt 

 NC1:DEF-man  NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC  NC3:DEF-stool 

 ‘The man sat on the stool.’ 

c.  -langba     yi r -r- -bk 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF sit-LOC-BEN NC3:DEF-stool 

 

    -bnt 

NC3:DEF-stool 

 ‘The man sat on the stool for the woman.’ 

The verb yi rr ‘X sits on L affecting the interests of W’ is derived from the basic 

verb yi r ‘X sits down’. Example (231a) illustrates the basic intransitive verb yi r 

‘X sits down’. In (231b), the locative applicative -r is combined with the verb 

stem, and the applied object bnt ‘stool’ is added to the clause. In (231c), the 

benefactive applicative -  is combined with derived locative verb. By the mirror 

principle, it is expected that the applied object L, bnt ‘stool’ of the locative 

applicative is added to clause before the applied object W, bk ‘woman’ of the 

benefactive applicative since the locative applicative combines with the verb 

before the benefactive applicative does. However, as indicated in (231c), the 

applied object W bk ‘woman’ of the benefactive applicative is closer to the 

verb and is the primary object, while the applied object L bnt ‘stool’ of the 

locative applicative is farther away from the verb and is the secondary object. 

Thus, example (231c) indicates that the relative order of verb suffixes cannot be 

described based on the mirror principle. 

However, there is ample evidence that the order of suffixes is fixed, and is 

best described by morphological templates. These templates, which are listed in 
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(232), consist of “slots” that specify the position that is occupied by each verb 

suffix relative to the other. 

(232) a. Verb + CAUS + INST 

b. Verb + LOC + INST 

c. Verb + LOC + BEN 

d. Verb + BEN + INST 

In the case of (232a) where the causative suffix and the instrumental applicative 

co-occur, the causative occupies the slot immediately after the verb, while the 

instrumental applicative occupies the slot after it. In all the combinations in (232), 

the linear order of the two suffixes is irreversible. 

 In connection with the classes of verb stems that combine with each 

valence-increasing suffix, the study revealed that transitive and intransitive verbs 

combine with valence-increasing suffixes when each of these suffixes appear 

alone, or when they co-occur in a verb stem. Ditransitive verbs only combine with 

the instrumental, locative and benefactive applicatives. However, certain 

restrictions hold when a ditransitive verb is combined with a locative, 

instrumental or a benefactive applicative. Table 48 summarizes these restrictions 

and the properties of ditransitive verbs in general. 

Table 48. Summary of the properties of ditransitive verbs 

do not combine  

with: 

combine with other restrictions 

CAUS 

CAUS + INST 

LOC + INST 

LOC + BEN 
BEN + INST 

LOC In a ditransitive-based locative construction, 

L must be expressed by an object marker. 

BEN The benefactive applicative cannot add both 

W and S or W and I to a ditransitive verb. 
INST The instrumental applicative cannot add 

both I and C to a ditransitive verb. 
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Table 48 lists the suffixes that combine with ditransitive verbs and suffixes that do 

not combine with these verbs. It also shows that no set of co-occurring suffixes 

combines with ditransitive verbs. 

 As indicated in Table 48, ditransitive verbs do not combine with the 

causative suffix, and no convincing evidence was found about why ditransitive 

verbs do not combine with the causative suffix. However, Temne has causativized 

verbs that are derived from transitive and intransitive stems, which is consistent 

with the claim by Haspelmath (2005:1) that “if a language has causative verbs 

derived from transitive bases, then it also has causatives derived from intransitive 

bases”. 

5.1.2 Semantic effects of valence-increasing suffixes  

Verbs that are derived from combining with a valence-increasing suffix are in 

general polysemous. With the exception of the causative suffix, each valence-

increasing suffix or set of valence-increasing suffixes combines with more than 

one schema. Table 49 lists these schemas and the participant roles that are 

associated with each valence-increasing suffix. 
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Table 49. List of schemas and participant roles of valence-increasing suffixes 

 
suffixes schema participant role description of schema 

CAUS - AGENT A performs E1, causing X to perform E2 

(on Y) 

LOC L3 LOCATION [X performs E] at L 

 L4 GOAL [X performs E] directed towards L 

 L5 SOURCE [X performs E] directed away from L 

INST I2 INSTRUMENT [X performs E] using I 

 I3 COMITATIVE [X performs E] accompanied by C 

 I4 INSTRUMENT 

COMITATIVE 

[X performs E] using I accompanied by 

C 

BEN B2 BENEFICIARY/ 
MALEFICIARY 

[X performs E] affecting the interests of 
W 

 B3 SUBSTITUTIVE, 

BENEFICIARY/ 

MALEFICIARY 

[X performs E] on behalf of S, affecting 

the interests of W 

 B4 INSTRUMENT [X performs E] using I 

 B5 INSTRUMENT 

BENEFICIARY/ 

MALFICIARY 

[X performs E] using I affecting the 

interests of W 

CAUS + INST I-in-E1 AGENT 

INSTRUMENT 

A performs E1, using I causing X to 

perform E2 (on Y) 

 I-in-E2 AGENT 

INSTRUMENT 

A performs E1 causing X to perform E2 

(on Y) using I 

LOC + INST L3-I2 LOCATION 
INSTRUMENT 

[X performs E] located at L, using I 

 L4-I2 GOAL 

INSTRUMENT 

[X performs E] directed at L, using I 

 L5-I2 SOURCE 

INSTRUMENT 

[X performs E] directed away from L, 

using I 

LOC + BEN L3-B2 LOCATION 

BENEFICIARY/ 

MALEFICIARY 

[X performs E] at L affecting the 

interests of W 

 L4-B2 GOAL, 

BENEFICIARY/ 

MALEFICIARY 

[X performs E] towards L affecting the 

interests of W 

 L5-B2 SOURCE 

BENEFICIARY/ 
MALEFICIARY 

[X performs E] away from L affecting 

the interests of W 

BEN + INST B2-I2 BENEFICIARY/ 

MALEFICIARY 

INSTRUMENT 

[X performs E] using I, affecting the 

interests of W 

 B2-I4 BENEFICIARY/ 

MALEFICIARY 

INSTRUMENT 

[X performs E] together with C, using I 

affecting the interests of W 

The schemas of each suffix or set of suffixes differ only slightly. For 

example, schemas L3 of the locative suffix differs from schemas L4 and L5 in 

that it denotes a static location and the added participant is assigned the 

participant role of LOCATION. Schema L4 differs from schema L3 and L5 in the 
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sense that it denotes motion towards L, and the added participant is assigned the 

role of GOAL. Schema L5 is different from schemas L3 and L4 in the sense that it 

denotes motion away from L, and the new participant is assigned the role of 

SOURCE. 

Unlike the locative applicative where the choice of a schema is not free, 

the selection of one of the three schemas (I2, I3 or I4) of the instrumental 

applicative by a verb is free, and is determined by the speaker’s desired meaning. 

Thus, if the speaker’s desired meaning is schema I3, the participant C is added to 

the construction and is the primary object, while Y (if expressed) is the secondary 

object. On the other hand, if the speaker’s desired meaning is schema I4, the 

participants C and I are both added to the construction. 

Moreover, when the set of suffixes LOC + INST, LOC + BEN, and BEN + INST 

are combined with a verb, some of the schemas that they take when they appear 

separately on a verb are not expressed. For example, the set of suffixes LOC + INST 

combines with schema I3 ‘[X performs E] accompanied by C’, and schema I4 ‘[X 

performs E] using I accompanied by C’. Each of these schemas comes along with 

a comitative participant. However, none of these two schemas is expressed when 

the instrumental applicative co-occurs with the causative, locative or benefactive 

suffix. Also, when the benefactive suffix co-occurs with the locative or 

instrumental suffix, schema B3 ‘[X performs E] on behalf of S, affecting the 

interests of W’ that adds a substitutive S to the clause is not expressed. Thus, the 

co-occurrence of the LOC + INST or LOC + BEN revealed that when two suffixes co-
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occur, some of the schemas that are associated with individual suffixes are not 

expressed. 

The data analyzed in this study showed that some of the meanings of the 

derived verbs are predictably derived from the meaning of their component parts. 

A case in point is the causative suffix; when the causative suffix -s is combined 

with a verb expressing E2, the causativized verb is interpreted by the schema ‘A 

performs E1 causing X to perform E2 (on Y)’. Thus, apart from the idiosyncratic 

meanings of a handful of verbs, each verb that is combined with the causative 

suffix in Temne is interpreted by the same schema. Therefore, generalizations can 

easily be made about the meaning of the causative suffix. 

However, some of the derived verbs have assumed arbitrary meanings that 

require each of these derived verbs to be analysed individually. One piece of 

evidence comes from the derived verbs kth ‘X walks in vain’ and lms ‘X 

prosecutes Y’, which have assumed idiomatic meanings. Note that these verbs are 

derived from the verb stem kth ‘X walks’ and lm ‘X says Y’. As Croft (2001:16) 

observes, “all idioms are semantically idiosyncratic, which means that they do not 

follow general rules of semantic interpretation. Instead, they have their own rules 

of semantic interpretation”. Therefore, generalizations cannot easily be made 

about idiosyncratic meanings. In this regard, the meaning of each derived verb 

would have to be analysed individually, hence the need for a construction-based 

approach, argued for by Goldberg (1992, 1995, 2006), for analysing the meaning 

of morphologically derived verbs. 
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Thus, data on valence-increasing suffixes in Temne lead to the conclusion 

that the construction-based approach and the rule-based approach are both crucial 

for analysing the meaning of derived verbs. Therefore, the result of this study 

patterns with the observation by Van Valin (2007), who in the review of Goldberg 

(2006), states: 

Goldberg vigorously advocates a particularist, radical constructionist view 

of grammar, which she consistently sets in opposition to the generalist 

approach of generative grammar. The contrast is stark, and, in my own 

view, the reality of grammar lies somewhere in the middle between these 

two extremes. 

Van Valin (2007: 239) 

5.1.3 Syntactic effects of valence-increasing suffixes 

Valence-increasing suffixes in Temne are also characterized by syntactic 

properties that are typologically rare. Among these properties is the number of 

applied objects a certain suffix can add to the valence of the verb. The study 

revealed that the benefactive applicative can introduce an instrument I, a 

benefactive W and a substitutive S object. Out of these three applied objects, a 

maximum of two can be added to the valence of the verb; they are either the 

benefactive object W and substitutive object S or the benefactive object W and 

instrument I. Example (233b) illustrates a benefactive construction with the 

applied objects W and S. 

(233) a. ya    ros -nak 

mom  NC1.SUBJ:DEF serve NC3:DEF-rice 

‘Mom served the rice.’ 
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b. ya           ros- mi       -wa 

mom    NC1.SUBJ:DEF    serve-BEN 1SG.OBJ      NC1:DEF-child 

 

kmi  -na k 

   mine NC3:DEF-rice 

‘Mom served my child the rice on my behalf.’ 

In example (233b), the substitutive object S is marked by the object marker mi , 

while the benefactive object W is expressed by the nominal wa kmi  ‘my 

child’. 

Example (234b) demonstrates a benefactive construction with the applied 

objects W and I. 

(234) a. -bk     bs m--won 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig NC10-INDEF-bush.yam 

‘The woman dug out bush yams.’ 

 

b. -bk     bs-     a-fth 

NC3:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF dig-BEN    NC3:DEF-children 

 

m--won   -pikas 

NC10-DEF-bush.yam  NC3:INDEF-pickaxe 

‘The woman dug out bush yams with a pickaxe for the children.’ 

In (234b), the benefactive object W is expressed by the argument afth 

‘children’, while the instrument I is expressed by the argument pi kas ‘pickaxe’. 

Note that the substitutive and the instrument never co-occur. 

The instrumental applicative also adds a maximum of two applied objects 

to the clause; they are the instrument I and the comitative C. The following 

example illustrates an instrumental construction with the instrument I and the 

comitative C. 

(235) a. -langba    fshi  k--bath 

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross NC2-DEF-river 

  ‘The man crossed the river.’ 
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  b. -langba    fshi -n -ya  

  NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF cross-INST NC1:DEF-old woman 

 

   k--bath -bil   -thoi  
   NC2-DEF-river NC3:INDEF-boat NC3:INDEF-leaking 

‘The man together with the old woman crossed the river in a 

leaking boat.’ 

In example (235b), the comitative object is expressed by the nominal ya ‘old 

woman’ and the instrument I is expressed by the nominal bi l tho i  ‘leaking 

boat’. 

Unlike the instrumental and the benefactive applicatives, the locative 

applicative introduces only the applied object L, which may be expressed as a 

LOCATION, GOAL or SOURCE. Example (236b) illustrates the applied object L as a 

LOCATION. 

(236) a. -t    fnth 

NC3:DEF-dog NC1.SUBJ:DEF lie down 

‘The dog lay down.’ 

  

b. -t    fnth-r -yari  

NC1:DEF-dog NC1.SUBJ:DEF lie down-LOC NC3:DEF-cat 

‘The dog lay on the cat.’ 

In (236b), the applied object L is expressed by the nominal yari  ‘cat’ and is 

assigned the participant role of LOCATION. On the other hand, in (237b) the 

participant L is a SOURCE. 

(237) a. -bk    way k--lath 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy NC2-INDEF-tilapia.fish 

‘The woman bought some tilapia fish.’ 
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 b. -bk    way-r  -treda 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1:DEF-trader 

 

 k--la th 

 NC2-INDEF-tilapia.fish 

‘The woman bought some tilapia fish from the trader.’ 

In (237b), the applied object L is expressed by the argument treda ‘trader’ and is 

assigned the participant role of SOURCE. However, in (238b), the applied object L 

is a GOAL. 

(238) a. -langba    suth k--fanke 

 NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF shoot NC2-INDEF-witch.gun 

‘The man shot a witch gun.’ 

b. -langba    suth-r  -bk 

NC1:DEF-man NC1.SUBJ:DEF shoot-LOC NC1:DEF-woman 

k--fanke 
NC2-INDEF-witch.gun 

‘The man shot a witch gun at the woman.’ 

The argument bk ‘woman’ in (238b) is the applied object L and is assigned the 

participant role of GOAL. Thus, examples (236b), (237b) and (238b) indicate that 

the locative suffix introduces one applied object that is expressed as a LOCATION, 

SOURCE or GOAL, depending on the verb it is combined with. 

 Furthermore, in this dissertation I have examined the principles underlying 

the mapping and realization of arguments in a construction with a valence-

increasing suffix on the verb. The results of the study showed that the participant 

hierarchy and precedence hierarchy govern the mapping and realization of 

arguments in a construction. In addition, certain semantically plausible 

constructions that rank object markers based on the participant hierarchy and or 
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precedence hierarchy are blocked if they violate the prominence hierarchy. In the 

following sub-section, I summarize how these three principles work. 

5.1.3.1 The participant hierarchy 

In a homogeneous object construction, defined in this dissertation as a 

construction where all the post-verbal arguments are either expressed by nominals 

or by object markers, the participant hierarchy in Figure 23 governs the mapping 

and realization of arguments in the construction. 

A  »  X  »  S  »  W  »  {L, C}  »  R  »  Y  » I 

Figure 23. The participant hierarchy in Temne 

Note that some of the combinations of the participants in Figure 23 are not 

realized. However, some assumptions can be made. For instance, from 

homogeneous object constructions combining schema B3 ‘ X performs E  on 

behalf of S, affecting the interests of W’, it is apparent that the participant S 

outranks W, as they appear in the order S » W. Also, from a LOC + BEN 

construction, it is evident that the participants W and L occur in the order W » L. 

Thus, given these two set of co-occurrences, it can be assumed that the participant 

S outranks L and they occur in the order S » L. In addition, evidence for ranking 

the participant X above the participants C, L and S comes from non-causative 

constructions where X is the subject. Also, since X(causee) shown in Chapter 3 

never occurs with the participants C, L or S, there is no reason to assume that a 

demoted X is any different than a non-demoted X. 

The participants and their participant roles in each homogeneous object 

construction are assigned grammatical relations that determine their precedence. 
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Concerning the benefactive construction, the participant S is the primary object if 

it is expressed, else W is the primary object, and R that is the secondary object 

comes after it. However, if R is not present, Y is the secondary object and is 

followed by I, which is the most peripheral object. Therefore, in a transitive-based 

homogeneous object benefactive construction illustrating schema B2 ‘[X 

performs E] affecting the interests of W’, for example, the participant X, which 

corresponds to the participant role of AGENT, is invariably the subject. The 

participant W which corresponds to the BENIFICIARY/MALEFICIARY is the primary 

object, and the participant Y, usually the THEME/PATIENT, is the secondary object. 

Although the INSTRUMENT in a homogeneous object construction always 

maps onto the most oblique grammatical relation, one is never certain about the 

specific grammatical relation it may correspond to, as this depends on the 

presence or absence of other participant roles (e.g., THEME, PATIENT or 

EXPERIENCER) in the construction. In an intransitive-based homogeneous object 

instrumental construction illustrating schema I3, the participant X, which 

corresponds to the AGENT, is the subject. The participant C, which corresponds to 

the COMITATIVE, is the primary object and the participant I that is the INSTRUMENT 

maps onto the secondary object. However, in a transitive-based homogeneous 

object instrumental construction illustrating schema I3, the INSTRUMENT is not the 

secondary object, rather the tertiary object, while the participant Y that is often the 

THEME/PATIENT maps onto the secondary object. 

The analysis above leads to the conclusion that in constructions with two 

or more of the same type of objects, participant roles map onto grammatical 
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relations based on the participant hierarchy for individual constructions. As 

observed by Butt (2006), participant roles map onto grammatical relations by 

means of “hierarchical linking”, whereby the highest ranked participant role maps 

onto the highest grammatical relation and the lowest ranked participant role maps 

onto the lowest grammatical relation in the construction. This matching of 

participant roles and grammatical relations by means of a hierarchy has also been 

proposed in the literature by Grimshaw (1990), Bresnan & Kanerva (1989), 

Dowty (1991) among others. 

Bresnan and Zaenen (1990), for instance, have proposed a universal 

thematic hierarchy agent » beneficiary » experiencer/goal » instrument » 

patient/theme » locative. By this view, the highest ranked participant role 

occupies the highest or left-most ranked grammatical relation and the lowest or 

right-most ranked thematic role maps onto the lowest grammatical relation in the 

hierarchy. However, data from Temne does not conform to this thematic 

hierarchy. Thus, whereas the instrument outranks the theme and locative in the 

thematic hierarchy by Bresnan and Zaenen (1990), in the participant hierarchy in 

Figure 23, the instrument occupies the most peripheral position. This means that it 

is outranked by the locative which is represented by the variable L. The locative 

outranks Y, which is often the PATIENT/THEME, and R, which often corresponds to 

the RECIPIENT. 

5.1.3.2 The precedence hierarchy 

The precedence hierarchy, schematized as OM » NOM, states that a participant 

that is expressed by an object marker is closer to the verb and is assigned a higher 
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grammatical relation than a participant that is expressed by a nominal argument. 

Thus, as with homogeneous object constructions, in heterogeneous object 

constructions post-verbal arguments as well as their corresponding participant 

roles shift from one grammatical relation to the other based on the precedence 

hierarchy. 

Although the precedence hierarchy holds in Temne, there are restrictions 

on which participant can be expressed by an object marker in a construction 

where there is only one object marker. The first constraint concerns the locative 

applicative, and it states that in a locative applicative construction that is based on 

a ditransitive verb, the participant L must be expressed by an object marker (OM). 

The construction is ungrammatical otherwise. This constraint captures the fact 

that constructions with three nominals are ruled out. Also, it implies that the 

participant L is always the primary object in a ditransitive-based locative 

construction because it is higher on the participant hierarchy. Thus, the 

constructions in (239) are permissible. 

(239) a. L(OM) » Y(OM) » R(NP) 

b L(OM) » R(OM) » Y(NP) 

c. L(OM) » R(NP) » Y(NP) 

On the other hand, ditransitive-based locative constructions listed in (240) 

are impermissible. 

(240)  a. *Y(OM) » L(NP) » R(NP) 

b. *R(OM) » L(NP) » Y(NP) 

The basic difference between the constructions in (240) that are disallowed and 

the constructions in (239) that are allowed is that in the latter the participant L 
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maps onto the primary object, while in the former either the participant Y or R is 

the primary object. 

The second constraint relates to the benefactive applicative and it states 

that if there is an object marker in a benefactive construction where the participant 

S is expressed, that object marker is S. Thus, the benefactive constructions in 

(241) where the participant S is the primary object are permissible and are 

realized. 

(241) a. S(OM) » W(OM) » Y(NOM) 

b. S(OM) » Y(OM) » W(NOM) 

On the other hand, the benefactive constructions listed in (242) where the 

participant S is not the primary object are disallowed. 

(242) a. *Y(OM) » S(NOM) » W(NOM) 

b. *W(OM) » S(NOM) » Y(NOM) 

c. *W(OM) » Y(OM) » S(NOM) 

The basic difference between the constructions in (242) that are impermissible 

and the constructions in (241) that are permissible is that in the latter the 

participant S maps onto the primary object, while in the former, either the 

participant Y or W is the primary object. 

 The third constraint states that if there is an object marker in a LOC + BEN 

construction, the object marker must express W. Therefore, the constructions in 

(243) are ruled out. 

(243) a *L(OM) » W(NOM) » Y(NOM) 

b. *Y(OM) » W(NOM) » L(NOM) 
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Any participant that is the primary object in a LOC + BEN construction is always 

construed as W (i.e., the beneficiary) by native speakers of Temne; therefore it 

must be expressed by an object marker. 

The constructions in (244) are grammatical, since W is the primary object 

and is expressed by an object marker. 

(244) a. W(OM) » Y(OM) » L(NOM) 

 b. W(OM) » Y(NOM) » L(NOM) 

The fourth constraint states that if there is an object marker in a BEN + INST 

construction, it must express W. Thus, the constructions listed in (245) are 

disallowed, as they violate the BEN + INST constraint. 

(245) a. *I(OM) » C(NOM) » Y(NOM) 

b. *Y(OM) » I(OM) » C(NOM) 

c. *C(OM) » W(OM) » I(NOM) 

On the other hand, the BEN + INST constructions listed in (246) are 

permissible and are realized. 

(226) a. W(OM) » I(OM) » C(NOM) 

b. W(OM) » C(OM) » I(OM) 

c. W(OM) » C(NOM) » I(NOM) 

d. W(OM) » Y(NOM) » I(NOM) 

e. W(OM) » Y(OM) » I(OM) 

Thus, the four constraints summarized above are identical in the sense that they 

stipulate which participant must be expressed by an object marker in a 

heterogeneous object construction where only one object marker is expressed. 

These participants are L in a ditransitive-based locative construction, S in a 

benefactive construction, W in a LOC + BEN or BEN + INST construction. 
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Heterogeneous object constructions that comply with the precedence 

hierarchy provide evidence that participant roles do not consistently map onto any 

specific grammatical relations in Temne. This is to say, a given participant role 

can map onto more than two grammatical relations. To indicate how the 

precedence hierarchy works, I consider the following heterogeneous object 

locative construction which illustrates schema L5, ‘ X performs E  directed away 

from L’. 

(247) a. -bk    way-r      -treda 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC    NC1:DEF-trader 

 

k--lath 

NC2-INDEF-tilapia.fish 

 ‘The woman bought some tilapia fish from the trader.’ 

 

b.  -bk    way-r  a 

 NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC5.OBJ 

 

-treda 
NC1-trader 

‘The woman bought them from the trader.’ 

 

c.  -bk     way-r  k 

NC1:DEF-woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF buy-LOC NC1.OBJ 

 

k--lath 

NC2-INDEF-tilapia fish 

 ‘The woman bought some tilapia fish from him/her.’ 

In (247), the verb wa yr ‘X buys Y from L’ is derived from the verb stem way ‘X 

buys Y (fish)’. In the homogeneous object construction in (247a), the participant 

treda ‘trader’, which is the SOURCE, is adjacent to the verb and is the primary 

object. The participant Y klath ‘tilapia fish’, which is the THEME, is the 

secondary object. 
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However, in the heterogeneous object construction in (247b), the 

participant treda ‘trader’ that is assigned the participant role of SOURCE becomes 

the secondary object, while the THEME, which is expressed by the object marker 

a, is the primary object. In (247c), the THEME is expressed by the nominal klath 

‘tilapia fish’ and is the secondary object, while the SOURCE which is expressed by 

the object marker k maps onto the primary object. Thus, these examples indicate 

that, despite its participant role, the participant that is expressed by an object 

marker is assigned a higher grammatical relation than the participant that is 

expressed by a nominal. In this regard, the grammatical relation that is assigned to 

the participant role of SOURCE or THEME varies across constructions. 

The following example illustrates the precedence hierarchy in a 

heterogeneous object CAUS + INST construction. 

(248) a. -ya     di -s-n  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST    

 

  -wath   -fufu   k--bep 

NC1:DEF-child  NC7:INDEF-fufu NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The old woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child eat 

fufu.’ 

  ‘The old woman made the child use a spoon (as a tool) to eat fufu.’ 

b. -ya     di -s-n  yi  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST  NC7.OBJ 

 

   -wath   k--bep 

   NC1:DEF-child  NC2-INDEF-spoon 

‘The old woman used a spoon (as a means) to make the child eat it 

(fufu).’ 

‘The old woman made the child use a spoon (as a tool) to eat it 

(fufu).’ 
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 c. -ya     di -s-n   k  

NC1:DEF-old woman NC1.SUBJ:DEF eat-CAUS-INST    NC2.OBJ 

 

   ki   -fufu 
   NC.OBJ  NC7:INDEF-fufu 

‘The old woman used it (as a means) to make him/her eat fufu.’ 

  ‘The old woman made him/her use it (as a tool) to eat fufu.’ 

The derived verb di sn ‘A causes X to eat Y, using I’ is derived from the verb 

stem di  ‘X eats Y’. In the homogeneous object CAUS + INST construction in 

(248a), the participant fufu ‘fufu’ that is the THEME maps onto the secondary 

object, wa th ‘child’ that is the PATIENT is the primary object and kbep ‘spoon’ 

that is the INSTRUMENT is the tertiary object. However, in the heterogeneous object 

CAUS + INST construction in (248b) the THEME that is expressed by the object 

marker yi  is the primary object, while the PATIENT wath ‘child’ and INSTRUMENT 

kbep ‘spoon’ that are nominal arguments map onto the secondary object and 

tertiary object respectively. 

In (248c), both the PATIENT k and the INSTRUMENT ki  are expressed as 

object markers and are assigned higher grammatical relations than the THEME 

fufu ‘fufu’ that is a nominal object. Thus, the examples in (248) indicate that 

there is no one-to-one mapping between grammatical relation and the participant 

role of INSTRUMENT, THEME or PATIENT. In other words, in a construction with a 

valence-increasing suffix on a verb, participant roles are not uniquely connected 

with syntactic positions. 
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5.1.3.3 The prominence hierarchy 

In addition to the precedence hierarchy and participant hierarchy, evidence from 

the data analysed indicate that semantically plausible constructions are blocked if 

the ranking of object markers determined by the participant hierarchy or 

precedence hierarchy violates the prominence hierarchy 1/2 » 3ANIM » 3INANIM. 

Example (249b) where the first person singular object marker mi  precedes the 

third person plural object marker chi  illustrates the prominence hierarchy in a 

locative construction. 

(249) a.   mnk-r mi   a  

2SG.SUBJ hide-LOC 1SG.OBJ NC5.OBJ 

‘You hid them from me.’ 

 

 b. *  mnk-r a  mi  

2SG.SUBJ hide-LOC NC5.OBJ 1SG.OBJ 

 Intended meaning: ‘You hid me from them.’ 

 

 c.   mnk mi   ro a  ro 
2SG.SUBJ hide 1SG.OBJ theirs them to 

 ‘You hid me from them.’ 

The derived verb mnkr ‘X hides Y from L’ is derived from the verb stem mnk 

‘X hides Y’. Example (249a), which illustrates a homogeneous object 

construction, indicates that the sentence: ‘You hid them from me’ is possible in 

Temne. However, the sentence ‘You hid me from them’ is impossible with the 

locative applicative, as demonstrated by the ungrammaticality of (249b). The 

impossibility of (249b) follows from a violation of the prominence hierarchy, 

which blocks any construction where the third person object marker a precedes 

the first person object marker mi . The data analysed in this dissertation indicate 

that the prominence hierarchy is an inviolable part of Temne grammar. 
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 In addition, this dissertation has provided an insight into the question of 

how grammatical relations are defined in Temne. As demonstrated in Chapter 2, 

Temne has no verb agreement or case marking. Word order is the only available 

strategy for coding grammatical relations other than the subject. Therefore, in a 

declarative sentence the pre-verbal argument is the subject and the post-verbal 

arguments are the objects. A subject that is expressed by a noun is also different 

from all other arguments in the sentence in the sense that it immediately precedes 

the subject marker, which agrees with the controlling nominal subject in number, 

noun class and definiteness. 

The objects in a sentence also differ from each other by the linear order in 

which they occur in the construction. The object that appears immediately after 

the verb is the primary object, and immediately precedes the secondary object. 

The tertiary object appears immediately after the secondary object and 

immediately precedes the quaternary object. In addition, ditransitive-based 

homogeneous object constructions indicate that Temne places the participant R 

(often the RECIPIENT) closer to the verb than Y, which is often the THEME. 

Therefore, Temne is a “primary object language” in the sense of Dryer (1986). 

 This dissertation leaves a few questions unanswered. First, certain verbs 

that are expected to combine with certain suffixes are found to be incompatible 

with these suffixes. Among these are ditransitive verbs, which do not combine 

with co-occurring valence-increasing suffixes. Also, ditransitive verbs do not 

combine with the causative suffix when it appears separately on a verb even 

though they combine with the locative, instrumental or benefactive applicative. 
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Restrictions on the number of arguments that a causativized verb can support has 

been proposed as to why ditransitive verbs do not combine with the causative 

affix in languages like Tukang Besi (Donohue, 1999), but this reason is not found 

to be responsible for the failure of ditransitive verbs to combine with the causative 

suffix in Temne. Thus, the reason why ditranstive verbs fail to combine with the 

causative suffix remains unclear. Also, it is still not clear why the causative suffix 

does not co-occur with the locative or benefactive suffix even though it co-occurs 

with the instrumental applicative. These two areas deserve attention in a future 

research. 
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Appendix 

Table I. 

List of 300 verb samples used in the analysis in this study 

 
no. in the list verb root gloss 

1 ba  X has Y 

2 ba l X marries Y 

3 ba mba X piggybacks Y 

4 ba ni X redeems/reclaims Y 

5 ba nsʌ X is angry 

6 ba ŋʌ X gives a handful of Y to R 

7 bɔ X borrows Y from R/ X lends Y to R 

8 bɔfthar X beats up Y 

9 bɔl X gets tall 

10 bɔli  X picks Y 

11 bɔm X defecates 

12 bɔthәr X loves/likes Y 

13 bɔy X immerses Y/X mentions Y to R 

14 bɛfәth X worships Y 

15 bәflɛ X laughs 

16 bek X arrives 

17 bәka X carries Y 

18 bɛmpa X makes Y 

19 bɛnɛ  X hides Y 

20 bәnkәli X rolls Y 

21 bɛnt X deprives R of Y 

22 bɛŋ X agrees with Y 

23 bәp X meets Y 

24 bәpә r X is present in Y 

25 ber X visits Y 

26 bәrfi  X pops off Y (balloon/swelling) 

27 bɛs X digs out Y 

28 bɛt X sucks Y 

29 bәt X holds Y 

30 bɛth X bursts into tears 

31 bey X belches 

32 bo k X cries 

33 bo ndәs X enlarges Y 

34 bo nt X names Y 

35 bo ŋ X makes Y (heaps) 

36 bo r X peels off Y 

37 bo shinɛ  X longs for Y 

38 bo t X puts down Y 

39 boya X donates Y to R 

40 bu kɔ X washes Y/ X bathes 

41 bu li X makes a hole in Y 

42 bu m X guards Y 

43 bu s X takes off Y (clothing) 

44 bʌk X loads Y 
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45 bʌlbʌl X chases Y 

46 bʌlәr X approaches Y 

47 bʌlʌ X hunts Y 

48 bʌŋ X brings Y 

49 bʌr X adds Y 

50 bʌtho  X worships Y 

51 bʌyt X bets Y 

52 chp X plants Y 

53 chɛchi X spreads Y 

54 chela X calls Y 

55 chen X slaughters Y 

56 cher X releases Y 

57 chim X fights Y 

58 chis X is inebriated 

59 da kәr X intertwines Y (rope) 

60 da mәr X cures Y 

61 de X puts Y on top of R 

62 der X comes/arrives 

63 di X eats Y 

64 dif X kills Y 

65 dim X misplaces Y 

66 dinɛ  X disappears from Y 

67 dirʌ  X sleeps 

68 du  X plaits/braids Y’s hair 

69 fɔf X speaks 

70 fɔfla X whispers to Y 

71 fɔk X wraps Y 

72 fәnthʌ X lies down 

73 fәshi  X crosses Y 

74 fi X dies 

75 fitha X throws Y away 

76 fon X shaves 

77 for X gossips about Y 

78 foy X floats 

79 fumpɔ  X falls down 

80 fumpә r X grabs Y 

81 furup X blows (mouth) to nurse Y (a fire) 

82 futha  X half-cooks Y, X boils Y (bananas) 

83 fʌk X drops Y 

84 fʌl X flies 

85 gbn X hates Y 

86 gbnthɔ X mixes Y 

87 gbaki  X answers Y 

88 gbal X writes down Y 

89 gbali  X lines up Y 

90 gbam X (a plant) grows along Y (ground) 

91 gbanɛ  X places Y on X’s shoulder 

92 gbantha  X hits Y 

93 gbaŋ X hangs Y 

94 gbarɔ  X trickles on Y 
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95 gbashi  X takes/lifts up Y 

96 gbay X separates Y 

97 gbɔk X scrubs Y 

98 gbɔl X grinds Y 

99 gbea X yells in agony 

100 gbɛba X faints 

101 gbәk X cuts Y 

102 gbɛkәr X traps Y 

103 gbәl X sweeps Y 

104 gbɛlɛŋ X reminds Y 

105 gbәm X pounds Y 

106 gbenkәra X yells 

107 gbɛth X yells 

108 gbep X climbs Y 

109 gbәpә r X covers Y 

110 gbәt X hunts Y 

111 gbetha X cuts Y 

112 gbind X warns Y 

113 gbiŋ X swears 

114 gbip X chooses Y 

115 gbitha nɛ X admits to doing Y 

116 gbon X touches Y 

117 gbopi  X takes a chip on Y 

118 gbukɛ X runs 

119 gbʌl X quarrels 

120 gbʌm X sips Y 

121 gbʌnth X smashes Y 

122 gbʌnthi X completes/finishes Y 

123 gbʌs X divides Y 

124 gbʌt X knocks Y 

125 k X goes to Y 

126 kal X roasts Y 

127 kali  X welcomes Y 

128 kantha X closes Y 

129 kara X reads Y 

130 kasara X endangers/destroys Y 

131 kashi  X retracts Y (wood) from a fire 

132 kɔpәra X asks for Y 

133 kɔth X walks 

134 kәl X pours Y 

135 kәli X looks at Y 

136 kerʌ  X carries Y 

137 kɛth X scraps Y 

138 keyʌ X steals Y 

139 kochi X unties Y 

140 kom X gives birth to Y 

141 kori  X greets Y 

142 korʌ  X gets pregnant 

143 koth X ties Y (a bundle) 

144 kul X makes Y (banana) ripe 
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145 kulɔ X cries 

146 kuluŋ X mixes Y 

147 kuth X fetches Y (water) 

148 kʌchi X excludes Y 

149 kʌrʌ  X brings Y 

150 kʌshi  X refuses Y/to do E 

151 kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y 

152 lanɛ  X believes in Y 

153 lap X is ashamed of Y 

154 lɔm X talks about Y 

155 lәm X throws Y away 

156 lɛmpi  X snatches Y 

157 leŋ X sings Y 

158 lәsә r X destroys Y 

159 liŋ X pulls Y 

160 lomi  X identifies Y 

161 lʌfthi X turns over Y 

162 lʌk X throws Y away 

163 lʌp X lights Y (fire) 

164 ma r X helps Y 

165 mɔ mɔ X thanks Y 

166 mɔ rәka X undermines Y 

167 mɔ ta X dives 

168 mɔ tha X surpasses Y 

169 mɛ m X tests Y 

170 me r X swallows Y 

171 mu mpәl X kisses Y 

172 mu n X drinks Y 

173 mʌ nk X buries/hides Y 

174 mʌ sәr X breast feeds Y 

175 na keth X fries Y 

176 na l X insults Y 

177 na nɛ X remembers Y 

178 na shi X wipes off Y 

179 nɔy X takes away Y from R 

180 nәnk X sees Y 

181 nu mptha X folds Y 

182 nu t X feeds Y 

183 nʌntʌ X marries Y 

184 nʌp X hits Y 

185 ŋa ŋ X bites Y 

186 ŋɔ mi X makes an ugly face 

187 ŋɔ nkәl X snores 

188 ŋɔri X uproots Y 

189 ŋe sәm X breathes 

190 ŋɛt X minces Y 

191 ŋʌ ndәŋ X swims 

192 ŋʌ nt X pukes/vomits Y 

193 ŋʌ p X wins Y (a lawsuit) 

194 ŋʌ t X ascends 
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195 ŋʌ tʌ X lifts ups Y 

196 pa  X says Y 

197 pɔlɔ X crowns Y 

198 pәnɛ  X forgets Y 

199 piktha X smashes/crushes Y 

200 pim X harvests Y 

201 po  X completes/finishes Y 

202 po l X claps/slaps Y 

203 pu lki  X makes Y look miserable 

204 pu thnɛ  X offends Y 

205 pʌt X cooks Y (meat) 

206 pʌy X jumps over Y/gets ready for Y 

207 ranka X curses Y 

208 rapri  X does a U-turn 

209 rә nʌ X is piggybacks Y 

210 deŋ X puts Y on R’s head 

211 rә p X prostitutes herself 

212 ros X serves Y 

213 ruba X blesses Y 

214 runkәt X mixes Y 

215 rusә m X nurtures Y 

216 rʌ f X stabs Y 

217 rʌ m X pays Y to R 

218 rʌ nkәth X rinses Y 

219 skth X moves to the position of  Y 

220 sakthi X spreads Y 

221 sakʌnɛ X scatters about 

222 sap X scoops Y 

223 sar X carries Y on X’s head 

224 sɔ kanɛ X confuses Y/X is in confusion 

225 sɔ m X chews Y 

226 sɔ mpa X disturbs Y 

227 sɔ nkɔ X shouts at Y 

228 sɔ ŋ X gives R to Y 

229 sɔ r X coughs 

230 sɔth X sews Y 

231 sɔ thla X ignites Y 

232 sɔ thnɛ  X detects Y 

233 sɔ tha X gets Y 

234 she k X ties Y 

235 she l X laughs at Y 

236 she m X rejects Y 

23 7 shɛra X saws Y (a piece of wood) 

238 she th X builds Y 

239 shi m X breaks Y 

240 som X sends Y 

241 somrʌ  X sends Y to R 

242 suni X steps on Y’s injury 

243 sunt X corks Y 

244 sʌ p X beats Y 
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245 sʌ t X puts Y on top 

246 taŋ X closes/locks up Y 

247 tata X prostitutes herself 

248 tɔk X scolds Y 

249 tɔla X puts his hands on Y’s eyes 

250 tɔri  X shows Y to R 

251 tɔsa X joins Y 

252  tәl X listens to Y 

253 tәmʌ  X stands 

254 tәp X begins with Y 

255 tәsә m X sneezes 

256 tey X leaves behind Y 

257 thas X surpasses Y 

258 thɔmɔ  X dances 

259 thɔy X burns Y 

260 thɛns X finds Y 

261 thәnth X scrapes Y 

262 thila X sells Y 

263 thinkәr X presses on Y 

264 thith X chooses Y 

265 tholʌ X begs Y 

266 thonkәla X gathers Y 

267 thor X climbs down Y 

268 thuf X spits Y 

269 thunth X measures Y 

270 thʌm X tastes Y 

271 thʌnthi X stretches Y 

272 thʌpi X misses Y 

273 thʌy X bends Y 

274 to X cooks Y 

275 tu X falls sick 

276 tuŋ X hits Y 

277 tura X attacks Y 

278 tʌmtʌmnɛ  X remembers Y 

279 tʌnsʌ nɛ X imitates Y 

280 tʌŋ X follows Y 

281 tʌnpɔ X sits up late 

282 way X buys Y 

283 wɔ ŋ X puts on Y (clothes) 

284 wol X plays 

285 won X delays 

286 wop X holds onto Y 

287 yf X mills Y (corn) 

288 yagba X hurries Y 

289 yak X washes Y 

290 yanfa  X undermines Y 

291 yɔ X does E/X has an affair with Y 

292 yema X wants Y 

293 yep X borrows Y 

294 yer X gives Y to R 
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295 yɛr X shivers 

296 yɛtha X squeezes Y 

297 yif X asks R about Y 

298 yinkәtha X shakes Y 

299 yirʌ  X sits down 

300 yokanɛ X gets up 

 

Table II. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with the causative suffix 

 
root gloss root + 

CAUS
 

gloss 

ba l X marriesY bal-s A causes X marry Y 

b ani X redeems Y bani-s A causes X to redeem Y 

ba ns X is angry bans-s A causes X to be angry  

bl X grows tall bl-s A causes X to grow tall 

bm X defecates bm-s A causes X to defecate/ 

X beats the crap out of Y 

bek X arrives bek-s A causes X to arrive 

bs X digs out Y bss A causes X to dig outY 

bth X cries bth-s A causes X to cry 

bo r X peels off Y bor-s A causes X to peel off Y 

bo k X cries bok-s A causes X to cry 

bo  X digs out Y bo-s A causes X to dig out Y 

chp X plants Y chp-s A causes X to plant Y 

chen X slaughters Y chen-s A causes X to slaughter Y 

chis X is drunk chis-s A made X drunk 

di X eats Y di-s A causes X to eat Y 

dir X sleeps dir-s A causes X to sleep/ 

X seduces Y 

fl X flies fl-s A causes X to fly 

gbal X writes Y gbal-s A causes X to write Y 

gbk X scrubs Y gbk-s A causes X to scrub Y 

gbl X grinds Y gbl-s A causes X to grind Y 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl-s A causes X to sweep Y 

gbm X pounds Y gbm-s A causes X to pound Y 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-s A causes X to climb Y 

kth X walks kth- A made X walk in vain/ 

A causes X to walk 

kl X pours Y kl-s A causes X to pour Y 

kom X gives birth to Y kom-s A bears a child with X 

kor X is pregnant kor-s A impregnates X 

kul X cries kul-s A causes X to cry 

lap X is ashamed lap-s A causes X to be ashamed 

lm X says Y lm-s A made X say Y/ 

X prosecutes Y 

mu ta X dives mu ta-s A causes X to dive 

me r X swallows Y me r-s A causes X to swallow Y 

mu n X drinks Y mu n-s A causes X to drink Y 
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nt X pukes Y nt-s A causes X to puke Y 

po  X ends Y po-s A causes X to end Y 

skth X moves over there skth- A causes X to move over 

there 

she th X builds Y she th-s A causes X to build Y 

tata X prostitutes tata-s A causes X to prostitute 

thm X dances thm-s A causes X to dance 

to X cooks Y to-s A causes X to cook Y 

way X buys Y way-s A causes X to buy Y 

w X puts on Y w-s A causes X to put on Y  

yir X sits down yir-s A causes X to sit down 

 

Table III. 

Verbs in the sample that do not combine with the causative suffix 

 
verb root gloss verb + CAUS 

ba X has Y *ba-s 

bamba X piggybacks Y *bamba -s 

baŋʌ X gives a hand full of Y to R *baŋʌ -s 

bɔ X borrows Y from R *bɔ-s 

bɔfthar X beats up Y *bɔfthar-s 

bɔli  X picks Y *bɔli-s 

bɔthәr X loves Y *bɔthәr-s 

bɔy X immerses Y/X mentions Y to R *bɔy-s 

bɛfәth X worships Y *bɛfәth-s 

bәflɛ X laughs *bәflɛ-s 

bәka X carries Y *bәka-s 

bɛmpa X makes Y *bɛmpa -s 

bɛnɛ  X hides Y *bɛnɛ-s 

bәnkәli X rolls Y *bәnkәli-s 

bɛnt X denies /deprives Y of R *bɛnt-s 

bɛŋ X agrees with Y *bɛŋ-s 

bәp X meets Y *bәp-s 

bәpә r X is present *bәpә r-s 

ber X visits Y *ber-s 

bәrfi  X pops off Y *bәrfi -s 

bɛt X sucks Y *bɛt-s 

bәt X holds Y *bәt-s 

bey X belches *bey-s 

bondәs X enlarges Y *bondә s-s 

bont X names Y *bont-s 

bor X peels off Y *bor-s 

boshinɛ  X longs for Y *boshi nɛ-s 

bot X puts down Y *bot-s 

Boya X puts down Y *boya-s 

bukɔ X washes Y/ X takes a shower *bukɔ -s 

buli X makes a hole in Y *buli -s 

bum X drives Y *bum-s 
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bus X takes off Y from R *bus-s 

bʌk X loads Y *bʌk-s 

bʌlbʌl X chases Y *bʌlbʌl-s 

bʌlәr X approaches Y *bʌlәr-s 

bʌlʌ X hunts Y *bʌlʌ-s 

bʌŋ X brings Y *bʌŋ-s 

bʌr X adds Y *bʌr-s 

bʌtho  X worships Y *bʌtho-s 

bʌyt X bets Y *bʌyt-s 

chɛchi X spreads Y *chɛchi -s 

chela X calls Y *chela-s 

cher X lets Y go *cher-s 

chim X fights Y *chim-s 

dakәr X wines Y *dakә r-s 

damәr X cures Y *damә r-s 

de X puts Y on R’s head *de-s 

der X comes/arrives *der-s 

dif X kills Y *dif-s 

dim X misplaces Y *dim-s 

dinɛ  X disappears from Y *dinɛ -s 

du X plaits Y’s hair *du-s 

fɔf X speaks *fɔf-s 

fɔfla X whispers to Y *fɔfla-s 

fɔk X wraps Y *fɔk-s 

fәnthʌ X lies down *fәnthʌ-s 

fәshi  X crosses Y *fәshi -s 

fi X dies *fi-s 

fitha X throws away Y *fitha-s 

fon X shaves *fon-s 

for X gossips Y *for-s 

foy X floats *foy-s 

fumpɔ  X falls down *fumpɔ -s 

fumpә r X grabs Y *fumpә r-s 

furup X blows off/enkindles Y *furup-s 

futha  X cooks Y *futha -s 

fʌl X flies *fʌl-s 

gbn X hates Y *gbn-s 

gbnthɔ X mixes Y *gbnthɔ-s 

gbaki  X answers Y *gbaki-s 

gbali  X lines up Y *gbali -s 

gbam X (a plant) grows along Y *gbam-s 

gbanɛ  X hangs Y on X’s shoulder *gbanɛ -s 

gbantha  X hits Y *gbantha-s 

gbaŋ X hangs Y *gbaŋ-s 

gbarɔ  X trickles on Y *gbarɔ -s 

gbashi  X takes/lifts up Y *gbashi -s 

gbay X separates Y *gbay-s 

gbea X yells in agony *gbea -s 

gbɛba X faints *gbɛba -s 

gbәk X cuts Y *gbәk-s 
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gbɛkәr X traps Y *gbɛkәr-s 

gbɛlɛŋ X reminds Y *gbɛlɛŋ-s 

gbenkәra X yells *gbenkәra-s 

gbɛnth X yells *gbɛnth-s 

gbәpә r X covers Y *gbәpәr-s 

gbәt X hunts Y *gbәt-s 

gbetha X cuts Y *gbetha-s 

gbind X warns Y *gbind-s 

gbiŋ X swears *gbiŋ-s 

gbip X chooses Y *gbip-s 

gbitha nɛ X admits Y *gbithanɛ -s 

gbo X touches Y *gbo-s 

gbopi  X makes a chip on Y *gbopi -s 

gbukɛ X runs *gbukɛ-s 

gbʌl X quarrels *gbʌl-s 

gbʌm X sips Y *gbʌm-s 

gbʌnth X smashes Y *gbʌnth-s 

gbʌnthi X completes/finishesY *gbʌnthi-s 

gbʌs X divides Y *gbʌs-s 

gbʌt X knocks Y *gbʌt-s 

k X goes to Y *k-s 

kal X roasts Y *kal-s 

kali  X welcomes Y *kali-s 

kantha X closes Y *kantha-s 

kara X reads Y *kara-s 

kasara X endangers Y *kasara -s 

kashi  X retracts Y *kashi -s 

kɔpәra X asks for Y *kɔpәra -s 

kәli X looks at Y *kәli-s 

kerʌ  X carries Y *kerʌ -s 

kɛth X scraps Y *kɛth-s 

keyʌ X steals Y *keyʌ-s 

kochi X unties Y *kochi-s 

kori  X greets Y *kori -s 

koth X ties Y (a bundle) *koth-s 

kul X makes Y ripe *kul-s 

kuluŋ X mixes Y *kuluŋ-s 

kuth X fetches Y (water) *kuth-s 

kʌchi X excludes Y *kʌchi-s 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y *kʌrʌ -s 

kʌshi  X refuses (to do Y) *kʌshi-s 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y *kʌwɔ ndi-s 

lanɛ  X believes in Y *lanɛ -s 

lәm X throws away Y *lәm-s 

lɛmpi  X snatches Y *lɛmpi-s 

leŋ X sings Y *leŋ-s 

lәsә r X destroys Y *lәsә r-s 

liŋ X pulls Y *liŋ-s 

lomi  X identifies Y *lomi -s 

lʌfthi X turns over Y *lʌfthi-s 
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lʌk X throws away Y *lʌk-s 

ma r X helps Y *ma r-s 

mɔ mɔ X thanks Y *mɔmɔ -s 

mɔ rәka X undermines Y *mɔrә ka -s 

mɔ tha X surpasses Y *mɔtha -s 

mɛ m X tests Y *mɛm-s 

mu mpәl X kisses Y *mu mpәl-s 

mʌ nk X buries/hides Y *mʌnk-s 

mʌ sәr X breast feeds Y *mʌsә r-s 

naketh X fries Y *nake th-s 

nal X insults Y *nal-s 

nanɛ X remembers Y *nanɛ -s 

nashi X wipes Y *nashi -s 

nɔy X takes away Y from R *nɔy-s 

nәnk X sees Y *nәnk-s 

numptha X folds Y *numptha -s 

nut X feeds Y *nut-s 

nʌntʌ X marries Y *nʌntʌ-s 

nʌp X hits Y *nʌp-s 

ŋa ŋ X bites Y *ŋa ŋ-s 

ŋɔ mi X makes an ugly face *ŋɔmi -s 

ŋɔ nkәl X snores *ŋɔnkәl-s 

ŋɔri X uproots Y *ŋɔri-s 

ŋe sәm X breathes *ŋesә m-s 

ŋɛt X minces Y *ŋɛt-s 

ŋʌ ndәŋ X swims *ŋʌndә ŋ-s 

ŋʌ p X wins Y (a lawsuit) *ŋʌp-s 

ŋʌ t X ascends *ŋʌt-s 

ŋʌ tʌ X lifts ups Y *ŋʌtʌ -s 

pa X says Y *pa-s 

pɔlɔ X crowns Y *pɔlɔ-s 

pәnɛ  X forgets Y *pәnɛ-s 

piktha X smashes Y *piktha-s 

pim X plucks off Y *pim-s 

pol X claps/slaps Y *pol-s 

pulki  X makes Y look miserable *pulki-s 

puthnɛ  X offends Y *puthnɛ-s 

pʌt X cooks Y *pʌt-s 

pʌy X jumps over Y/gets ready for Y *pʌy-s 

ranka X curses Y *ranka-s 

rapri  X does a U-turn *rapri -s 

rә nʌ X carries Y of his back *rә nʌ-s 

deŋ X puts Y on R’s head *deŋ-s 

rә p X prostitutes *rә p-s 

ros X serves Y *ros-s 

ruba X blesses Y *ruba-s 

runkәt X mixes Y *runkәt-s 

rusә m X nurtures Y *rusә m-s 

rʌ f X stabs Y *rʌ f-s 

rʌ m X pays R, Y *rʌ m-s 
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rʌ nkәth X rinses Y *rʌ nkәth-s 

sakthi X spreads Y *sakthi-s 

sakʌnɛ X scatters about *sakʌnɛ-s 

Sap X scoops Y *sap-s 

sar X carries Y on X’s head *sar-s 

sɔ kanɛ X confuses Y/X is in confusion *sɔ kanɛ-s 

sɔ m X chews Y *sɔ m-s 

sɔ mpa X disturbs Y *sɔ mpa-s 

sɔ nkɔr X shouts at Y *sɔ nkɔr-s 

sɔ ŋ X gives R to Y *sɔ ŋ-s 

sɔ r X coughs *sɔ r-s 

sɔth X sews Y *sɔth-s 

sɔ thla X ignites Y *sɔ thla -s 

sɔ thnɛ  X detects Y *sɔ thnɛ-s 

sɔ tha X gets Y *sɔ tha-s 

she l X laughs at Y *shel-s 

she m X rejects Y *shem-s 

shɛra X saws Y (a piece of wood) *shɛra -s 

she th X builds Y *sheth-s 

shi m X breaks Y *shim-s 

som X sends Y *som-s 

somrʌ  X sends Y to R *somrʌ -s 

suni X steps on Y’s injury *suni-s 

sunt X corks Y *sunt-s 

sʌ p X beats Y *sʌ p-s 

sʌ t X puts Y on top *sʌ t-s 

taŋ X closes/locks Y *taŋ-s 

tɔk X scolds Y *tɔk-s 

tɔla X puts his hands in Y’s eyes *tɔla-s 

tɔri  X shows R, Y *tɔri -s 

tɔsa X joins Y *tɔsa-s 

tәl X listens to Y *tәl-s 

tәmʌ  X stands *tәmʌ -s 

tәp X begins Y *tәp-s 

tәsә m X sneezes *tәsә m-s 

tey X leaves behind Y *tey-s 

thas X surpasses Y *thas-s 

thɔy X burns Y *thɔy-s 

thɛns X finds Y *thɛns-s 

thәnth X scrapes Y *thәnth-s 

thila X sells Y *thila-s 

thinkәr X presses on Y *thinkәr-s 

thith X chooses Y *thith-s 

tholʌ X begs Y *tholʌ-s 

thonkәla X gathers Y *thonkәla-s 

thor X climbs down Y *thor-s 

thuf X spits Y *thuf-s 

thunth X measures Y *thunth-s 

thʌm X tastes Y *thʌm-s 

thʌnthi X stretches Y *thʌnthi-s 
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thʌpi X misses Y *thʌpi-s 

thʌy X bends Y *thʌy-s 

tu X falls sick *tu-s 

tuŋ X hits Y *tuŋ-s 

tura X attacks Y *tura-s 

tʌmtʌmnɛ  X remembers Y *tʌmtʌmnɛ-s 

tʌnsʌ nɛ X remembers Y *tʌnsʌnɛ -s 

tʌŋ X follows Y *tʌŋ-s 

tʌnpɔ X sits up late *tʌnpɔ-s 

wol X plays *wo l-s 

won X delays *wo n-s 

wop X holds onto Y *wo p-s 

yf X mills Y (corn) *yf-s 

yagba X hurries Y *yagba -s 

yak X washes Y *yak-s 

yanfa  X undermines Y *yanfa-s 

yɔ X does Y *yɔ-s 

yema X wants Y *yema-s 

yep X borrows Y *yep-s 

yer X gives R, Y *yer-s 

yɛr X shivers *yɛr-s 

yɛtha X squeezes Y *yɛtha-s 

yif X gives R, Y *yif-s 

yinkәtha X shakes Y *yinkәtha-s 

yokanɛ X gets up *yokanɛ-s 

 

Table IV. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with the locative applicative 

 
root gloss root + BEN

 gloss 

mi X makes an ugly face mi-r X makes an ugly face towards L 

nt X pukes Y nt-r  X pukes Y on L 

t X climbs Y t-r X climbs Y towards L 

t X minces Y t-r X minces Y in the direction of L 

b X lends Y to R b-r X borrows Y from R (that is 
analogous to L) 

bl X grows tall bl-r X grows tall in the presence of L 

bli X plucks off Y bli-r X plucks off Y in the presence of 

L 

bmpa X makes Y bmpa-r X beautifies Y 

bnkki  X rolls Y bnkli -r X rolls Y towards L 

bs X digs out Y bs-r X digs out Y towards L 

bth X begins to cry bth-r X begins to cry facing L 

by X mentions Y/ 

X immerses Y 
by-r X mentions Y to L/ 

X immerses Y in L 

ba ni X redeems Y bani-r X redeems Y from L 

ba ns X is angry bans-r X is angry at L 

bek X arrives bek-r X arrives in L 
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bey X belches bey-r X belches facing L 

bo  X makes Y (heaps) bo-r X makes Y (heaps) on L 

bo k X cries bok-r X cries facing Y 

bo r X peels off Y bor-r X peels off Y in front of L 

bo ya X donates Y boya-r X donates Y to L 

bu li X makes a hole in Y buli-r X makes a hole in Y in the 

presence of L 

bu s X takes off Y bus-r X takes off Y in the presence of L 

chchi X spreads Y chchi-r X spreads Y all over L 

chen X slaughters Y chen-r X slaughters Y in L 

cher X lets go Y cher-r X lets go Y on L 

chis X is inebriated chis-r X is inebriated and directs his 

foolish talks at L 

di X eats Y di-r X eats Y before L/ 

X exploits Y 

dif X kills Y dif-r X enslaves Y 

dir X sleeps dir-r X sleeps in L 

ff X says Y ff-r X says Y to L/ 

X rebukes Y 

fl X flies fl-r X flies towards Y 

fnth X lies down fnth-r X lies down on L 

X is in the habit of doing E to Y 

fshi X crosses Y fshi-r X crosses Y towards L 

fi X dies fi-r X dies in our presence 

fitha X throws Y fitha-r X throws Y towards L 

foy X floats foy-r X floats on Y, where L is 

gbba  X faints gbba-r X faints in the presence of L 

gbk X cuts Y gbk-r X cuts Y from L 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl-r X sweeps Y towards L 

gbl X grinds Y gbl-r X grinds Y on L 

gbm X pounds Y gbm-r X is quiet/X crushes Y 

gbnthi X ends Y gbnthi-r X ends Y at L 

gbth X yells gbth-r X yells at L 

gba X hangs Y gba-r X hangs Y on L 

gbal X writes Y gbal-r X writes Y to L 

gbali  X lines up Y gbali -r X lines up Y in front of L 

gbam X creeps gbam-r X (a plant) grows along L 

gbashi  X takes away Y gbashi -r X takes away Y from L 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-r X climbs Y towards L 

gbetha X chopsY gbetha-r X chops Y before L 

gbip X catches Y gbip-r X catches Y from L 

k X goes to Y k-r X goes to Y where L is located 

kl X pours Y kl-r X pours Y into L 

kshi X denies doing Y kshi-r X denies doing Y and the denial is 

directed at L 

kth X walks kth-r X walks towards L 

kantha X closes Y kantha-r X closes Y in front of L 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi -r X retracts Y from L 

key X steals Y key-r X steals Y from L 

koth X ties Y koth-r X ties Y at point  L 

lk X throws Y lk-r X throws Y towards L 
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lm X says Y lm-r X says Y to L/X rebukes Y 

lm X throws Y lm-r X throws Y towards L 

lmpi  X swoops down on Y lmpi -r X swoops down on Y from L 

le X sings le-r X sings to L 

li X pulls Y li-r X pulls Y from L 

mm X tests Y mm-r X attempts an action 

mnk X hides Y mnk-r X hides Y from L 

me r X swallows Y me r-r X swallows Y absent mindedly 

nkth X fries Y nkth-r X fries Y over and over 

np X hits Y np-r X begins to perform an action 

ny X withdraws Y ny-r X withdraws Y from L  

pl X crowns Y pl-r X crowns Y in L 

py X jumps py-r X is ready for Y 

pa  X says Y pa-r X presides over Y 

rf X stabs Y rf-r X enacts Y (a law) 

rnkth X rinses Y rnkth-r X rinses Y over and over 

snk X shouts snk-r X shouts at L 

sr X coughs sr-r X coughs towards L 

sth X sews Y sth-r X sews Y at point L 

she k X ties Y she k-r X ties Y at point L 

she k X ties Y she k-r X is determined 

she m X rejects Y she m-r X rejects Y and the rejection is 

directed at  L 

she th X builds Y she th-r X builds Y on L 

sunt X corks Y sunt-r X corks Y at point L 

tk X scolds Y tk-r X scolds Y in the presence of L 

tm X stands tm-r A causes X to stand up 

ta X shuts down Y ta-r X shuts down Y in the direction of 

L 

tata X flirts tata-r X flirts with L/to entice L 

thm X tastes Y thm-r X is in the habit of doing E, that is 

not tasting 

thm X dances thm-r X dances towards L 

thnthi X extends Y thnthi-r X extends Y in the direction of L 

thy X bends Y thy X bends Y towards L 

thy X burns Y thy-r X burns Y beyond limit 

thas X passes Y thas-r X exceeds the limit 

thila X sells Y thila-r X sells Y to L 

thol X begs for Y tholi-r X begs for Y from L 

thuf X spits Y thuf-r X spits Y on L 

tu X is sick tu-r X gets sick in L 

w X enters Y w-r X enters Y in the direction of L 

way X buys Y way-r X buys Y from L’ 

wop X holds Y wop-r X holds onto Y relentlessly 

yak X launders Y yak-r X performs E (E is not laundering) 

yema  X wants Y’ yema-r X wants Y from L 

yep X lends Y to R yep-r X borrows Y from L 

yif X asks for Y yif-r X asks for Y from L  

yir X sits down yir X sits down on L 
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Table V. 

Verbs in the sample that do not combine with the locative applicative 

 
verb root gloss verb root + LOC 

ba  X has Y *ba-r 

ba l X marries Y *bal-r 

ba mba X piggybacks Y *bamba -r 

ba ŋʌ X gives a handful of Y to R *baŋʌ -r 

bɔfthar X beats up Y *bɔfthar-r 

bɔthәr X loves Y *bɔthәr-r 

bɛfәth X worships Y *bɛfәth-r 

bәflɛ X laughs *bәflɛ-r 

bәka X carries Y *bәka-r 

bɛnɛ  X hides Y *bɛnɛ-r 

bɛnt X denies Y of R *bɛnt-r 

bɛŋ X agrees with Y *bɛŋ-r 

bәp X meet Y *bәp-r 

bәpә r X is present *bәpә r-r 

ber X visits Y *ber-r 

bәrfi  X pops off Y *bәrfi -r 

bɛt X sucks Y *bɛt-r 

bәt X holds Y *bәt-r 

bo ndәs X enlarges Y *bondә s-r 

bo nt X names Y *bont-r 

bo shinɛ  X longs for Y *boshi nɛ-r 

bo t X puts down Y *bot-r 

bu kɔ X bathes/ X bathes Y *bukɔ -r 

bu m X drives Y *bum-r 

bʌk X loads Y *bʌk-r 

bʌlbʌl X chases Y *bʌlbʌl-r 

bʌlәr X approaches Y *bʌlәr-r 

bʌlʌ X hunts Y *bʌlʌ-r 

bʌŋ X brings Y *bʌŋ-r 

bʌr X adds Y *bʌr-r 

bʌtho  X worships Y *bʌtho-r 

bʌyt X bets Y *bʌyt-r 

chp X plants Y *chp-r 

chela X calls Y *chela-r 

chim X fights Y *chim-r 

da kәr X wines Y *dakә r-r 

da mәr X cures Y *damә r-r 

de X puts Y on R’s head *de-r 

der X comes/arrives *der-r 

dim X misplaces Y *dim-r 

dinɛ  X disappears from Y *dinɛ -r 

du  X plaits Y’s hair *du-r 

fɔfla X whispers to Y *fɔfla-r 

fɔk X wraps Y *fɔk-r 

fon X shaves *fon-r 

for X gossips Y *for-r 
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fumpɔ  X falls down *fumpɔ -r 

fumpә r X grabs Y *fumpә r-r 

furup X blows off/enkindles Y *furup-r 

futha  X cooks Y (cassava) *futha -r 

fʌl X flies *fʌl-r 

gbn X hates Y *gbn-r 

gbnthɔ X mixes Y *gbnthɔ-r 

gbaki  X answers Y *gbaki-r 

gbanɛ  X hangs Y on X’s shoulder *gbanɛ -r 

gbantha  X hits Y *gbantha-r 

gbarɔ  X trickles on Y *gbarɔ -r 

gbay X separates Y *gbay-r 

gbɔk X scrubs Y *gbɔk-r 

gbea X yells in agony *gbea -r 

gbɛkәr X traps Y *gbɛkәr-r 

gbɛlɛŋ X reminds Y *gbɛlɛŋ-r 

gbenkәra X yells *gbenkәr-r 

gbɛnth X yells *gbɛnth-r 

gbәpә r X covers Y *gbәpәr-r 

gbәt X hunts Y *gbәt-r 

gbind X warns Y *gbind-r 

gbiŋ X swears *gbiŋ-r 

gbitha nɛ X admits Y *gbithanɛ -r 

gbon X touches Y *gbon-r 

gbopi  X makes a chip on Y *gbopi -r 

gbukɛ X runs *gbuk- r 
gbʌl X quarrels *gbʌl-r 

gbʌm X sips Y *gbʌm-r 

gbʌnth X smashes Y *gbʌnth-r 

gbʌs X divides Y *gbʌs-r 

gbʌt X knocks Y *gbʌt-r 

kal X roasts Y *kal-r 

kali  X welcomes Y *kali-r 

kara X reads Y *kara-r 

kasara X endangers Y *kasara -r 

kɔpәra X asks for Y *kɔpәra -r 

kәli X looks at Y *kәli-r 

kerʌ  X carries Y *kerʌ -r 

kɛth X scraps Y *kɛth-r 

kochi X unties Y *kochi-r 

kom X gives birth to Y *kom-r 

kori  X greets Y *kori -r 

korʌ  X gets pregnant *korʌ -r 

kul X makes Y ripe *kul-r 

kulɔ X cries *kulɔ-r 

kuluŋ X mixes Y *kuluŋ-r 

kuth X fetches Y (water) *kuth-r 

kʌchi X excludes Y *kʌchi-r 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y *kʌrʌ -r 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y *kʌwɔ ndi-r 
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lanɛ  X believes in Y *lanɛ -r 

lap X is ashamed of Y *lap-r 

lәsә r X destroys Y *lәsә r-r 

lomi  X identifies Y *lomi -r 

lʌfthi X turns over Y *lʌfthi-r 

lʌp X lights Y (fire) *lʌp-r 

ma r X helps Y *ma r-r 

mɔ mɔ X thanks Y *mɔmɔ -r 

mɔ rәka X undermines Y *mɔrә ka -r 

mɔ ta X dives *mɔta-r 

mɔ tha X surpasses Y *mɔtha -r 

mu mpәl X kisses Y *mu mpәl-r 

mu n X drinks Y *mu n-r 

mʌ sәr X breast feeds Y *mʌsә r-r 

na l X insults Y *nal-r 

na nɛ X remembers Y *nanɛ -r 

na shi X wipes Y *nashi -r 

nәnk X sees Y *nәnk-r 

nu mptha X folds Y *numptha -r 

nu t X feeds Y *nut-r 

nʌntʌ X marries Y *nʌntʌ-r 

ŋa ŋ X bites Y *ŋa ŋ-r 

ŋɔ nkәl X snores *ŋɔnkәl-r 

ŋɔri X uproots Y *ŋɔri-r 

ŋe sәm X breathes *ŋesә m-r 

ŋʌ ndәŋ X swims *ŋʌndә ŋ-r 

ŋʌ p X wins Y (a lawsuit) *ŋʌp-r 

ŋʌ tʌ X lifts ups Y *ŋʌtʌ -r 

pәnɛ  X forgets Y *pәnɛ-r 

piktha X smashes Y *piktha-r 

pim X plucks off Y *pim-r 

po  X finishes Y *po-r 

po l X claps/slaps Y *pol-r 

pu lki  X makes Y look miserable *pulki-r 

pu thnɛ  X offends Y *puthnɛ-r 

pʌt X cooks Y *pʌt-r 

ranka X curses Y *ranka-r 

rapri  X does a U-turn *rapri -r 

rә nʌ X piggybacks Y *rә nʌ-r 

deŋ X puts Y on R’s head *deŋ-r 

rә p X prostitutes *rә p-r 

ros X serves Y (food) *ros-r 

ruba X blesses Y *ruba-r 

runkәt X mixes Y *runkәt-r 

rusә m X nurtures Y *rusә m-r 

rʌ m X pays R, Y *rʌ m-r 

skth X shifts to Y *skth-r 

sakthi X spreads Y *sakthi-r 

sakʌnɛ X scatters about *sakʌnɛ-r 

sap X scoops Y *sap-r 
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sar X carries Y on X’s head *sar-r 

sɔ kanɛ X confuses Y *sɔ kanɛ-r 

sɔ m X sends Y *sɔ m-r 

sɔ mpa X disturbs Y *sɔ mpa-r 

sɔ ŋ X gives R to Y *sɔ ŋ-r 

sɔ thla X ignites Y *sɔ thla -r 

sɔ thnɛ  X detects Y *sɔ thnɛ-r 

sɔ tha X gets Y *sɔ tha-r 

she l X laughs at Y *shel-r 

shɛra X saws Y (a piece of wood) *shɛra-r 

shi m X breaks Y *shim-r 

som X sends Y *som-r 

somrʌ  X sends Y to R *somrʌ -r 

suni X steps on Y’s injury *suni-r 

sʌ p X beats Y *sʌ p-r 

sʌ t X puts Y on top *sʌ t-r 

tɔla X puts his hands in Y’s eyes *tɔla-r 

tɔri  X shows R, Y *tɔri -r 

tɔsa X joins Y *tɔsa-r 

tәl X listens to Y *tәl-r 

tәp X begins Y *tәp-r 

tәsә m X sneezes *tәsә m-r 

tey X leaves behind Y *tey-r 

thɛns X finds Y *thɛns-r 

thәnth X scrapes Y *thәnth-r 

thinkәr X presses on Y *thinkәr-r 

thith X chooses Y *thith-r 

thonkәla X gathers Y *thonkәla-r 

thor X climbs down Y *thor-r 

thunth X measures Y *thunth-r 

thʌpi X misses Y *thʌpi-r 

to X cooks Y *to-r 

tuŋ X hits Y *tuŋ-r 

tura X attacks Y *tura-r 

tʌmtʌmnɛ  X remembers Y *tʌmtʌmnɛ-r 

tʌnsʌ nɛ X remembers Y *tʌnsʌnɛ -r 

tʌŋ X follows Y *tʌŋ-r 

tʌnpɔ X sits up late *tʌnpɔ-r 

wol X plays *wo l-r 

won X delays *wo n-r 

yf X mills Y (corn) *yf-r 

yagba X hurries Y *yagba -r 

yanfa  X undermines Y *yanfa-r 

yɔ X does Y *yɔ-r 

yɛr X shivers *yɛr-r 

yɛtha X squeezes Y *yɛtha-r 

yinkәtha X shakes Y *yinkәtha-r 

yokanɛ X gets up *yokanɛ-r 
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Table VI. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with schema L3 

 
verb gloss verb + LOC gloss 

bl X grows tall bl-r X grows tall in the presence of L 

bli X picks Y (pepper) bli-r X picks Y in the presence of L 

bo  X makes Y (heaps) bo -r X makes Y (heaps) on L 

bo r X peels off Y bo r-r X peels off Y in the presence of L 

bu li X makes a hole in Y bu li-r X makes a hole in Y in the 

presence of L 

bu s X takes off Y bu s-r X takes off Y in the presence of L 

chchi X spreads Y chchi-r X spreads Y all over L 

chen X slaughters Y chen-r X slaughters Y in L 

cher X lets Y go cher-r X lets Y go on L 

di X eats Y di-r X eats Y in the presence of L 

X exploits Y 

dir X sleeps in Y dir-r X sleeps in Y where L is located 

fnth X lies down fnth-r X lies down on L 

X habitually performs E to Y 

fi X dies fi-r X dies in the presence of L 

gbl ‘X grinds Y’ gbl-r ‘X grinds Y on L’ 

gbba  X faints gbba-r X faints in the presence of L 

gbetha X chops Y gbetha-r X chops Y before L 

gba X hangs Y gba-r X hangs Y on L 

koth X ties Y koth-r X ties Y at point  L 

pl X crowns Y pl-r X crowns Y in the presence of L 

sth X sews Y sth-r X sews Y at point L 

she k X ties Y she k-r X ties Y at point L 

she th X builds Y she th-r X builds Y on L 

sunt X corks Y su nt-r X corks Y at point L 

tu X is sick tu-r X gets sick in L 

tk X scolds Y tk-r X scolds Y in the presence of L 

yir X sits down yir X sits down on L 

 

Table VII. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with schema L4 

 
root gloss root + BEN

 gloss 

ba ns X is angry bans-r X is angry at L 

bek X comes bek-r X comes towards L 

bnkki  X rolls Y bnkli -r X rolls Y towards L 

bs X digs out Y bs-r X digs out Y towards L 

by X mentions Y by-r X mentions Y to L 

bo k X cries bok-r X cries facing L 

bo ya X donates Y boya-r X donates Y to L 

bey X belches bey-r X belches facing L 

ff X says Y ff-r X says Y to L 

X rebukes Y 
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fshi X crosses Y fshi-r X crosses Y towards L 

fitha X throws Y fitha-r X throws Y towards L 

gbali  X lines up Y gbali -r X lines up Y facing L 

gbal X writes Y gbal-r X writes Y to L 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl-r X sweeps Y towards L 

gbth X yells gbth-r X yells at L 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-r X climbs Y towards L 

gbnthi X ends Y gbnthi-r X ends Y towards L 

kantha X closes Y kantha-r X closes Y towards L 

kshi X denies doing Y kshi-r X denies doing Y and the 

denial is directed at L 

k X goes to Y k-r X goes to Y where L is also 

located 

kth X walks kth-r X walks towards L 

kl X pours Y kl-r X pours Y into L 

lm X says Y lm-r X says Y to L/X rebukes Y 

lm X throws Y lm-r X throws Y towards L 

le X sings le-r X sings to L 

lk X throws Y lk-r X throws Y towards L 

mi X makes an ugly 

face 
mi-r X makes an ugly face towards 

L 

t X climbs t-r X climbs towards L 

nt X pukes Y nt-r  X pukes Y on L 

t X minces Y t-r X minces Y in the direction of 

L 

snk X shouts snk-r X shouts at L 

sr X coughs sr-r X coughs towards L 

she m X refuses Y she m-r X refuses Y (food) and the 

refusal is directed at L 

ta X shuts down Y ta-r X shuts down Y in the 

direction of L 

tata  X flirts tata-r X flirts with/at L 

thm X dances thm-r X dances towards L 

thila X sells Y thila-r X sells Y to L 

thy X bends Y thy X bends Y towards L 

thnthi X extends Y thnthi-r X extends Y in the direction of 

L 

thuf X spits onY thuf-r X spits Y on L 

w X enters Y w-r X enters Y in the direction of 

L 
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Table VIII. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with schema L5 

 
verb gloss verb + LOC gloss 

ba ni X redeems Y bani-r X redeems Y from L 

b X lends Y to R b-r X borrows Y from R (R is 

analogous to L) 

gbashi  X takes away Y gbashi -r X takes away Y from L 

gbip X swoops down on Y gbip-r X swoops down on Y from L 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi -r X retracts Y from L 

key X steals Y’ key-r X steals Y from L 

lmpi  X swoops down on Y lmpi -r X swoops down on Y from L 

mnk X hides Y mnk-r X hides Y from L 

li X pulls Y li-r X pulls Y from L 

ny X withdraws Y ny-r X withdraws Y from L  

thol X begs for Y tholi-r X begs for Y from L 

way X buys Y way-r X buys Y from L 

yep X lends Y to R yep-r X borrows Y from L 

yema  X wants Y yema-r X wants Y from L 

yif X asks for Y yif-r X asks for Y from L  

 

Table IX. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with the instrumental applicative 

 
verb root gloss verb + INST gloss 

ba l X marries Y ba l-n X marries Y by means of I 

ba mba X piggyback Y ba mba-n X piggybacks Y using I 

ba ni X redeems Y ba ni-n X redeems Y with I 

bɔl X gets tall bɔl-n X gets tall by means of I 

bli X plucks off Y bli-n X picks Y (pepper) with I 

bɛmpa  X makes Y bɛmpa-n X makes Y with I 

bәnkәli X rolls Y bәnkәli-n X rolls Y with I 

bp X meets Y bp-n X meets Y buy means of I 

bәrfi  X pops off Y bәrfi -n X pops off Y with I 

bɛs X digs out Y bɛs-n X digs out Y with I 

bɛt X sucks Y bɛt-n X sucks Y using I 

bәt X holds Y bәt-n X bets Y using I as a stake 

bey X belches bey-n X belches by means of I 

bo k X cries bo k-n X cries by means of I 

bo ndәs X enlarges Y bo ndәs-n X enlarges Y with I 

bo nt X names Y bo nt-n X names Y by chance 

bo ŋ X makes Y bo ŋ-n X makes Y (heaps) using I 

bo r X peels off Y bo r-n X peels off Y using I 

bo t X puts down Y bo t-n X puts down Y using I 

bo ya X donates Y bo ya-n X donates Y by chance 

bu kɔ X bathes/bathes Y bu kɔ-n X bathes/bathes Y using I 

bu li X chisels Y bu li-n X chisels Y using I 

bu m X drives Y bu m-n X scares Y using I 

bu s X takes off Y bu s-n X takes off Y using I 
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bʌk X loads Y bʌk-n X loads Y using I 

bʌlbʌl X chases Y bʌlbʌl-n X chases Y using I 

bʌlәr X approaches Y bʌlәr-n X approaches Y using I 

bʌlʌ X hunts Y bʌlʌ-n X hunts Y using I (dogs) 

bʌyt X bets Y bʌyt-n X bets with Y using I 

chp X plants Y chp-n X plants Y using I 

chɛchi X spreads Y chɛchi-n X spreads Y with I 

chela X calls Y chela-n X calls Y using I 

chen X slaughters Y chen-n X slaughters Y using I 

cher X lets go Y cher-n X lets go Y by means of I 

chim X fights Y chim-n X fights Y using I 

chis X is drunk chis-n X is drunk by means of I  

da kәr X wines Y da kәr-n X wines Y using I 

da mәr X cures Y da mәr-n X cures Y with I 

di X eats Y di-n X eats Y using I 

dif X kills Y dif-n X kills Y using I 

dim X misplaces Y dim-n X misplaces Y by chance 

dirʌ  X sleeps dirʌ -n X sleeps with Y using I 

du  X plaits Y’s hair du -n X plaits Y’s hair using I 

fɔf X speaks to Y fɔf-n X speaks to Y using I 

fɔk X wraps Y fɔk-n X wraps Y using I 

fәnthʌ X lies down fәnthʌ-n X lies down with I 

fәshi  X crosses Y fәshi -n X crosses Y by means of I 

fi X dies fi-n X dies by means of I 

fitha X throws away Y fitha-n X throws away Y using I 

fon X shaves Y fon-n X shaves Y using I 

furu p X blows off Y furup-n X blows off Y using I 

futha  X cooks Y futha -n X cooks Y using I 

fʌk X drops Y fʌk-n X drops Y using I 

fʌl X flies fʌl-n X flies with I 

gbnthɔ X mixes Y gbnthɔ-n X dilutes Y using I 

gbaki  X answers Y gbaki -n X answers Y by means of I 

gbal X writes down Y gbal-n X writes Y using I 

gbantha  X hits Y gbantha -n X hits Y with I 

gbaŋ X hangs Y gbaŋ-n X hangs Y using I 

gbashi  X takes/lifts up Y gbashi -n X lifts up Y using I 

gbay X separates Y gbay-n X separates Y using I 

gbɔk X scrubs Y gbɔk-n X scrubs Y using I 

gbɔl X grinds Y gbɔl-n X grinds Y using I 

gbәk X cuts Y gbәk-n X cuts Y using I 

gbɛkәr X clips Y gbɛkәr-n X clips Y using I 

gbәl X sweeps Y gbәl-n X sweeps Y using I 

gbәm X pounds Y gbәm-n X pounds Y using I 

gbenkәra X yells gbenkәra-n X yells by means of I 

gbɛnth X yells gbɛnth-n X yells by means of I 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-n X climbs Y using I 

gbәpә r X covers Y gbәpә r-n X covers Y with I 

gbәt X hunts Y gbәt-n X hunts Y using I 

gbetha X cuts Y gbetha-n X cuts Y using I 

gbip X catches Y gbip-n X catches Y by means of I 
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gbon X touches Y gbon-n X touches Y using I 

gbukɛ X runs gbukɛ-n X runs using I 

gbʌl X quarrels gbʌl-n X quarrels using I 

gbʌnth X crushes Y gbʌnth-n X crushes Y using I 

gbʌt X knocks Y gbʌt-n X knocks Y with I 

kal X roasts Y kal-n X roasts Y using I 

kantha X closes Y kantha-n X closes Y with I 

kara  X reads Y kara-n X reads Y using I (lenses) 

kasa ra X destroys Y kasara-n X destroys Y using I 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi -n X retracts Y using I 

kɔpәra X asks for Y kɔpәra-n X asks for Y by means of I 

kɔth X walks kɔth-n X walks using I 

kәl X pours Y kәl-n X pours Y using I 

kәli X looks at Y kәli-n X looks at Y using I 

kerʌ  X carries Y kerʌ -n X carries Y using I 

kɛth X scraps Y kɛth-n X scraps Y using I 

keyʌ X steals Y keyʌ-n X steals Y using I 

kochi X unties Y kochi-n X unties I using I 

kom X conceives Y kom-n X conceives Y using I 

koth X ties Y koth-n X ties Y using I 

kul X makes Y ripe kul-n X ripens Y by means of I 

kulɔ X cries kulɔ-n X cries by means of I 

kulu ŋ X mixes Y kuluŋ-n X mixes Y with I 

kuth X fetches Y kuth-n X fetches I using I 

kʌchi X excludes Y kʌchi-n X excludes Y by means of I 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y kʌrʌ -n X brings Y using I 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y kʌwɔ ndi -n X preaches Y using I 

lɔm X talks about Y lɔm-n X talks about Y using I 

lәm X throws away Y lәm-n X throws Y using I 

lɛmpi  X snatches Y lɛmpi -n X snatches Y using I 

leŋ X sings Y leŋ-n X sings Y using I (piano) 

lәsә r X destroys Y lәsә r-n X destroys Y using I 

liŋ X pulls Y liŋ-n X pulls Y using I 

lomi  X identifies Y lomi -n X identifies I by means of I 

lʌfthi X turns over Y lʌfthi-n X turns over Y using I 

lʌk X throws away Y lʌk-n X throws away Y using I 

ma r X helps Y ma r-n X helps Y by means of I 

mɔ ta X dives mɔ ta-n X dives using I 

me r X swallows Y me r-n X swallows Y using I 

mu n X drinks Y mu n-n X drinks Y using I 

mʌ nk X buries/hides Y mʌ nk-n X buries Y by means of I 

nkth X fries Y nkth-n X fries Y using I 

na l X insults Y na l-n X insults Y by means of I 

na shi X wipes Y na shi-n X wipes off Y using I 

nɔy X takes Y from R nɔy-n X takes Y from Y using I 

nu t X feeds Y nu t-n X feeds Y using I 

nʌntʌ X marries Y nʌntʌ-n X marries Y with Y 

nʌp X hits Y nʌp-n X hits Y with I 

ŋa ŋ X bites Y ŋa ŋ-n X bites Y with I 

ŋɔri X uproots Y ŋɔri-n X uproots Y with I 
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ŋe sәm X breathes ŋe sәm-n X breathes using I 

ŋɛt X minces Y ŋɛt-n X minces Y with I (knife) 

ŋʌ t X ascends ŋʌ t-n X ascends by means of I 

ŋʌ tʌ X lifts up Y ŋʌ tʌ-n X lifts up I using I 

pɔlɔ X crowns Y pɔlɔ-n X crowns Y by means of I 

piktha X smashes Y piktha-n X smashes Y using I 

pim X picks Y pim-n X picks Y using I 

po l X claps/slaps Y po l-n X claps/slaps Y using I 

pʌt X cooks Y pʌt-n X cooks Y using I 

pʌy X jumps over Y pʌy-n X jumps over Y using I 

ranka X curses Y ra nka-n X curses Y using I 

rә nʌ X piggybacks Y rә nʌ-n X piggybacks Y using I 

deŋ X puts Y on R deŋ-n X puts Y on R using I 

ros X serves Y ro s-n X serves Y with I 

runkәt X mixes Y ru nkәt- X mixes Y using I 

rusә m X nurtures Y ru sә m-n X nurtures Y by means of I 

rʌ f X stabs Y rʌ f-n X stabs Y using I 

rʌ m X pays R, Y rʌ m-n X pays Y using I 

rʌ nkәth X rinses Y rʌ nkәth-n X rinses Y using I 

skth X shifts to Y skth-n X shits to Y by means of I 

sakthi X spreads Y sa kthi-n X spreads Y by means of Y 

sap X scoops Y sap-n X scoops Y using Y 

sar X totesY sa r-n X totes Y using I 

sɔ m X sends Y sɔ m-n X sends Y by means of I 

sɔth X sews Y sɔth-n X sews Y with I 

sɔ thla X ignites Y sɔ thla-n X ignites I by means of I 

she k X ties Y she k-n X ties Y using I 

shɛra  X saws Y (wood) shɛra-n X saws Y with I (a saw) 

she th X builds Y she th-n X builds Y with Y 

shi m X breaks Y shi m-n X breaks Y with I 

suni X ignites Y su ni-n X ignites Y using I 

sunt X corks Y su nt-n X corks Y using I 

sʌ p X beats Y sʌ p-n X beats Y with I 

sʌ t X puts Y on top sʌ t-n X puts Y on top using I 

taŋ X closes/locks Y taŋ-n X closes Y with I 

tɔla 
X puts his finger on 
Y’s eyes tɔla-n 

X puts his finger on Y’s eyes 
using I 

tɔri  X shows Y to R tɔri -n X shows Y to R using I 

tɔsa  X joins Y tɔsa-n X joins Y using I 

tәl X listens to Y tәl-n X keeps quiet/X waits Y 

tәmʌ  X stands tәmʌ -n X stands using I 

tәp X begins Y tәp-n X begins Y using I 

thas X surpasses Y thas-n X surpasses Y using I 

thɔmɔ  X dances thɔmɔ -n X dances using I 

thɔy X burns Y thɔy-n X burns Y with I 

thәnth X scrapes Y thәnth-n X scrapes Y with I 

thila X sells Y thila-n X sells Y by means of I 

thinkәr X presses on Y thinkәr-n X presses Y with I 

tholʌ X begs Y tholʌ-n X begs Y by means of I 

thor X climbs down Y thor-n X climbs down using I 
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thuf X spits Y thuf-n X spits Y by means of I 

thunth X measures Y thunth-n X measure Y using I 

thʌm X tastes Y thʌm-n X tastes Y using I 

thʌnthi X stretches Y thʌnthi-n X stretches Y with I 

thʌy X bends Y thʌy-n X bends Y with I 

to X cooks Y to-n X cooks Y with I 

tuŋ X hits Y tuŋ-n X hits Y with Y 

way X buys Y wa y-n X buys Y using I 

wol X plays wo l-n X plays using I 

wop X holds onto Y wo p-n X holds Y with I 

yf X mills Y (corn) yf-n X mills Y with I 

yak X washes Y yak-n X washes Y with I 

yema  X wants Y yema-n X wants Y by means of I 

yep X borrows Y yep-n X borrows Y by means of I 

yer X gives Y to R yer-n X gives Y to R using I 

yɛtha X squeezes Y yɛtha-n X squeezes Y using I 

yif X asks R about Y yif-n X asks Y about R using I 

yinkәtha X shakes Y yinkәtha-n- X shakes Y using I 

yirʌ  X sits down yirʌ -nn X sits down by means of I 

 

Table X. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with schema I3 (also schema I4) 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

bu k X bathes buk-n X bathes together with C  

byt X bets Y byt-n X and C bet 

chim X fights Y chim-n X fights with C 

di X eats Y di-n X together C eat Y 

dir X sleeps dir-n X and Y sleep together 

fnth X lies down fnth-n X sleeps with C 

fl X flies fl-n X flies with C 

gbep- X climbs Y gbep-n X and C climb Y 

gbukɛ- X runs gbukɛ-n X runs with C 

gbʌl- X quarrels gbʌl-n X quarrels with C 

kɔth- X walks kɔth-n X walks with C 

kerʌ - X carries Y kerʌ -n X carries C along 

kʌrʌ - X brings Y kʌrʌ -n X brings C along 

leŋ- X sings Y leŋ-n X sings Y with C 

thor X climbs down thor-n X climbs down with C 

mɔ ta- X dives mɔ ta-n X dives with C 

py X jumps py-n X jumps together with C 
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Table XI. 

Verbs that do not combine with the instrumental applicative 

 
verb root gloss verb root 

ba  X has Y *ba-n 
ba nsʌ X is angry *bansʌ -n 
ba ŋʌ X gives a hand full of Y to R *baŋʌ -n 
bɔ X borrows Y from R *bɔ-n 
bɔfthar X beats up Y *bɔfthar-n 
bɔm X shits *bɔm-n 
bɔthәr X loves Y *bɔthәr-n 
bɔy X mentions Y to R *bɔy-n 
bɛfәth X worships Y *bɛfәth-n 
bәflɛ X laughs *bәflɛ-n 
bek X arrives *bek-n 
bәka X carries Y *bәka-n 
bn X hides Y *bn-n 
bnt X denies R of Y *bnt-n 
b X agrees *b-n 
bpr X is present in Y *bpr-n 
ber X arrives in Y *ber-n 
bɛth X begins to cry *bɛth-n 
bʌŋ X brings Y *bʌŋ-n 
bʌr X adds Y *bʌr-n 
bʌtho  X worships Y *bʌtho-n 
de X puts Y on R’s head *de-n 
der X comes/arrives *der-n 
dinɛ  X disappears from Y *dinɛ -n 
ffla X whispers to Y *ffla-n 
for X gossips Y *for-n 
foy X floats *foy-n 
fumpɔ  X falls down *fumpɔ -n 
fumpә r X grabs Y *fumpә r-n 
gbn X hates Y *gbn-n 
gbali  X lines up Y *gbali -n 
gbam X creeps on Y *gbam-n 
gbanɛ  X hangs Y on X shoulder *gbanɛ -n 
gbarɔ  X trickles on Y *gbarɔ -n 
gbea X yells in agony *gbean 
gbɛba X faints *gbɛba-n 
gbl X reminds Y *gbl-n 
gbind X warns Y *gbind-n 
gbiŋ X swears *gbiŋ-n 
gbitha nɛ X admits Y *gbithanɛ -n 
gbopi  X makes a chip on Y *gbopi -n 
gbʌm X sips Y *gbʌm-n 
gbʌnthi X completes/finishesY *gbʌnthi-n 
gbs X divides Y *gbs-n 
k X goes to Y *k-n 
kali  X welcomes Y *kali-n 
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kori  X greets Y *kori -n 
korʌ  X gets pregnant *korʌ -n 
kʌshi  X refuses (to do Y) *kʌshi-n 
lanɛ  X believes in Y *lanɛ -n 
lap X is ashamed of Y *lap-n 
lʌp X lits Y (fire) *lʌp-n 
mɔ mɔ X thanks Y *mɔmɔ -n 
mɔ rәka X undermines Y *mɔrә ka-n 
mɔ tha X surpasses Y *mɔtha -n 
mɛ m X tests Y *mɛm-n 
mu mpәl X kisses Y *mu mpәl-n 
mʌ sәr X breast feeds Y *mʌsә r-n 
na nɛ X remembers Y *nanɛ -n 
nәnk X sees Y *nәnk-n 
nu mptha X folds Y *numptha-n- 
ŋɔ mi X makes an ugly face *ŋɔmi -n 
ŋɔ nkәl X snores *ŋɔnkәl-n 
ŋʌ ndәŋ X swims *ŋʌndә ŋ-n 
ŋʌ nt X pukes/vomits Y *ŋʌnt-n 
ŋʌ p X wins Y (a lawsuit) *ŋʌp-n 
pa  X says Y *pa-n 
pәnɛ  X forgets Y *pәnɛ-n 
po  X finishes Y *po-n 
pu lki  X makes Y look miserable *pulki-n 
pu thnɛ  X offends Y *puthnɛ-n 
rapri  X does a U-turn *rapri -n 
rә p X prostitutes *rә p-n 
ruba X blesses Y *ruba-n 
sakʌnɛ X scatters about *sakʌnɛ-n 
sɔ kanɛ X confuses Y/X is in confusion *sɔ kanɛ-n 
sɔ mpa X disturbs Y *sɔ mpa-n 
sɔ nkɔr X shouts at Y *sɔ nkɔr-n 
sɔ ŋ X gives R to Y *sɔ ŋ-n 
sɔ r X coughs *sɔ r-n 
sɔ thnɛ  X detects Y *sɔ thnɛn- 
sɔ tha X gets Y *sɔ tha-n 
she l X laughs at Y *shel-n 
she m X rejects Y *shem-n 
som X sends Y *som-n 
somrʌ  X sends Y to R *somrʌ -n 
tata X prostitutes *tata-n 
tɔk X scolds Y *tɔk-n 
tәsә m X hisses *tәsә m-n 
tey X leaves behind Y *tey-n 
thɛns X finds Y *thɛns-n 
thith X chooses Y *thith-n 
thonkәla X gathers Y *thonkәla-n 
thʌpi X misses Y *thʌpi-n 
tu X falls sick *tu-n 
tura X attacks Y *tura-n 
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tʌmtʌmnɛ  X remembers Y *tʌmtʌmnɛ-n 
tʌnsʌ nɛ X remembers Y *tʌnsʌnɛ -n 
tʌŋ X follows Y *tʌŋ-n 
tʌnpɔ X sits up late *tʌnpɔ-n 
wɔ ŋ X puts on Y *wɔ ŋ-n 
won X delays *wo n-n 
yagba X hurries Y *yagba-n 
yanfa  X undermines Y *yanfa-n 
yɔ X does Y *yɔ-n 
yɛr X shivers *yɛr-n 
yokanɛ X gets up *yokanɛ-n 

 

Table XII. 

Verbs that combine with the benefactive applicative (and schema B2) 

 
verb root gloss verb + BEN gloss 

ba  X has Y ba-n X has Y for W 

ba l X marries to Y bal- X marries to Y for W 

ba mba X is piggybacks Y bamba- X piggybacks Y for W 

ba ni X redeems Y bani- X redeems Y for W 

ba nsʌ X is angry bansʌ- X is angry for W 

ba ŋʌ X gives Y to R baŋʌ- X gives Y to R for W 

bɔ X borrows Y from R bɔ-n X borrows Y from R for W 

bɔfthar X beats up Y bɔfthar- X beats up Y for W 

bɔl X gets tall bɔl- X gets tall Y for W 

bɔli  X picks Y bɔli - X picks Y for W 

bɔm X defecates bɔm- X defecates for W 

bɔthәr X loves/likes Y bɔthәr- X loves Y for W 

bɔy X mentions Y bɔy- X mentions Y for W 

bɛfәth X worships Y bɛfәth- X worships Y for W 

bek X arrives bek- X arrives for W 

bәka X carries Y bәka- X carries Y for W 

bɛmpa  X makes Y bɛmpa- X makes Y for W 

bәnkәli X rolls Y bәnkәli- X rolls Y for W 

bɛnt X denies Y of R bɛnt- X denies R of Y for W 

bɛŋ X agrees with Y bɛŋ- X agrees with Y for W 

bәp X meets Y bәp- X meets Y for W 

bәpә r X is present in Y bәpә r- X is present in Y for W 

ber X visits Y ber- X visits Y for W 

bәrfi  X pops off Y bәrfi - X pops off Y for W 

bɛs X digs out Y bɛs- X digs out Y for W 

bɛt X sucks Y bɛt- X sucks Y for W 

bәt X holds Y bәt- X holds Y for W 

bɛth X begins to cry bɛth- X begins to cry for W 

bey X belches bey- X belches Y for W 

bo k X cries bok- X cries for W 

bo ndәs X enlarges Y bondәs- X enlarges Y for W 

bo nt X names Y bont- X names Y for W 
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bo ŋ X makes Y (heaps) boŋ- X makes Y (heaps) for W 

bo r X peels off Y bor- X peels Y for W 

bo t X puts down Y bot- X puts down Y for W 

boya X donates Y to R Boya- X donates Y for W 

bu kɔ X bathes Y bukɔ- X washes Y for W 

bu li X chisels Y buli- X chisels Y for W 

bu m X guards Y bum- X guards Y for W 

bu s X takes off Y bus- X takes off Y for W 

bʌk X loads Y bʌk- X loads Y for W 

bʌlbʌl X chases Y bʌlbʌl- X chases Y for W 

bʌlәr X approaches Y bʌlәr- X chases Y for W 

bʌlʌ X hunts Y bʌlʌ- X hunts Y for W 

bʌŋ X brings Y bʌŋ- X brings Y for W 

bʌr X adds Y bʌr- X adds Y for W 

bʌtho  X worships Y bʌtho - X worships Y for W 

bʌyt X bets Y bʌyt- X bets Y for W 

chp X plants Y chp- X plants Y for W 

chɛchi X spreads Y chɛchi- X spreads Y for W 

chela X calls Y chela- X calls Y for W 

chen X slaughters Y chen- X slaughters Y for W 

cher X lets go Y cher- X lets go Y for W 

chim X fights Y chim- X fights Y for W 

chis X is inebriated chis- X is inebriated for W 

da kәr X intertwines Y dakәr- X intertwines Y for W 

da mәr X cures Y damәr- X cures Y for W 

de X totes Y de- X totes Y for W 

der X comes/arrives der- X arrives in Y for W 

di X eats Y di- X eats Y for W 

dif X kills Y dif- X kills Y for W 

dim X misplaces Y dim- X misplaces for W 

dirʌ  X sleeps dirʌ - X sleeps for W 

du  X braids Y’s hair du- X braids Y’s hair for W 

fɔf X speaks fɔf- X says Y for W 

fɔfla X whispers to Y fɔfla X whipers to Y for W 

fɔk X wraps Y fɔk- X wraps Y for W 

fәnthʌ X lies down fәnthʌ- X sleeps with Y for W 

fәshi  X crosses Y fәshi - X crosses Y for W 

fi X dies fi-y X dies for W 

fitha X throws away Y fitha- X throws Y for W 

fon X shaves fon- X shaves for W 

for X gossips Y for- X gossips Y for W 

foy X floats foy- X floats for W 

fumpә r X grabs Y fumpә r- X grabs Y for W 

furu p X blows off Y furup- X blows up Y for W 

futha  X boils Y futha - X cooks Y for W 

fʌk X drops Y fʌk- X drops Y for W 

fʌl X flies fʌl- X flies for W 

gbn X hates Y gbn- X hates Y for W 

gbnthɔ X dilutes Y gbnthɔ- X dilutes Y for W 

gbaki  X answers Y gbaki - X answers Y for W 
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gbal X writes down Y gbal- X writes Y for W 

gbali  X lines up Y gbali - X lines up Y for W 

gbam X creeps on Y gbam- X creeps on Y for W 

gbantha  X hits Y gbantha - X hits Y for W 

gbaŋ X hangs Y gbaŋ- X hangs on Y for W 

gbashi  X takes Y gbashi - X takes Y for W 

gbay X separates Y gbay- X separates Y for W 

gbɔk X scrubs Y gbɔk- X scrubs Y for W 

gbɔl X grinds Y gbɔl- X grinds Y for W 

gbea X yells in agony gbea- X yells in agony for W 

gbәk X cuts Y gbәk- X cuts Y for W 

gbɛkәr X traps Y gbɛkәr- X traps Y for W 

gbәl X sweeps Y gbәl- X sweeps Y for W 

gbɛlɛŋ X reminds Y gbɛlɛŋ- X reminds Y for W 

gbәm X pounds Y gbәm- X pounds Y for W 

gbenkәra X yells gbenkәra- X yells for W 

gbɛnth X yells gbɛnth- X yells Y for W 

gbep X climbs Y gbep- X climbs Y for W 

gbәpә r X covers Y gbәpә r- X covers Y for W 

gbәt X hunts Y gbәt- X hunts Y for W 

gbetha X cuts Y gbetha- X cuts Y for W 

gbind X warns Y gbind- X warns Y for W 

gbiŋ X swears gbiŋ- X swears for W 

gbip X chooses Y gbip- X chooses Y for W 

gbon X touches Y gbon- X touches Y for W 

gbopi  X chips Y gbopi - X chips Y for W 

gbʌl X quarrels gbʌl- X quarrels for W 

gbʌm X sips Y gbʌm- X sips Y for W 

gbʌnth X smashes Y gbʌnth- X smaches Y for W 

gbʌnthi X completes Y gbʌnthi- X completes Y for W 

gbʌs X divides Y gbʌs- X divides Y for W 

gbʌt X knocks Y gbʌt- X knocks Y for W 

k X goes to Y k- X goes to Y for W 

kal X roasts Y kal- X roasts Y for W 

kali  X welcomes Y kali - X welcomes Y for W 

kantha X closes Y kantha- X closes Y for W 

kara X reads Y kara- X reads Y for W 

kasara X destroys Y kasara- X destroys Y for W 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi - X retracts Y for W 

kɔpәra X asks for Y kɔpәra- X asks for Y for W 

kɔth X walks kɔth- X walks for W 

kәl X pours Y kәl- X pours Y for W 

kәli X looks at Y kәli- X looks at Y for W 

kerʌ  X carries Y kerʌ - X carries Y for W 

kɛth X scraps Y kɛth- X scraps Y for W 

keyʌ X steals Y keyʌ- X steals Y for W 

kochi X unties Y kochi- X unties Y for W 

kom X conceives Y kom- X conceives Y for W 

kori  X greets Y kori - X greets Y for W 

korʌ  X gets pregnant korʌ - X gets pregnant for W 
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koth X ties Y koth- X ties Y for W 

kul X ripens Y kul- X ripens Y for W 

kulɔ X cries kulɔ- X cries for W 

kuluŋ X dilutes Y kuluŋ- X dilutes  Y for W 

kuth X fetches Y (water) kuth- X fetches Y for W 

kʌchi X excludes Y kʌchi- X excludes Y for W 

kʌrʌ  X brings Y kʌrʌ - X brings Y for W 

kʌshi  X refuses Y/to do E kʌshi - X refuses Y for W 

kʌwɔ ndi  X preaches Y kʌwɔ ndi - X preaches Y for W 

lap X is ashame of Y lap- X is ashame of Y for W 

lɔm X talks about Y lɔm- X talks about Y for W 

lәm X throws away Y lәm- X throws away Y for W 

lɛmpi  X snatches Y lɛmpi - X snatches Y for W 

leŋ X sings Y leŋ- X sings Y for W 

lәsә r X destroys Y lәsә r- X destroys Y for W 

liŋ X pulls Y liŋ- X pulls Y for W 

lomi  X identifies Y lomi- X identifiess Y for W 

lʌfthi X turns over Y lʌfthi- X turns over Y for W 

lʌk X throws away Y lʌk- X throws away Y for W 

lʌp X lits Y (fire) lʌp- X lits up Y for W 

ma r X helps Y ma r- X helps Y for W 

mɔ mɔ X thanks Y mɔ mɔ- X thanks Y for W 

mɔ rәka X undermines Y mɔ rәka- X undermines Y for W 

mɔ ta X dives mɔ ta- X dives for W 

mɔ tha X surpasses Y mɔ tha- X surpasses Y for W 

mɛ m X tests Y mɛ m- X tests Y for W 

me r X swallows Y me r- X swallows Y for W 

mu mpәl X kisses Y mu mpәl- X kisses Y for W 

mu n X drinks Y mu n- X drinks Y for W 

mʌ nk X buries/hides Y mʌ nk- X buries Y for W 

mʌ sәr X breast feeds Y mʌ sәr- X breast feeds Y for W 

na keth X fries Y naketh- X fries Y for W 

na l X insults Y nal- X insults Y for W 

na shi X wipes off Y nashi- X wipes off Y for W 

nɔy X takes Y from R nɔy- X takes Y from R for W 

nәnk X sees Y nәnk- X sees Y for W 

nu mptha X folds Y numptha- X folds Y for W 

nu t X feeds Y nut- X feeds Y for W 

nʌntʌ X marries Y nʌntʌ-n X marries Y for W 

nʌp X hits Y nʌp- X hits Y for W 

ŋa ŋ X bites Y ŋa ŋ- X bites Y for W 

ŋɔ mi X grimaces ŋɔ mi- X grimaces for W 

ŋɔ nkәl X snores ŋɔ nkәl- X snores Y for W 

ŋɔri X uproots Y ŋɔri- X uproots Y for W 

ŋe sәm X breathes ŋe sәm- X breathes Y for W 

ŋɛt X minces Y ŋɛt- X minces Y for W 

ŋʌ ndәŋ X swims ŋʌ ndәŋ- X swims for W 

ŋʌ nt X pukes Y ŋʌ nt- X pukes Y for W 

ŋʌ p X wins Y ŋʌ p- X wins Y for W 

ŋʌ t X ascends ŋʌ t- X ascends for W 
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ŋʌ tʌ X lifts ups Y ŋʌ tʌ- X lifts up Y for W 

pa  X says Y pa- X says Y for W 

pɔlɔ X crowns Y pɔlɔ- X crowns Y for W 

piktha X smashes piktha- X smaches Y for W 

pim X picks off Y pim- X picks Y for W 

po  X finishes Y po- X finishes Y for W 

po l X claps/slaps Y pol- X claps/slaps Y for W 

pu lki  X chastises Y pulki - X chastises Y for W 

pʌt X cooks Y pʌt- X cooks Y for W 

pʌy X jumps over Y pʌy- X jumps over Y for W 

ranka X curses Y ranka- X curses Y for W 

rapri  X does a Uturn rapri - X does a Uturn for W 

rә nʌ X is piggybacks Y rә nʌ- X is piggybacks Y for W 

deŋ X puts Y on R’s head deŋ- X puts Y on R for W 

rә p X prostitutes rә p- X prostitutes Y for W 

ros X serves Y ros- X serves Y for W 

ruba  X blesses Y ruba- X blesses Y for W 

runkәt X dilutes Y runkәt- X dilutes Y for W 

rusә m X nurtures Y rusә m- X nurthures Y for W 

rʌ f X stabs Y rʌ f- X stabs Y for W 

rʌ m X pays R, Y rʌ m- X pays R, Y for W 

rʌ nkәth X rinses Y rʌ nkәth- X rinses Y for W 

skth X shifts to Y skth- X shifts Y for W 

sakthi X spreads Y sakthi- X spreads Y for W 

sakʌnɛ X scatters about sakʌnɛ- X scatters Y for W 

sap X scoops Y sap- X scoops Y for W 

sar X carries Y sar- X carries Y for W 

sɔ m X chews Y sɔ m- X chews Y for W 

sɔ mpa X disturbs Y sɔ mpa- X disturbs Y for W 

sɔ nkɔ X shouts at Y sɔ nkɔ- X shouts at Y for W 

sɔ ŋ X gives R to Y sɔ ŋ- X gives R to Y for W 

sɔ r X coughs sɔ r- X cough for W 

sɔth X sews Y sɔth- X sews Y for W 

sɔ thla X ignites Y sɔ thla- X ignites Y for W 

sɔ tha X gets Y sɔ tha- X gets Y for W 

she k X ties Y she k- X ties Y for W 

she l X laughs at Y she l- X laughs at Y for W 

she m X rejects Y she m- X rejects Y for W 

shɛra X saws Y (wood) shɛra- X saws Y for W 

she th X builds Y she th- X builds Y for W 

shi m X breaks Y shi m- X breaks Y for W 

som X sends Y som- X sends Y for W 

somrʌ  X sends Y to R somrʌ- X sends Y for W 

suni X steps on Y’s injury suni- X steps on Y for W 

sunt X corks Y sunt- X corks Y for W 

sʌ p X beats Y sʌ p- X beats Y for W 

sʌ t X puts Y on top sʌ t- X puts Y on top for W 

taŋ X closes/locks up Y taŋ- X closes Y for W 

tata  X prostitutes tata- X prostitutes Y for W 

tɔk X scolds Y tɔk- X scolds Y for W 
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tɔla  X irritates Y’s eyes tɔla- X irritates Y’s eyes for W 

tɔri  X shows R, Y tɔri - X shows R, Y for W 

tɔsa  X joins Y tɔsa- X joins Y for W 

tәl X listens to Y tәl- X listens to Y for W 

tәmʌ  X stands tәmʌ - X stands Y for W 

tәp X begins Y tәp- X begins Y for W 

tәsә m X hisses tәsә m- X hisses for W 

tey X leaves behind Y tey- X leaves behind Y for W 

thas X surpasses Y thas- X surpasses Y for W 

thɔmɔ  X dances thɔmɔ- X dances Y for W 

thɔy X burns Y thɔy- X burns Y for W 

thɛns X finds Y thɛns- X finds Y for W 

thәnth X scrapes Y thәnth- X scrapes Y for W 

thila X sells Y thila- X sells Y for W 

thinkәr X presses on Y thinkәr- X presses on Y for W 

thith X chooses Y thith- X chooses Y for W 

tholʌ X begs Y tholʌ- X begs Y for W 

thonkәla X gathers Y thonkәla- X gathers Y for W 

thor X climbs down Y thor- X climbs down Y for W 

thuf X spits Y thuf- X spits Y for W 

thunth X measures Y thunth- X measures Y for W 

thʌm X tastes Y thʌm- X tastes Y for W 

thʌnthi X stretches Y thʌnthi- X stretches Y for W 

thʌpi X misses Y thʌpi- X misses Y for W 

thʌy X bends Y thʌy- X bends Y for W 

to X cooks Y to- X cooks Y for W 

tu X falls sick tu- X falls Y for W 

tuŋ X hits Y tuŋ- X hits Y for W 

tura  X attacks Y tura- X attacks Y for W 

tʌŋ X follows Y tʌŋ- X follows Y for W 

tʌnpɔ X sits up late tʌnpɔ- X sits up for W 

wa y X buys Y way- X buys Y for W 

wɔ ŋ X puts on Y wɔ ŋ- X puts on Y for W 

wo l X plays wol- X plays Y for W 

wo n X delays won- X delays Y for W 

wo p X holds onto Y wop- X holds Y for W 

yf X mills Y (corn) yf- X mills Y for W 

yagba X hurries Y yagba- X hurries Y for W 

yak X washes Y yak- X washes Y for W 

yanfa  X undermines Y yanfa - X undermines Y for W 

yɔ X has sex with Y yɔ- X has sex with Y for W 

yema  X wants Y yema- X wants Y for W 

yep X borrows Y yep- X borrows Y for W 

yer X gives R, Y yer- X gives Y for W 

yɛr X shivers yɛr- X shivers Y for W 

yɛtha X squeezes Y yɛtha- X squeezes Y for W 

yif X asks R about Y yif- X asks Y for W 

yinkәtha X shakes Y yinkәtha- X shakes Y for W 

yirʌ  X sits down yirʌ- X sits Y for W 
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Table XIII. 

Verbs in the sample that do not combine with schema B4 and B5 

 
root gloss root + BEN

 gloss 

ba  X owns Y ba -n- X owns Y for W 

ba ns X is angry ba ns- X is angry for W 

bfth X worships Y bfth- X worships Y for W 

bey X belches bey- X belches for W 

bek X arrives bek- X arrives for W/A makes X arrive 

b X agrees with Y b- X agrees with Y for W 

bpr X is present bpr- X is present for W 

bo r X peels off Y bo r- X peels off Y for W 

bo k X cries bo k- X cries for W 

ffla X whispers to Y ffla X whispers to Y for W 

gb X hates Y gb- X hates Y for W 

gbl X reminds Y gbl- X reminds Y for W 

gbind X warns Y gbind- X warns Y for W 

gbi X swears gbi- X swears for W 

mm X thanks Y mm- X thanks Y for W 

na l X insults Y na l- X insults Y for W 

mi X grimaces mi- X grimaces for W 

nkl X snores nkl- X snores for W 

ruba  X blesses Y ru ba- X blesses Y for W 

sr X coughs sr- X coughs for W 

tata  X prostitutes tata - X prostitutes for W 

tsm X sneezes tsm- X sneezes for W 

yanfa  X undermines Y yanfa - X undermines Y for W 

tu X is sick tu- X is sick for W 

yema  X wants Y yema- X wants Y for W 

 

Table XIV. 

Verbs that do not combine with the benefactive applicative 

 
root gloss root +CAUS

 

bfl X laughs at X or Y *bfl- 
bn X hides Y *bn- 
boshin X longs for Y *boshi n- 
din X disappears *din- 
fump X falls down *fump 
gbar X trickles on Y *gbar 
gban X hangs Y on himself *gban- 
gbitha n X confesses Y *gbithan- 
gbuk X runs *gbuk- 
gbba X faints *gbgba - 
lan X believes in Y *lan- 
nan X remembers Y *nan- 
pn X forgets Y *pn- 
puthn X offends Y *puthn- 
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sakn X scatters *sakn- 
skan X is in confusion *skan- 
tmtmn X thinks of Y *tmtmn- 
tnsn X imitates Y *tnsn- 
yokan X gets up *yokan- 

 

Table XV. 

Verbs in the sample that combine with the causative suffix 

 and the instrumental suffix when each occurs separately 

 
root gloss 

ba l X marries Y 

bani X redeems Y 

ba ns X is angry 

bl X grows tall 

bm X shits 

bek X arrives 

bs X digs out Y 

bth X cries 

bo r X peels off Y 

bo k X cries 

bo  X makes Y (heaps) 

chp X plants Y 

chen X slaughters Y 

chis X is inebriated 

di X eats Y 

dir X sleeps 

fl X flies 

gbal X writes Y 

gbk X scrubs Y 

gbl X grinds Y 

gbl X sweeps Y 

gbm X pounds Y 

gbep X climbs Y 

kth X walks 

kl X pours Y 

kom X gives birth to Y 

kor X is pregnant 

kul X cries 

lap X is ashamed 

lm X speaks 

mu ta X dives 

me r X swallows Y 

mu n X drinks Y 

nt X pukes Y 

po  X ends Y 

skth X moves over there 

she th X builds Y 
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tata X prostitutes 

thm X dances 

thks X learns Y 

to X cooks Y 

way X buys Y 

w X puts on Y 

yir X sits down 

 

Table XVI. 

Verbs that combine with CAUS + INST 

 
root gloss root + CAUS 

+ INST  

gloss 

bal X marries Y bal-s-n A uses I as a means to make X marry Y 

chis X is inebriated chis-s-n A causes X to be inebriated with I 

di X eats Y di-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to eat Y/ 

A causes X to eat Y using I 

dir X sleeps dir-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to sleep/ 

A causes X to sleep using I/ 

X seduces Y by means of I 

kul X cries kuli-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to cry  

kth X walks kth--n Using I as a means, A causes X to walk/ 

A causes X to walk using I as a tool 

lap X is ashamed lap-s-n A causes X to feel ashamed about I 

mta X dives mta-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to dive/ 

A causes X to dive using I 

yir X sits down yir-s-n Using I as a means, A causes X to sit 

down/ 
A causes X to sit down with I 

 

Table XVII. 

Verbs that do not combine with CAUS + INST 

when the two suffixes co-occur 

 
root gloss root + CAUS

 

bani X redeems Y *bani -s-n 
ba ns X is angry *bans-s-n 
bl X grows tall *bl-s-n 
bm X shits *bm-s-n 
bek X arrives *bek-s-n 
bs X digs out Y *bss-n 
bth X cries *bth-s-n 
bo r X peels off Y *bor-s-n 
bo k X cries *bok-s-n 
bo  X makes Y (heaps) *bo-s-n 
chp X plants Y *chp-s-n 
chen X slaughters Y *chen-s-n 
fl X flies *fl-s-n 
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gbal X writes Y *gbal-s-n 
gbk X scrubs Y *gbk-s-n 
gbl X grinds Y *gbl-s-n 
gbl X sweeps Y *gbl-s-n 
gbm X pounds Y *gbm-s-n 
gbep X climbs Y *gbep-s-n 
kl X pours Y *kl-s-n 
kom X gives birth to Y *kom-s-n 
kor X is pregnant *kor-s-n 
lm X speaks *lm-s-n 
me r X swallows Y *mer-s-n 
mu n X drinks Y *mu n-s-n 
nt X pukes Y *nt-s-n 
po  X ends Y *po-s-n 
skth X shifts over there *skth--n 
she th X builds Y *sheth-s-n 
tata X prostitutes *tata-s-n 
thm X dances *thm-s-n 
to X cooks Y *to-s-n 
way X buys Y *wa y-s-n 
w X puts on Y *w-s-n 

 

Table XVIII 

Verbs in that combine with LOC and INST  

when each appears separately. 

 
verb root gloss 

ba  X has Y 

ba ni X redeems Y 

bɔl X gets tall 

bɔli  X plucks off Y 

bɛmpa X makes Y 

bәnkәli X rolls Y 

bɛs X digs out Y 

bey X belches 

bo k X cries 

bo ŋ X makes Y (heaps) 

bo r X peels off Y 

bo ya X puts down Y 

bu li X makes a hole in Y 

bu s X takes off Y from R 

chɛchi X spreads Y 

chen X slaughters Y 

cher X lets Y go 

chis X is inebriated 

di X eats Y 

dif X kills Y 

fɔf X speaks 
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fәnthʌ X lies down 

fәshi  X crosses Y 

fi X dies 

gbal X writes down Y 

gbaŋ X hangs Y 

gbashi  X takes/lifts up Y 

gbɔl X grinds Y 

gbәk X cuts Y 

gbәl X sweeps Y 

gbep X climbs Y 

gbetha X cuts Y 

gbip X chooses Y 

kashi  X retracts Y 

kɔth X walks 

kәl X pours Y 

keyʌ X steals Y 

koth X ties Y (a bundle) 

lɔm X talks about Y 

lәm X throws away Y 

lɛmpi  X snatches Y 

leŋ X sings Y 

liŋ X pulls Y 

lʌk X throws away Y 

mʌ nk X buries/hides Y 

nɔy X takes away Y from R 

ŋɛt X minces Y 

ŋʌ t X ascends 

pa  X says Y 

pɔlɔ X crowns Y 

rʌ nkәth X rinses Y 

sɔth X sews Y 

she k X ties Y 

she th X builds Y 

su nt X corks Y 

taŋ X closes/locks Y 

thɔmɔ  X dances 

thila X sells Y 

tholʌ X begs Y 

thuf X spits Y 

thʌnthi X stretches Y 

thʌy X bends Y 

wa y X buys Y 

yema X wants Y 

yep X borrows Y 

yif X gives R, Y 

yirʌ  X sits down 
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Table XIX. Verbs combining with LOC + INST 

 
verb root gloss verb root gloss 

ba ni X redeems Y bani r-n X redeems Y from L by means of I 

bɛs X digs out Y bɛs-r-n X undermines L 

bo k X cries bok-r-n X cries facing L by means of I 

boya X donates Y boya-r-n X donates Y to L by means of I 

fɔf X speaks fɔf-r-n X rebukes L 

gbashi  X takes Y gbashi -r-n X takes Y from L using I 

gbip X catches Y gbip-r-n X catches Y from L with I 

lm X throws Y lmrn X throws Y at L using I 

yir X sits down yir-r-n X sits down on L with I 

 

Table XX. Verbs combining with LOC and INST that do not combine  

with the two applicatives when they co-occur 

 
verb root gloss verb + LOC + BEN

 

ba  X has Y *ba-r-n 
bey X belches *bey-r-n 
bl X grows tall *bl-r-n 
bli X plucks Y *bli-r-n 
bo ŋ X makes Y (heaps) *boŋ-r-n 
bo r X peels off Y *bor-r-n 
bu s X takes off Y from R *bus-r-n 
chɛchi X spreads Y *chɛchi -r-n 
chen X slaughters Y *chen-r-n 

cher X lets go Y *cher-r-n 
chis X is inebriated *chis-r-n 
di X eats Y *dir-r-n 
dif X kills Y *dif-r-n 
fәnthʌ X lies down *fәnthʌ-r-n 
fәshi  X crosses Y *fәnthʌ-r-n 
fi X dies *fi-r-n 
gbaŋ X hangs Y *gbaŋ-r-n 
gbɔl X grinds Y *gbɔl-r-n 
gbәl X sweeps Y *gbәl-r-n 
gbep X climbs Y *gbep-r-n 
gbetha X cuts Y *gbetha-r-n 
kɔth X walks *kɔth-r-n 
kәl X pours Y *kәl-r-n 
keyʌ X steals Y *keyʌ-r-n 
koth X ties Y (a bundle) *koth-r-n 
lɛmpi  X snatches Y *lɛmpi-r-n 
leŋ X sings Y *leŋ-r-n 
liŋ X pulls Y *liŋ-r-n 
lʌk X throws away Y *lʌk-r-n 
mʌ nk X buries/hides Y *mʌnk-r-n 
nɔy X takes Y from R *nɔy-r-n 
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ŋɛt X minces Y *ŋɛt-r-n 
ŋʌ t X ascends *ŋʌt-r-n 
pa  X says Y *pa-r-n 
pɔlɔ X crowns Y *pɔlɔ-r-n 
rʌ nkәth X rinses Y *rʌ nkәth-r-n 

sɔth X sews Y *sɔth-r-n 
she k X ties Y *shek-r-n 
she th X builds Y *sheth-r-n 
sunt X corks Y *su nt-r-n 
taŋ X closes/locks Y *taŋ-r-n 
thɔmɔ  X dances thɔmɔ -r-n 
thila X sells Y *thila r-n 
tholʌ X begs Y *tholʌ-r-n 
thuf X spits Y *thuf-r-n 
thʌnthi X stretches Y *thʌnthi-r-n 
thʌy X bends Y *thʌy-r-n 
way X buys Y *wa y-r-n 
yema X wants Y *yema-r-n 
yep X borrows Y *yep-r-n 
yif X asks R, Y *yif-r-n 

 

Table XXI 

Verbs combining with LOC and BEN when each occurs alone on a verb 

 
root gloss 

b X lends Y to R 

bl X grows tall 

bli X plucks off Y 

bmpa X makes Y 

bnkli  X rolls Y 

bs X digs out Y 

bth X begins to cry 

by X mentions Y to R 

ba ni X redeems Y 

ba ns X is angry 

bek X arrives 

bey X belches 

bo  X makes Y (heaps) 

bo k X cries 

bo r X peels off Y 

bo ya X donates Y 

bu li X makes a hole in Y 

bu s X takes off Y 

chchi X spreads Y 

chen X slaughters Y 

cher X lets Y go 

chis X is inebriated 

di X eats Y 
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dif X kills Y 

dir X sleeps 

ff X speaks to Y 

fl X flies 

fnth X lies down 

fshi X crosses Y 

fi X dies 

fitha X throws Y 

foy X floats 

gbba X faints 

gbk X cuts Y 

gbl X sweeps Y 

gbl ‘X grinds Y’ 

gbm X pounds Y 

gbnthi X ends Y 

gbth X yells 

gba X hangs Y 

gbal X writes Y 

gbali  X lines up Y 

gbam ‘X creeps’ 

gbashi  X takes away Y 

gbep X climbs Y 

gbetha X cuts down Y 

gbip X catches Y 

k X goes to Y 

mi X grimaces 

nt X pukes Y 

t X climbs 

t X minces Y 

kl X pours Y 

kshi X denies doing Y 

kth X walks 

kantha X closes Y 

kashi  X retracts Y 

key X steals Y’ 

koth X ties Y 

lk X throws Y 

lm X says Y 

lm X throws Y 

lmpi  X swoops down on Y 

le X sings 

li X pulls Y 

mm X tests Y 

mnk X hides Y 

me r X swallows Y 

nkth X fries Y 

np X hits Y 

ny X takes away Y 

pl X crowns Y 

py X jumps 
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pa  X says Y 

rf X stabs Y 

rnkth X rinses Y 

snk X shouts 

sr X coughs 

sth X sews Y 

she k X ties Y 

she m X rejects Y 

she th X builds Y 

sunt X corks Y 

tk X scolds Y 

ta X shuts down Y 

tata X flirts 

thm X dances 

thnthi X extends Y 

thy X bends Y 

thy X burns Y 

thas X passes Y 

thila X sells Y 

thol X begs for Y 

thuf X spits onY 

tu X is sick 

w X enters Y 

way X buys Y’ 

yema X wants Y’ 

yep X lends Y to R 

yif X asks for Y 

yir X sits down 

 

Table XXII. 

Verbs combining with LOC + BEN when the two applicatives co-occur 

 
root gloss root + LOC + 

BEN 

gloss 

bs X digs out Y bs-r- X digs out Y towards L for W 

bth X bursts into tears bth-r- X bursts into tears before L for W 

ba ns X is angry bans-r- X is angry at L for W 

by X mentions Y by-r- X mentions Y to L for W 

bey X belches bey-r- X belches towards L for w 

bo k X cries bok-r- X cries facing L for W 

bo ya X donates Y boya-r- X donates Y to L for W 

bu s X takes off Y bus-r- X takes off Y before L for W 

chchi X spreads Y chchi-r- X spreads Y to L for W 

cher X lets Y go cher-r-   X  X lets Y go to L for W 

chis X is inebriated chis-r- X is inebriated at L for W 

ff X speaks ff-r- X rebukes L for W 

fitha X throws Y fitha-r- X throws away Y to L for W 

gbk X cuts Y gbk-r- X cuts Y from L  for W 

gbl X sweeps Y gbl-r- X sweeps Y towards L for W 
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gbnthi X ends Y gbnthi-r- X ends Y in L towards W 

gbth X yells gbth-r- X yells at L for W 

gbal X writes Y gbal-r- X writes Y to L for W 

gbep X climbs Y gbep-r- X climbs Y towards L for W 

mi X grimaces mi-r- X grimaces facing L for W 

nt X pukes Y nt-r-  X vomits Y towards L for W 

t X ascends t-r- X ascends towards L for W 

t X minces Y t-r- X minces Y towards L for W 

kth X walks kth-r- X walks towards L for W 

lk X throws Y lk-r- X throws Y at L for W 

lm X says Y lm-r- X says Y to L for W 

lm X throws Y lm-r- X throws Y to L for W 

le X sings le-r- X sings Y to L for W 

snk X shouts snk-r- X shouts at L for W 

sr X coughs sr-r- X coughs towards Y for W 

she m X rejects Y she m-r- X rejects Y towards L for W 

ta X locks Y ta-r- X locks Y for W in direction of L 

tata  X flirts tata -r- X flirts to L for W 

thm X dances thm-r- X dances towards L for W 

thila X sells Y thila-r- X sells Y to L for W 

thuf X spits Y thuf-r- X spits Y towards L for W 

w X enters Y w-r- X enters L for W 

ba ni X redeems Y bani-r- X redeems Y from L for W 

gbashi  X takes away Y gbashi -r- X takes Y from L for W 

kashi  X retracts Y kashi -r- X retracts Y from L for W 

key X steals Y key-r- X steals Y from L for W 

lmpi  X swoops down 
on Y 

lmpi -r- X swoops down on Y from L for 
W 

li X pulls Y li-r- X pulls Y from L for W 

mnk X hides Y mnk-r X hides Y from L for W 

thol X begs for Y tholi-r- X begs Y from L for W 

way X buys Y wa y-r- X buys Y from L for W 

yif X asks Y yif-r- X asks Y from L for W 

dif X kills Y dif-r- X kills Y in L for W/ 

X exploits Y for W 

fl X flies fl-r- X hovers L for W 

fnth X lies down fnth-r-  X  X lies down in or on L for W 

gbetha X cuts down Y gbetha-r- X cuts down Y in L for W 

kl X pours Y kl-r- X pours Y in L for W 

kshi X denies doing Y kshi-r- X denies doing Y in L for W 

nkth X fries Y nkth-r- X fries Y for W repeatedly 

rf X stabs Y rf-r- X enacts Y for W 

rnkth X rinses Y rnkth-r- X rinses Y for W repeatedly 

sunt X corks Y sunt-r- X corks Y in L for W 

tk X scolds Y tk-r- X scolds Y in L for W 

yir X sits down yir-r- X sits down on Y for W 

bmpa X makes Y bmpa-r- X makes Y for W 

fi X dies fi-r- X finds Y for W 

k X goes to Y k-r- X goes to Y for W 

koth X ties Y koth-r- X ties Y for W 
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mm X tests Y mm-r- X tests Y for W 

sth X sews Y sth-r- X sews Y for W 

she k X ties Y she k-r- X ties Y for W 

thy X bends Y thy-r- X bends Y for W 

thy X burns Y thy-r- X over burns Y for W 

thas X passes Y thas-r- X exceeds Y for W 

yema  X wants Y yema -r- X wants Y for W 

 

Table XXIII 

Verbs that do not combine with LOC + BEN 

when the two applicatives co-occur 

 
root gloss root + LOC + BEN 

b X lends Y to R *b-r- 
bl X grows tall *bl-r- 
bli X plucks off Y *bli-r- 
bnkli  X rolls Y *bnkli-r- 
bek X arrives *bek-r- 
bo  X makes Y (heaps) *bo-r- 
bo r X peels off Y *bor-r- 
bu li X makes a hole in Y *buli -r- 
chen X slaughters Y *chen-r- 
di X eats Y *di-r- 
dir X sleeps in Y *dir-r- 
fshi X crosses Y *fshi-r- 
foy X floats *foy-r- 
gbba X faints *gbba-r- 
gbl ‘X grinds Y’ *gbl-r- 
gba X hangs Y *gba-r- 
gbali  X lines up Y *gbali -r- 
gbam ‘X creeps’ *gbam-r- 
gbip X catches Y *gbip-r- 
kantha X closes Y *kantha-r- 
mm X tests Y *mm-r- 
me r X swallows Y *mer-r- 
np X hits Y *np-r- 
ny X withdraws Y *ny-r- 
pl X crowns Y *pl-r- 
py X jumps *py-r- 
she th X builds Y *sheth-r- 
thnthi X extends Y *thnthi-r- 
tu X is sick *tu-r- 

 


